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Dear collector & client,

This catalogue presents to the market an unusually fine assembly of over 1400 lots & collections of 
Great Britain & British Commonwealth, in particular over 700 lots of Great Britain with a fine array of 
GB used in Ireland, Irish forerunners & overprints. In addition there are important sections of classic 
India and Gandhi Service 10r, plus a major array of Newfoundland.

David Feldman strives for excellence in lotting, presentation and promotion of every major property 
entrusted to us. We invite you to visit us in person or via the internet to examine and determine those 
lots which may be of interest to you. Please bear in mind that, with only a few exceptions, the lots 
are offered without reserve and at estimates that you should find attractive. We hope the results will 
be satisfactory throughout the auction, justifying our efforts and pleasing our vendors –but of course, 
that is up to you, our valued client buyers!

We wish you success with your bids and pleasure with your purchases.

Geneva, July 2013

Introduction

SELLING WITH DAVID FELDMAN: If the scope, presentation and results of this auction might get you to think 
about the eventual sale of your collection, please feel free to discuss with us, at no obligation, the possibilities 
we can offer you, and the best timing and location available. Please contact one of our philatelists at your 
convenience. Results  –YOUR results– really matter to us  –as we know they do to you!

Marcus Orsi
Managing Director 
& Chief Philatelist
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1840 Mulreadies & 
Caricatures 40013-40043

Hand Illustrated and 
Printed Envelopes 40044-40066
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Rainbow Trials 40073-40077

1840 1d Black 40078-40229
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1841 1d Red 40289-40348
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Postal Stationery 40699-40702
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Used Abroad 40716-40728

Collections 40729-40753
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Great Britain
Tuesday, September 24, 2013 at 10:00 

Pre-Philatelic & Stampless

 

40000 F   1617 Lettersheet from Heidelberg (Germany) to London, with interesting contents about  300 
   the christening of “the young prince”, as well as mention of other German royalty,  
   very fine and attractive little letter 

 

40001 F   1673 (May 26) Lettersheet from London to the Count of Estree in France, with  200 
   attractive monogram wax seals, very fine 

40002 F  16 1784 Lettersheet with clear Dokwra “Penny Post Paid” with “S” code letter of  200 
   Southwark, along with two Bishop Mark hs and two other circular hs on reverse, obverse  
   with circular “Penny Post” hs, fine 

40003 F  16 1787 Entire with clear Dokwra “Penny Post Paid” with “H” code letter of Hermitage,  150 
   along with circular time hs on reverse, very fine 

40004 F   www 1794-1859 Exhibition Collection on London Local Post at Westend district on 45 neatly  1’000 
   written up exhibition pages, all stampless showing the postmarks of the different  
   letter receiving stations incl. transfer cachets, delivery and postage correction  
   markings, etc., mostly very fine to superb letters 

40005 F  16 1807 (Jul 2) Printed “Two-Penny Post-Office” regulations, sent to Maiden Lane,  400 
   Battlebridge with ms “3”, a “12o’clock” ds and a “4o’clock” ds, very fine and unusual 

40006 F DFE  www 1810s-1830s Collection of Parliamentary free franks, mostly fronts, neatly written up  Offer 
   on pages and identified, better signatures incl. Gladstone (env. with Chancellor of  
   the Exchequer embossed motif) and Palmerston (on wrapper with War Office wax seal),  
   and two fronts from W. L. Maberly (joint secretary of the P.O. and bitter opponent of  
   Rowland Hill), interesting collection (97 fronts and 18 covers) (Est. € 150/200) 

40007 F  16 1811-1827, Sunday mail, three covers on a page incl. boxed “To be Delivered / by  100 
   10.o’clock / on Sund. Morn”, boxed “To be Delivered / by 10 Sund.Morn” and circular  
   “To Be Deilvered / by 10 / Sund / Morn”, a handsome group 

40008 F  16 1820 (Jun 11) Entire from Eckoniach(?) (Scotland) to INDIA, with Inverness cds, London  200 
   “PAID” tombstone and cds and “POST PACKET LETTR” oval ds on obverse, reverse with  
   Indian Ship letter hs, redirected to Delhi, fine and attractive 

40009 F  16 1836 Letter (last page only) from the the British Auxiliary Forces in the vicinity of  80 
   Santander to Portaferry, Northern Ireland, written on campaign during the First  
   Carlist War (“we shall have 700 Marines here in a few days - the Carlists are  
   coming”), sent as a Ship letter and with step-type PORTSMOUTH / SHIP LETTER on face,  
   redirected to Dublin and charged 2s11d total, fine and rare 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40001
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40010 DFE   1840 (Apr 3) Houses of Parliament 4d envelope/wrapper front (175x90mm, unwatermarked PE2a 8’000 
   wove paper) to Evesham with red crown “PAID” cds and signed, faults, the ONLY KNOWN 4d  
   Parliamentary postal stationery which came to light recently after 168 years, a remarkable  
   discovery item and in the words of Alan Huggins, “joins the 2d House of Lords envelope  
   as being one of the rarest items of British postal stationery,” cert. BPA (2008) 

40011 F  16 1852 Entire sent registered from London to Oporto, ms “Registered Letter,” “10/6” and endorsed  50 
   “Via Southampton / Pr Steamer,” “PAID” tombstone ds, Fenchurch St. s/l on reverse, fine 

40012 F  16 1853 “Registered Letter” green wrapper, complete, form “B,”sent from London to the  200 
   East Grinstead postmaster, London and East Grimstead cds on the receipt side, usual  
   creasing, fine and rare 

1840 Mulreadies & Caricatures

 

40013 F   MAY 7th: 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A50 forme 3, sent on the second official day of  3’200 
   use from London to Leeds, cancelled contrary to regulations with crisp red MC at foot,  
   clear despatch on reverse, minor soiling, still a very fine example 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40013
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40019
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40014 F   1840 (May 26) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A153, cancelled by crisp and vivid red MC,  1’800 
   reverse with clear Manchester despatch cds, with complete message written on the  
   inside of the top flap, a beautiful example of a May Date 

40015 F  16 1840 (Jul 3) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A145, from Wicklow (Ireland) to Dublin,  100 
   cancelled by red MC, reverse with blue Wicklow cds (one back panel folded out to  
   display it) and Dublin diamond ds, minor soiling, fine 

 

40016 F   1840 (Aug 20) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A14, sent to the CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, sent  4’000 
   from London with “PAID” tombstone ds and “PAID SHIP LETTER / LONDON” ds, “DOVER /  
   INDIA LETTER” hs on reverse, then redirected several times, to London, Exeter, Brecon  
   and finally Cheltenham, with several ms rate markings, a fine and attractive cover,  
   one of only three Mulreadies known going to the Cape, ex “Severn” 

40017 F  16 1840 (Aug 20) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A23, with “Hallett’s Postage Advertiser”  340 
   (no.4) printed advert inside, cancelled contrary to regulations with crisp ref MC  
   adjacent to Britannia, with “Paddington” hs and Seven-Oaks arrival cds below, London  
   bs, minor creasing, otherwise fine and very attractive (SG Spec. MA14d) 

 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40016
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40028
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40030
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40036
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40038
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40039
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4002040018

40018 F   1840 (Aug 27) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A139, sent within London and cancelled by  2’000 
   crisp red MC, then forwarded to Shifnal with 1840 1d black pl.1b AD with good margins,  
    tied by neat red MC with “T.P / Cornhill” hs adjacent, two London bs, cert. states  
   that the stamp has been lifted for cleaning and replaced, very fine and attractive,  
   cert. RPS (2000) (SG £15’000) 

40019 F  16 1840 (Nov 9) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A135, from Dublin to a place near  100 
   Enniskillen, neat red MC, reverse with Dublin diamond ds and Enniskillen cds, scuffing  
   to backflap otherwise fine 

40020 F   1841 (Jan 2) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A241, cancelled by crisp ORANGE MC, with  1’500 
   “Clerical, Medical and General Life Assurance Society” printed advert inside (SG Spec.  
   MA110m), with Cheltenham despatch bs in the same colour, very fine 

40021 F  18 1841 (Jan 15) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A135, from Rathangan (Ireland) to Limerick,  120 
   crisp red MC, with Rathangan, Kildare and Limerick bs, very fine 

40022 F  18 1841 (Feb 2) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A163, sent to the CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, with ms  1’200 
   “3/11” and “TO PAY” boxed hs, paying double the 4d ship rate and triple the 1/1d  
   letter rate in the Cape, dated on reverse in ms, some cover wear and stains, one of  
   only three known Mulreadies to the Cape, ex “Lady Hope” and “Severn” 

40023 F  18 1841 (Sep 11) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A35, cancelled by red MC with  100 
   “Tordmorden / Penny Post” (Yorkshire) hs adjacent, ms “2 more to pay”, Rochdale bs,  
   some peripheral wear and minor soiling 

40024 F  18 1841 (Dec 10) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A19, from Wicklow to Rathdrum (Ireland),  100 
   cancelled by rather blotchy but clear black MC with despatch bs in a similar fashion,  
   slightly soiled with some creasing 

40025 F  18 1842 (Aug 8) 1d Mulready lettersheet with “Atlas Assurance Company” printed advert  380 
   inside (SG Spec. MA103h), cancelled contrary to regulations by black MC (with “central  
   dot” variety) adjacent to Britannia, London and Bristol bs, minor soiling, fine 

40026 F  18 1843 (Apr 29) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A35, uprated with 1d red pl.26 NA (in at  800 
   top left) both cancelled by London No.11 in MC, London and Leith bs, two vertical  
   folds, rare, cert. RPS (1987) (SG £4’500 for cancel on Mulready alone) 

40027 F  18 1846 (Oct 10) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A71, from Dublin to London cancelled by  100 
   “186” Irish numeral of Dublin, London bs, slightly toned, horizontal fold at foot,  
   still a scarce cancel and late usage on the Mulready (SG £1’100) 

40028 F  18 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A160, sent from JERSEY to Monmouth, cancelled by red  1’000 
   MC with “SOUTHAMPTON / SHIPLETTER” s/l hs on reverse, carried by private steamer to  
   Southampton instead of the usual route via Weymouth, repaired tear on back flap otherwise  
   fine, very few recorded Mulreadies sent from the Islands by private steamer, ex “Severn” 

40029 F  18 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A241 forme 5, with “English and Scottish Law Fire and  200 
   Life Assurance” printed advert inside (SG Spec MA118a), unused and very fine and fresh 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40020
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40030 F  18 1842 (Jul 3) 2d Mulready wrapper from Dublin to Sligo, cancelled by black MC, with  400 
   despatch bs and Sligo arrival cds on obverse (with year in ms), usual minor faults,  
   fine (SG £2’000) 

40031 DFE  18 1842 (Dec 24) 2d Mulready front SENT REGISTERED from London to Worgret (Dorset),  1’500 
   cancelled by black MC with Lombard Street MC-style ds and ms “241 Registered / 6”,  
   rare as one of only two known 2d registered fronts (only one complete in known) 

40032 F  18 1846 (Mar 21) 2d Mulready envelope from Newcastle to Richmond cancelled by 1844-type  400 
   “541” numeral, reverse with Newcastle and Richmond cds, wax seal removed and a little  
   soiled, still a scarce cancellation on a Mulready, cert. BPA (2007) (SG £2’400) 

4003440033
 

40033 F   1891 (Jan 14) 2d Mulready envelope, stereo a201, sent registered to Germany with 1887  1’500 
   2 1/2d Jubilee pair tied by “466” Liverpool numerals, with Liverpool registered oval ds and  
   Commercial Rd. cds adjacent, a very late usage of the Mulready, very fine, cert. BPA (2010)  

40034 F   Mulready caricature envelope by W. Spooner, no.8, depicting Queen Victoria and Prince  2’000 
   Albert, sent from Dublin (Ireland) to Northwich with 1841 1d red tied by black MC,  
   despatch and arrival bs, minor soiling, a rare usage 

40035 F  18 Punch’s Anti-Graham propaganda envelope without inscription at top, printed in blue,  400 
   unused, slightly reduced at right although not affecting the design, faint tone spots  
   and a couple of light creases, much rarer in envelope format 

40036 F  18 Punch’s Anti-Graham propaganda lettersheet without inscription at top, printed in  200 
   blue, unused, faint tone spots, fine 

40037 F  18 Mulready caricature by Southgate, no.1, sent from Dublin to Baltinglass (Ireland) with  200 
   ms “1” and “PAID” ds, backflap missing and other minor faults, a scarce usage 

40038 F  18 “Tally Oh” Mulready caricature envelope by W. Spooner, no.12, showing “Britannia” riding  100 
   a lion at top, with Horse themed cartoons on the edges, some creases otherwise fine 

40039 DFE  18 Mulready caricature by Southgate, no.5, envelope front sent to Youghal (Ireland) with  200 
   1840 1d black pl.1b AH tied by red MC, some tone spots, still a scarce usage 

40040 DFE  20 Mulready caricature by John Leech, Fores’s Comic No.1, envelope front sent from  100 
   Pwllheli (Wales) to Dublin with ms “1”, with Pwllheli cds cancelling “Britannia” and  
   with further strike below, “PAID” ds, backed on card and toned with other minor  
   faults, still a scarce usage 

40041  20 William Makepeace Thackeray mulready caricature print from the defaced block on laid  50 
   paper, fine 

40042  20 William Makepeace Thackeray mulready caricature print from the defaced block on laid  50 
   paper, some faults in the margins not affecting the design 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40033
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40043 F DFE   20 Group of Mulreadies incl. 2d envelope from Kirriemuir (bs) with red MC, 1d wrapper  Offer 
   from Bath with red MC, 1d envelope stereo A163 unused, 1d envelope stereo A149 with  
   black MC and “T.P. / Illford” hs, 1d wrapper with 1d red added and forged to look  
   postally used, and two 1d fronts, various faults and levels of soiling (Est. €  
   300/500) 

Hand Illustrated and Printed Envelopes

40044 F  22 1d Pink postal stationery envelope with Parkins & Gotto Manufacturing Stationers  300 
   advertising inside, fine and most attractive 

40045 F  20 1d Pink postal stationery lettersheet with a multitude of adverts on both sides (incl.  300 
   medicine, tea, whiskey, “Globe Parcel Express”, pianos, etc., plus “An Investor’s  
   Novel in Two Chapters”), some tone spots, soiling and sellotape reinforcing edge  
   splits, still rare and unusual item 

40046 F  20 1d Pink postal stationery lettersheet with a multitude of adverts on both sides (incl.  300 
   tea, John Smith’s beer, tobacco, toy shop, medicine, etc.), sent within Hull and  
   cancelled by Hull duplex, some tone spots otherwise fine and attractive 

40047 F  20 Ackerman illustrated propaganda envelopes, unused, with Ocean Penny Postage “Britain!  150 
   From thee the world expects an ocean penny postage” envelope; anti-slavery “God hath  
   made of one blood all nations of men” envelope; and Ocean Penny Postage envelope with  
   “Ocean one penny postage would link in trade and peace the brotherhood of man”, fine (3) 

40048 F  20 1839 (Jul 18) Printed small envelope depicting green ivy on front and back, with “2”  100 
   hs and faint “T.P...” hs, reverse with London ds and large red wax seal with coat of  
   arms, some soiling, still attractive 

40049 F  22 1845 (Mar 23) Printed illustrated envelope depicting a waterfall with “FREE” on a  50 
   stone, with 1841 1d red (cut into at right) tied by “595” numeral of Oswestry, reverse  
   with paper seal “Sanctification is holiness of will or life”, slightly soiled 

40050 F  22 1858 (Jan 10) Pen & ink hand illustrated envelope depicting a lady ice skating, with  100 
   1854-57 1d red tied by Dublin cds, reverse with Maynooth despatch, Dublin and London  
   cds, minor soiling, very attractive 

40051 F  22 1859 (Sep 2) Envelope with “John Lillywhite’s Cricket Warehouse” blue and white  500 
   embossed vignette at top left of envelope with 1854-57 1d red tied by London numeral,  
   this being the forerunner to the famous Lillywhites stored in Piccadilly Circus in  
   London, rare item of sporting interest 

40052 F  22 1860 (Mar 20) “Maberly’s Imitation Oil / Paintings Originated and Produced...”  150 
   illustrated advertising cover, sent within London with 1854-57 1d red tied by London  
   “WC / 8” duplex, fine and very attractive 

40053 F  22 1860 (Dec 12) Printed illustrated envelope depicting a painter with the stamp on his  100 
   easel , with 1854-57 1d red tied by Dudley duplex, slightly soiled with a central  
   vert. crease, attractive 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40054 F  22 1868 (Nov 7) Printed illustrated envelope depicting a photographer taking a portrait  100 
   with the stamp in pace of the camera, with 1858-79 1d red pl.107 tied by Harrow  
   duplex,Congleton bs, slightly soiled, fine 

40055 F  22 1868 (Nov 22) Printed illustrated envelope depicting a young couple holding hands on a  50 
   balcony, with 1857-79 1d red pl.89 tied by Harrow duplex, partial Congleton bs,  
   backflap missing, minor soiling, still attractive 

 

40056 F   1875 (Apr 2) Pen and ink hand illustrated envelope depicting the white rabbit from  400 
   ALICE IN WONDERLAND with waistcoat, blazer and pocket watch, sent from London to  
   Hitchin with 1858-79 1d red (corner fault) tied by London “SE / 8” duplex, slight  
   soiling and minor peripheral faults, very attractive 

40057 F  22 1878 (Mar 11) Hand illustrated cover of a steam train with 1858-79 1d red pl.187 tied  200 
   by “75” numeral of Birmingham, Rugby bs, very fine and attractive railway thematic 

40058 F  22 1878 (Apr 5) Printed illustrated envelope in brown depicting a pikeman with the stamp  50 
   as the flag on the end of the pike, tied by Bournemouth duplex, London bs, “Forget me  
   not” wax seal, parts of backflap missing and tear at top, some soiling, unusual 

40059 F  22 1880 (Dec 28) Printed illustrated envelope depicting a horse race, with 1880-81 1d  80 
   venetian red tied by Mallow (Ireland) duplex, London bs, minor soiling otherwise fine  
   and attractive cover 

40060 F  22 1883-84 “Miss E. Quarmby / Crosland Moor” illustrated address panels on three 1d pink  400 
   envelopes, depicting ivy and mistletoe, each sent from Huddersfield, very attractive  
   group (3) 

40061 F  22 1884 (Sep 5) Printed illustrated envelope in the Chinese style depicting two women,  200 
   franked on the reverse by two 1883-84 2 1/2d lilacs tied by Ludgate Circus cds, sent  
   reg’d to Austria, most unusual and attractive 

40062 F  24 1885 (Sep 26) Printed illustrated envelope depicting two fisherman repairing their  100 
   net, with 1881 1d lilac die II tied by London squared circle, Hawkhurst bs, central  
   vert. fold, fine 

40063 F  24 1893 (Dec 6) Pen and ink illustrated envelope depicting a Turkish Gentleman, franked  150 
   1887 Jubilee 1/2d vermilion pair partly overlapping on reverse, sent from Southport to  
   Whitby, minor soiling and small portion of backflap missing, still attractive and unusual 

40064 F  24 1895 (Jan 31) Large hand illustrated envelope in Indian ink depicting St. Mary le  400 
   Strand on The Strand in London, with 1887-1900 1 1/2d Jubilee tied by Glasgow cds,  
   minor faults to reverse, a stunning cover 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40056
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40065 F  24 1895 (Jul 20) Large printed illustrated envelope in blue & white depicting Atlanta,  100 
   inscribed “Cotton States & International Exposition” below, sent to the US Consulate  
   in Germany with 1887-1900 2 1/2d Jubilee tied by London hooded cds, Hannover bs, some  
   creasing, still very attractive 

40066 F  24 1908 Junior Philatelic Society illustrated envelope sent from the Netherlands to  150 
   England, franked with 3c green, fine and unusual usage from abroad 

Valentines Envelopes

40067 F  24 Ornate gold printed (one front & back) miniature envelope addressed to Henley  100 
   (delivered by hand) incl. original embossed and gilt printed message, fine and very  
   attractive 

40068 F   www 1830s, Group of four Valentines items, incl. two complete letter sheets with printed &  50 
   coloured inserts, one insert by itself and a wrapper with attractive embossed printed  
   contents, some heavy foxing 

40069 F  24 1853 (Feb 14) Elaborate embossed (on front and backflap) envelope with 1841 1d red,  100 
   large margins, tied by “498” numeral, Manchester bs, incl. original embossed printed  
   message, attractive green wax seal with thistle, small portion of envelope missing at  
   top otherwise fine 

40070 F  24 1858 (Feb 10) Elaborate embossed envelope with 1854-57 1d red tied by Edinburgh  100 
   numeral, with Errol and Inchture bs, incl. original embossed and gilt decorative  
   letter, some soiling and faults to reverse to envelope 

40071 F  34 1861 (Feb 14) Elaborate embossed envelope with 1854-57 1d red tied by London sideways  100 
   duplex, incl. original embossed decorative letter, some soiling 

40072 F  24 1876 (Feb 13) Elaborate embossed envelope with 1858-79 1d red pl.164 tied by Dereham  100 
   duplex, Long Stratton bs, small portion of backflap missing, some splitting to the  
   embossing and minor foxing, still attractive   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
   

 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may 
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, 
paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at 
the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any 
claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may 
be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at 
the offices of DF.
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Rainbow Trials

UNIQUE CANCELLATION REMOVAL EXPERIMENT

 

40073   Cancellation removal experiment on 1d in deep blue, state 2 (showing nick on bottom of  40’000-60’000 
   10th stamp) in sheet of 12 with red “National Bank of Ireland” cancels, the washed  
   colours of the stamps come from the attempt to remove the red cancels which has been  
   partially achieved but not without damaging the integrity of the stamp.  
     
   This item is unrecorded by Rowse in his “Rainbow Trials” book, of which he records  
   only three sheets with a red cancel; one in black, one in deep blue and one in black  
   used as part of the cancellation removal experiment, of which the latter is the only  
   item not locked away in the Royal or Post Office museum collection.   
      
   A marvellous and highly important exhibition or museum piece.   
   

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40073
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40074   National Bank of Ireland trial cancellation in a sheet of 12, with manuscript “Stamp  2’000 
   No 1” on reverse, some soiling and creasing, a very rare multiple 

4007640075
 

40075   National Bank of Ireland trial cancellation single, some soiling otherwise fine  100

40076   National Bank of Ireland trial cancellation single, some soiling otherwise fine  100

 

40077 A   Rainbow colour trial in drab on thick bluish laid paper, state 3(d), left corner DP19 4’600 
   marginal pair, crease at lower left corner not detracting, very fine and rare 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the 
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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1840 1d Black

THE FAMOUS WALLACE DOCUMENT

 

40078 C   The Earliest Dated Penny Black in Existence  60’000 
     
   Unique document from the archive of Robert Wallace: die proof of the Mulready, without  
   value tablet, printed in black on India paper, mounted on stout paper along with an unused  
   1d black from plate 1a, lettered AI, with endorsement in pencil by RobertWallace MP: “1st  
   Proof of Penny Postage Stamp Cover(?), presented to Mr. Wallace by the Right Honourable  
   Chancellor of the Exchequer, Francis Thornhill Baring, April 10th 1840.” along top, with  
   “Universal Penny Postage Fly or Loose Stamp, presented tome as above (the 10th April).   
   / These came into public use on the 6th May 1840” below the Penny Black.   
     
   The Penny Black affixed comes from the plate completed on April 8th 1840, which was put into  
   production on April 11th and officially registered on April 15th, quite probably comes from the  
   first sheet printed.  
     
   April 10th was also an important day for the Mulready, as it was the day that its design was  
   shown to and approved by the Council of Royal Academicians. Unique document of major  
   historical importance in the story of the Penny Black.  
     
   Expertise: certified by James Grimwood-Taylor (1992) and BPA (2009)   

   Note: Robert Wallace (1733-1855), was one of the foremost Postal Reformers of the 1830s and 1840s.  
   According to Rowland Hill’s autobiography, Robert Wallace was “One who was in the  
   field (of Postal Reform) more than two years before I began my investigations.”  
   Wallace began the campaign in 1833 that led to cheap postage and the 1d black. He was  
   a principal witness for the Commission of Revenue Enquiry into the Post Office from  
   1835 to 1836, and it was by his deciding vote as Chairman of the Parliamentary Select  
   Committee on Postage in 1838 that the original proposals for cheap postage were  
   recommended to Parliament. 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40078
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40079 H F   ROWLAND HILL: Fragment SIGNED by Rowland Hill, mounted on an album page along with two  300 
   foreign stamps depicting him, an 1840 1d black pl.1A TE with fine to very large  
   margins and red MC (small tear at right and corner crease), and a slightly scruffy  
   unsent 1d Mulready

6th MAY: FIRST OFFICIAL DAY OF USE

 

40080 F   Plate 1a OE with good to large margins tied by red MC to 1840 (May 6) wrapper sent on  30’000 
   the first day of use from London to Bedale, clear Lombard St. despatch on reverse,  
   filing fold affecting left side of adhesive, still a fine and fresh example of this  
   rare and desirable cover, listed by Jackson, cert. BPA (1993) (SG £160’000)  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40079
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40079
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40080
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40081 F  34 7th MAY: Plate 1a QC with fine to good margins tied on part entire (missing side  1’500 
   flaps) by red MC from Birmignham (bs clearly struck) to Barford, a few dark marks on  
   the face of the stamp otherwise fine and rare May date, listed by Jackson (SG  
   £20’000) 

40082 F  34 13th MAY: Plate 1a QD with very good to large margins cancelled by smudgy red MC on  500 
   1840 (May 13) wrapper from Worthing to London, with quite clear despatch and arrival  
   bs, minor soiling, cert. RPS (2005) (SG £3’500) 

 

40083 F   19th MAY: Plate 1a TJ with good to large margins tied by crisp red MC to wrapper from  2’000 
   Maidstone to London, with crisp despatch cds adjacent, arrival bs, very fine and  
   attractive example of a May Date especially with the cds on the obverse, cert. BPA  
   (2006) (SG £2’800) 

40084 DFE  34 MAY 31st: Plate 2 CJ with fine to very large margins cancelled on 1840 (May 31) part  600 
   cover (front and top flap), top flap with clear Edinburgh cds, backed on card, a  
   useful example of a rare May Date (third Sunday) (SG £13’000 for cover) 

40085 40088 4009240086 4008940087 40091
 

40085 H   Plate 1a AJ top marginal with fine to huge margins, tied on small piece by neat red  140 
   MC, very fine  

40086 H   Plate 1a BA with good to very large margins, superb crisp and vivid red MC, very fine  150

40087 H   Plate 1a DG with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  140

40088 H   Plate 1a DL with very close to good margins, red MC, very fine  100 

40089 H   Plate 1a HD showing re-entries at top and bottom, with very good to very large  150 
   margins, red MC, very fine 

40090 G  34 Plate 1a IH with good to large margins, tied on large piece by vivid red MC, with  150 
   indistinct “T.P.” hs and London boxed ds, very fine 

40091 H   Plate 1a IK with good to very large margins, faint red MC, very fine  120

40092 H   Plate 1a JL right marginal with good to very good margins and part of inscription at  150 
   right (“e Address and tow”), neat red MC, some faults incl. small tear and corner  
   crease at lower left, still an attractive stamp 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40083
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40093 DCE   Plate 1a KJ with good to very large margins, unused with no gum, very fine  800

 

40094 40095 4009740096 40099 40100

40094 H   Plate 1a LA with fine to very good margins, with neat orange-red MC, very fine  120

40095 H   Plate 1a LL right marginal with fine to good margins with huge margin at right, crisp  150 
   red MC, very fine 

40096 H   Plate 1a PG with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  120

40097 H   Plate 1a PJ with good to large margins, neat brown-red MC, very fine  120

40098 F  34 Plate 1a RE with fine to large margins, uncancelled on folded cover originating from  400 
   Cognac, France, to the Isle of Man, no postal markings, minor soiling, fine 

40099 DCE   Plate 1a SI with good to very good margins, unused with no gum, very fine  500

40100 H   Plate 1b AG with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

40101 F  34 Plate 1b AG with “fortuitous separation” almost mimicking a serpentine roulette, tied  100 
   to 1840 (Oct 19) entire from Haughead to Arbroath (Scotland) by red MC, with  
   Laurencekirk bs, fine and interesting curiosity, cert. RPS (2004) 

 

40102 H   Plate 1b CA-CF strip of six with close to good margins, neat black MCs, faint thin  1’500 
   between CA and CB and small tear at top of CD, still a very fine looking multiple 

40103 40104 40105 40106 40107
 

40103 H   Plate 1b DA with very good even margins, crisp red-brown MC, very fine  140 

40104 H   Plate 1b DF with fine to good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40105 H   Plate 1b DF with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  120

40106 H   Plate 1b DG with good to large margins, crisp and central red MC, very fine  140

40107 H   Plate 1b EB with very good to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150
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40108 F  34 Plate 1b FB with close to large margins tied by red MC to 1841 (Feb 12) entire from  300 
   Dursley, struck in red two days after regulations dictated the use of only black ink,  
   with Dursley and London bs, fine and scarce, only 11 covers from Dursley recorded by  
   Rockoff & Jackson (this example unrecorded) 

4011240109  

40109 H   Plate 1b ID with good to very good margins, showing clear non-coincident re-entry,  180 
   neat black MC, very fine (SG Spec. AS5b) 

40110 F  34 Plate 1b IG with good to huge margins, tied on 1841 (Mar 25) wrapper (missing  170 
   sideflaps) from Tralee (Ireland) to Kilkenny by black MC, stamp showing re-cut right  
   frame (SG Spec. AS5h), with Tralee, Maryborough and Kilkenny bs, fine 

 

40111 H   Plate 1b IJ with INVERTED WATERMARK, with good to large margins, neat red MC, very  1’500 
   fine and rare, cert. RPS (2004) 

40112 H   Plate 1b JL with good to huge margins, crisp red MC, very fine  150

 

40113 F   Plate 1b KL with fine to huge margins tied by BROWN MC to wrapper from Rainford (udc  1’500 
   on reverse) to St. Helens, very fine and scarce, cert. Mike Jackson (2013) with  
   detailed explanation, ex Lady Bury 

4011540114
 

40114 H   Plate 1b MC with large even margins showing vertical left frame line recut, smudgy red  100 
   MC, light vertical crease otherwise fine (SG Spec AS5h)  

40115 H   Plate 1b MJ with very good to large margins, crisp black MC, slightly discoloured with  80 
   tiny pinhole at right, still an attractive example 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40109
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40116 40117 40119
 

40116 H   Plate 1b NL with good to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  140

40117 H   Plate 1b OC with good to very large margins, very faint MC, very fine  100

 

40118 F   Plate 1b, 1c and 1d  PB-TC block of 10 red printing on 1841 (Jul 7) large envelope  6’000 
   from York to Sheffield, mixed margins, tied by black MCs, cover slightly soiled and  
   vertical fold affecting two stamps.  
     
   This is the largest 1d red plate 1 block on cover, one of the largest blocks known  
   (possibly the largest in private hands) and almost certainly unique in showing plate  
   1b, 1c and 1d. A must have for the specialist line-engraved collector.  

40119 H   Plate 1b QH with fine to large margins, faint red MC, very fine  100

 

40120 G   Plate 1b RA with good to large margins, tied on small piece by crisp “Amlwch / Penny  1’000 
   Post” red hs along with a faint red MC, very fine and rare, cert. BPA (1989) (SG Spec.  
   AS5ya, £3’000) 

 

4012240121

40121 H   Plate 1b RJ with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

40122 H   Plate 1b TD with good to very large margins, light red MC, slight thin otherwise fine  80

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40116
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40123 C   Plate 1b TE with fine to very large margins, mint og, fresh colour, fine, cert. RPS  5’000 
   (1981) (SG £12’000) 

401294012540124
 

40124 H   Plate 1b TF with very good to large margins, red MC, small wrinkle to left of neck  120 
   otherwise fine 

40125 H   Plate 1c MD second repair, printing in red, with close to very good margins, neat  180 
   black MC, very fine (SG Spec. AS9) 

 

40126 C   Plate 2 AH with very good to huge margins (small fault at bottom right not affecting  Offer 
   the design) with BLACK AND RED MCs, fine and rare combination of coloured MCs (SG  
   £2’600) 

40127 F  34 Plate 2 AK with fine to good margins, tied to 1841 (Jun 7) entire sent from HMS  300 
   IMPREGNABLE, and posted at Devonport and sent to Magdalen College (Cambridge  
   University), redirected to Chislehurst with ms “1” and “PAID” cds, minor soiling, full  
   of interest 

40128 F  34 Plate 2 FJ large even margins with smudgy red MC on 1841 (Oct) “Nuneaton Union”  500 
   printed lettersheet, Coventry bs, slightly soiled, still an attractive and scarce  
   printed envelope and penny black combination 

40129 H   Plate 2 GI with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  100

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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40130 G   Plate 2 GL with very close to large margins on piece along with 1840 2d blue pl.1 AC &  3’400 
   AD, both fine to good margins, tied by red MCs, with “MORE / TO / PAY” circular hs  
   below, a rare combination of both values 

40131 F  40 Plate 2 IK with close to very good margins tied by neat red MC to 1840 printed  Offer 
   lettersheet for the Blackburn Royal Bazaar, sent from Hawkshead (Cumbria) to  
   Blackburn, with “Hawkshead / Penny Post” hs adjacent and Ambleside bs, very fine and  
   attractive item 

40132 40133 4013740135 4013840136 40139
 

40132 H   Plate 2 JG with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  120 

40133 H   Plate 2 MA with good to huge margins, crisp red MC, very fine, a superb example  180

40134 F  40 Plate 2 MD on 1840 (Jun 23) entire letter from Baltimore, USA, to Halifax, England  2’000 
   sent as a consignee’s letter, tied by red Manchester Maltese Cross, with MANCHESTER  
   JY17 1840 cds on reverse, a very unusual usage of the world’s first postage stamp on a  
   letter from the USA. 

40135 H   Plate 2 OA with fine to large margins, crisp red MCs, very fine  100

40136 H   Plate 2 OC with close to large margins, violet-brown MC (?), fine  90

40137 H   Plate 2 PB printing in red showing re-cut letter squares, with very close to very good  100 
   margins, crisp black MC, slight thin at right, very fine appearance (SG Spec. AS18d £450) 

40138 H   Plate 2 RA with good to large margins, with red MC, very fine  120

40139 H   Plate 2 SJ with fine to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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40140 F   Plate 2 TC with full bottom sheet margin and part imprint “of 12 £1.... Per”,  8’000 
   otherwise very close to fine margins, tied by vivid red MC to 1849 (Sep 5) wrapper  
   from Knutsford (bs) to Stourbridge, envelope slightly restored to lighten age stains  
   and reinforce folds, attractive and extremely rare example of an inscriptional  
   marginal on cover 

 

40142 4014340141

40141 H   Plate 2 TF with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  140 

40142 H   Plate 3 AC with good to large margins, crisp and complete red MC, very fine  140

40143 H   Plate 3 BK with good even margins, red MC and part of “(Poul)ton / (Penn)y Post” black  200 
   hs, very fine 

40144 F  40 Plate 3 GJ with fine to huge margins, tied by red MC to 1840 (Jul 28) printed  300 
   lettersheet from the Sandhurst Royal Military College to a Colonel in the 64th Regt.  
   in London, with Bagshot cds adjacent and London bs, ms “O.H.M.S.”, contents relating  
   to the student’s regulations, fine and interesting 

 

40145 DCE   Plate 3 KI with fine to large margins, unused with no gum, very fine and fresh  500

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40140
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40141
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40146 G   Plate 3 LF with good to very good margins, tied on wrapper by clear “Amlwch / Penny  4’000 
   Post” red hs along with a faint red MC, Bangor bs, wax seal removed from reverse, most  
   attractive and rare, ex H. O. Fraser (SG Spec. AS5ya, £9’000) 

40147 40149 40150 40151 4015940154 40163
 

40147 H   Plate 3 LL with good to very good margins, crisp black MC, small surface scuff near  100 
   mouth, still a very attractive example 

40148 F  40 Plate 3 OB with good to very good margins tied on 1840 (Aug 29) lettersheet from  240 
   Montrose (Scotland) to Hawick, with Montrose and Edinburgh bs and “TOO LATE” hs, very  
   fine and attractive cover  

40149 H   Plate 3 OL with good to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  140

40150 H   Plate 3 PB with good to very large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  140

40151 H   Plate 3 TI with good to large margins, neat red MC, tiny pinhole in cheek otherwise fine  80

40152 F  40 Plate 4 AL and RD (mixed margins) tied on 1840 (Nov 9) envelope from Hursley to  300 
   Trinity College, Cambridge University, by red MCs, stamps placed at the top left  
   contrary to regulations, with crisp strike of “Hursley / Penny Post” and further red  
   MC at top right, with Winchester, Cambridge and London bs, minor soiling, unusual  
   cover 

40153 F  40 Plate 4 IH, FI, QH and MB (mixed margins) tied on 1840 (Jul 18) entire from Carlisle  1’000 
   (bs) to Wigton by red MCs, vertical crease affecting IH, a scarce multiple franking 

40154 H   Plate 4 LB with fine to large margins, vivid red MC, very fine  120

40155 F  40 Plate 4 NE with close to large margins, tied by RED MC FROM LEEDS with aspects that  5’000 
   resemble the distinctive MC which is only thought to be found in black (particularly  
   the shape of the outer loop around the Queen’s cheek), with Rockoff & Jackson listing  
   4 known covers with a red MC although they believe that the examples differ from the  
   black, with Leeds bs in black, very fine and rare 
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40156 H   Plate 4 QA-QG strip of six, touched at foot on most stamps otherwise clear, with crisp  4’000 
   MANCHESTER FISHTAIL distinctive MCs, very fine and quite spectacular 

40157 F  40 Plate 4 QC with good even margins, tied to 1840 (Oct 17) entire from Hayle to St.  200 
   Columb (Cornwall), Hayle bs, very fine and clean 

40158 F  40 Plate 4 QH/RH vertical pair with very close to huge margins, tied by two neat black  400 
   MCs to 1841 (Mar 3) wrapper from Scarborough to London, with despatch and arrival bs,  
   small cover fault at top left, attractive cover  

40159 H   Plate 4 TB with very close to huge margins, crisp red MC, very fine  140

 

40160 G   Plate 4 TF with good to large margins, tied by by crisp red MC to piece with Newport  1’500 
   Pagnel cds and Oulney uds adjacent, very fine 

 

40161 F   Plate 4 TH, three margins, with lower margin showing inscription “ND SIDE of the”,  1’500 
   tied on 1840 (Jul 2) lettersheet from London to Dublin by red MC, with Lombard St. and  
   Dublin bs, very fine and rare usage of a marginal example on cover 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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40162 C J   Plate 5 AG/AH mint block of four with large part original gum (slightly toned), with a  30'000 
   faint central thin and a pressed diagonal crease, still a rare multiple with original  
   gum and a fine appearance.  
     
   Expertise: RPS (1944) as block of 6; PTS (2012)  
     
   Provenance: Ernest Dale, Fisher & Sayeed  

 

40163 H   Plate 5 AG with fine to very large margins, light black MC, very fine  120

 

40164 F   Plate 5 CG with close to very good margins, tied by black MC to REGISTERED lettersheet  10’000 
   to Shanklin (Isle of Wight), letter reads “I have enclosed £10...”, with ms  
   “Registered Letter” and 1/-” with London tombstone adjacent. slightly indistinct  
   despatch bs, a very fine and very rare registered penny black cover (fewer than a  
   dozen thought to exist) 

40165 F  40 Plate 5 IJ with good to huge margins (although margin is rough at right) tied by red  1’000 
   MC to 1840 (Nov 24) entire from Lewes to Bath, with crisp “MISSENT TO” hs and  
   Lamberhurst cds in blue adjacent, very fine and unusual 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40162
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40166 F   Plate 5 JE with good to large margins tied on 1840 (Oct 10) mourning entire only by a  2’000 
   Dublin (Ireland) diamond ds, minor soiling, very rare and unusual, cert. RPS (2000) 

40167 F  40 Plate 5 KC with fine to huge margins, on 1840 (Jul 10) lettersheet from Newry to Moy  200 
   (Ireland), tied by two red MCs (unusual), with Newry and Moy bs, fine 

40168 40170 40171 40173
 

40168 H   Plate 5 MH with fine to very good margins, crisp and central red MC, very fine  120

 

40169 H   Plate 5 SJ printing in red, with close to good margins, with crisp RED MC, very fine  3’600 
   and rare, cert. RPS (1990) (SG £5’000)  

40170 H   Plate 6 AG with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

40171 H   Plate 6 BF with good to large margins, neat red MC, light horizontal crease, very fine  100 
   appearance 

40172 F  44 Plate 6 DF, touched at top right corner otherwise fine to large margins, tied by black  Offer 
   MC to 1841 (Feb) entire with inside showing beautiful embossed surround and  
   Valentine’s day love poem, Newport arrival bs, some cover faults and some soiling 

40173 H   Plate 6 DI with fine to huge margins, crisp orange-red MC, very fine  140

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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40173A C  Plate 6 EB with close to good margins, mint part og, very fine and fresh, cert. Brandon    
   (1996) (SG £13’000)   4’000

 

40174 DCE   Plate 6 HG in grey-black on thin paper with good to large margins, unused no gum, very  2’400 
   fine, unlisted by SG, cert. BPA (2005) 

40175 40178 40179 40181
 

40175 H   Plate 6 JA with fine to very good margins, light red-brown MC, very fine  100

40176 F  44 Plate 6 KG tied by red MC on the reverse of 1841 (Jan 21) wrapper and used as a paper  1’200 
   seal, neatly cut in two upon opening, ms “Free / Seal’d with / a stamp” on obverse,  
   redirected, with Exmouth and three London bs, no side flaps, a very attractive and  
   most unusual usage, cert. RPS (2004) 

 

40177 G   Plate 6 TE, touched at right, tied to small piece by BLUE MC, with Truro cds adjacent  1’200 
   in the same colour, fine and very rare, cert. BPA (2011) (SG £11’000)  

40178 H   Plate 6 LF with good to very good margins margins, crisp red MC, small surface scuff  100 
   at left, still very attractive 

40179 H   Plate 6 LL with fine to large margins, crisp and vivid red MC, tiny corner crease at  120 
   lower left otherwise fine and very attractive 

40180 F  40 Plate 6 NC (state 2) with good to huge margins, on 1841 (Apr 30) wrapper from Roscrea  150 
   to Emo (Ireland), cancelled by black MC, Roscrea cds adjacent, no bs, tear at top and  
   wax seal removed from reverse, stamp slightly discoloured, still a scarce usage 

40181 H   Plate 6 OA with fine to huge margins, neat black MC, corner crease at top left clear  180 
   of design otherwise fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40174
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40182 F  40 Plate 6 OG with fine to very good margins, tied by crisp black MC to 1841 (Apr 23)  Offer 
   entire with printed header for for Christians about the danger of alcohol on society  
   and the religion (“Is it not a fact that...the most virulent scandals of the church  
   have arisen from the drinking habits of its members?”), sent from Northallerton to  
   Burnley (with corresponding cds), attractive wax seal (“The Art of Oak”), very fine  
   and interesting item 

 

40183 G   Plate 6 OL with PRIVATE ROULETTE on all four sides, tied on piece by heavy red MC,  800 
   cert. Brandon (2001) states “genuine, as far as anyone can say” 

40189

40184

40190

401816

40191

40187

40192

40188

 

40184 H   Plate 6 PI with close to very good margins, neat red MC, small natural paper inclusion  100 
   on base of neck, very fine 

40185 F  44 Plate 6 PL with close to very large margins, tied by neat red MC with “dot in centre”  600 
   variety on 1841 (Jan 12) wrapper, with Dulverton (Devon) udc adjacent, green paper  
   seal on reverse, very fine 

40186 H   Plate 6 SA with fine to good margins, showing re-entry marks in both stars and at  100 
   foot, light red MC, very fine (SG Spec. AS41a)  

40187 H   Plate 6 SE with fine margins, black MC, very fine  90

40188 H   Plate 6 SG with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  100

40189 H   Plate 6 SL with very good to large margins, red MC, couple of natural paper wrinkles,  140 
   very fine 

40190 H F   Plate 6 TB with fine to large margins and crisp red MC, very fine  140

40191 H   Plate 7 AI top marginal with fine to very large margins on three sides and showing  200 
   part of inscription at top, light red MCs, very fine 

40192 H   Plate 7 FC with fine to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  120

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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40193 H   Plate 7 HF-HK strip of six, with close to large margins, red MC, vertical fold  2’000 
   affecting HJ, otherwise very fine and attractive multiple 

40194 F  44 Plate 7 HH, clipped at lower right corner otherwise clear margins, tied by VERMILION  400 
   MC of Bristol, with Clifton udc adjacent, reverse with Bristol cds (in the same  
   colour) and London bs, minor soiling, fine (SG £3’000) 

40195 F  44 Plate 7 IE, just touched at foot otherwise fine to huge margins, on 1840 (Dec 8)  120 
   wrapper from Drogheda with printed address for the “Sunday School Society For Ireland”  
   in Dublin, tied by two red MCs (unusual), with Drogheda and Dublin bs, fine and  
   attractive 

40196 F  44 Plate 7 KB with fine to very good margins, tied by crisp black MC to 1840 (Oct 19)  Offer 
   entire with printed header for the Putney College for Civil Engineers depicting a  
   steam locomotive, sent from London to Dunstable with “T.P / Putney” hs adjacent,  
   London bs, slightly soiled otherwise fine 

40197 4020040198
 

40197 H   Plate 7 LG with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  140

40198 H   Plate 7 MH-MI pair in greyish black, with fine to very good margins, neat black MCs,  500 
   very fine (SG £2’000) 

 

40199 F   Plate 7 OD FRAUDULENT RE-USE, still affixed to the original portion of letter with a  4’600 
   small portion of the stamp removed obviously to remove the previous cancel, re-affixed  
   with sealing wax to a 1840 (Dec 10) wrapper sent to Truro with blue arrival cds  
   adjacent, ms taxed “2” and “Stamp used before”, some minor soiling, a very rare  
   example as such items would normally be retained by the P.O., cert. RPS (1990)  

40200 H   Plate 7 PB with good to very good margins, black MC, very fine  120
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40201 F   Plate 8 AG-AL strip of six (showing the 1st state before the development of the “O”  18’000 
   flaw) with good to very large margins, tied on refolded large part entire by black  
   MCs, sent to Aberdeen with Edinburgh dispatch cds and boxed arrival ds on reverse,  
   filing folds well clear of stamps, a trifle soiled, otherwise fine, attractive and  
   extremely rare multiple on cover, cert. RPS (1984) 

40202 F  44 Plate 8 BG with fine to good margins, tied on 1840 (Nov 17) entire from London to  200 
   Newbury by red MC, with clear “Cannon St. East” hs adjacent, very fine 

40203 F  50 Plate 8 CI-CJ pair with fine to large margins, tied by black MCs to 1841 (Apr 6)  360 
   lettersheet, Lombard St. despatch bs, very fine (SG £2’400 off cover) 

 

40204 H   Plate 8 GL with close to good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  100

40205 F  50 Plate 8 HB with fine to good margins tied by DISTINCTIVE LEEDS MC to 1841 (Apr 9)  2’000 
   small entire, cert. stating that the stamp has been lifted and the cover cleaned,  
   Wakefield and Leeds bs, very attractive, cert. RPS (1997) (SG £10’000) 

 

40206 H   Plate 8 HB with INVERTED WATERMARK, with close to very good margins, neat red MC, very AS46d 2’400 
   fine (SG £3’750) 
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40207 F   Plate 8 HK with fine to very good margins, tied by red MC to 1841 (Jan 30) entire sent  10’000 
   REGISTERED from Liverpool to Oxford, minor peripheral fault at bottom, cert. states  
   that the stamp has been lifted and treated to reduce staining, otherwise fine and  
   extremely rare, cert. BPA 2011. This example is believed to be the second earliest  
   known stamped registered letter. Less than a dozen registered covers with penny black  
   frankings are thought to exist and many of the famous collections lacked an example. 

 

40208 40209 40210 40211 40214 40216

40208 H   Plate 8 KB with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  120 

40209 H   Plate 8 MJ with good to very good margins, light red MC, very fine  100

40210 H   Plate 9 AA second repair, printing in red, with close to good margins, neat black MC,  80 
   very fine (SG Spec. AS61) 

40211 H   Plate 9 CH with fine to very good margins, vivid and central MC, very fine  120

40212 F  50 Plate 9 DD with fine to very large margins, tied by red MC to 1841 (Jan 2) printed  460 
   lettersheet, with Oldham “butterfly” udc at left, Manchester bs, fine and unusual (SG  
   £1’200 on cover) 

40213 F  50 Plate 9 JD with good to large margins tied on 1841 (May 6) wrapper from Clogheen  200 
   (Ireland) to Dublin by two black MCs (unusual), repaired tear on backflap, minor  
   soiling, still a rare usage from a small town 

40214 H   Plate 9 KK with very good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine, cert. RPS (2003)  150

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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40215 DCE   Plate 9 QH with good to large margins, unused (regummed), very fine and fresh (SG  1’200 
   £20’000)  

40216 H   Plate 9 SG with good to large margins, black MC, very fine  120

 

40217 F   Plate 10 ES from the red printing with fine to large margins, tied by neat black MC on  2’000 
   1841 (Sep 2) wrapper from Scotland to London, with Edinburgh and London bs, then  
   FORWARDED TO ITALY, with ms rate marks, “A.T.F.” and Calais transit, reverse with  
   Messrs Coutts & co. forwarding cachet, fine and rare, ex Pichai, cert. RPS (2000) 

 

40218 H   Plate 10 EC-FC vertical pair with fine to good margins, neat black MCs, small scissor  1’200 
   cut in between stamps at right, very fine, cert. RPS (2007) (SG £3’500) 

 

40219 H   Plate 10 LA with close to huge margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200
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40220 G   Plate 10 LE with fine to very good margins tied on piece by black MC with crisp  1’000 
   “Overseal / Penny Post” hs adjacent, very fine, cert. RPS (2005) 

 

40221 H   Plate 10 PI with fine to very good margins, red MC, slightly heavy hinge remnants,  150 
   fine (SG £1’500 for red MC) 

40222 F  50 Plate 11 AG red printing, with just touched to very good margins, tied by DISTINCTIVE  120 
   Greenock black MC on 1842 (Mar 1) entire from Greenock to Paisley, corresponding bs,  
   very fine (SG £1’500) 

 

40223 H   Plate 11 KH with close to large margins, neat black MC, very fine and scarce  800

 

40224 H   Plate 11 PH with fine to very good margins, black MC, couple of small thins, a very  400 
   presentable example 

40225 F  50 Plate 11 RA from the red printing, 3 margins, cancelled by Leeds MC (quite indistinct)  100 
   on 1841 (Apr 30) entire from Leeds to York, fine 

40226 H G F   www Group of 1d reds from the black plates, with pl.11 RD with double D, four margins,  Offer 
 
   very fine; pl.10 RA with variety “P” to “R”, four margins, very fine; pl.8 covers (3)  
   and a large piece; pl.8 PK with no O flaw (state 2) on cover; and pl.2 LJ with a  
   couple of slight thins (Est. € 400/500) 

  

40227 H   Group of Penny Blacks, incl. 14 singles (1 on piece) with four margins, most with odd  Offer 
   faults such as light thins, corner creases or discolouration, plus three covers all  
   with four margin single frankings, please inspect (Est. € 1’000/1’200) 
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40228 H   Group of 4 penny blacks and a pair; pl.1b QG good to very good margins, crisp red MC,  Offer 
   vert. crease; pl.2 EF with fine to good margins, neat red MC, horiz. crease at foot;  
   pl.3 EA with fine to good margins, neat red MC, tiny pinhole; pl.9 CI with fine to  
   very good margins, neat black MC, corner crease at top right; pl.1b KF-KG pair cut  
   into at top and left; attractive group despite faults (Est. € 300/340) 

VR OFFICIAL

 

40229 DCE   1d Black JK with good even margins, unuse, very fine and fresh, cert. Brandon (1997)  8’000 
    

1840 2d Blue

40230 F  50 Plate 1 BL with good to huge margins with double letter “L” variety, tied by slightly  300 
   smudgy black MC to 1841 (Nov 8) entire from Kilmarnock to Glasgow (both bs), fine 

40231 40232 40233
 

40231 H   Plate 1 CC with fine to very good margins, vivid red MC, very fine  180 

40232 H   Plate 1 CD with good to large margins, crisp and central red MC, small natural paper  200 
   inclusion in top margin, very fine 

40233 H   Plate 1 CH with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  180
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40234 H   Plate 1 DA-DC strip of three with good to very good margins, neat red MCs, very fine  1’200

 

40235 H   Plate 1 DF with very close to very good margins, cancelled by BLUE “317” Irish numeral  1’500 
   of Macroom, very fine and very rare cancellation on this issue (SG Spec. D1xd, £18’000) 

 

40236 40238 40239 40240

40242 40243 40245

40236 H   Plate 1 DK with good to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  180

40237 F  50 MAY DATE: Plate 1 EB with good to very good margins, tied by neat red MC to 1840  2’000 
   (May 23) wrapper from Huddersfield to Bedale, Huddersfield bs, vert. crease affecting    
   stamp, a fresh and rare cover, unrecorded by Jackson (SG £17’500)

40238 G   Plate 1 FC with fine to very good margins, tied on small piece by neat red MC, fine  150 

40239 H   Plate 1 FD with fine to huge margins (showing two neighbours), with crisp red MCs,  150 
   small tear at top right, still a very attractive example 

40240 G   Plate 1 GD with fine to very good margins, tied on small piece by crisp black MC, fine  150

40241 F  50 Plate 1 GH with good to large margins tied by black MC to 1841 (Sep 14) wrapper  300 
   from London to Hunstanton (Norfolk), with London and Lynn bs, very fine (SG £2’500) 

40242 H   Plate 1 HB with good to very good margins, very neat black MC, very fine, cert.   400 
   RPS (2005) 

40243 H   Plate 1 HI with close to large margins, black MC, very fine  130

40244 F  50 Plate 1 HJ-HL strip of three with fine to very good margins (small tear at foot of  1’000 
   HJ), tied on 1842 (Jun 23) lettersheet from Blanford (bs) to Shaftesbury, minor  
   soiling, a scarce multiple on cover 

40245 H   Plate 1 IB with fine to good margins, two neat red MCs, very fine  150
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1840 & 1841 2d BLUE MIXED COMBINATION FRANKING

 

40246 F   1842 (Jul 1) Part entire with 1840 2d blue pl.1 IB (3 margins) and 1841 2d blue pl.3  5’000 
    NI (3 margins) tied by black MCs, an extremely rare combination of these two stamps,  
   ex Shaida (realised £13’380 at Phillips in 1989), cert. BPA (2007) 

 

40247 40248 40249 40250

40247 H   Plate 1 II with good even margins, crisp red MC, very fine  200
 

40248 H   Plate 1 JC with fine to good margins cancelled by light black MC and part of  1’000 
   “(Pou)lton / (Penn)y Post” hs, minor discolouration at top otherwise fine, cert. Mike  
   Jackson (2013) (SG Spec. D1xa, £15’000 (For the 2d SG do not make a distinction  
   between with and without a MC unlike the 1d)  

40249 H   Plate 1 KC with fine to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  180

40250 H   Plate 1 LA with good to huge margins, partial black MCs, fine  160

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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40251 F   Plate 1 MG-MI & NG-NI pale blue, with close to large margins, on 1841 (Sep 3) entire  2’000 
   from Balbriggan (Ireland) to the USA, cancelled by black MCs, with Dublin transit bs  
   and Boston arrival cds, two vertical filing creases affecting the franking, otherwise  
   fine and attractive 

40252 40255 40256
 

40252 H   Plate 1 NG with just touched to large margins, with “303” Irish numeral of Limerick,  260 
   fine and rare 1844-type cancel on this issue (SG £2’500) 

40253 F  50 Plate 1 OB with fine to very good margins, tied by crisp “186” Irish numeral on 1845  800 
   (Mar 11) entire from Dublin to London, corresponding bs, fine and scarce cancel on  
   this issue (SG £5’500) 

40254 F  50 Plate 1 OB, two margins, tied by neat “285” Irish numeral on 1846 (Jun 3) wrapper from  500 
   Kilrush to Glasgow, corresponding bs, a scarce cancel on this issue and an attractive  
   late usage (SG £5’500)  

40255 H   Plate 1 OJ with good to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  180

40256 H   Plate 1 PC with good to very large margins, light red MC, very fine  180

 

40257 H J   Plate 1 PD/QE block of four, margins on three sides, red MCs, a couple of light  2'000 
   creases and scissor cut at top in between the stamps, very nice appearance and a rare  
   multiple (SG £28’000) 
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40258 H   Plate 1 PI-PK strip of three with fine to very good margins, black MCs, light thin on  400 
   PI otherwise fine, a scarce multiple 

40259 G  50 Plate 1 PJ with good to large margins, tied by two red MCs to large piece with “DUBLIN  200 
   / Ship Letter” hs adjacent and Bristol bs 

40260 40261 40262 40263 40264
 

40260 H   Plate 1 PK with very close to good margins, neat red MC, on piece cut to shape showing  140 
   some “embossing” from the MC strike, fine 

 40261 H   Plate QL steel-blue with good to huge margins with crisp and central black MC, a superb example  400 

40262 H   Plate 1 QL with very close to very good margins, red MCs, very fine  150

40263 H   Plate 1 RL with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  180

40264 H   Plate 1 SA with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  180

 

40265 G   Plate 1 SJ in blue and pl.1 MF in pale blue both tied to piece by red MCs, both with  1’200 
   fine to large margins, reverse with Kettering cds with date slug error “1184”, a very  
   fine and attractive combination of shades 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the 
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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40266 40267 40268 40269
 

40266 H   Plate 1 TC with fine to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  160 

40267 H   Plate 1 TE with fine to good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  200

40268 H   Plate 2 BA with good to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

40269 H   Plate 2 BA with good to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

 

40270 H J   Plate 2 EE/FF block of four with close to very large margins, neat red MCs, tiny central  4’000 
   thin otherwise very fine, a very attractive and rare multiple (SG £32’000) 

4027240271
 

40271 H   Plate 2 EI  with fine to huge margins, black MC, very fine  150 

40272 H   Plate 2 GB with fine to good margins, neat black MC, very fine  170

 

40273 H   Plate 2 HF-HG pair with close to good margins, with two clear “232” Irish numerals of  600 
   Galway, vert. crease affecting HG otherwise fine, still an attractive pair with a  
   scarce 1844-type cancel (SG £2’500 each) 

40274 F  60 Plate 2 KC, KJ (showing double K variety) and MC all with fine to very good margins,  800 
   on 1841 (Aug 26) lettersheet from Dublin to Clonmel, all tied by black MCs with  
   Clonmel and Dublin bs, fine 

40275 F  50 Plate 2 KE with fine to large margins, on 1841 (Apr 4) wrapper from Bagnalstown to  240 
   Leighlinbridge (Ireland), tied by crisp black MC, despatch and arrival bs, fine and  
   scarce usage from a small town 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40266
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40267
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40268
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40269
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40270
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40271
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40272
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40276 H   Plate 2 MA-MD strip of four with good to very good margins, neat black MCs, very fine  1’600

402844028340277 40278 40279
 

40277 H   Plate 2 MB with close to good margins, neat black MC, very fine  150 

40278 H   Plate 2 MD pale blue with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  200

40279 H   Plate 2 OD with fine to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

40280 F  50 Plate 2 PA-PB pair (PA showing double P variety) with fine to very large margins tied  600 
   on 1841 (Nov 24) wrapper from London to Chester tied by black MCs, with London and  
   Chester bs, fine 

40281 F   50 Plate 2 QL with just touching to huge margins, on enitre cancelled by neat black MC,  600 
   turned inside out, readdressed and affixed with 1d red HH (SG Spec DS8, B1) and tied  
   by faint black MC, folded to show off both stamps, Edinburgh and Dunbar ds, unusual  
   and rare, cert. Brandon (2002) 

40282 F  60 Plate 2 RL with very close to huge margins, on 1840 (Nov 23) wrapper from Dublin to  240 
   Fermoy, tied by red MC with Dublin and Fermoy bs, fine 

40283 H   Plate 2 SB pale blue with fine to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  150

40284 H   Plate 2 SD with good to very good margins, with crisp red MC, very fine  200

 

40285 F   Plate 2 SG-SJ strip of four with close to very large margins, on a 1842 (Dec 8)  2’000 
   legal-size wrapper (neatly folded down the middle) from Glasgow to Arbroath (Scotland)  
   tied by black MCs, vert. fold affecting SH, with Arbroath, Glasgow and Edinburgh bs,  
   weak along centre fold otherwise very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40276
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40283
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40284
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40277
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40278
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40279
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40285
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40286 F  60 Plate 2 TI with fine to good margins, tiny corner crease, tied by red MC to 1840 (Jul  200 
   2) wrapper to Devonport, London bs, cover refolded at left to hide punch hole and  
   missing left flap 

 

40287 H F  Group of 2d blues, incl. unused example (repaired), one with 1844 numeral (corner  Offer 
 DCE   crease) and three fine looking used examples with odd small fault, plus one cover with  
   slightly soiled franking (Est. € 600/900) 

 

40288 H   Group of seven 1840 2d blues, each with varying faults such as 3 margins, or a thin,  500 
   or crease, still some attractive looking examples 

1841 1d Red

40289 F  60 Plate 12 JC with fine to very good margins tied on 1841 (Aug 24) entire by crisp  1’200 
   TAIBACH DISTINCTIVE MC (Wales), showing the hallmarks of it being covered by cloth,  
   with despatch cds on reverse, very fine and rare MC 

 

40290 H   Plate 15 ML, three margins, with crisp WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE DISTINCTIVE MC, very fine  1’000 
   example, cert. BPA (2009) (SG Spec. BD4tw £6’000) 

 

40291 G   Plate 19 PG-PJ strip of four, touched at bottom and right, with four clear strikes of  1’300 
   the TADCASTER DISTINCTIVE MC, PG and PJ are creased vertically (PG heavily so), still  
   a very rare cancel (only 5 covers known) and almost certainly the largest multiple,  
   cert. BPA (2010) (Illustrated in “The Maltese Cross, Vol.2” by Rockoff & Jackson) 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40287
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40287
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40287
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40287
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40287
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40288
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40288
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40288
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40288
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40290
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40292 F   Plate 25 IA & II on 1842 (Sep 24) entire from Paull (East Yorkshire) to MALTA, tied by  3’000 
   black MCs, with Hedon udc bs, Hull cds adjacent, missent to Manchester with “MISSENT  
   TO” arc hs above the Manchester cds, with ms rate, Malta arrival bs and further strike  
   13 days later on obverse denoting that it was returned, a wonderful postal history  
   item 

40293 F  60 Plate 31 CJ, two margins, cancelled by crisp distinctive Montrose MC on 1841  200 
   lettersheet with Montrose and Dundee bs, fine and attractive, not recorded in “The  
   Maltese Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson (SG £1’100) 

 

40294 G J   Plate 34 GA/HD left marginal block of eight with inscription, touched at right and BS23 2’400 
   bottom left to very large margins, tied to piece by eight crisp black MCs, a truly  
   wonderful multiple, ex Lady Bury 

40295 F  60 Plate 38 EE  with clear to huge margins, on 1844 (Feb 9) lettersheet tied by crisp  50 
   London No.7 in MC, Moreton-in-Marsh bs, fine and scarce (SG £450) 

 

40296 DCE   Plate 39 AC IMPRIMATUR top marginal with part inscription “of 12. £1.... Per”, with  700 
   good to large margins, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40292
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40294
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40296
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40297 F   CHANNEL ISLANDS: 1844 (Jun 6) Entire from JERSEY (datelined) to London, with 1841 1d  5’000 
   red pl.39 JL tied by DISTINCTIVE “CHANNEL ISLANDS” MC (light but discernible), reverse  
   with “Southampton / Ship Letter” hs and London cds, contents of a religious nature,  
   very fine and very rare, listed by Rockoff & Jackson, cert. BPA 

 

40298 P   Plate 43 AF IMPRIMATUR with sheet margin at top and good to very good margins  650 
   elsewhere, margin with inscription “Address and tow”, only 22 exist from this plate,  
   very fine and fresh 

4030040299
 

40299 H   Plate 71 HD, just touched at top right and bottom right, with RED “342” 1844-type  2’000 
   numeral of Hastings, interestingly showing traces of black from the cancel not being  
   cleaned after using black ink, very fine and rare cancel, cert. Knopke (2012) (SG  
   Spec. BS28xd £9’500) 

40300 H   Plate 77B BA with “B blank” variety corrected, with good to very good margins, neat BS29b 1’400 
   London “61” numeral leaving the variety clear, a superb example (SG £1’900) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40297
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40298
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40299
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40300
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40301 C J   Plate 93 HB/ID (Archer plate) block of six with good to very large margins, mint og  1’000 
   with a large hinge remnant (but not heavy) and one or two tiny thins, a fine, fresh  
   and attractive rare multiple 

40302 F  60 Plate 94 PC (Archer plate) with fine to very large margins, tied on 1850 (Sep 7) BS31 200 
   entire to Wellington by crisp blue “29” numeral of Ashburton, reverse with  
   Buckfastleigh undated circle, Ashburton and Wellington (Sunday arrival) cds, minor  
   discolouration along filing folds, very fine and attractive (SG £750) 

40303 F  60 Plate 95 GB (Archer plate) with good to large margins, tied on 1850 (Sep 29, Sunday) BS31 200 
   entire to Wellington by crisp blue “29” numeral of Ashburton, reverse with  
   Buckfastleigh undated circle, Ashburton and Wellington cds, minor discolouration along  
   filing folds, very fine and attractive (SG £750) 

 

40304 H   Plate 107 on very blue paper KG-KL right marginal strip of six with marginal BS32 1’200 
   inscription, touched at foot and left to very large margins, “285” numerals of Exeter,  
   very minor creasing otherwise a fine and extremely rare multiple of this difficult plate 

40305 F  60 Plate 107 TA (missing imprimatur position) with very good even margins, on 1841 (Jul  500 
   22) Envelope from Thirsk to London, tied by “795” numeral, corresponding bs, wax seal  
   stain otherwise very fine (SG £525 as used single) 

 

40306 DCE   Plate 143 AH IMPRIMATUR top marginal with part inscription “AND SIDE of the”, with  500 
   good to large margins, very fine 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40301
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40304
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40306
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40307 F   Plate 151 ML, four margins, on 1852 (Sep 13) lettersheet from Hull to NORWAY, tied by  3’000 
   “831” numeral, with Sandosund arrival cds adjacent, Hull and London bs, very fine and  
   very rare if not unique destination in the imperf. period, ex H. Rasmussen 

40308 40309 40313 40316
 

40308 P   Plate 157 AJ IMPRIMATUR with sheet margin at top and good to very large margins  600 
   elsewhere, margin with inscription “g the Back be ca”, only 21 exist from this plate,  
   very fine and fresh 

40309 H   Plate 175 BD with close to huge margins, neat London “72” numeral, fine, matched with  150 
   fine 1d red perf. with duplex cancel, scarce (SG £935) 

40310 F  60 Plate 175 LF with just touched to very large margins, tied on cover by Scottish “131”  300 
   numeral, Edinburgh bs, very fine and scarce (SG £1’000 off cover) 

40311 F  60 Plate 176 FF with fine to huge margins, tied on mourning envelope by London “73”  1’200 
   duplex, very fine and rare, cert. Brandon (2008) (SG £2’700 for single stamp) 

40312 F  60 Plate 176 OI lake-red with three good to huge margins, on 1854 (Feb 17) entire from  400 
   London to Hull tied by “18” numeral, stamp with corner crease o/w fine and scarce,  
   cert. RPS (2001) (SG £2’900 for used single) 

40313 H   Plate 177 BF with good to very good margins, neat numeral cancel, small faults not  500 
   detracting from appearance (SG £4’000) 

40314 F  60 Plate 177 CE with 2 huge margins showing portions of neighbouring stamps, slightly cut  400 
   into at foot, tied on 1854 envelope by “345” Irish numeral, reverse with Multifarnham  
   s/l and Mullingar cds, fine and rare (SG £3’750 off cover) 

40315 F  66 Plate 177 JK, touched at left otherwise good to huge margins, used to redirect 1854  1’000 
   envelope originally sent from Steyning to Aberdeen with 1d red perf., then redirected  
   to Fyvie, both cancelled by the Scottish “1” numeral of Aberdeen, reverse with  
   appropriate cds in blue, green and red, fine and rare (SG £4’000 off cover) 

40316 H   Unplated: MULLINGAR distinctive MC on 1841 1d red with fine to good margins, IN  600 
   COMBINATION WITH RED MC, very fine and a clear example of this scarce distinctive MC,  
   and very rare with combination of coloured MCs (SG £3’600 for Mullingar MC alone) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40307
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40308
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40309
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40309
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40313
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40316
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40317 40318
 

40317 H   Unplated DE with fine to very good margins with crisp RED MC, slightly heavy hinge,  600 
   fine and very attractive example (SG £4’800) 

40318 H   1d Red JC with just touching to good margins, with neat town double ring ds (probably  100 
   Dorchester), fine and scarce (SG £650) 

40319 F  60 1842 (Jun 28) Entire with two 1841 1d red (one 3 margin, one large margins) tied by  200 
   crisp black MCs, with one placed at top left denoting the payment of a late fee, which  
   was introduced that year, London bs and Selby cds adjacent, a scarce late fee rate  
   from the imperf. period 

40320 F  66 1842 (Jul 6) Entire with 1841 1d red (3 margins) tied by MULLINGAR DISCTINCTIVE MC,  1’500 
   slightly faint but certainly discernible, reverse with Mullingar, Dublin and London  
   cds, fine and rare, one of only 27 covers listed by Rockoff & Jackson (SG £20’000) 

 

40321 F   1842 (Sep 30) Entire from Bristol to London with 1841 1d red FB tied by a very crisp B1 sb 10’000 
   RED MALTESE CROSS, Bristol and London bs, very fine and very rare cover (SG £35’000) 

40322 F  66 1843 entire with 1d Red AF with close to very good margins, tied on by London No.2 in  80 
   MC, Rotherham and London cds, showing variety double “F,” very fine (SG £425) 

40323 F  66 1843 Entire with 1d Red DA with good to very good margins, tied by London No.3 in MC,  80 
   Rotherham and London cds, very fine (SG £450) 

40324 F  66 1844 (Feb 27) Mourning entire with 1841 1d Red, just touched at top and close at  50 
   right, tied by London no.9 in MC, London and Wymondham bs, fine (SG £550) 

40325 F  66 1847 (Feb 6) Wrapper with 1841 1d red (3 margins) tied by BLUE “95” Irish numeral of  100 
   Cappoquin, despatch bs in same colour and Dublin arrival, some soiling, a scarce usage  
   from a small Irish town (SG £750) 

40326 F  66 1850 Wrapper to France with 1d Red LF with clear to large margins, tied by London “15”  200 
   numeral, “8” tax hs and Calais transit alongside, reverse with London and Bordeaux  
   cds, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40317
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40318
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40321
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40327 F  66 1852 (Nov 4) Envelope with 1841 1d red, 3 margins, tied by crisp “498” numeral with  100 
   elaborate embossed frame around the stamp inscribed “FREE” at foot, blue Broughton hs  
   adjacent, Manchester and Wrexham bs, fine and very attractive 

40328 F  66 1856 (Aug 21) Wrapper from to St. Ninians to Stirling (Scotland) with 1841 1d red  100 
   (fine to large margins) tied by the Stirling experimental duplex, reverse with St.  
   Ninians udc, late usage of the imperf., minor soiling otherwise fine 

 

40329 C H G   Group of 1841 1d reds, incl. mint og strip of three, used strip of five, 108 used  Offer 
 F    examples lettered sequentially from AA to JL, plus later 1d star strip of three on  
   piece used in Malta and another in Southampton plus 1858-79 1d pl.165 on cover  
   (Est. € 400/600) 

40330 H  www 1841 1d red (12) and 2d blue (2) - study of the numbered London Maltese crosses 1 to  500 
   12 on old-time handwritten exhibition page, including scarce no.4, almost all fine to  
   mostly very fine four margined examples, STC £4’500 

 

40331 H   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown QA with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all four  1’500 
   sides, tied on small piece by London “71” numeral, trace of slight crease, fresh and  
   fine (SG £7’200) 

 

40332 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown EC with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all four  6’000 
   sides on 1854 (Jan 31) envelope sent within London, tied by London “74” duplex, black  
   wax seal on reverse showing a portrait of a man, very fine and very fresh example of  
   this rare cover, cert. BPA (1995) 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40329
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40331
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40332
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40333 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown AC with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all four  5’000 
   sides on 1852(?) (Jan 6) envelope sent within London, tied by London “73” numeral,  
   “Pall Mall” blue hs and London boxed ds on reverse, slightly soiled with faint crease  
   affecting stamp, incl. letter 

 

40334 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all four sides  3’000 
   on 1853 (Nov 3) envelope from Dover to Kirriemuir (Scotland), tied by “258” numeral of  
   Dover and green arrival boxed ds, lower right corner of stamp missing (unable to be  
   plated), portion of reverse with wax seal removed, still a scarce provincial usage,  
   cert. RPS (2004) 

 

40335 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.135 IF with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all  5’000 
   four sides on 1852 (May 14) wrapper from London to Rochester, tied by London “26”  
   numeral, with Lombard St. and Rochester bs, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40333
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40334
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40336 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.152 OB with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on  10’000 
   three sides tied on 1853 (Nov 30) envelope along with normal 1d pl.164 DC (normal  
   overlapping left side of roulette but has been partially lifted in the past with photo incl.),  
   both tied by “466” numeral of Liverpool, with London and Chichester bs, slightly soiled,   
   scarce as a provincial use and thought to be a UNIQUE COMBINATION of a Treasury  
   Roulette and a normal on cover, cert. BPA (1992) 

 

40337 H   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.157 HK with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all  500 
   four sides, London “23” numeral, small thin otherwise fine, cert. RPS (2003) 

 

40338 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.157 ML with “Treasury Roulette” perforation  5’000 
   on all four sides on 1853 (Jul) envelope from Ashford to Bakewell, tied by “41” numeral  
   of Bakewell (Ashford’s parent office), reverse with Ashford undated single arc and  
   Bakewell cds, minor soiling, a scarce provincial use (the only one known from  
   Derbyshire), ex B. Cooley, cert. BPA (1986) and RPS (2008) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40336
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40337
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40338
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40339 G   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.162 EG with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on B2aa 1’000 
   three sides, unusually with additional knife marks at top which the certificate states  
   that it “can not certify if due to second pass or shift during operation of roulette  
   machine,” with “34” numeral of Attleborough, heavy central thin and crease, cert. RPS  
   (2004) (SG £7’200) 

 

40340 F   TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.170 OB with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all  6’000 
   four sides on 1854 (Feb 3) envelope from London to Newmarket, tied by London “44”  
   numeral, reverse with Charing Cross MC-style ds, wax seal removed from reverse, a fine  
   and neat example, cert. RPS (1990) 

 

40341 C   PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown 86 GE/HE vert. pair with private roulette (gauge  500 
   approx. 17-18), mint og, perfs trimmed at top, unusual, scarce and interesting item  
   for the specialist 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40339
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40340
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40343

40342
 

40342 F   PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.62 EH with the Glenmavis distillery 9 1/2 private  2’000 
   roulette tied to 1846 (Mar 1) entire from Bathgate to Stirling by “38” Scottish numeral,  
   plus another cover from the same correspondence with a normal stamp, a very fine and  
   very rare private roulette, only a handful known, cert. Brandon (1999)  

40343 F   PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.47 FB with the Glenmavis distillery 9 1/2 private  1’800 
   roulette tied to 1845 (Jan 4) entire from Bathgate to Stirling by “38” Scottish numeral,   
   a fine and very rare private roulette, only a handful known 

 

40344
40346

40345

40344 F   PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.78 BF with private roulette tied on large part cover  500 
   (no side flaps) by “704” numeral of South Shields, with South Shields, Gateshead, Berwick  
   and Edinburgh bs, unusual, scarce & interesting item for the specialist  

40345 F   PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown SB & SC with private roulette tied on wrapper by “131”  500 
   Edinburgh numerals, Edinburgh and faint arrival bs, vert. filing fold through SB otherwise  
   fine, unusual, scarce & interesting item for the specialist 

40346 F   PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.78 CG with private roulette tied to envelope from  400 
   Exeter to Ashburton by “285” numeral, Exeter and Ashburton bs along with South Devon  
   Railway wax seal, fine and unusual, cert. RPS (2003) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40343
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40342
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40346
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40345
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40344
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40347 F   PRIVATE ROULETTE: Group of 1d used Red-Browns with private roulettes, incl. 3 unplated  300 
   singles, pl.25 SB cert. PE (1993), two tied to piece with serpentine roulette and two  
   pairs (one with photocopy cert. BPA), fine and unusual study group 

40348 F  66 PRIVATE ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown pl.80 ML with curious horizontal cut suggestive of  100 
   mechanical separation (see accompanying Robson Lowe article), tied by “131” numeral of  
   Edinburgh to 1849 (Jul 3), Hamilton bs, most unusual 

1841 2d Blue

 

40349 G J   1841 2d Blue pl.3 in four blocks of 6 tied on large piece by “10” London numeral,   1’500 
   ms “Registered” and red “PAID” cds below, most with clear margins, a little light  
   creasing barely detracting from this spectacular looking piece 

40350 F  66 1841 2d Blue pl. 3 AA-AC strip of three with good to very good margins, tied by Edinburgh  100 
   “131” numerals to 1849 (Aug 18) entire to Warrington, with Edinburgh cds below and  
   Warrington bs, horizontal crease affecting franking 

40351 F  66 1841 2d Blue pl.3 NL  with PRIVATE ROULETTE on two sides on 1850 (May 21) entire  2’000 
   from Galashiels to Melrose (Scotland), tied by Scottish numeral, with corresponding bs,  
   very fine, rare and unusual 

40352 H   www 1841 2d Blue pl.4 matched perf. and imperf. pairs for EH, FG, GA and HB, imperf. are all  80 
   four margins (GA just touching), fine little group (SG £660) 

40353 F  74 1841 2d Blue pl.4 KA, just touched at right, on 1850 Lettersheet sent registered from  50 
   Glasgow to Shelton tied by “159” horizontal bar numeral, ms “6” with black “REGISTERED  
   AT GLASGOW” circular hs, Glasgow hexagonal bs, a little discolouration o/w fine 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40347
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40347
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40347
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40349
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40354

40355

40354 H J   1841 2d Blue pl.4 PG/QI block of six with very close to huge margins, with “618”  200 
   numerals, some creasing incl. a crack affecting on QG, still an attractive and scarce  
   block (SG £1’300 for block of four) 

40355 H   1841 2d Blue pl.4 RB-RF strip of five, with inverted watermark close to very large margins,  14 800 
   with London “21” numerals, very fine 

40356 F  74 1841 2d Blue pl.4 with close to huge margins tied on 1844 (Mar 15) entire by clear  340 
   London “8” in MC, reverse with London and Edinburgh arrival cds, very fine and scarce  
   (SG £2’800) 

40357 F   74 Number in MC group of 6 covers with 1841 2d blue pl.3 frankings, with numbers 2, 6  1’800 
   (2), 7, 8 & 10, stamps with mixed margins but with good clear MCs and in fine condition,  
   a rare group (SG £16’800) 

40358 H  www 1841 2d Blues accumulation of approx 400 used examples of mixed quality, a small  Offer 
   proportion with 4 margins, however virtually all sound examples, catalogue approx.  
   £34,000 

4036040359
 

40359 H   1841 2d Blue pl.3 IJ-IL strip of three with fine to large margins, cancelled by three ES11 1’600 
   crisp London “9” in MC, a couple of faint creases, a very attractive multiple 

40360 A   1841 2d Blue lower marginal proof (from small trial plate of 12 without corner DP43 400 
   letters), fine to huge margins, backed on card, very fine and fresh 

 

40361 C   1841 2d Blue pl.3 LE-LF pair with corrosion blemish on LE before repair, clearly ES11e 5’000 
   showing corrosion across the Queen’s forhead and in between the stamps (see Osborne  
   p.54a), mint large part og, with close to very good margins, extremely rare in mint  
   condition 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40354
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40355
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40359
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40360
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40361
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40362 H   1841 2d Blue pl.3 SH-SI pair with very good to large margins, with BOTH RED MC AND ES11 12’000 
   BLACK MC, cert. stating that it was cancelled in error in red then corrected with the  
   black, very fine and thought to be unique, red MC alone is now unpriced in SG and was  
   previously £20’000 per stamp, a line engraved rarity, cert. RPS (2008) 

 

40363 H J   1841 2d Deep Full Blue pl.3 FJ/GL block of six on thin paper (unlisted by SG), with ES12 2’400 
   good to very good margins, neat black MCs, very fine and scarce multiple 

 

40364 H   1849 2d Blue pl.4 CA-CB with UNOFFICIAL PIN PERFORATION, neat numeral cancel, very ES14 1’200 
   fine and unusual, cert. RPS (1987) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40362
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40363
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40364
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1847-54 Embossed

  

40365 H   1847-54 Embossed 6d, 10d and 1s green, all with clear margins and no faults, 6d  400 
   slightly toned, 10d particularly attractive 

40367

40366
 

40366 C   1847 1s Green embossed lower right corner marginal, small part og, slight thin at top, 55 3’600 
   still a very fresh and fine appearance, a very difficult stamp to find without fault,  
   cert. BPA (2009) (SG £20’000)  

40367 C   1847 1s Green, touched at top otherwise good to large margins, mint og, diagonal 55 2’000 
   crease and horizontal crease at foot, still a nice looking example and rare with  
   original gum (SG £20’000) 

 

40368 G   1854 6d Purple lower marginal pair with fine to huge margins tied on piece by London 60 1’400 
   Inland Office numerals and US arrival cds, a fine and rare multiple, cert. BPA (2007) 

40369 F  74 1847 (Oct 20) Entire FROM PORTUGAL (datelined Lisborn) to the USA, carried privately  600 
   to Liverpool and franked with two Embossed 1s green (both very close to good margins)  
   cancelled by “488” and London “8” numerals with US “7” accountancy hs adjacent,  
   reverse with Liverpool and London cds, fine and unusual, cert. E. Diena (1989) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40365
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40365
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40365
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40366
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40367
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40368
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40370 F  74 1849 (Oct 27) Wrapper to the Mexican Consulate in New York with Embossed 1s green  1’200 
   strip of four (two stamps touched) and three 1841 1d red (paying late fee), Liverpool  
   despatch bs, some creasing affecting the franking, a spectacular multiple on cover 

40371 F  74 1852 (Feb 16) Entire from Manchester to Portugal with Embossed 1s green pair  and 10d  400 
   vert. pair, both cut to shape, tied by “498” numerals with Porto arrival ds below,  
   Manchester and London bs, a very attractive cover 

 

40372 F   1852 (Jul 5) Enitre from Manchester to Portugal with Embossed 10d strip of four,  800 
   slightly touched in several places, plus 1841 2d blue, 3 margin, all cancelled by  
   Manchester “498” numeral, with blue Portuguese arrivals below, Manchester and London  
   bs, vert. crease in between two stamps, a very attractive and rare multiple on cover 

40373 F  74 1853 (Jan 27) Wrapper to the Netherlands with Embossed 10d, 1841 2d blue pair and 1d  600 
   red (2 singles), tied by London numerals, reverse with Millbank s/l hs, despatch cds  
   and The Hague arrival cds, mixed margins on all, still a very attractive franking 

40374 F  74 1853 (Mar 18) Wrapper from Liverpool to USA with 1841 2d blue and embossed 10d & 1s  500 
   (all four margins, 10d overlapping 1s), tied by neat “466” numerals, US markings  
   below, missing one sideflap, a very attractive franking 

40375 F  74 1854 (Jul 27) Lettersheet from Liverpool to the USA with two Embossed 1s green (both  200 
   touched on at least one side) tied by Liverpool spoon duplexes, US accountancy marks  
   adjacent, London bs, fine and attractive, cert. Holcombe (1990) 

40376 F  74 1855 (Sep 4) Envelope with 1847-54 6d embossed (just touched at right) and 1854-57 2d  400 
   blue tied on envelope sent registered from York to Macclesfield, with “REGISTERED /  
   YORK” boxed hs, despatch and arrival cds adjacent, very fine 

40377 F  78 1855 (Sep 21) Entire from Liverpool to the USA with 1s green embossed left marginal,  500 
   just touched at top otherwise large to huge margins, tied by crisp Liverpool spoon ds,  
   US arrival cds below, fine and attractive 

40378 F  78 1855 (Oct 24) Entire from London to Italy with Embossed 6d, touched at right, plus  200 
   1855-57 4d wmk SG and 1854-57 1d red all tied by London “19” numeral, Calais transit  
   below and Genova & London bs, very fine and attractive franking 

40379 F  78 1856 (Aug 1) Wrapper from Edinburgh (Scotland) to the USA with two Embossed 6d (both  400 
   just touched at foot) tied by Scottish numeral, US markings adjacent, very fine 

40380 F  78 1856 (Oct 6) Wrapper to Germany with Embossed 6d (just about touched at foot and left)  300 
   and 1854-57 2d blue tied by London “26” numeral and Aachen transit, Frankfurt and  
   London bs, missing sideflaps otherwise fine 

40381 F  78 1856 (Oct 15) Wrapper from London to Russia with Embossed 1s green (just touched at  200 
   right) and 1854-57 2d blue pair, all cancelled by London “15” numerals, with Aachen  
   transit below, London bs, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40372
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1854-70 Perforated Line Engraved

 

4038440382

40382 C   ARCHER TRIAL ROULETTE: 1848 1d Red-Brown PA-QA vertical pair, large part og, faults CE1 5’000 
   affecting both stamps, still a rare mint multiple (SG £25’000 each), cert. RPS (1969) 

40383 F  78 ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.94 TA tied on 1850 (Nov 23) CE2 400 
   wrapper to Wellington by BLUE “29” numeral of Ashburton, reverse with Buckfastleigh  
   undated circle, Ashburton and Wellington (Sunday arrival) cds, certificate states that the  
   stamp has been lifted, cleaned and replaced, attractive, cert. RPS (1989) (SG £3’200)  

40384 J DCE   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.96 FA/GB block of four, unused CE2 3’000 
   with no gum, minor perf. reinforcement at top and two pinholes mentioned by cert., still an  
   attractive and fresh looking multiple, very rare, cert. RPS (2008) (SG £20’000), plus  
   four matching pl.96 used imperf. singles 

40385 F  78 ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.96 on a pair of 1851 (Feb)  CE2 750 
   mourning covers from Ilfracombe to Epsom, both with slightly trimmed perfs and some soiling  
   to both covers, still a scarce duo (SG £2’400 each) 

 

40386 F   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.97 AG and pl.100 GC tied on 1854 CE2 1’500 
   (Apr 28) wrapper to Glasgow by London “16” numerals, Lombard St. and Glasgow bs, wax  
   seal removed otherwise fine, an extremely rare if not unique COMBINATION OF TWO ARCHER  
   PLATES on cover 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40382
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40384
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40386
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40387 G   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.97 JH-JK strip of four tied by CE2 1’000 
   London “43” numerals on piece with Basingstoke cds below, very fine and fresh, a rare  
   multiple, cert. RPS (1945) (SG £2’600+) 

 

403904038940388

40388 H   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.100 GJ-GK pair with light numeral CE2 300 
   cancels, faint thin on GK (missing imprimatur), otherwise fine, an attractive and  
   scarce pair (SG £650 each) 

40389 H   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.100 SB with INVERTED WATERMARK CE2d 500 
   variety, “285” numeral of Exeter, small wrinkle at foot otherwise fine (SG £2’800) 

40390 H F   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.101 PK with light numeral, small CE2 150 
   traces of a thin, fine and fresh appearance (SG £825), plus envelope with pl.101 PK  
   imperf. on cover, a nice pair 

 

40391 H   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.108 ME with Scottish numeral, CE2 3’000 
   very fine and very rare Archer plate, thought to be only 3 known, cert. RPS (2007) (SG £8’500) 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40387
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40388
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40389
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40390
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40391
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40392 H   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.116 RF/SF vertical pair with CE2 3’000 
   neat London “13” numerals, RF with torn perfs at right, an extremely rare plate, cert. BPA  
   (2009) (SG £13’000 each) 

40393 C J  78 “GOVERNMENT TRIAL” PERFORATION: 1d Red pl.74 perf.14 mint og block of 28, right  8’000 
   marginal with inscription and showing one extension hole on each row, some heavy  
   creasing, perf. separation and some minor faults, still an extraordinary multiple of this  
   trial perforation, see section CA in the SG Spec. Vol.1 

4039840394
 

40394 C   “GOVERNMENT TRIAL” PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.74 KC with “Government CE4 100 
   Trial” perf. 14, mint hr, horizontal crease and small thin, stated by SG that this perf. is no  
   longer thought to be contemporary with other perforation trials, cert. RPS as SG CE4 as a  
   pair (1995) 

40395 F  78 1854 1d Red-Brown pl.170 OD tied to mourning entire by London “1” numeral, with C1 500 
   London, Portobello and Edinburgh bs, some soiling, still a very rare plate on cover with  
   only a handful known (SG £1’250 as used single) 

40396 F  82 1854 1d Red-Brown pl.170 QB tied to envelope by London “11” numeral, reverse with C1 500 
   Clapham hs, London and Tunbridge Wells cds, some minor soiling, still a very rare plate  
   on cover with only a handful known, cert. RPS (2009) (SG £1’250 as used single) 

40397 F  82 1854 1d Red-Brown pl.182 TE in combination with 1841 1d red AK on wrapper to Glasgow, C1 150 
   tied by London “29” numerals, Lombard St. and Glasgow bs, wax seal removed otherwise  
   fine, a scarce combination of perf. and imperf.  

40398 DCE   Plate 187 AB IMPRIMATUR top marginal with part inscription “e. 1/- Per Row o”, with C1 500 
   fine to very good margins, very fine 

40399 C J  82 1d Red-Brown FJ/GL mint og block of 6, horizontal gum crease, a scarce multiple (SG C1 200 
   £2’500 for block of 4) 

40400 H J  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.R4 LI/ML block of eight with “859” numerals of Wellington, C2 300 
   some tone spots and some perf. reinforcement, still a rare used and large multiple  
   (SG £700 for block of 4) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40392
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40394
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40398
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40401 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.7 EA/FC block of six tied on 1855 (May) OHMS printed envelope C3(2) 200 
   from the Inspector of Schools by Carlisle sideways duplex and numerals, with Stanwix  
   and another indistinct undated circles adjacent, Aberdeen arrival bs, some creasing and  
   minor soiling, still attractive and a rare multiple 

40402 H J  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.16 HA/JA vert. strip of three with light numeral cancels, tone C3 500 
   spots at top and some creases, still a rare used multiple, cert. BPA (2007) (SG £900 each) 

 

40403 G   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.17 OE tied to piece by blue Galway (Ireland) “232” spoon cancel, C3 200 
   very fine and attractive example of this scarce plate (SG £1’000) 

 

40404 P   Plate 13 AK IMPRIMATUR top marginal with inscription “reful not to remo”, with fine to C3 1’000 
   very good margins, very fine 

40405 H J  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.6 AD/DF block of twelve with slightly unclear “488” numerals of C4 400 
   Lynn, one small corner bend at lower left otherwise very fine and rare multiple, thought  
   to be the largest known used block from this plate (SG £600 for block of four) 

40406 H  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.3 SC/TD rejoined block of four (two horiz. pairs) cancelled by C6(1) 1’500 
   “523” numerals of Merthyr Tydfil (Wales), light diagonal crease on SD otherwise fine,  
   a rare multiple of a rare stamp, cert. BPA (2007) (SG £1’700 each) 

 

4040940407

40407 H   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.23 CG with London “77” numeral, one pulled perf. at right and a C7 150 
   couple of toned perfs at foot otherwise fine (SG £950) 

40408 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.23 IA (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) tied on envelope from C7 200 
   London to King’s Lynn by indistinct numeral, Attleborough plus two other bs, corner fault  
   at lower left, a rare usage of a scarce plate (SG £950 as used single), cert. RPS (1989)  

40409 H   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.24 KG showing constant variety “gothic K”, with neat Liverpool C7 150 
   “466” numeral, tiny tear at foot, very fine appearance (SG £950) 

40410 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.24 FE tied on 1856 (Jan 30) mourning envelope by “233” numeral of C7 600 
   Darlington, London arrival bs, fine and attractive, a scarce usage (SG £2’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40403
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40404
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40407
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40409
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40411 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.24 CK, with constant variety “gothic K”, tied to 1856 (Jan 11) C7 500 
   lettersheet by Birmingham spoon, London bs, very fine and scarce usage, cert. RPS  
   (1984) (SG £2’500) 

40412 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.24 LK (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) faintly tied on 1856 C7 400 
   (March 19) envelope from Blackwood to Bassaleg (Wales), with Blackwood undated circle  
   and Newport bs, fine and rare usage (SG £2’500) 

40413 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.24 BE tied on 1856 (Mar 10) envelope by Durham sideways duplex, C7 400 
   Lanchester undated circle bs, some soiling to envelope, scarce usage (SG £2’500) 

40414 G  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.24 EL tied on 1856 wrapper by Manchester sideways duplex, Bury C7 600 
   bs, fine and scarce usage, cert. BPA (1988) (SG £2’500) 

40415 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.25 FI (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) tied on entire from C7 200 
   London to Maidstone by London “23” numeral, Lombard St. and Maidstone bs, perf. fault  
   at top and some minor cover discolouration, a rare usage of a scarce plate (SG £1’100  
   as used single) 

40416 G  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.25 QC/RC vertical pair tied on piece by two Birmingham “75” spoon C7 600 
   cancels (lifted and re-hinged), a very fine, attractive and rare multiple, cert. BPA  
   (2005) (SG £1’100 each) 

40417 40419 40420
 

40417 H   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.26 OL with London “23” numeral, very fine (SG £1’500) C7 300

40418 F  82 1855 1d Red-Brown pl.26 RI (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) tied on 1856 (Mar) C7 400 
   envelope from Raglan to Newport (Wales) by “533” numeral, Raglan and Newport bs, fine  
   and rare usage of a scarce plate (SG £1’500 as a used single)  

40419 F   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.27 MA (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) with neat numeral cancel, C7 800 
   couple of short perfs otherwise very fine, cert. RPS (1993) (SG £3’600) 

40420 F   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.27 JA (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) with neat London numeral, C7 400 
   small tear at lower right and pin hole on neck, still a nice looking example of this  
   rare stamp (SG £3’600) 

 

40421 H   1855 1d Red-Brown pl.30 DD with light numeral cancel, very fine and extremely rare, C7 3’000 
   THE FIRST RECORDED EXAMPLE of this plate, unpriced by SG, cert. BPA (2007) 

40422 F  86 1855 1d Red-Brown FG (die II alph. III wmk SC perf.14) cancelled on 1856 (Feb 7) C7 300 
   entire from London to Newcastle upon Tyne by London “18” numeral, despatch and arrival  
   bs, slightly soiled, a rare usage (SG £2’500) 

40423 C J  86 1d Red-Brown pl.25 KA/NI mint og block of 36, showing gothic K, horiz. crease, a C8 3’000 
   little perf. reinforcement, thought to be the largest block in private hands, cert.  
   BPA (1995) (SG £2’000 for a block of four) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40417
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40419
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40420
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40421
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40428
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40429
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40422
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40423
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40427
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40431
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40436
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40435
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40435
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40433
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40424 40425 40426 40430

40424 DCE   Plate 45 AD IMPRIMATUR top marginal with part inscription “Sheet. Place the”, with C8 500 
   good to large margins, thin in margin otherwise very fine  

40425 G   1856 1d Red-Brown pl.32 RL (die II alph. III wmk LC perf.14) IMPERFORATE variety with C8h 400 
   three large margins and cut into at right, tied on piece by neat Dublin spoon, fine  
   and rare (SG £3’500) 

40426 C   1856 1d Red-Brown on white paper, wmk LC, perf.14, CK-EK rejoined vertical strip of C8A 800 
   three (pair and single), large part og, EK with horiz. crease, otherwise fine and rare  
   multiple (SG £6’000) 

40427 F  86 1856 1d Orange-Brown AG/BH block of four on 1857 (Jun 21) envelope from Edinburgh to C8(5) 100 
   France, tied by “131” roller cancels, reverse with “POSTED SINCE 720 LAST NIGHT” cds  
   on reverse (envelope neatly opened to display this), some minor hinge stains, still a  
   very attractive cover, cert. RPS (1990) 

40428 C J  86 1d Red pl.40 ED/HF mint block of 12, some perf. separation otherwise fine, an C 9(3) 5’000 
   exceptional rarity, cert. BPA (2002) (SG £5’400 as 12 used singles) 

40429 C J  86 1d Orange-Brown pl.45 OG/PH mint og block of four, small surface scuff, small toned C 9(1) 700 
   sports on reverse, light gum creasing, still a rare multiple of this plate in an  
   attractive shade, cert. RPS (1996) (SG £2’500 for C9 block of four) 

40430 DCE   1d Pale Rose pl.49 TK with INVERTED WATERMARK, unused, fine and rare, unpriced by SG C 9(4)h 300 
   in mint, cert. RPS (1999) (SG £350 for used) 

40431 C J  86 1d Red pl.55 SI/TL mint og block of eight, a little paper adhesion on reverse, perf. C 9 1’000 
   faults on TJ and TK, still a rare multiple of a scarce plate (SG £1’100 for used single) 

40432 H J  88 1d Red-Brown perf.14 pl.36 used selection incl. strip of four, block of six and C10 100 
   reconstructed irregular multiple of 16, nice multiples  

40433 C  86 1d Pale Red pl.45 BK mint part og, very fine (SG £500 used) C10(2) 300

40434 H F J  88 1d Red-Brown perf.14 pl.45 used selection incl. 3 singles on individual pieces, C10 3’000 
   five pairs, block of four (minor surface scuff affecting one stamp and four covers  
   (one heavily soiled), a scarce group 

40435 C  86 1d Red pl.45 FE/GE vert. mint og pair, FE showing variety “scratch on Queen’s nose”, C10 150 
   toned perfs at top and short perfs at lower left, scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40424
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40425
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40430
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40434
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40437
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40439
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40440
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40432
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40436 C J  86 1d Pale Rose pl.49 KA/LB block of four, mint og (lower stamps mint nh), minor gum C10(4) 500 
   creasing, a rare and fine multiple of this shade, cert. RPS (1971) for SG 39  
   “transitional printing” 

40437 CC C J  88 1d Rose-Red pl.60 AA-DL mint og block of 48, good colour, DA with corner fault, small C10(5) 800 
   tone spots and defects as expected from a block this size, some perf. separation and  
   reinforcing, an impressive multiple, ex Baillie (realised £1’840) 

 

40438 H   1857-63 1d Rose-Red pl.62 BI (die II, alphabet III, wmk LC, perf.14) IMPERFORATE C10(5)k 400 
   variety, with close to large margins on 3 sides and touched on the left, light “930”  
   numeral of York, thin, very scarce, cert. RPS (1989) (SG £3’500) 

40439 C J  88 1857-63 1d Red on white paper, wmk LC, perf.14, PJ/QK mint og block of four, very fine C10 80 
   (SG £325) 

40440 C J  88 1857-63 1d Red on white paper, wmk LC, perf.14, CD/DF mint og block of six, some C10 80 
   gum crazing and tone spots (SG £325 for block of four) 

40441 4044740446 40449
 

40441 H   Plate 46 GB IMPERFORATE with fine to large margins, neat “956” numeral of C10(3)k 1’400 
   Hurstpierpoint duplex, natural paper corn by chin, otherwise very fine, cert. BPA  
   (2010) (SG £3’500) 

40442 H  90 1857 1d Red-Brown perf.16 pl.45 selection of 25 used singles, odd crease or trimmed C11 2’000 
   perf., mostly fine (SG £21’250) 

40443 C J  90 1d Red pl.50 PA/TC mint og block of 15, PA with toned spot and SA with perf. fault C12 500 
   otherwise fine, an attractive and very rare multiple (SG £1’300 for block of four) 

40444 CC J  88 1862 1d Pale Rose-Red pl.R15 AG/BI top marginal block of six with inscription, stamps AG C13 900 
    & BG showing constant varieties, mint nh (mounted in margin only), very fine and fresh 

40445 C J  90 1d Red pl.R16 DH/GI mint og block of eight, DI with crease, some toned spots, a couple C13 200 
   of marks and a little perf. separation, still a rare multiple (SG £1’300 for block of four)  

40446 H   ARCHER TRIAL PERFORATION: 1850-54 1d Red-Brown pl.107 CG with Scottish numeral, tiny CE2 1’500 
   corner bend at lower left, otherwise a fine example of this rare Archer plate, cert.  
   RPS (1999) (SG £6’500) 

40447 C   1854 2d Blue OD pl.4 wmk SC, perf.16, large part og, some gum crazing, otherwise fine F1 1’000 
   and fresh (SG £4’000) 

40448 H J  90 1854 2d Blue pl.4, wmk SC, perf.16, FE/GF block of four with neat “46” London F1 1’000 
   numerals, very fine and rare multiple (SG £1’800) 

40449 C   1855 2d Blue OD pl.4 wmk SC, perf.14, large part og, some tone spots and a light F2 1’500 
   vertical gum bend. rare (SG £10’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40438
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40441
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40446
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40447
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40449
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40451
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40451
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40452
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40442
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40445
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40448
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40450 40453 40454

40450 H   1841 2d Blue pl.4 perf.14 with pre-printing crease variety causing a “crack” from the F2 var 100 
   temple to he base of the neck, in a pair and cancelled by green numerals, very fine  
   and interesting 

40451 CC J  90 1864 1d Red wmk LC, perf.14, mint og block of four selection, with pl.82, fine; pl.116 with G1 300 
   some gum crazing; pl.191 left marginal with inscription, gum crazing and some tone spots;  
   and pl.220 top marginal with inscription, mint nh with some gum crazing (SG £1’260) 

40452 CC J  90 1864 1d Red pl.222, wmk LC, perf.14, top right corner marginal block of six with plate G1 100 
   number, some gum crazing and toning, mounted in the margins only, a scarce positional  
   piece (SG £600 as six singles)  

40453 H   1864 1d Red pl.225 with neat Scots numeral cancel, faint horizontal wrinkle, a nice G1 100 
   looking example (SG £800) 

40454 CC   1858 2d Blue pl.9 top marginal with inscription, mint nh, light vertical crease G2 50 
   otherwise fresh colour (SG £350) 

 

40455 C   1868 2d Blue pl.12 PI, mint og, couple of faint toned perfs at top otherwise fine and G2 1’000 
   fresh (SG £3’000) 

40456 H   www 1858 2d Blue pl.12 used selection of 26, odd fault, mostly very fine (SG £3’640) G2 500

40457 40458
 

40457 C   1870 1/2d Rose pl.8 SA-TA lower left corner marginal with plate number, mint og, G4 2’000 
   imperf. left margin, light gum crazing and slightly toned gum, margin thinned at  
   corner, still an attractive and scarce positional item 

40458 C   1870 1/2d Rose-Red pl.8 TA-TB lower left corner marginal pair with plate number, mint G4 1’200 
   large part og, gum slightly toned and showing through at the edges of the margin,  
   still a rare positional item 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40450
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40453
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40454
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40455
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40457
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40458
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40466
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40467
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40468
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40469
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40477
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40480
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40486
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40459

40460

40461 40462
 

40459 CC C J   1870 1/2d pl.12 block of 9, mint og (only one stamp with gum disturbance), some G4 300 
   light gum crazing, a very fine and fresh multiple (SG £1’080 as singles)  

40460 G   1870 1/2d pl.9 on piece with crisp Glasgow cds, scarce so fine (SG £850) G4 200

40461 CC J   1870 1/2d pl.12 block of 6, mint nh, some light gum crazing and slightly toned gum, G4 150 
   a fine multiple (SG £720 as singles) 

40462 C J   1870 1/2d pl.12 block of 6, mint og, some light gum crazing, one tone spot, still a G4 150 
   fine and fresh multiple (SG £720 as singles) 

 

40463 CC C J   1870 1/2d Rose pl.13 AR/BJ top marginal block of 12 with inscription and current number G4 1’000 
   “221”, mint og (10 stamp mnh), some gum crazing and some toned gum and top showing  
   through, still an attractive position item 

 

40464 C S   1860 1 1/2d Rosy Mauve unissued colour with SPECIMEN (type 2), mint og, fine (SG £2’200) G5s 1’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40459
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40460
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40461
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40462
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40463
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40464
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40465 DCE S   1860 1 1/2d Rosy Mauve unissued colour with SPECIMEN (type 2), no gum, couple of faint G5s 200 
   dark spots above her head and a pulled perf. at foot (SG £2’200) 

40466 F  92 1855 Mourning lettersheet sent from France to Ireland with France 40c orange tied by  200 
   “1533” small numeral lozenge, then forwarded within Ireland with 1854-57 1d red tied  
   by “186” Dublin numeral, an attractive mixed franking 

40467 F  92 1855 (Oct) Envelope to Balaklava, CRIMEA with 1854-57 1d red & 2d blue tied by Monkton  1’200 
   Scots local hs (Alcock type XX), peripheral faults at lower right otherwise fine 

40468 F  92 1855 (Oct 17) Envelope with 1854-79 1d red pl.1 tied by “No.1” Penny Post hs ONLY, C4(1) 1’200 
   with “C.R.” hs (Caledonian Railway) adjacent, reverse with “Beaford / Penny Post”,  
   Laurencekirk, Fettercairn, Exeter Station and Edinburgh bs, minor soiling, a rare and  
   super cover 

40469 F  92 1856 (Mar 27) Envelope from Tunbridge Wells to Christchurch, Hants, with 1854-57 1d C7 400 
   red pl.23 KK (SG C7, showing gothic Ks) tied by Tunbridge Wells sideways duplex, cover  
   slightly soiled, filing fold affecting stamp, reverse with London, Christchurch and  
   Galverly (?) undated cds, a scarce stamp on cover (SG £2’500) 

40470 F  92 1856 (Apr 25) Lettersheet from Needham Market to Ipswich with 1854-57 1d red pl.26 HB C7 500 
   (SG C7) tied by crisp “753” numeral, green despatch bs, very fine and scarce plate,  
   cert. RPS (1978) (SG £2’500 for C7 used on cover, £1’500 as used single) 

40471 F  92 1856 (Apr 30) Lettersheet FROM FRANCE (printed header and datelined Boulogne) to  150 
   London with 1854-57 1d red tied by “303” numeral, with Folkstone despatch bs in blue  
   and small “Too Late” boxed hs in the same colour, forwarded by Faulkner’s Continental  
   Parcel Office with cachet at top left, London bs, very fine and attractive 

 

40472 F   1859 (Sep) Envelope sent from abroad (possibly delivered privately to the UK) with  700 
   five 1857 1d rose-red pl.14 die II wmk LC and 1857 4d rose wmk LG, tied on arrival  
   only by several strikes of “POST OFFICE...” mail bag seals, London arrival bs,  
   extremely rare and unusual 

40473 F  92 1859 (Nov 12) Wrapper from Tullamore to Ballinasloe with 1854-57 1d red tied by VOID  100 
   NUMERAL, despatch and arrival bs, small portion of reverse missing causing the  
   irregularity at the lower right, still a rare cancel  
     
   Note: Tullamore used a blank diamond in error (instead of 438) during November 1859  
   which is the only time this error occurred 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40465
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40472
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40474 F  92 1861 (Aug 19) Envelope with address written in poetry: “Now Mr. Postman don’t you  50 
   remiss, For Miss Forerman is looking out for this, In Northwold, low street she doth  
   reside, From Brandon, distant one short ride”, with 1854-57 1d red cancelled by “329”  
   numeral, with Halesworth and Brandon bs, slightly soiled, fine and very unusual 

40475 F  92 1862 (Nov 3) Envelope with 1854-57 1d red with “O.U.S.” protective overprint of the  100 
   Oxford Union Society (also with embossed backflap logo), tied by Oxford duplex,  
   Tetsworth bs, fine and unusual 

 

40476 F   1864 Wrapper from New Zealand to London with NZ 1864 6d red-brown wmk NZ imperf. and  1’600 
   2d pale blue wmk NZ perf.12 1/2 in combination with GB 1857-57 1d red cancelled by “1”  
   diamond cancels of Auckland, sent underpaid with “MORE / TO / PAY” and “DEFICIENT  
   POSTAGE...” hs and ms “8”, vert. fold through 2d, otherwise fine and rare underpaid  
   mixed franking, an exhibition cover, ex Hackmey, cert. BPA (2011) 

40477 F  92 ca.1870 Printed advertising circular for Wines and Spirits sent to India with 1870 1  200 
   1/2d rose-red pl.3 tied by London “EC / 41” oval numeral, with Nainital bs, scarce 

40478 F  92 1870 (Oct 10) Wrapper with 1858-79 1d red pl.141 tied by a crisp strike of the Azemar 43 100 
   experimental machine cancel (Alcock type H), Glasgow bs, very fine

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may 
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 
months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s 
account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer unders-
tands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even 
though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by 
their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40476
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UNIQUE BALLON MONTÉ

 

 

40479 F    1870 Ballon Monté (Le Jacquard flight) Envelope from Paris during the Franco-Prussian  20’000 
   war to Dover, however “Le Jacquard” was lost at sea and this is the only known  
   envelope recovered from that flight, with manuscript notation on the reverse: “Picked  
   up at Sea off the Lizard (Point) and forwarded...any reward will be thankfully  
   received by...”, franked with a 1858-79 1d red pl.123 tied by “5” numeral, with  
   Helston and Dover bs, minor faults as to be expected, a great rarity  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the Ballon Montés were an attempt by the  
   citizens of the besieged city of Paris to send mail over the enemy lines to areas of  
   unoccupied France, where they could then be entered in to the postal system 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40479
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40479
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40480 F J   92 1871 Envelope sent registered from Salisbury to London bearing block of six 1864 1d  600 
   red pl.145 tied by a very late use of the rare experimental “Salisbury pins”  
   obliterator, cds alongside with registered London cds, some faults to stamps and  
   cover, still a rare and attractive item 

40481 F  92 1873 (Mar 20) Envelope to EGYPT with 1871 2d blue pl.14 and 1872 6d pale buff pl.11  200 
   tied by Portsmouth duplex, Suez arrival adjacent, some minor peripheral faults,  
   attractive, an uncommon destination 

40482 F   1877 (Jul 27) Miniature envelope with 1858-79 1d red tied by Notting Hill duplex,  100 
   missing backflap and toned, incl. original contents, an attractive and most unusual  
   cover in spite of faults 

1855-1900 Issues

 

40483 C   1855 4d Carmine, wmk SG, paper slightly blued, mint og, tiny wrinkle at top, an 62a 3’400 
   attractive example (SG £9’000) 

 

4048540484

40484 H   1855-57 4d Pale Carmine, wmk MG, with WATERMARK INVERTED, with Manchester “498” 64wi 120 
   sideways duplex cancel, short corner perf. at top left otherwise fine (SG £1’000) 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40483
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40484
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40485
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40485 H   1855-57 4d Deep Rose, wmk MG, pair with Manchester “498” duplex cancel, light diagonal 65 100 
   crease, still an attractive pair (SG £850+) 

40486 F  92 1855-57 6d Deep Lilac on azure paper tied on 1857 (Mar 15) mourning envelope by “272” 69a 400 
   numeral of East Grinstead, with East Grinstead and London bs, very fine and rare  
   usage, cert. BPA (1987) (SG Spec. J70e, £925 as used single) 

 

40487 P   1856 6d Deep Mauve on azure paper with TRIAL CANCELLATION plus wmk inverted, with 69var 2’400 
   cancel “EB / MR 2 / 1856” as part of the experiments with fugitive inks and  
   cancellation removal, rare (SG £7’500) 

40488 G   1855-57 1s Green in irregular block of 13 on large parcel piece along with 6d lilac, 72 300 
   tied by “30” London numerals, with London and Derby ds adjacent, trimmed wing margins  
   at right otherwise fine, probably the largest known block (SG £4’700+ for two blocks  
   of four plus singles) 

 

40489 C   1862 3d Bright Carmine-Rose pl.2, wmk Emblems, mint og, tiny wrinkle at lower left, 76 1’200 
   very fine and fresh example (SG £2’400) 

 

40490 C   1862-64 6d Lilac, wmk Emblems (strongly shifted showing all four ornaments at top), 84 360 
   large part og, faint horizontal wrinkle, otherwise fine with fresh appearance (SG  
   £2’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40487
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40489
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40490
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40491 C   1862 9d Bistre pl.2 AL corner marginal, centred low but cut below the perfs to leave a 86 1’800 
   margin around the design, mint og, horiz. crease at top, minor soiling though still  
   with fresh colour, attractive example, cert. RPS (1978) (SG £5’250) 

 

40492 C   1867 9d Straw pl.2, wmk Emblems, mint og, very fine and fresh, rare as such, cert. RPS 87 1’300 
   (1989) (SG £3’750) 

 

40493 H   1862 1s Green KD pl. no.1 right wing marginal, wmk Emblems, with “K” in circle 90a 1’000 
   variety, crisp London “75” leaving variety clear, very fine (SG £1’700) 

 

40494 C H   1862 1s Green AL pl. no.1, three examples showing progressive states of the “defective 90var 1’800 
   A” variety (SG Spec J101e), early state mint og with a couple of toned perfs and cert.  
   BPA, then two used examples showing a intermediate (small crease) and late state, a  
   fantastic trio 

 

40495 DCE   1865 3d Rose pl.5, wmk Emblems, IMPERF. IMPRIMATUR top marginal with plate number, 92 3’000 
   mint nh (mounted in margin only), only examples from the registration sheet exist of  
   this plate, small black spot at right, nevertheless a unique positional item, ex  
   Beaumont (SG £4250+) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40491
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40492
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40493
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40494
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40494
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40494
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40495
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40496 40497 40498

40496 DCE P   1865 4d Dull Vermilion pl.7 IMPERF. IMPRIMATUR, good to very good margins, no gum, 93 1’000 
   very fine (SG £2’500)  

40497 C   1865 4d Vermilion pl.14 mint hr pair, very fine and fresh (SG £1’550) 94 380

40498 H   1865 4d Vermilion pl.14 wmk Spray, crisp and neat London cds, very fine (SG £700) 94 200

 

40499 40500

40499 H   1865 6d Lilac pl.6 TA (with hyphen) with WATERMARK ERROR (three roses and a shamrock), 97c 1’200 
   crisp Manchester numeral, very fine and rare, undervalued by SG, cert. RPS (2002) 

40500 DCE   1865-67 9d Straw pl.4 on thick paper, unused (regummed), fine and scarce (SG £5’250) 98a 500

 

40501 40502 40503

40501 CC   1867 3d Deep Rose pl.10 pair, mint nh, left stamp with tiny “embossed” spot, portion 102 360 
   of offset from another 3d, still a fresh looking pair (SG £1’750)  

40502 CC   1867 3d Deep Rose pl.9 right wing marginal pair, mint nh, left stamp with tiny 102 240 
   “embossed” spot, minor crease in wing margin, still a nice looking pair (SG £1’300) 

40503 H J   1867-80 3d Deep Rose pl.8 left wing marginal block of four, crisp Castleblaney 102 100 
   (Ireland) cds, faint diagonal crease at lower right, otherwise a fine and superb  
   looking multiple (SG £425) 

 

40504 DCE A   1867 6d pl.6 IMPERF. COLOUR TRIAL in lilac on unwatermarked wove paper, with close to  3’000 
   large margins, without gum, fine and rare, very few known (SG £8’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40496
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40497
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40498
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40499
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40500
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40501
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40502
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40503
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40504
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40505 40506 40507 40508 40509
 

40505 C   1867-80 6d Lilac pl.6 (with hyphen), mint og, very minor gum wrinkling, fine 104 400 
   appearance (SG £1’800) 

40506 C   1867-80 10d Pale Red-Brown AA showing variety “small figure 1” for the plate numbers, 113var 150 
   light Newspaper Branch cancel, fine (SG Spec. J97c, £750) 

40507 C   1867 10d Deep Red-Brown pl.1, wmk Spray, mint og, fine and very fresh (SG £5’000) 114 2’600

40508 L   1867-80 STOCK EXCHANGE FORGERY with impossible lettering ES, neat 28.07.72 cds, small  300 
   tear and minor soiling at lower right, still attractive 

40509 L   1867-80 STOCK EXCHANGE FORGERY with lettering EJ, 23.07.72 cds, two tiny little thins  300 
   (probably natural paper flaws), fine 

 

40510 CC S   1867 2s Dull Blue imperf. lower marginal with SPECIMEN ovpt (type 6), showing current 118 1’000 
   number “285”, mint nh, superb 

 

40511 H   1867-80 2s pl.1 in a “rare unlisted shade” as stated by cert. BPA, neat cds, a very 118var 2’000 
   vibrant colour, faint diagonal bend at top left otherwise fine and very unusual, ex  
   Latto & Rowse, cert. BPA (1993) 

40512 40513 40514
 

40512 C S   1880 2s Brown with SPECIMEN ovpt (type 9), mint hr, nibbled perf. at top right 121 900 
   otherwise very fine (SG £3’800) 

40513 H   1867-80 2s Brown pl.1 right hand wing margin with crisp “G.S / 1” barred oval cancel, 121 1’000 
   a superb example, cert. RPS (2007) 

40514 H   1867-80 2s Brown pl.1 with London “E.C / 2” numeral, very fine condition, scarce, 121 800 
   cert. Roumet (1995) (SG £3’800) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40505
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40506
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40507
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40508
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40509
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40510
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40511
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40512
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40513
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40514
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40515 C   1880 2s Brown pl.1 IMPERFORATE, left marginal cut into a bottom a bit otherwise clear 121d 5’000 
   margins, mint lh, some creasing, still fresh colour and very rare, cert. RPS (1975)  
   which states that is of “unissued status” (thought to be from a colour trial or perf.  
   trial) (SG £28’000) 

 

40516 H J   1872-73 6d Chestnut pl.11 left marginal block of four with Balbriggan (Ireland) cds, 122a 100 
   interestingly with ms “9” inserted for the date on each strike of the cds seemingly  
   due to a deficient plug, odd short perf. otherwise very fine 

 

40517 F   1872 6d Pale Chestnut ABNORMAL plate 12 in right marginal pair on envelope sent 124a 7’000 
   registered from EGYPT to Aden, cancelled by “B02” obliteration, with boxed  
   “REGISTERED” and Suez cds alongside, rough opening at the right certainly not  
   detracting from this wonderful rarity, cert. RPS (1951) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40515
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40516
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40517
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40518 40519

40518 H   1867-83 5s Rose pl.1, wmk MC, with crisp and neat Little Tower St. cds, a superb 126 240 
   example (SG £600)  

40519 C   1867-83 5s Rose pl.1, wmk MC, mint part og, thin (showing through slightly) and 127 800 
   wrinkle, still a presentable example of a rare stamp (SG £11’000) 

 

40520 H   1867-83 10s Greenish Grey, wmk MC, with crisp and central Argyll St, Glasgow cds,  128 2’200 
   a superb example 

40521 40522 40523
 

40521 H   1867-83 10s Greenish Grey, wmk MC, with crisp Cork (Ireland) cds, slightly heavy hinge 128 500 
   causing a little bit of warping of the paper and pen notation at lower left slightly  
   showing through, still a superb looking example (SG £3’200)  

40522 H   1867-83 10s Greenish Grey pl.1, wmk MC, with Lombard St. squared circle ds, slightly 128 400 
   discoloured otherwise fine (SG £3’200) 

40523 H   1867-83 10s Greenish Grey pl.1, wmk MC, with crisp Dublin / Sorting Office cds, two 128 400 
   orange crayon marks at foot and slight discolouration, otherwise fine (SG £3’200) 

 

40524 H   1867-83 £1 Brown-Lilac pl.1 BH with very fine Vere St. 11.2.81 cds, a superb and 129 2’000 
   fresh example, cert. BPA (1991) (SG £4’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40518
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40519
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40520
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40521
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40522
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40523
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40524
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40525 40526 40527 40528
 

40525 H   1867-83 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk MC, with light cds cancels, very fine (SG £4’500) 129 700 

40526 H   1867-83 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk MC, with crisp Dublin / Sorting Office (Ireland) cds, 129 500 
   some wrinkling at lower right corner, tiny thin spot at top, still an attractive  
   example (SG £4’500) 

40527 H   1867-83 5s Rose on blued paper, wmk Anchor, with superb Limerick (Ireland) cds, blue 130 500 
   crayon mark at top left, some faint creasing, an attractive looking stamp (SG £4’800) 

40528 H   1867-83 £1 Brown-Lilac on blued paper, wmk Anchor, with neat Glasgow cds, slightly 132 1’500 
   discoloured otherwise fine (SG £10’000) 

 

40529 H   1882 £5 Orange AA on BLUED PAPER with St. Martins Le Grand cds and T.M.B / G.P.O. 133 1’500 
   boxed hs, faded colour otherwise fine (SG £15’000) 

 

40530 40531 40532
v

40530 H   1867-83 5s Rose pl.4, wmk Anchor, with neat Bedford cds, very fine and fresh example 134 800 
   (SG £4’200) 

40531 H   1867-83 5s Rose, wmk Anchor, with neat College Green / Dublin (Ireland) cds, central 134 300 
   thin and some faint creasing, still a very presentable example (SG £4’200) 

40532 H   1867-83 10s Greenish Grey pl.1, wmk Anchor, with neat York St. / Manchester 26.09.83 135 500 
   cds, horizontal crease at foot, still an attractive example (SG £4’500) 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40525
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40526
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40527
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40528
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40529
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40530
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40531
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40532
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40533 40535

40534
 

40533 H   1882 £5 Orange DH with neat Threadneedle St. cds, very fine (SG £4’750) 137 1’800 

40534 H   1882 £5 Orange AB with super Glasgow thimble cds, tiny blue mark between “U” and “N”, 137 1’800 
   very fine and fresh (SG £4’750) 

40535 H   1867-83 £5 Orange, wmk Anchor, with Threadneedle St. registered oval and violet “R” 137 1’000 
   registered hs, very fine condition (SG £4’750) 

 

40536 H   1875 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve pl.3 on blued paper, partial numeral cancel, very fine and rare 138 1’500 
   plate on blued paper, cert. Brandon (1994) (SG £5’500) 

 

40537 F   1873-80 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve LH-FL ERROR OF LETTERING in pair on 1876 envelope sent 140 3’000 
   registered to France, paying single UPU rate plus 4d reg’n fee, tied by “436” numerals  
   (clear of variety), Lancaster cds alongside with boxed “R” hs, London reg’d oval ds  
   and Calais transit, further French transits on reverse, cover faults, still a scarce  
   error on cover (SG £2’600 for used single) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40533
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40534
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40535
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40536
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40537
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40538 40539

40538 H   1876 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve pl.8 with inverted watermark, “918” numeral cancel, some perf. 141wi 80 
   separation at foot, very fine (SG £260+) 

 

40539 CC   1873-80 3d Rose pl.17 right wing marginal, mint nh, scarce so fine and fresh (SG £350) 143 240

 

40540 C J   1874 3d Rose pl.14, wmk Spray, block of four, mint og, very fine and fresh (SG £3’000) 144 1’800

40541 40542 40543 40544 40545

40549405484054740546
 

40541 C   1874 6d Grey pl.16, mint lh, very fine and fresh (SG £500) 147 120

40542 C   1880 1s Orange-Brown pl.13, wmk Spray, mint hr, a couple of faint creases, still a 151 600 
   fresh looking example of a scarce stamp (SG £4’750) 

40543 H   1880 1s Orange-Brown pl.13, wmk Spray, with crisp Wishaw cds, superb 151 1’000

40544 H   1880 1s Orange-Brown pl.13 with INVERTED WATERMARK, London squared cds, couple of 151wi 340 
   faint bends otherwise fine and scarce (SG £1’750) 

40545 C   1873-80 4d pl.15 imperf. colour trial in turquoise-blue, wmk LG, large part og, some 152 120 
   creasing, still a fine looking example (SG £250) 

40546 H   1873-80 4d Vermilion pl.15 with crisp Banff cds, very fine and attractive example (SG £500) 152 150 

40547 DCE   1873-80 4d  Grey-Brown pl.17, unused no gum, odd shortish perf. otherwise very fine 154 300 
   and fresh (SG £2’800) 

40548 CC   1880-83 3d Rose pl.21, mint nh, scarce so fine and fresh (SG £500) 158 280

40549 C   1880-83 1s Orange-Brown pl.13, mint hr, fine (SG £675) 163 300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40538
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40539
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40540
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40541
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40542
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40543
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40544
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40545
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40546
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40547
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40548
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40550 40551 40552 40553
 

40550 A P   1880 1/2d Green De La Rue “Design B” die proof in green on glazed card, very fine and scarce 164 1’500 

40551 CC S   1880 “Provisional” set of five with Specimen type 9 ovpts, mint nh, very fine (SG £510+) 164/169 220 

40552 H   1880 “Provisional” 1/2d pale green with TRIAL CANCELLATION “B01”, used by De La Rue in 165 1’000 
   the preparation of the documents of 17th Oct 1884, minor toning, very rare, unpriced  
   by SG which states that it was probably from cancellation removal trials, cert. RPS (1994)  

40553 C   1880 1d Venetian Red pl.15 imprimatur, mint hr, very fine (SG £275) 166 120

40554 CC C S  112 1880-81 5d Indigo with SPECIMEN overprint in left marginal block of 24, mint og 169s 800 
   (hinged on 5 stamps and small patch of gum missing from 1), minor gum bends, fine and  
   scarce multiple (SG £3’840+) 

 

40555 P   1881 1d Lilac cut down die proof on piece from the De La Rue striking book, some 172 700 
   surface scuffs to the proof, a unique item from the De La Rue archives 

 

40556 G   1881 1d Lilac die II tied to small piece by complete “AMRITA BAZAR PATRIKA / CALCUTTA” 172 50 
   cds (which was an English daily newspaper published in Calcutta), very unusual 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40550
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40551
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40552
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40553
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40555
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40557 P   1881-83 De La Rue Schemes: The new small head die proof in black on white glazed card,  1’300 
   with “7 Jan 83” and “AFTER HARDENING” hs, initialled at lower right, see p.243 in SG  
   Spec. Vol.1 (2011), rare 

 

4055940558

40558 C P   1883-84 2s6d Lilac on blued paper pl.2 IMPRIMATUR, mint large part og, very fine, 175 2’000 
   fresh and scarce, cert. RPS (1989) (SG £5’000)  

40559 C   1883 2s6d Lilac on blue paper, practically mint nh with only a small gum disturbance 175 1’500 
   at right, faint horizontal crease, still a fine and fresh looking example (SG £9’000) 

 

40560 DCE S   1883 2s6d Lilac on blue paper with SPECIMEN ovpt (type 9), unused no gum, very fine 175s 80 
   (SG £425) 

 

40561 40562

40561 C P   1883-84 5s Rose on blued paper pl.2 IMPRIMATUR, mint large part og, diagonal crease 176 1’500 
   and slightly thinned at top right, scarce (SG £4’750) 

40562 C P   1883-84 10s Ultramarine on blued paper IMPRIMATUR, mint large part og (slightly heavy 177 1’500 
   hinge), small margins, part of ms endorsement on reverse, scarce, cert. BPA (2006) (SG £6’250) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40557
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40558
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40559
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40560
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40561
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40562
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40563 H J   1883-84 2s6d Deep Lilac in block of six with Kilrush (small village in Ireland) cds, 179 300 
   some faults, a scarce used multiple (SG £1’100 for block of four) 

 

40564 40565 40566

40564 H   1883-84 10s Ultramarine with neat Guernsey rubber circular hs, very fine, plus 2s6d 183 100 
   with heavy cancels and 5s with crease  

40565 H   1883-84 10s Ultramarine with Glasgow cds, faint diagonal crease at foot, still a very 183 100 
   attractive and well centred example 

40566 H   1883-84 10s Pale Ultramarine with “Ascot / Grand Stand” (racecourse) cds, faint 183a 750 
   diagonal crease at foot 

40567 40568 40569
 

40567 H   1884 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Crowns, with two neat Bray (Ireland) cds, very fine example 185 400 
   (SG £2’800) 

40568 H   1888 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Imperial Crowns, with light Charing Cross registered oval 185 340 
   ds, very fine, cert. Roumet (1990) (SG £2’800) 

40569 C S   1884 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Crowns, with SPECIMEN ovpt (type 9), part og, quite heavy 185s 340 
   hinge remnant otherwise fine (SG £2’800)

 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40563
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40572

40570

40573 40574

40571

 

40570 C S   1884 £1 Brown-Lilac with SPECIMEN type 11 overprint inverted and struck twice, mint hr 185t 800 
   large part og, two corner perf. bends, fine and scarce (SG £2’800+)  

40571 C S   1884 £1 Brown-Lilac with SPECIMEN type 9 overprint, mint hr (toned), fine and scarce (SG £2’800) 185t 600 

40572 H   1888 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Orbs, with neat Wicklow (Ireland) cds, very fine, a superb 186 1’200 
   example of this scarce stamp (SG £4’250)  

40573 H   1888 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Three Orbs, with Threadmorton Avenue registered oval ds, 186 1’000 
   very fine and fresh (SG £4’250) 

40574 H   1888 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Orbs, with Birmingham(?) cds and boxed G.P.O. hs, very fine 186 800 
   and fresh (SG £4’250) 

40575 40576
 

40575 C   1883-84 2d purple on yellow colour trial for the 1887 Jubilee issue on gummed, 189 240 
   unwatermarked paper, mint hr, very fine and fresh (SG £575)  

40576 C   1883-84 2d Lilac plate 2 imprimatur, mint lh, very fine and fresh (SG £600) 189 200

4057840577
 

40577 C   1883-84 3d purple on blue colour trial for the 1887 Jubilee issue on gummed, 191 240 
   unwatermarked paper, mint hr, very fine and fresh (SG £550)  

40578 C   1883-84 3d Lilac plate 1 imprimatur, mint og, very fine and fresh (SG £650) 191 200

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40572
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40570
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40579 40580 40581 40582 40583
 

40579 H   1887-1900 Jubilee issue 2d green & red with INVERTED WATERMARK, numeral cancel, 198 wi 100 
   slightly washed colour, fine (SG £500) 

40580 H   1887-1900 Jubilee issue 1 1/2d purple & green with INVERTED WATERMARK, slightly heavy 198 wi 80 
   cancel has left an impression showing through to the reverse, otherwise fine (SG £450)  

40581 C   1887-1900 Jubilee issue 3d purple on orange paper, mint lh, very fine (SG £800) 204 200 

40582 H   1887-1900 Jubilee issue 5d purple & blue with INVERTED WATERMARK, “498” numeral, very 207a wi 200 
   fine and scarce (SG £1’000)  

40583 H   1887-1900 Jubilee issue 9d purple & blue with INVERTED WATERMARK, neat cds, very fine 209wi 600 
   and scarce (SG £2’500) 

 

40584 H   1891 £1 Green, wmk Crowns, with Dublin / Sorting Office (Ireland) cds, couple of 212 150 
   faint orange crayon marks at left otherwise fine (SG £800) 

 

40585 H   1891 £1 Green with INVERTED WATERMARK with Clifton / Bristol cds, light crayon mark, 212wi 3’000 
   two faint creases, fine appearance and rare (SG £12’000) 

40586 F  112 1856 (Jan 17) Envelope to France with 1855-57 4d Deep Carmine, wmk SG, tied by London 62 150 
   numeral, addressed to “Care of” the Captain of the “Armenian Ship Titan” and Care of a  
   forwarding agent at Marseille, redirected to another forwarding agent with several  
   French transits and a London bs, fine for such a fragile envelope (SG £750 on cover) 

40587 F  112 1857 (Apr 17) Envelope from Ireland to the IONIAN ISLANDS with 1855-57 1s green tied  500 
   by crisp Cork spoon cancel, Aachen transit, with London and Corfu bs, small portion of  
   backflap missing and minor peripheral faults, still an attractive cover to a rare destination 

40588 F  112 1858 (Mar 20) Entire sent registered from Newcastle Emlyn to Narbeth, with 1854-57 1d  200 
   and 1855 6d tied by light “170” numerals, with the 1d further cancelled in manuscript  
   “J.D./21/3/58” by the postmaster of Narbeth due to the faint cancellation, unusual use  
   (file fold touches 1d), ex Roberts 

40589 F  112 1859 (Jun 17) Envelope sent registered to New South Wales bearing 1856 1s green,  200 
   paying single 6d rate plus 6d registration, tied by “186” diamond numeral, Dublin  
   registered cds alongside with London registered oval and crown registered hs, and  
   “ADVERTISED / UNCLAIMED” hs on arrival, Sydney bs, minor faults not detracting,  
   scarce, ex “Emerald” 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40579
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40580
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40590 F  112 1860 (Aug 1) Wrapper from London to MEXICO, sent to the Spanish Ambassador (who was  460 
   dismissed one year later by Juarez shortly before the French Intervention in Mexico)  
   with 1855-57 6d pale lilac wmk Emblems (vert. strip of three & single), 1854-57 1d red  
   (crease) & 1858-79 2d blue pl.8, all tied by London “11” numeral, London bs, missing  
   left sideflap, very attractive and interesting cover 

40591 F  112 1861 (Aug 16) Wrapper to Genoa bearing 1855-57 6d lilac and 1s green, paying double 6d  100 
   rate plus 6d registration, tied by Cork duplexes, with London reg’d oval ds, crown  
   reg’d hs and “PD” in oval, Genoa bs, minor cover faults, attractive and scarce  
   franking, ex Emerald 

40592 F  112 1862 (May 17) Small envelope to MAURITIUS with 1862-644d bright red (perf. faults at  200 
   top) on obverse and 1854-57 1d red pair on reverse, all tied by Cambridge “158”  
   duplexes, the two penny reds obviously not seen and struck with “DEFICIENT POSTAGE...”  
   boxed hs, corrected and with the ms notations crossed out, “4 1/2d” hs, London and  
   Mauritius bs, small portion of backflap missing, attractive cover 

40593 F  112 1862 (Sep 2) Envelope from London to Switzerland with 1855-57 6d pale lilac, wmk  100 
   Emblems, tied by London “73” duplex, Calais transit and “NON RECLAMÉE” hs adjacent,  
   Berne arrival bs, fine and attractive 

40594 F  112 1864 (Nov 29) Entire from Ballymena, Ireland, to Mexico with 1864 1d red pl.73, 1859  200 
   2d blue pl.9 and 1862 1s green pl.2 pair, all tied by “46” diamond duplex, very fine 

40595 F  112 1866 (Dec 15) Envelope to JAMAICA with 1865-67 1s green pl.4 tied by London duplex,  200 
   redirected on arrival with Kingston, Savanna-La-Mar, Black River and Malvern bs, some  
   tears to backflap not detracting, an uncommon destination 

40596 F  112 1867 (Jul 23) Envelope sent registered from London to France with two 1865-67 4d  300 
   vermilion pl.9 tied by “15” numerals and King William St. cds, redirected to  
   Switzerland franked on the reverse with France 1862 20c (2) and 1867 30c, opened for  
   display, full of character and scarce 

40597 F  112 1868 (Dec 10) Envelope from Wicklow to Poona, readdressed to Kolapoor, with 1865 4d  300 
   vermilion pl.10 and 1867 6d lilac pl.6 tied by “449” Irish numeral, forwarded with  
   India 1a brown and charged a further 2a (hs), reverse with London, Poona, Kolapore and  
   oval Sea Post Office ds, fine and scarce mixed franking, ex. Field 

40598 F  112 1868 (Apr 28) Legal-size envelope from London to Russia with 1858-79 2d blue pl.9 and  300 
   1867-80 10d pale red brown right wing vertical pair tied by “R” numerals, Leadenhall  
   St. despatch and Moscow arrival, some creasing, a scarce usage 

 

40599 F   1868 (May 19) Mourning envelope with 1867-80 6d from Mullingar (Ireland) to a Captain  300 
   in the Royal Regiment at MAURITIUS, reverse with blue Mauritius cds and Grand Bay cds  
   on arrival,  returned to Ireland then readdressed to Gosport (Isle of Wight) with Gosport  
   and Newport cds, with several London bs and a H&K Packet cds being the latest discernible  
   cds, picking up blue “10d / TO PAY”, red “1d” and “Deficient Postage...7d” tax marks  
   along the way, some faults to backflap, still a fantastically eye-appealing cover 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40599
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UNIQUE MIXED FRANKING WITH SICILY

 

40600 F   1869 (Apr 24) Wrapper from Liverpool to Sicily with 1867-80 6d mauve pl.8 tied by  2’000 
   Liverpool duplex, paying the correct rate, but with added Kingdom of Italy 1863 10c  
   postage due to to being delivered to the wrong address, reverse with white circular  
   post office paper seal used to reseal to wrapper with ms notation above, with three  
   Palermo ds and a London bs, some rust spots, a postal history rarity, cert. Colla  
   (2000) and Van der Linden (2013) 

40601 F  112 1870 (Jan 17) Wrapper to TURKS ISLANDS with 1867-80 1s green pl.4 (trimmed right wing  300 
   margin), Turks Islands bs, very fine and fresh, a scarce destination 

40602 F  116 1870 (Jun 22) Entire to BRAZIL with 1858-79 2d blue pl.13, 1867-80 3d pl.5 and four 6d  240 
   pl.6 (wing margin faults and horiz. crease affecting some stamps), with “L2” late fee  
   hs, Rio de Janeiro bs, attractive in spite of faults 

40603 F   116 INCOMING: 1870 (Oct 8) Ballon Monté (L’Armand Barbes flight) entire from Paris during  1’800 
   the Franco-Prussian war to the ISLE OF WIGHT, with French 10c and 20c Laurel Crown  
   issue (folded over edge) tied by “CP2” dotted lozenge, with Ventnor arrival bs, fine  
   and rare destination for this balloon mail  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the Ballon Montés were an attempt by the  
   citizens of the besieged city of Paris to send mail over the enemy lines to areas of  
   unoccupied France, where they could then be entered in to the postal system 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40600
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BOULE DE MOULINS

  

40604 F   1871 (Jan 14) Wrapper (made of tissue paper) from London to Paris  25’000 
   during the Franco-Prussian war, with 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.12 and 1867-80 6d mauve  
   pl.9 tied by London duplexes, incl. original contents (in French) responding to a  
   letter received by Ballon Monté which states: “this letter is sent by a new secret  
   way”, very fine for such a fragile envelope and very rare  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the city of Paris was besieged. In an attempt to  
   continue communications with Paris, the idea of the Boule de Moulins was to pack 500  
   to 600 letters in to waterproof zinc balls and float them down the River Seine to  
   Paris. Unfortunately none of the balls were recovered during the siege. 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40604
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40605 F   1871 (Aug) Cover from Switzerland to England franked with 30c Sitting Helvetia  1’200 
   cancelled by TARASP BAD hs, forwarded back to Switzerland with 1867-80 6d pl.9 tied by  
   London duplex, a rare mixed franking, cert. BPB and Rellstab 

40606 C  116 1871 (Aug 15) Part wrapper (top flap only) to VANCOUVER ISLAND with two 1867-80 10d  600 
   red-brown pl.1, two 1858-79 2d blue pl.13 and 1d rose-red pl.112 all tied by London  
   duplexes, with late fee “L1” boxed hs below, a superb multiple of the 10d 

40607 F  112 1872 (Feb 7) Wrapper to SWEDEN with 1867-80 6d pl.8 tied by Leith duplex, “2 1/2d”  100 
   accountancy hs, reverse with Copenhagen and Swedish arrivals incl. Järnbana TPO  
   railway cancel, very fine and very clean cover 

40608 F  116 1874 (Oct 20) Entire to BERMUDA with 1873-80 6d grey pl.13 tied by London “3” duplex,  200 
   faint arrival bs, fine 

40609 F  116 1876 (Dec 23) Entire from Dublin to the USA with 1858-79 2d blue pl.15 and 1873-80 2  100 
   1/2d rosy mauve pl.5 pair tied by “EUSTON-STATION / IRISH MAIL” cds (with reversed “E”  
   code), New York bs, fine and scarce cancellation 

40610 F  116 1883 (Oct 12) Registered envelope from London to the Commander of the Cunard Steamer  50 
   the “Servia,” in Queenstown, Ireland, thus incurring the compulsory registration fee  
   for a “Care of Ship’s Captain” letter, bearing 1881 1d lilac tied by registered  
   Folkstone cds with London registered oval below, Sandgate Road / Folkestone cds on  
   reverse, very fine 

40611 F  116 1883 (May 13) Wrapper to Trieste with 1880-81 1/2d green, 2d pale rose and 5d indigo  300 
   all tied by Throgmorton Avenue duplexes, Trieste bs, a highly attractive three-colour franking 

40612 F  116 1884 (May 1) Mourning envelope to NATAL with 1883-84 6d green tied by Sidmouth squared  150 
   circle ds, with Newcastle, Plymouth and Natal G.P.O arrival cds, very fine 

40613 F  116 1887 (Mar 4) Envelope to BURMA with 1887 5d die I Jubilee tied by Kensington duplex, 207 100 
   with Sea Post Office and Moulmein arrival bs, portion of backflap missing, incl. original  
   contents, a scarce destination 

40614 F  116 1891 (Aug 10) Printed envelope from a stamp dealer in Cardiff with 1887-1900 1/2d, 2  150 
   1/2d, 4d and 10d pair tied by Cardiff squared circle ds, sent registered to Germany  
   with arrival bs, a scarce multiple franking of the Jubilee issue (particularly with  
   the 10d) paying 10 times to UPU rate 

40615 F  116 1871 (Jun 2) Envelope to BEIRUT (Syria), with 1867-80 6d mauve pl.9 tied by London  240 
   duplex, with Trieste and Austrian P.O. Beirut arrival cds, very unusual to be sent via  
   the Austrian P.O., fine 

40616 F  118 1898 (Jun 16) Envelope to ST. HELENA with 1887-1900 1/2d vermilion and 1s green 197,211 200 
   Jubilees tied by Sheffield cds, paying 4 times the UPU rate, St. Helena cds adjacent,  
   minor peripheral faults, a rare destination 

40617 F  118 1901 Registered envelope (RP22 Size K) to Germany bearing 1881 1d lilac and 1900 1s  400 
   green & carmine pair, paying 10 times the UPU rate, some creasing to envelope slightly  
   affecting the stamps, only around 50 covers with the 1s known 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40605
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King Edward VII

40618 CC C J  118 1905 1 1/2d Pale Dull Purple & Green, De La Rue, head pl.5 & duty pl.5, in lower right 223 1’000 
   corner marginal block of 30, mint og (left column mm), fine positional item (SG Spec M9(1)) 

40619 CC J  118 1902 2 1/2d Deep Ultramarine, De La Rue, pl.2 perf. H1, in lower right corner marginal 230var 900 
   block of 30, mint nh, very fine (SG Spec M16(1)) 

40620 CC C J  118 1902 3d Deep Purple on Orange-Yellow, De La Rue, perf.H1A, lower right corner marginal 232 1’500 
   block of 30 (SG Spec M19(1)), mint og with only top left stamp with trace of a hinge 

40621 CC J  118 1902 5d Dull Purple & Ultramarine, De La Rue, head pl.1 & duty pl.3, lower right 242 2’400 
   corner marginal block of 30, mint nh, unusual “Jubilee” line at foot, stamp 12/20 with  
   small value tablet breaks, some specks of paper adhesion at foot on reverse, a very  
   fine and rare plate (SG Spec M28(1)) 

40622 CC C J  120 1902 6d Pale Dull Purple, De La Rue, pl.1, top right corner marginal block of 42, mint 245 1’500 
   og (39 mnh), very fine (SG Spec. M31(1)) 

4062440623
 

40623 H   1902-10 2s6d, 5s, 10s and £1 all used in Ireland, the 2s6d with Cork rubber parcel 260/266 150 
   cancel (toned), 5s with Tralee cds (quite heavily toned), 10s with Dublin cds  
   (diagonal crease), and a very fine £1 green with Dublin cds  

40624 C   1911 1/2d Bright Green (fine impression) pair, mint part og (patchy and a bit toned), 271 120 
   fine (SG £560) 

40625 CC J  120 1911 3d Purple on Lemon, Harrison, perf.14x14, in lower right corner marginal block of 285 1’800 
   36, mint nh, very fine and fresh (SG Spec. M22(1)) 

40626 CC C J  120 1911 4d Bright Orange, Harrison, pl.6a, perf.15x14, lower left corner marginal block 286 1’200 
   of 30, mint og (17 mnh), some perf. reinforcement, fine (SG Spec. M27(1)) 

40627 CC J  120 1912 2d Grey-Green & Bright Carmine, Somerset House, head pl.5 & duty pl.5, lower 292 1’000 
   right corner marginal block of 30, mint nh, some light gum bends, otherwise a fine and  
   scarce positional item (SG Spec. M13(4)) 

40628 CC J  120 1911 5d Deep Plum and Cobalt Blue, Somerset House (head pl.4 & duty pl.5) top right 294var 1’400 
   corner marginal block of 42, mint nh, minor gum bends in no way detracting from the  
   fresh appearance, a rare multiple (SG Spec. M30(4)) 

 

40629 L   1911 £1 Deep Green LOWDEN FORGERY on piece with 2 1/2d both tied by forged Jersey  1’500 
   rubber hs, this is the only known Lowden forgery in combination with another stamp,  
   very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40623
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40630 H   1911-13 £1 Green, Somerset House printing, with light Guernsey 16.05.12 cds, very 320 240 
   fine (SG £750) 

40631 G  124 1905 (Dec 26) Parcel post label from Graemsay (ORKNEY ISLANDS, Scotland) with 1902-10  80 
   2d & 6d tied by rubber cancels with violet cds adjacent, couple of tone sports, very  
   rare (Graemsay has a current population of 21) 

40632 F  124 1907 (Jun 2) 1d Red postal stationery envelope sent registered to RHODESIA with KEVII  100 
   1d red vert. strip of three and QV 1887 2d Jubilee, tied by Tolworth cds, with London  
   reg’d hooded cds, Surbiton bs, some foxing to reg’d label, scarce destination 

40633 F  124 1913 (Mar 5) Envelope sent registered insured (valeur déclarée) to France with 1911  1’400 
   (S. House) 2s6d, 1s and 6d plus KGV 1/2d Downey, all tied by Charing Cross oval ds,  
   with ms notation “Insured for £220” with red insured label adjacent, “LATE FEE” hs, a  
   superb high franking, ex V. Sussex

      
      
      
 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the 
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40630
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40634   TITANIC postal packing slip used to route letters to Iowa, with “TITANIC” and “O.S.  10’000 
   WOODY” hs and a Transatlantic Post Office April 10 1912 cds, recovered from the body  
   of postal clerk Oscar Woody who was found dead on an iceberg a week after its sinking,  
   very rare, only a handful known 
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40635   TITANIC postal packing slip used to route letters to Minnesota, with “TITANIC” and  10’000 
   “O.S. WOODY” hs and a Transatlantic Post Office April 10 1912 cds, recovered from the  
   body of postal clerk Oscar Woody who was found dead on an iceberg a week after its  
   sinking, very rare, only a handful known 

Oscar Scott Woody

In 2003, Sharon O’Donnell, a distant relative of Oscar Woody, recalled what she 
had learned about her ancestor’s fate:

[...] On the night of the tragedy, the postal workers and other crew members were 
celebrating Woody’s birthday. He was to turn 44 at midnight --about 20 minutes 
after the ship’s collision with the iceberg. The celebration ended early because it 
became apparent that something dreadful had happened.

The mail holding area was one of the first to fill up with water. When water started 
coming in, the dedicated clerks lugged many of the heavy mailbags to the next 
level of the ship. Of course, it was all in vain. 

[...] His few personal belongings, such as his pocket watch, are now in various 
museums, including the U.S. Postal Museum in Washington, D.C. There is a small 
exhibit with a few of his artifacts at the Person County Museum of History in 
Roxboro. In Southhampton, England, the origin of the Titanic’s voyage, there is 
a plaque memorializing the five postal workers, who all perished on the voyage. 
Woody was buried at sea. –The News & Observer  9/18/2003
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40636 A  124 1910 3d Downey Head Hentschel Zinc Block essay for colour, light reddish mauve on  1’200 
   yellow wove paper, with “W / 93” hs above and ms “Tyrian Purple 56” below, very  
   attractive and rare 

 

40637 40638 40639

40637 A   1910 10d Downey Head Hentschel Zinc Block essay for colour, bright blue-green on white  1’000 
   wove paper with ms “Green. No.154”, very attractive and rare  

40638 A   1911 Bromide of the original photograph on thick paper by W. & D. Downey showing the  1’000 
   King in Admirals uniform, small crease above, very scarce 

40639 P   1911 1/2d Deep Carmine die proof of the accepted design on glazed paper, with  1’000 
   uncleared surround and value tablet, very fine and scarce 

40640 C P  124 1912 1d Scarlet die proof colour trial on gummed wmk Multi Crown paper, clearly  1’800 
   showing plate wear, with ms “132” at lower right, very fine 

 

40641 S    1912-24 1/2d, 1d, 1 1/2d, 2d die II, 2 1/2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 10d & 1s values with 351s/396s 800 
   SPECIMEN ovpt (unknown type), either in black or violet, each affixed to small card  
   piece, presumed to be wmk Royal Cypher due to ms notation on one piece, fine and  
   unsual (11) 

40642 J DCE  124 1913 9d imperforate plate proof corner marginal block of four printed doubly (upright 392var 1’200 
 P   & inverted) in the colours of the 8d, showing control “B.13”, very fine and  
   spectacular positional item 

 

40643 C S    1913 Waterlow Searhorse set of four with SPECIMEN ovpt (type 26), each partially 399s/404s 2’000 
   affixed to a small piece of paper, £1 green with one or two nibbled perfs at right,  
   fine (SG £5’450) 
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40644 40645
 

40644 C S   1913 Waterlow £1 green Seahorse with SPECIMEN overprint (type 26), mint hr, one tone 403 800 
   spot otherwise fine (SG £3’000) 

 

40645 C S   1913 Waterlow £1 green Seahorse with London Chief Office registered oval ds, tiny 403 400 
   flecks of orange noticeable in lower margins, fine (SG £1’250) 

 

40646 H   1915 De La Rue 2s6d Seahorse with “16 NOV 1921” and two “Allowed” hs, pin hole at  50 
   right, an unusual curiosity 

 

40647 CC J   1918-19 Bradbury Wilkinson 10s Dull Grey Blue block of four, mint nh, very fine and 417 900 
   fresh multiple (SG £3’200+) 

40648 40649
 

40648 C S   1929 PUC £1 with “SPECIMEN” ovpt in red, mint hr, very fine (SG £2’750) 438s 1’200

40649 C S   1929 PUC £1 with “SPECIMEN” ovpt in red, mint hr, very fine (SG £2’750) 438s 1’200

40650 F   www 1914 Picture postcard (The Royal Mail Route Steamer to Ireland) from Kingstown  40 
   (Ireland) to Seoul, Korea, franked KGV 1/2d green pair, very rare destination 
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40651 F  124 1918 Printed envelope from the Caledonian Railway Company to Belfast, with 2d green  120 
   Cal. Railway Comp. stamp and KGV 1d red both cancelled by violet Glasgow (Central /  
   Backing Office hs, with 1d further cancelled by Belfast cds on arrival, central vert.  
   fold otherwise fine 

40652 F  124 1929 (Jun 22) Envelope sent registered to the Netherlands from the Postal Union  100 
   Congress in London with the 1929 PUC 1/2d (4), 1d, 1 1/2d and 2d values tied by the  
   Congress cds, with the Congress reg’d label adjacent, fine 

40653 F  124 1933 (June 2) 2nd South America Zeppelin Flight, large envelope with 1918 Bradbury 2s6d  200 
   Seahorse and 3d & 1s Block Cypher tied by Throgmorton Av. reg’d oval ds, with two special  
   flight cachets and a Berlin airmail cachet, reverse with Berlin and Sao Paolo cds, fine 

40654   www 1935 Airmails to Chile (3) bearing 1934 10s indigo re-engraved seahorses; the first 452 100 
   bearing pair and single with 1934-36 1s pair, tied by rubber London cds with German  
   Luftpost cachet, average condition; one bearing single with block of four 1934-36 6d  
   and one with horizontal pair, both in poor condition 

40655 F  124 1938 (Jan 5) Large envelope with 1934 Re-engraved 2s6d, 5s and 10s Seahorses tied by  400 
   rubber London cds, German airmail cachet below, Sao Paolo bs, fine and rare to have the set 

40656 J  128 1911 2s Booklet in red, edition no.8, complete booklet with good perfs on all panes, BB1 1’100 
   very fine and rare as such (SG £1’650) 

 

40657 J S   1912 2s Booklet in red, edition no.14, complete booklet with SPECIMEN ovtps (type 26), BB4 7’500 
   fine and very rare (SG £12’000) 

40658 J  128 1933 2s Booklet in blue, edition no.46, complete booklet with CANCELLED ovpts (type BB12 1’300 
   28), fine 

40659 J  128 1924 3s Booklet in scarlet, edition no.103, complete booklet with CANCELLED ovtps BB24 900 
   (type 28), very fine 

40660 J  128 1929 3s PUC booklet, edition no.169, complete booklet with good perfs on all panes, BB25 240 
   very fine (SG £450) 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may 
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, 
paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at 
the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any 
claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may 
be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at 
the offices of DF.
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Queen Elizabeth II

40661 406644066340662
 

40661 CC   1963 COMPAC 1s6d with MISSING BLACK, in vertical strip of three with two normals, mint 645a 4’400 
   nh, very fine and rare, 22 known (Pierron GBR1290a, £8’000 for single)  

40662 CC   1965 Post Office Tower 3d with YELLOW MISSING, resulting in the Post Office Tower 679a 3’400 
   being missing, faint fingerprint marks on the white background otherwise fine, a rare  
   and iconic error, ca.30 mint known (Pierron GBR1358a, £6’000) 

40663 CC   1966 Christmas 1s6d with MISSING PINK (affecting the hat), mint nh, very fine and 714a 2’400 
   scarce, 36 mint known (Pierron GBR1428c, £4’500) 

40664 CC   1976 Telephone Centenary 8 1/2p with MISSING DEEP ROSE (affecting items in the 997a 4’400 
   background), top marginal mint nh, very fine and rare, 20 mint known (Pierron  
   GBR1994a, £6’000) 

 

40665 CC J   1977-87 £5 Salmon and Chalky Blue IMPERFORATE top left corner cylinder block of four, 1028a 3’000 
   showing perf. pin marks on right vertical pair but left vertical pair completely  
   imperf., mint nh, very fine and rare (SG £6’500 for pair) 
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40666 CC J L  128 1993 24p Brown FORGERY in top left corner marginal block of 12, mint nh, a very well  70 
   executed forgery that was sold to shops at a substantially reduced price, very fine 

40667 CC   128 1995 Harrison printing 2nd Class block of 4 in bright orange red of the 1st class 1666 4’000 
   issue (SG1666) fine nh mint, UNIQUE ERROR of COLOUR, new discovery apparently from a  
   booklet pane 

Officials

40668 F  128 ADMIRALTY: 1903 (Oct 30) OHMS envelope sent locally in Manchester with 1903 Admiralty O102 200 
   Official type 10 1d scarlet tied by Manchester cds, very fine 

40669 G  128 GOVERNMENT PARCELS: G.P.O. Parcel post label with 1887 6d purple on rose Govt. Parcels O66 150 
   tied by London roller cancel, small thin to label, fine 

40670 G  128 GOVERNMENT PARCELS: 1897 (Sep 2) OHMS parcel post label from Liverpool to London with O67 120 
   1888 9d purple & blue Govt. Parcels tied by London roller with Parcel Post Depot  
   hooded cds adjacent, horiz. crease below, fine 

40671 G  128 GOVERNMENT PARCELS: 1891 (Feb 3) GPO London parcel post label in blue with 1890 1s O68 150 
   green Govt. Parcels tied by GPO Depot rubber cancel with Parcel Post Depot hooded cds  
   adjacent, fine 

40672 F  128 GOVERNMENT PARCELS: 1903 Envelope sent locally in Portsmouth with 1902 Govt. Parcels O74 2’000 
   1d scarlet tied by Portsmouth duplex, an extremely rare usage on an envelope and  
   unrecorded by Wiseman, cert. BPA (2005) 

 

40673 C   INLAND REVENUE: 1882 1d Lilac IMPERFORATE, mint hr, slight surface abrasion at top O3var 2’000 
   otherwise fine and rare, cert. RPS (1942) stating incorrectly that it is an imprimatur  
   (SG Spec. L3e £4’500) 

 

40674 40675

40674 H   INLAND REVENUE: 1890 5s Rose on white paper, crisp and central Leicester cds, a superb O9 1’000 
   example 

40675 C S   INLAND REVENUE: 1890 5s Rose on white paper with blue-black overprint plus SPECIMEN O9b 1’000 
   type 9 ovpt, mint part og, not listed by SG in this combination, cert. BPA (2009) 

 

40676 H   INLAND REVENUE: 1892 I.R. Official £1 green with neat “Account Branch / P.O. Glasgow” O16 1’200 
   oval ds, very fine 
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40677 F  130 INLAND REVENUE: 1903 (Aug 20) OHMS envelope from the Inland Revenue at Somerset House O22 2’000 
   with 1902 2 1/2d ultramarine I. R. Official pair tied by London cds, with Borkum bs (a  
   small island off Germany), vert. fold at left clear of stamps, rare 

 

40678 H   BOARD OF EDUCATION: 1902 1s Green & Carmine lower marginal with cds, signed by O82 3’600 
   Charles Nissen in the margin, diagonal crease at top right, a very rare stamp as used,  
   cert. RPS (1978) & BPA (2007) (SG £5’500) 

40679 F  130 OFFICE OF WORKS: 1900 (Aug 4) OHMS envelope from the Office of Works in Leeds, with  500 
   1896 1/2d vermilion O. W. Official vert. pair tied by Leeds cds, one with horiz.  
   crease otherwise fine and scarce 

40680 P  130 ROYAL COURTS OF JUSTICE: Striking proof of various hs used on official correspondence  100 
   from the Royal Courts of Justice, 6 examples with ms notations, reverse with four War  
   Pensions / Pensions Tribunal hs, very unusual 

40681 F  130 ROYAL HOUSEHOLD: 1903 (Apr 30) Envelope sent locally on the Isle of Wight, with R.H. O91 2’000 
   Official 1/2d tied by East Cowes cds, with Newport bs, very rare single franking  
   paying the unsealed mail rate 

Postage Dues

40682 F  130 INCOMING: 1870 (Nov 11) Ballon Monté (Le General Uhrich flight) printed newsletter  300 
   from Paris during the Franco-Prussian war, franked with French 20c Cérès, redirected  
   on arrival Boulogne to London with “Affranchisement Insuffisant” and “MORE / TO / PAY”  
   hs, very fine and interesting talking point for a postage due collection  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the Ballon Montés were an attempt by the  
   citizens of the besieged city of Paris to send mail over the enemy lines to areas of  
   unoccupied France, where they could then be entered in to the postal system 

40683 F  130 INCOMING: 1871 (Jan 4) Ballon Monté (Le Newton flight) entire from Paris during the  600 
   Franco-Prussian war to London, franked with French 10c & 20c Cérès, redirected with  
   “1D” circular postage due hs, London cds, fine and scarce, an interesting talking  
   point for a postage due collection  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the Ballon Montés were an attempt by the  
   citizens of the besieged city of Paris to send mail over the enemy lines to areas of  
   unoccupied France, where they could then be entered in to the postal system 

40684 H J   www 1914-22 Postage due selection of used in Ireland with 1d carmine block of 21 (perf.  50 
   reinforcement of bottom row), 1d block of four and 2d block of four, each with some  
   minor creasing and used in Tullow, then 1 1/2d block of four (some toning) and 3d  
   block of four both with violet Cork continuous cancels 

Revenues

40685 F  130 3d Card Stamp revenue on a pack of “Great Mogul” playing cards, unused, minor soiling,  100 
   highly attractive 

40686 F   www 1897 Registered envelope (RP21 Size K) sent in Old Trafford bearing 13 embossed  200 
   revenue 1d stamps and 1881 1d lilac (with T control), tied by Old Trafford cds with  
   Manchester registered oval ds alongside, a little soiled in palces and philatelic in  
   nature, still attractive and scarce item 
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40687 F  130 1897 Envelope sent registered from Stoke-Newington to Philadelphia bearing five  50 
   1860-67 1d lilac Inland Revenue stamps, tied by Stoke-Newington cds and London reg’d  
   oval, Philadelphia reg’d bs, a little soiling, scarce 

Telegraphs

40688   134 1870-1935, A superb reference collection of 116 unused Telegraph forms (all  Offer 
   different), with inland, stock exchange and foreign destination forms, with many  
   variations, incl. several with SPECIMEN ovpts,  mostly very fine (only 1 example with  
   heavy foxing), a very comprehensive and rare collection (Est. € 5’000/6’000) 

40689  136 1872 1s Green die on telegraph card, cancelled by London cds, message erased, some  200 
   foxing and heavy vert. crease, previously only one recorded used example of this card 

40690  130 1885 6d Pale Lilac WITH 9 DOT FLORET on stock exchange office telegram, some faults,  1’000 
   thought to be unique 

 

40691 F   1920 1s Olive Brown die on telegraph form for stock exchange offices, showing UNIQUE  500 
   PAPER FOLD error, which has caused a mirror image of the King’s face, very fine  
   (Huggins TP49var) 

40692  134 1920 1s Olive Brown telegraph form for Stock Exchange Offices only, unused, very fine,  200 
   incl. original booklet cover and rare as such (Huggins TP49) 

40693  134 1920 9d Dark Brown & 3d Violet dies on telegraph form, size c, unused, very fine and  150 
   scarce (Huggins TP22) 

40694  134 1935 6d Purple die on telegraph form, size d, unused and very fine incl. original  150 
   booklet cover 

40695  134 1940 6d Purple die telegraph form, size d, uprated with KGVI 3d stamp, unused & very  400 
   fine, incl. original booklet cover with 15s on 10s surcharge made after adding 3d  
   stamps to each pane, rare if not unique 

40696  134 1940 9d Olive Green die on telegraph form, unused, very fine, incl. original booklet  200 
   cover and rare as such (Huggins TP27) 

  

40697 H J   1876-81 Telegraph issue selection used in Ireland, with 1876 1d pl.1 pair with  100 
   Castlepollard cds (toned), 1881 3d pl.3 vert. pair with Rathmines cds, 1876 1s pl.9  
   block of four with Dublin cds (small adhesion and small wrinkle, SG £180), and 1881  
   1s pl.11 block of four used in Dublin (some creasing and a pin hole, SG £725) 
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40698 CC   1877 £1 Pale Brown Lilac with crisp and neat Glasgow cds, fine and scarce  300

Postal Stationery

40699 F  136 House of Lords envelope (embossed logo on backflap) with violet oval cachet of the  150 
   “Clerk of The Parliaments”, unused, very fine 

40700 F  136 1/2d Vermilion postal stationery with “SAVORY AND MOORE / LONDON” advertising ring in  100 
   deep vermilion, unused, very fine and fresh (Huggins AR132) 

40701 F  136 1844 (May 22) 1d Pink postal stationery envelope with LIMERICK DISTINCTIVE MC, reverse  100 
   with Limerick and Six-Mile-Bridge arrival cds, minor soiling otherwise fine 

40702 F  136 1931 “Health & Pensions Insurance” 1s6d die on OHMS printed card, unused, reverse inscribed  100 
   “This Card should be returned at once to the address on the other side; postage need not be  
   paid”, with address of the Ministry of Health, minor soiling, highly unusual 

Regionals Scotland

40703 CC J  136 1967-70 1s6d Grey-Blue with phosphor missing, in lower marginal block of four, mint S13Ey 150 
   nh, very fine (SG £500+) 

Channel Islands

40704  136 ANTIQUE MAP: ca.1618 Bertius Atlas engraved map of the islands of Anglesey, Isle of Wight,   300 
   Guernsey and Jersey, each very neatly finished in watercolour, rare and very attractive 

Guernsey

40705 F  136 1867 Cover to France dated Guernsey, franked 4d orange (light perf toning) tied by  200 
   clear French “3734” lozenge, red St. Malo 16 avril ds, very fine, scarce 

Jersey

40706  136 ANTIQUE MAP: ca.1618 Bertius Atlas engraved map of Jersey very neatly finished in  100 
   watercolour, rare and fine 

40707 F  136 1828 Folded cover to London bearing on reverse clear black scroll “JERSEY” (large  100 
   type), fine and scarce 

40708 F   136 INCOMING: 1870 (Nov 15) Ballon Monté (Le General Uhrich flight) entire from Paris  600 
   during the Franco-Prussian war, franked with 20c Cérès, sent to Coutances then  
   redirected to JERSEY, arrival bs, very fine and scarce  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the Ballon Montés were an attempt by the  
   citizens of the besieged city of Paris to send mail over the enemy lines to areas of  
   unoccupied France, where they could then be entered in to the postal system 

40709 F  136 INCOMING: 1870 (Dec 3) Ballon Monté (Le Franklin flight) entire from Paris during the  500 
   Franco-Prussian war to JERSEY, franked with 10c & 20c Cérès, Jersey bs, very fine  
   and fresh  
     
   Note: During the Franco-Prussian war, the Ballon Montés were an attempt by the  
   citizens of the besieged city of Paris to send mail over the enemy lines to areas of  
   unoccupied France, where they could then be entered in to the postal system 
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40710 F   www 1896 2 1/2d Stationery cover to Algiers, Africa cancelled by Jersey 19.11.96 with bs  30 
   Algier 24.11.96, fine, scarce 

40711 F  136 1940 (Dec 27) Envelope with KGV 2d diagonal bisect tied by Beresford St. cds, sent  200 
   locally within Jersey, very fine and rare usage in Jersey 

40712 P  138 1943-44 1/2d to 3d set of die proofs on wove paper all signed by the engraver Cortot,  1’000 
   all in issued colours except 1d which is is orange, very fine and rare 

 

40713 P   1943-44 1/2d half sized cut-down die proof essays (45 x 41mm) with uncleared surround  800 
   in blue, yellow and red on wove paper, fine (3) 

40714 P  138 1943-44 1/2d to 3d set of Epreuves-de-Luxe in issued colours, very fine (6)  400

40715 CC J   1943-44 1/2d to 3d set in complete sheets, plus 14/15 of each value in date corner  500 
   blocks of four, all mint nh and fresh (SG £3’480+) 

Great Britain Used Abroad (see also Ecuador & Peru in our Europe & Overseas catalogue)

 

40716 H   CRIMEA: 1854-57 1d Red-Brown pl.16 die I wmk SC strip of three with two superb strikes  200 
   of the “OXO” barred oval cancel, fine and attractive 

40717 F  138 CRIMEA: 1854 (Aug 11) Envelope from the Crimea to England with three 1854-57 1d red  100 
   cancelled on arrival by London “43” numerals, reverse with British Army P.O., London  
   and Reading bs, opened on three sides, small portion missing on backflap and minor  
   toning around perfs 

40718 F  136 CRIMEA: 1856 Envelope to Ireland sent at the military concessionary rate of 3d (Asst  80 
   Surgeon O B Miller of the 11th Hussars to his wife) with blue POST OFFICE BRITISH ARMY  
   of Balaklava, sent by French Packet, fine 

40719 F  138 EGYPT: 1864 Envelope from Cairo to England with 1862-64 3d pair cancelled by manuscript  300 
   penstrokes, Cairo despatch cds below, York bs, one stamp with corner fault, unusual  
    

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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40726 40727 40728

40723 4072440720

 

40720 H   FRANCE: 1873-80 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve pl.6 with Granville cds only, very fine and unusual  40

40721 H G   www GIBRALTAR: Small used selection with “A26” cancels, incl. 1d red pl.160, 2 1/2d blue  Offer 
   pl.23 (trimmed perfs at foot), 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.16, 4d red pl.3 and four 1880 1d  
   on piece with Gibraltar duplex (SG £214) 

40722 F  138 GIBRALTAR: 1858 (Oct 25) Envelope to Ireland with GB 6d (no corner letters) tied by  100 
   “G” numeral, blue Gibraltar cds adjacent, paying 6d packet rate, carried on the  
   “Valetta”, London and Dublin bs, Limerick cds on obverse, small cover faults  

40723 H   HAITI: 1880 4d Grey-Brown pl.17 with clear “E53” numeral of Port-au-Prince, very fine Z46 140

40724 H   MALTA: 1881 2 1/2d Blue pl.22 cancelled only by part of “(PIRO)SCAFI / (POS)TALI / 157 50 
   (ITAL)IANI” maritime boxed hs, light diagonal crease at top right otherwise fine 

40725 F  138 MALTA: 1878 (Apr 8) Envelope to England with 1873-80 2 1/2d rosey mauve pl.8 pair tied  100 
   by Malta “A25” duplex, Worcester arrival bs, fine 

40726 H   MALTA: 1876 4d Vermilion pl.15 with light “A25” numeral of Malta, couple of tone spots Z50 50 
   and faint surface scuff at right 

40727 H   NICARAGUA: 1865 4d Vermilion pl.14 wmk Spray, neat partial Grey Town cds, fine (SG £700) Z17 150 

40728 H   PORTO RICO: 1876 4d Vermilion pl.15 rejoined pair with clear “F83” numeral of Arroyo, fine Z21 200

Collections

40729 F   www 1764-1913, Collection of ca.140 covers in three albums, with pre-stamp, QV line  Offer 
   engraved and QV surface printed, incl. covers to & from Jersey / Guernsey, better  
   items incl. Guernsey scroll on large part cover, 1764 lettersheet to Jersey with  
   Bishop mark, etc., very mixed condition (Est. €400/600) 

40730 F   www 1810-1996, Odd assortment of covers incl. 1840 lettersheet with 1d black (3 margins)  Offer 
   from Romsey P.O. to Winchester P.O. acknowledging a receipt of stamps, two stampless  
   covers, three used and one unused 1d Mulready and a 2d Mulready used front, etc.,  
   mixed condition (19) (Est. € 400/600) 

40731 F   www 1840-44, Group of 30 covers (odd part cover) sent from IRELAND, with 1d Mulready to  Offer 
   Enniskillen with “No.2” boxed receiver, the rest with 1841 1d red or 1d pink post.  
   stat. all with MCs, incl. the distinctive Dublin MC, mixed condition (Est. € 300/500)  
    

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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40732 CC C    1840-84, Mainly used collection in an album, incl. three 4-margin 1840 1d blacks and  Offer 
   three 4-margin 1840 2d blues, 1d red archer perf.16, with a good deal of completion  
   incl. set of 1858-79 1d red plates to 225 (excl. 77), 1870 1/2d mint/unused excl. pl.9  
   only, selection of Embossed incl. 1s green vert. pair, several 1867-80 2s blue incl.  
   what looks like a milky blue, four 1867 5s rose & a 10s, through to 1883-84 2s6d on  
   blue & 10s blue, slightly mixed condition, some nice cancels though (STC £78’226 from  
   a SG 2011) (Est. € 5’000/8’000) 

40732A H   www 1840-1884, Attractive duplicated selection of mostly QV perf. line engraved and surface  Offer 
   printed, with a focus on cancels, mixed condition (Est. € 1’200/1’500)

40733 F  138 1840-85, Group of 14 covers, incl. 1840 1d black (3 margins), tied on wrapper, soiled,  Offer 
   five 1841 1d red covers (one with Dunster arc hs, and one with “Cleobury Penny Post”  
   bs, and one with “Retford English, Mathematical and Commercial Academy” printed  
   header), 1851 mourning envelope from Sir David Dundas, 1855 Liverpool spoon cancel on  
   1d red; 1851 stampless cover to Canada with printed header depicting sights of  
   Glasgow; 1850 lettersheet with 1s embossed (3 margins) with printed engraving of  
   Dublin cathedral; 1866 Valentine’s day envelope with embossed pair of gloves insert,  
   etc., interesting group (Est. € 300/500) 

40733A H  www 1840-1900 Used collection on album pages incl. 1840 1d black (3), 1840 2d blue (3),  Offer 
   selection of surface printed, mixed condition (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40734 F   138 1840-1922, Collection of covers with GB frankings used in IRELAND in two Frank Godden  Offer 
   albums neatly written up on pages, starting with 1d Mulready, three 1840 1d black  
   covers (incl. pl.10), 1s green embossed cover, distinctive Dublin MCs on 1841 1d reds,  
   1d pink postal stationeries, 1855 4d wmk SG on cover (faults), 1876 8d to Australia, a  
   few diff. postage due hs, a range of cancels, a few going abroad incl. 1857 env. to  
   Gibraltar, mixed condition, lots of interest for the postal history collector or  
   dealer (70 covers/cards plus odd fragments/fronts) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

 

40735 H    1840-1960, Attractive used collection on pages from 1d black to QEII, noted 2d blue,  Offer 
   Embossed, Surface printed with shilling and £ values, etc. (Est. € 500/1’000) 
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40736 F DFE   www 1840-1962, Lot of over 100 covers, mostly censored WWII covers to the US, some earlies  Offer 
   including 1840 2d blue, single 1847 embossed 1d on cover to Baltimore, also pair of 1s  
   embossed to New York, embossed 6s plus 1s to Nova Scotia, etc., mixed (Est. € 300/400) 

40737 CC C H   1840-1984, Mint & used collection in one album, from 1d Black onwards, surface-printed  Offer 
   QV including values to 5s, nice 2s blue, 1d engraved plate reconstruction, QV mostly  
   never hinged (Est. € 300/500) 

 

40738 CC C H  1840-1990s, Mint & used collection in 3 albums on printed hingeless pages, with better  Offer 
     items incl. 1840 1d black mint og (thin), 1867-83 £5 orange with specimen ovpt, 1884  
   £1 brown wmk crowns used, 1912-22 £1 Seahorse used, 1929 PUC £1 mint hr, QEII  
   commemoratives & definitives to 1990s incl. phosphors, officials incl. Inland Revenue  
   1882-1901 5s & 10s, postage dues, regional issues, plus some 1970s/80s Irish  
   propaganda ovpts, a good deal of completion and generally good condition  
   (Est. € 4’000/6’000) 

40739 C H F   1840-1990, Mint & used collection in 11 albums showing a great deal of completion with  Offer 
   useful QV material, back of the book, booklets, very fine, re-offered without reserve  
   (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

40740 CC C H  1840-2006, Mint & used collection in two albums plus surplus, starting with 1840 1d  Offer 
  F J   black (four margins), group of 158-79 1d red plates, 1883-84 10s blue (faults), later  
   commemorative and definitives, odd greetings booklet, presentation pack and some FDCs  
   (Est. € 200/300) 
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40741 H   1841-79, IRISH CANCELS collection on 7 pages, mostly numerals on line engraved stamps,  Offer 
   many from small towns / villages, incl. Dublin distinctive MC on 1841 2d blue strip of  
   four, 1854-57 1d red with blue Clifden cds, 1855-57 6d on azure paper with Kingstown  
   numeral, 1862-64 9d with Limavady numeral, 1867-83 5s pl.4 wmk Anchor on blued paper  
   with Dublin numeral (thinned, SG £4’800), 1883-84 10s with Cove numeral (faded),  
   slightly mixed condition, a scarce collection of cancels (81) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40742 C   138 1841-1955, Mainly used collection, items of note incl. 1867-80 3d rose pl.9 used block  Offer 
   of four, 1936 KGV printed mourning cover sent from Windsor on the day of his burial,  
   KEVIII pair of FDCs, 1939-48 10s dark blue mnh, etc., an interesting mix (Est. € 400/600) 

40743 CC C 138 1841-1992, Attractive cover lot in 8 albums, mostly QEII properly TRAVELLED FDCs, also  Offer 
 H F    section of Regionals with Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, Wales & Scotland, some  
   earlier items including GB Penny Black on 1841 cover, correspondence to George S.  
   Warburg, the famous Banker incl. foreign, Zeppelin, KUT, etc. (Est. € 500/800) 

40744 H  www 1854-80, Small used selection 1855-57 4d wmk SG and 4d wmk MG, 1867-80 9d, 10d (2) and  Offer 
   2s blue and 1873-80 4d grey-brown pl.17 (2), 8d, 4d vermilion pl.15 and 4d sage-green  
   pl.15, nice selection, mostly very fine (13) (Est. € 300/400) 

40744A H  www 1858-1884, Used selection incl. 1858-79 1d red set of plates to 225 (pl.225 corner missing)   Offer 
   plus duplicates, some 1858-79 2d blue plates, and a duplicated selection of the 1883-84    
   2 1/2d (Est. € 300/400)

40745 F   www 1859-1879, Assembly of 25 covers to foreign destinations, almost all with 1858-79 1d  Offer 
   reds, with single, multiple & mixed issue frankings, a wonderful array of destinations  
   incl. Canada, Egypt, France, Germany, India, Italy, Mauritius, Portugal, Queensland,  
   Russia, Switzerland, Turkey, USA and Victoria, some usual stamp & cover faults, a fun  
   lot (25) (Est. € 500/800) 

40746 F   1860-1970, Large accumulation of ca.2’000 covers and cards, many commercial covers to  Offer 
   the US, important section of postal stationery cards, fine to very fine (Est. 800/1’200) 

 

40747 H    1867-72 IRISH CANCELS on QV Surface Printed stamps, all cds, incl. smaller towns /  Offer 
   villages such as Tralee, Youhal, Rostrevor, Killarnay, Fermoy, Bannagher, Dungarvan,  
   etc., with 1867-80 9d straw, 1873-80 4d sage-green pl.16, etc., some beautiful  
   examples, slightly mixed condition (19) (Est. € 300/500) 
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40748 H   1867-1910 High value used selection with 1867-83 5s rose pl.4, wmk Anchor, one or two  Offer 
   short perfs and a couple of light tone spots (SG £4’200); 1883-84 2s6d with cds, odd  
   tone spot, 5s toned with heavy cancel & 10s with couple of minor creases, reg’d oval  
   ds; 1902-10 5s with off tone spots & 10s with neat Telegraph office cds but with thin  
   (6) (SG £5’835) (Est. € 300/500) 

 

40749 CC C    1887-1913, Mint collection with the 1887-1900 Jubilee issue plus shades (incl. what  Offer 
   looks like 2d green & scarlet & 3d on orange) (19), 1902-10 basic set to 10s with  
   nearly all listed shades and 1911-13 basic set to 10s (excl. 5s) with nearly all  
   listed shades (incl. what looks like 1d aniline pink), slightly mixed condition (STC  
   £11’121 which is slightly out of date) (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

40750 F   www 1896-1968, Group of covers and FDCs, mostly going to Ceylon, incl. KGV 1925 British  Offer 
   Empire FDC with 1d (2) tied by special cds, KEVII FDC pair, some KGVI and QEII FDCs,  
   plus some correspondence to Ceylon, meter markings, slogans, postage due, etc.,  
   slightly suffering from tropical conditions (125+) (Est. € 60/80) 

40751 CC C   www 1911-24, Mint collection of the Downey Heads and the Royal Cypher set, incl. shades,  Offer 
   wmk varieties, “no cross in crown” varieties and the 1 1/2d PENCF variety in pair,  
   mostly fine (STC £4’855 which is slightly out of date) (Est. € 700/900) 

40751A CC C   www 1932, Collection of 39 Imperial Airways airmail cards to Kenya, Tanganyika, Rhodesia, Egypt,  Offer 
   Sudan, Burma, etc., many frankings in control pairs, mixed condition (Est. € 500/700),

40752   1941-73, London Philatelist, lot of 116 magazines from this period, with gaps, fine  Offer 
   (Est. € 80/120) 

40753 CC C   1952-73, Mint collection in 3 hingeless albums of GB, Guernsey and Jersey, incl.  Offer 
   complete set of GB phosphor commem. issues and postage dues, etc., mostly mint nh  
   (Wildings, Castles and Dues mh), very fine (Est. € 200/300) 

40753A CC    Post Office Training School stamps, range of the double bar security strikes on Machin   Offer 
   heads and £1 Castle, with 13 sheets of 40 the £1 and complete sheets of 240 each of    
   Machin heads 3d, 4d, 9d, 1/6d, 1/9d, unusual (Est. € 700/1’000)
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British Commonwealth
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 at 10:00 

Aden

40754 CC F  146 1895 Postal stationery lettercard of Austrian Levant 1pi on 10kr blue / grey  written  300 
   onboard the “S.S.Maria Valeria - approaching Aden 6.3.95” showing unaccepted  
   1pi franking alongside ‘T’ in circle, ‘ADEN 6.5.95’ receiver marking after ship receiver  
   the harbour of Edencds and GB postage due marking, at back Ireland (Kingstown)   
   arrival marking, an unusal Aden item 

40754A F  www 1913-49, 13 covers showing various frankings & pmks, half being FDC (Est. € 100/200)  Offer

Aden Kathiri State of Seiyun

40755 CC   www 1966 Olympic surcharge in black instead of red, complete set of 9 values in complete 68-76var 1’000 
   sheets of 50 stamps, nh, very fine, scarce (€ 11’000) 

Australia

40756 F   www 1935 (Dec 31) Imperial Airways crash of the “City of Khartoum” into the sea at  150 
   Alexandria, Egypt; a cover to New Zealand was routed via Sydney and placed into a  
   special ambulance cover (rumpled) along with a printed explanatory note from GPO  
   (original cover no longer present), fine (Sanford 351231 g & p) 

40757 CC J  146 1937 FRENCH ESSAY of the 1s Lyrebird in complete sheets of 100, one in blue and one  8’000 
   in red, differing in size, particularly height, comb perf.13 on unwatermarked paper, with  
   “Australia” and “One Shilling” scored out, dated 15.6.37, printed by the French Bureau  
   of Engraving, these sheets have resided with a family of the printer ever since, probably  
   unique (Australia Specialised Cat., 1988 $50,000+) 

Collections

40758 H G F  146 1850-60, Attractive selection of Australian States neatly mounted on six exhibition  Offer 
   pages with New South Wales with Sydney Views to 3d, Queensland 1860 imperf. 1d, 2d  
   and 6d, South Australia 1855-58 1d, 2d, 6d and 1s, also strip of three of 1855 2d on  
   cover to London, Tasmania incl. 1853 1d blue single, two 4d singles in different shades  
   plus a 4d on cover, four Western Australian Swans, Victoria half-lengths including 1d and  
   3d together on cover, a fine lot (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

40759 CC C H   1850-1986 Collection in 2 thick & fat Scott albums including AUSTRALIA & DEPENDENCIES,  Offer 
   NEW ZEALAND & DEPENDENCIES, mint hinged or never hinged or used, many better values   
   & sets present, high.-cat value, needs careful calculating, mostly very fine, (Est € 200/300) 

40760 C H F   www 1913-72, Mainly used collection in an album plus some surplus covers and packs, incl  Offer 
   selection of Roos, 1931 airmail cover with Kingsford Smith 2d, 6d and 1s Roo, etc.  
   (Est. € 70/100) 

Australia Antarctic Territory 

40761 F  146 1953 3 1/2d postal stationery with additional franking to France from Australian  100 
   National Antarctic Research expedition, Heard Island, very fine 

Bahamas

40762 CC C  146 1860 1d Dull lake, mint marginal block of 20, good margins all around and top 2 500 
   freshness of shade and gum, most stamps and never hinged, very fine 

40763 H F   www 1863-1963, Attractive used selection in a small stockbook, incl. 1902-10 2 1/2d with  Offer 
   “sloping 2” variety, 3 covers incl. a Queen’s Staircase franking with mixed war tax  
   ovpts, very nice (Est. € 100/150) 
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Bahrain

 

40764 CC   1948 2 1/2a on 2 1/2d with DOUBLE SURCHARGE, mint nh, very fine and scarce (only 105 63a 700 
   unused examples thought to exist) (SG £2’750) 

Barbados

 

407714076940765

40765 H   1860 (1/2d) Green pin perf. 12 1/2, light “1” numeral, cut from the sheet leaving 16 150 
   trimmed perfs at lower left, otherwise very fine, cert. PF (1980) (SG £650) 

40766 J DCE  150 1873 6d Orange-Vermilion IMPERFORATE variety right marginal block of six, unused with 60b 150 
   no gum, very fine and scarce multiple (SG £300+ as imperf. pairs) 

Basutoland

40767 F  150 1898 Registered cover from Teyateyaneng to Dublin, Ireland with Cape 1/2d + 3 pairs of 1d,  400 
   one on reverse for 4d postage + 2 1/2d registered fee, tied ‘688’ numerals, withTEYATEYANENG    
   / BASUTOLAND cds for 10. FE on face, Capetown and London transits, very attractive 

Bechuanaland

40768 P  150 1888 Unappropriated Die 5s die proof in black on glossy white card, with “Apr 23, 18 300 
   1872.”, “BEFORE HARDENING” and “2” hs, fine, ex Baillie 

40769 C   1913-1915 1/2d to 5s overprints on GB, mint hinge remainder, very fine (SG £360)  100

40770 G  150 1914 (Aug 6) Parcel card piece with seven 1888 2s Unappropriated Die (incl. block of 4  200 
   with bottom perfs bent over edge) and 1913-24 1s bistre, plus two 1897-1902 2d on the  
   reverse, all tied Francistown cds, a late usage and a scarce piece 

Bermuda

40771 C   1874 3d on 1s Green, part og with slightly heavy hinge remainder, tiny scuff by her 14 260 
   ear, still a nice looking example of a difficult stamp (SG £1’500) 

 

40772 G   1918-22 £1 Purple & Black on red tied to small piece by Hamilton 20.8.18 cds, very 55 200 
   fine (SG £550) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40764
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40765
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40769
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40771
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40772
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40773 G   1932 KGV 12s6d grey and orange pair tied on small piece by HAMBURG-AMERIKA cds in  500 
   violet paying customs and baggage fees, very scarce, cert. Holcombe 

Biafra

40774 DCE   www 1968 1st Anniversary of Independency (2nd issue) in cpl.set + same but up to 5s only  50 
   and another single value of 1st set, all in sheets of 100, all stuck to protection  
   silk paper and folded in middle  (Mi nos.2, 17-21, €540) 

Botswana

40775 40776
 

40775 H J   1966 7 1/2c Grey Hornbill top marginal block of four with yellow background variety, 211a 1’500 
   neat Lobatsi cds, very fine and scarce, incl. normal mint block for comparison (SG  
   £1’600 each) 

40776 H   1966 7 1/2c Grey Hornbill right marginal pair with yellow background variety, neat 211a 700 
   Lobatsi cds, very fine and scarce, incl. normal pair for comparison, cert. BPA (2013)  
   (SG £1’600 each) 

British Central Africa

40777 F  150 INCOMING: 1897 (Mar 5) GB 2d postal stationery envelope cancelled by St. John’s Wood  120 
   squared circle ds, sent to the Zambesi Industrial Mission, Blantyre Province,  
   Nyasaland, with Chinde arrival bs, some minor soiling and torn at top, rare incoming  
   mail 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40775
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40776
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40768
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40770
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40770
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40777
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40782
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40785
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40787
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40788
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40791
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40793
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40794
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40795
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40795
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40800
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151

British Columbia and Vancouver

 

40778 40779 40780 40781

40778 C   1868-71 5c Red, mint large part og, very minor gum wrinkling, fine and fresh 23 300 
   appearance (SG £1’500) 

40779 C   1868-71 25c Yellow perf. 12 1/2, mint og, a slightly heavy hinge and spots of 25 150 
   discolouration at top (SG £600) 

40780 C   1868-71 2c Brown and 25c Yellow perf.14, both mint og with a bit of gum wrinkling, 2c 28,31 100 
   with toned gum, 25c with spot at top (SG £420) 

British East Africa

40781 C DCE   1895 1/2a to 5R handstamp overprint ‘BRITISH EAST AFRICA’, mint hinge remainder, some  700 
   with large part gum, several sign. Lemaire, Champion or Diena, a rare set (SG £2750) 

40782 F  150 1901 (Dec 16) Postcard of Mombasa with 1896-1901 1a, 2a, 2 1/2a, 3a and 4a all tied by  200 
   “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST / OST-AFRIKANISCHE HAUPTLINIE” cds, sent to Rhodesia, with Lamu  
   19.12.01 & 16.1.02 cds, Zanzibar 25.1.02 cds, Mozambique 29.1.02 & 9.2.02 cds and  
   finally arriving in Umtali 17.2.02, a very attractive five colour franking and rare  
   non-philatelic usage 

British Guiana

 

40783 H   1852 12c Black on deep blue, short at bottom otherwise good margins, cancelled by 9 400 
   Demerara JY 1852 cds, some creasing affecting the surface colouring, signed Bühler  
   and cert. Sismondo (SG £4’250) 

 

40784 H   1856 4c Black on Magenta, signed E.D.W(ight) and cancelled by cds dated March 1857, 24 2’000 
   enormous margins all around and deep fresh shade, some cracks due to creasing in  
   places, an exceptional example, cert. Sismondo (SG £11’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40778
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40779
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40780
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40780
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40781
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40781
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40783
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40784
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British Levant

40785 F  150 1887 Envelope sent registered to India with 1887-96 40pa on 2 1/2d purple on blue tied  500 
   by “R” in oval hs, also with Turkey 1884-86 10pa green & pale green (2) and 20pa rose  
   & pale rose, not cancelled but tied by reg’d blue crayon and Indian “R” in circle hs,  
   with India Sea Post Office reg’d circle adjacent and cds bs, plus Alexandria and  
   Calcutta cds, very unusual 

British Levant Field Post Office in Salonica

 

40786 C   1916 1/2d to 1s set with “Levant” overprint, mint hr, 1s with faint diagonal gum bend S1-S8 400 
   otherwise very fine (SG £1’400) 

British Occupation of Italian Eritrea

40787 F  150 1949 (Jun 23) Envelope with 1948-49 GB overprinted set of 13 tied by Asmara cds,  100 
   cancelled by favour, attractive and scarce 

Burma / Myanmar

40788 F  150 1838 (May 29) Entire letter from Tavoy (modern day Dawei), sent from a French  300 
   missionary to France with interesting contents about his work, sent via Mauritius  
   (bs), with Paris, La Rochelle and Besanoon arrivals, slightly toned otherwise very  
   fine, a very early missionary cover from Tavoy 

 

40788A CC   1853 Stampless envelope from Rangoon to Ireland, boxed India hs on front and reverse   400 
   with Rangoon cds (with year date completed in ms), Calcutta ds, London, Dublin and Belfast    
   cds, missing backflap, rare  

40789 CC C J  1937 3p to 25R set of 18 plus 3a6p dull blue, in mint blocks of four, with the 1R 1-18 3’000 
     (small tone spot), 5R, 10R, 15R & 25R all mint nh and very fine, most of the low  
   values mint hr, a scarce set and rare as multiples (SG £7’600+) 

40790 F   www 1929-56, Group of 113 commercial covers from Burma, with India frankings, British  Offer 
   Administration frankings, Interim Govt and later, incl. registered and air mail, many  
   multiple frankings incl. a few with 1R stamps, seldom offered (Est. € 2’400/3’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40786
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40786
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40789
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40789
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Canada

40791 F  150 1840 Missionary folded letter dated internally “Tracadie”, a trapper’s village in New  150 
   Brunswick, to France with red entry cds “Outre-mer Granville 10 avril 41”, rated “6”  
   and oval “1d” for rural tax, arrival bs, first usage known of the red cds from Canada,  
   very fine, scarce 

40792 F   www 1843-58, Group of four stampless covers to Ireland, incl. 1843 Letter from Kingston,  Offer 
   U.C. charged “Stg 1/2” rate, 1856 env. from Peterboro with black “8dStg.” (to pay),  
   1858 Mourning envelope & letter from Peterboro with red PAID 8d Stg./10d Cy. dual  
   currency hs, cover tears, and 1856 cover with tombstone MONTREAL/PAID/CANADA and rate  
   hs PAID / 8d Stg. in red, mostly fine (Est. € 100/150) 

40793 F  150 INCOMING: 1856 Folded cover from France to Quebec franked at 1F70 by 40c orange in  500 
   strip of four (filing crease through 2 stamps) + 10c brown (cut in), arrival bs, very  
   rare & expensive tariff valid until 31.12.56 (Ceres € 3’000) 

40794 F  150 INCOMING: 1861 Cover from France to St. Thomas, Canada West franked at the 80c rate  360 
   valid until 01.01.57 by 40c orange pair (one stamp touched on two sides), red framed PD,  
   red London transit on obverse, West 07.08.61 bs, very rare for Canada West (Ceres €1’850) 

40795 F  150 1890ca. Pair of envelopes to REUNION; 1890 (Mar 17) with 1868-90 15c slaty blue tied  1’200 
   by Montreal duplex and Calaid transit; and 1c post. stat uprated with Small Queens 1c  
   yellow, 3c bright vermilion and 10c brownish red tied by Montreal duplexes with Paris  
   and Marseille transits, fine and attractive pair 

 

40796 H J   1897 Jubilee $3 Bistre block of four with central violet Winnipeg cds, very fine and 138 1’500 
   rare multiple (SG £3’000++) 

40797 DCE S   1933 UPU 5c with double SPECIMEN overprint, one in black and one in violet, no gum, 329 75 
   very fine, cert. BPA (1977) 

40798 H J  154 1906-28 Postage Due 2c violet complete sheet on regular paper with partial TYPE D  3’600 
   LATHEWORK along the left selvedge, each with St. Roch de Quebec cds, only four  
   examples of this stamp had been recorded previously until the discovery of this and  
   one other sheet, minor perf. separation, a great showpiece for the specialist  
   (Unitrade J2var) 

40799 H J  154 1906-28 Postage Due 2c violet complete sheet of 100 on regular paper with TYPE A  3’600 
   LATHEWORK along the left selvedge, each with St. Roch de Quebec cds, very minor perf.  
   separation, a great showpiece for the specialist (Unitrade J2var) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40796
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155

40800 H DCE  150 1883-1897 Selection of large size fiscals, all are tobacco fiscals up to £100, all  400 
   unused except 3 large size used law fiscals to 10C, 25C and 50C, mostly very fine 

Collections 

40801 H F S  156 1851-57, Used selection on three exhibition pages including Colony of Canada 1852-57  Offer 
     3d single plus pair on cover, 6d, 7 1/2d, & 10d, also Nova Scotia 1851 1d and 3d, plus  
   New Brunswick 1851 6d yellow, gen. fine (Est. € 700/1’000) 

40802 CC C H  www 1851-1980, Mint & used collection in Scott album, noted some useful earlies incl. some  Offer 
   “beavers” and 1897 Jubilee $2, useful mint issues in the later years, nice  
   Newfoundland group and some Nova Scotia, see also enclosed list with Scott catalogue  
   value over $13,000 (Est. € 400/700) 

40803 CC C H www 1852-1946, Chiefly mint accumulation neatly ordered on stockcards with identified  Offer 
     Scott Catalogue numbers and catalogue values, a few earlies including unused 1859  
   Beaver with inscription in bottom margin, Large & Small Queens, section of 1897  
   Jubilee with mint values up to $1, also $2 used, later years with plate number blocks,  
   also back-of-the-book material, see also attached list with STC US$21’550  
   (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40804 F DFE  156 1852-1964, Lot of 90 covers and cards, noted valuable provincial items including  Offer 
     Newfoundland 1862 5d, 1864 Prince Edward Island 1d & 2d, New Brunswick N°1, later  
   interesting commercial mail, mixed (Est. € 500/800) 

40805 F   1869-2009, Large accumulation of ca2’500 covers and cards, mostly all sleeved, priced  Offer 
   and categorised, incl. section of sorted material by provinces and regions incl.  
   Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, plus censored mail, a portion of FDCs,  
   postal stationery, etc., gen. fine to very fine (Est. € 500/800) 

40806 CC C H  www 1904-65, Mint & used collection in two stockbooks, better early 20th century sets and  Offer 
   unusual Revenue section with Bill Stamps, Customs Duty, Electric Inspection, Excise  
   Tax, Gas Inspection, etc., gen. fine to very fine (Est. € 300/500) 

40807 F   Private Commercial Airlines collection, both stamps and postal history, incl. IntAero  Offer 
   Club of Canada 25c with numerals, Elliot Fairchilds two mnh tête-bêche pairs, Yukon  
   Airways, Western Canada Airways, Commercial Airways, Western Canada Airways,  
   Commercial Airways, Laurentide Air service 25c green (2) and 25c red both rouletted  
   horizontally, many Patricia Airways, then covers incl. Northern Air service cover, and  
   commercial airways covers of various different types, etc., offered intact as received  
   (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

Cape of Good Hope

40808 H F    156 1853 4d Deep blue on slightly blued paper in block of four tied by CGH triangles on 4 400 
   folded cover from Grahamstown to the Cape, light creases, plus 1d and 2d singles 

 

40809 C   1863-64 1d Deep Carmine-Red block of four with good to very good margins, mint hinged, 18 600 
   very fine and fresh multiple (SG £900+) 

40810 F  156 1879 (Aug 19) Envelope from Kokstad via King Williamstown and Port Elizabeth to  80 
   IRELAND with two 6d mauve (one perf fault), Ballinfull bs, some stains & cover faults,  
   a scarce item from GRIQUALAND 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40809
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Collections 

40811 F   www 1750-1897, Group of 9 postal history items neatly mounted on exhibition pages,  Offer 
   comprising pre-stamp covers from 1750, 1790, 1816 and 1833 showing various wmks in  
   paper, 1836 folded cover with POST OFFICE / BEAUFORT crowned hs, 1824 folded cover  
   with SHIP LETTER / CAPE OF GOOD HOPE hs, 1d Seated Hope on local cover, and two later  
   postal stationery cards, fine (Est. € 200/300) 

40812 F   156 1839-52, Excellent range of early cancels on nine covers, incl. bold oval Ship Letter  Offer 
   / Cape of Good Hope with central crown on 1847 FL to Batavia, 1839 2nd dated ds  
   (crowned GPO type) struck on arrival of internal cover with Zwellendam crown cancel,  
   also latter on cover with small boxed “TO PAY” hs, other covers with crown town  
   cancels incl. Tulbagh, Uitenhagen and Bathurst plus Cape Town, also 1859 FL with GPO /  
   Capetown oval with large crown, sent to Glasgow, all above-average strikes and  
   eminently exhibitable, attractive lot, ex “Lady Hope” (9) (Est. € 500/800) 

40812A H   www 1853-90, Used collection on album pages incl. 39 Triangulars (incl. 4d pair) to 1s from    
   the various printings, nearly all clear margins, plus Seated Hope issues, three Griqualand   
   stamps, mixed condition (Est. € 1’200/1’600)

 

40813 F    1853-1910, Collection of mint, used & covers extensively written up (in German),  Offer 
   starting with crowned oval GPO ds on cover, some Triangulars incl. Woodblock 1d & 4d,  
   a cancellation study later QV & KEVII issues, a page of Griqualand West ovpts, used &  
   unused postal stationery, plus plenty of censored mail and finally a selection of  
   Transvaal & Natal stamp used in the Cape (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

Cape of Good Hope Mafeking

 

40814 G   1900 Set of 16 (excl. SG11d) all tied on small pieces, the majority showing the 1-16 2’000 
   complete cancel, all very fine and fresh, a great opportunity to obtain all of these  
   difficult stamps (SG £3’680) 

 

40815 H   1900 Goodyear 1d pale blue on blue and 1d deep blue on blue, both nicely used 17 200 
   examples, deep shade with sheet edge wmk and top margin coloured band, pale shade with  
   small corner perf. bend, an attractive pair (SG £600) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40813
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40813
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40814
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40814
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40814
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40814
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40815
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40815
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Cape of Good Hope Anglo Boer War

40816 F   156 1899-1902 Collection of British Field Post extensively written up on 117 pages (in  Offer 
   German) plus some loose in a stockbook, with a mix of covers and used singles with  
   mostly GB stamps but also Natal, COGH, Transvaal, Orange Free State, etc., better  
   items include Ladysmith Siege hs (four covers) and two franked “Army Form” envelopes,  
   a very thorough collection of the cancels used (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

40817 C H F   158 1899-1900 Collection of Republican field post collection of covers extensively written  Offer 
   up on 57 pages (in German), following the invasion of the Boers route with various  
   “Veld-Post” cancels, then with P.O.W. mail from various camps, “Commando Brief” stamps  
   mint & used a range of censored mail with a variety of labels & hs incl. “Service  
   Suspended”, “Stopped by Censor”, etc., incl. incoming mail, two covers with political  
   vignettes, a rare and difficult group (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

40818 C H F   156 1899-1902, Prisoner of War Camps in South Africa, on ships and in transit, collection  Offer 
   of covers extensively written up on 51 pages (in German), with mail going to HMS  
   Penelope, Catalonia, Manilla, Mongolian & Pindara, then with mail to / from  
   Greenpoint, Bellevue and Tin Town P.O.W. camps, then with redirected mail after the  
   POWs were moved, an interesting collection (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

40819 F DFE   158 1899-1902 Civilian refugee Camp mail extensively written up on 94 pages (in German),  Offer 
   with mail to and from 40 camps in the Cape Colony, Natal, Orange Free State and Transvaal,   
   very comprehensive, incl. two “Road Journey” permits, a wide range of frankings, cancels,   
   censor margins & hs, etc., a very difficult assembly (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

40820 F DFE   158 1900-02 Overseas Prisoner of War Camp mail extensively written up on 83 pages (in  Offer 
   German), covers going to and from the P.O.W. camps in St. Helena, Ceylon, India and  
   Bermuda, with a wide range of frankings, censor markings & labels, Camp cachets, etc.,  
   a very difficult assembly (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

Ceylon

40821 F  158 1821 Entire from Colombo to England, with ms rates, “INDIA LETTER / DEAL” boxed hs,  120 
   and two London cds, reverse with Alnwick mileage hs and further London cds, small  
   amount of reinforcement to backflap, fine 

 

40822 DCE   1857-59 4d Dull Rose, with fine margins, unused with tiny part og, small thin at top 4 20’000 
   right and quite heavily toned, still a very presentable example of this extremely rare  
   stamp, mint (SG £70’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40822
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408254082440823

40823 C   1857-59 5d Chestnut with very close to good margins, mint og with some gum wrinkling, 5 400 
   still fine and fresh, cert. RPS (1970) (SG £1’600) 

40824 C   1857-59 10d Dull Vermilion with close to good margins, large part og, faint gum bend 9 300 
   at right otherwise very fine and fresh (SG £900) 

40825 C H   1857-59 1s Green with fine to large margins, mint og, very fine and fresh, cert. BPA 11 500 
   (1984), plus used example with neat barred cancel, touched on two sides otherwise fine  
   (SG £800 each) 

40826 C J  158 1867-70 5d Yellow-Olive mint og block of four, some gum toning otherwise a fine and 66 400 
   scarce multiple (SG £600+) 

40827 C J  158 1867-70 9d Blackish Brown mint og block of four, slightly heavy hinge with traces of a 69b 200 
   small thin, still a scarce multiple (SG £260+) 

40828 P  158 1872-80 24c die proof in black on glossy white card, with “Sept 5 1871.” and “BEFORE 127 300 
   HARDENING” hs, very fine 

40829 P  158 1872-80 24c die proof in black on glossy white card, with “Sept 5 1871.” and “BEFORE 127 300 
   HARDENING” hs, very fine 

 

40830 CC   1921-32 50R Dull Purple, mint nh and nicely centred, very fine and fesh, signed 358 300 
   Holcombe (SG £650) 

40831 A  162 1979 Rowland Hill, two imperf. essays mounted in a small booklet, differing in design  200 
   to the issued stamp, one with blue background (ms “mod (A)” above) and one with gold  
   background (ms “mod. (B)” below), very fine 

40832 F  162 1858 Wrapper sent to Victoria bearing 1857-59 1d blue and two 2d green, paying the  2’000 
   single 5d rate to Victoria, tied by oval barred obliterators, reverse with Kandy  
   steamer letter and post paid cds, as well as Victoria ship letter and Williams Town  
   cds, fine 

40833 F  162 1859 (Feb 20) Cover sent locally with 1857-59 1d Blue, four margins, cancelled by 2a 150 
   light grid, COLOMBO POST PAID cds in red, portion of envelope missing on reverse,  
   still very attractive, signed Pfenninger 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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40834 F   1860 Envelope sent to England, initially bearing strip of four GB 1858-79 2d blue  4’000 
   pl.7, then covered by Ceylon 1857-59 1d blue, 2d green and 6d purple-brown (leaving  
   one GB 2d showing), tied by oval bar obliterators, endorsed “Via Marseilles,” reverse  
   with “GALLE / STEAMER LETTER,” Alcester and Bromsgrove cds, an extraordinary and  
   unique franking, cert. Neumann (2009) 

40835 F  162 1864 (Jul) Cover to Ireland with 1857-59 10d Vermilion, tight to ample margins, tied 9 800 
   to July 1864 cover from Trincomalee to Dublin, grid cancel and ms “Stamped,”  
   TRINCOMALEE red cds, H&K PACT bs, fine and very rare destination, ex Agabeg 

40836 F  162 1866 (Mar) Wrapper to Scotland with 1863-66 10d vermilion pair cancelled by barred  1’000 
   ovals, with Colombo cds below and Linlithgow arrival bs, very fine, scarce and  
   attractive cover 

40837 F  162 1866 (Dec 2) Envelope to England with 1861-64 5d chestnut pair tied by barred ovals,  700 
   Hambantotte and London cds below, Maidstone arrival bs, very minor soiling, fine and  
   attractive 

40838 F  162 1868 (Aug 28) Envelope to England with 1861-64 1s and 1863-65 1d deep blue cancelled  600 
   by “C” barred oval, Kandy cds adjacent, reverse with Calle and Leamington arrival cds,  
   a fine and scarce mixed issue franking 

40839 F  162 1871 (Apr 4) Envelope to England with 1867-70 9d blackish-brown tied by “A” barred  500 
   oval, Colombo cds adjacent, Slough bs, torn backflap otherwise fine, incl. original  
   contents 

Collections 

40840 F   162 1801-1994 Cover collection, from pre-stamp, three imperf. Chalon head covers, many  Offer 
   unused QV postal stationery cards, mostly KGV & KGVI covers, incl. censored, airmails,  
   registered, FDCs (incl. some hand illustrated), as well as some more interesting  
   modern items incl. 1990s Birds 2R imperf. pair on cover and covers with unissued 1968  
   Buddha’s footprint, a good range of cancels incl. small town, condition affected by  
   tropical conditions (Est. € 400/800) (ca.200)

 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the 
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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 40841 C H  1857-64 Mint & used accumulation of the imperf. issues from SG.1 to SG.12 Chalon Heads 1-12,16 Offer 
 DCE    and SG.16, some mint with og, used with SG.1 (10), SG.2 (31), SG.3 (29), SG.4 (7 plus  
   proof in black), SG.5 (6), SG.6 (14), SG.7 (6), SG.8 (14), SG.9 (11), SG.10 (8), SG.11  
   (3) and SG.12 (6), generally toned with mixed margins and condition, still a valuable  
   accumulation with some good stamps, please inspect (SG £90’000+ as cheapest shades)  
   (Est. € 10’000/20’000) 

40842 L  www 1857-64 FORGERIES: A small but interesting old time study of the first issues written  Offer 
   up with over a dozen examples, mostly “used” (Est. € 50/80) 

40843 F   166 1857-1990, Mint, used & cover collection extensively written up on album pages (in  Offer 
   German), ca.170 pages, incl. Chalon Heads, 1921-32 20R mint, 1927-29 20R mint, a range  
   of cancels, and a few nice covers, some Telegraph and Officials, very complete basic  
   collection of Sri Lanka, great for further expansion, plus a small group of Cohin  
   (Est. €1’500/2’000) 

 

40844 C H  1861-1900 Mint & used accumulation of the QV perf. issues, with the Chalon Heads  Offer 
 DCE    roughly organised by perf. and wmk type (some wrongly classified), generally toned and  
   in mixed condition, still with some attractive examples, a great lot for the  
   specialist to go through (SG £30’000+) (Est. € 4’000/7’000) 

40845 F   166 1872-1960s, Postal stationery collection extensively written up on album pages (in  Offer 
   German), ca.100 pages, mixture of used and unused incl. Specimens, uprated, surcharges  
   (incl. inverted varieties), with postcards, lettercards, newspaper wrappers, locally  
   ovpt’d envelopes, airmails and registered (many sizes), a few uprated, a fantastic  
   collection for the specialist (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 
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40846 C H  1903-49, Mint & used accumulation of KGV and KGVI, many in multiples incl. plate  Offer 
 DCE    blocks, with a specialised collection of KGV 1935 Silver Jubilee issue incl. scarcer  
   perf. varieties, plate blocks, varieties and a specimen set, plus interesting piece  
   with Ceylon stamps and GB KGV 1/2d tied by Slave Islands cds, some toning throughout  
   due to tropical climate (Est. € 600/1’200) 

 

40847 CC J   1949-80s Collection of complete sheets (plus many blocks), of which 326 are normal,  Offer 
   and 137 which have been classed by the vendor as error sheets (some of which are  
   normal for comparison), which incl. varieties such as shades, small printing flaws,  
   inverted watermarks, misperfs, imperfs, misplaced printing, missing ovpts and colours,  
   the collection was sourced by at origin so there is a good possibility of new  
   discoveries and very rare errors, some affected by the tropical conditions, a very  
   difficult assembly, perfect for a dealer or specialist (Est. € 3’000/6’000) 

Cyprus

40848 F  www 1942 & 1944 OHMS covers with “G.R. RURAL SERVICE” cds, 1942 cover with Peristerona  100 
   rural cds, 1944 cover (part of address label torn away when opened) with Gypsou rural  
   cds 

Dubai

40848A F   1948 (Jan 1) Envelope from the PAKISTAN P.O. in Dubai, with Pakistan 1947 1/2a (3) and 1a   800 
   tied by “DUBAI / PERSIAN GULF” cds, Bombay arrival cds, vert. fold, very fine  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40846
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40849 F  166 1963 & 1964 Envelopes with postal stationery cut-outs used as frankings but not  500 
   accepted; 1963 env. with QEII Coronation 30np on 2 1/2d and 1964 env. with Trucial  
   States Palm 30np, both to Karachi with postage due markings, punch holes and minor  
   soiling, very few examples known 

40850 CC  www 1963-1972 Collection on Scott pages, seems to be complete, noted imperforates,  Offer 
   miniature sheets, all never hinged very fine (Est € 600/1’000) 

East African and Uganda Protectorates

 

40851 C   1904-07 20R Grey & Stone, mint hr, very minor imperfections, scarce (SG £650) 32 150

40852 4085540853 40854
 

40852 C   1922-27 £2 Green & Purple, mint hr, very fine (SG £900) 96 600

40853 C   1922-27 £2 Green & Purple, mint lh, very fine (SG £900) 96 600

40854 C   1922-27 £3 Purple & Yellow, mint lh, very fine (SG £1’300) 97 600

40855 C   1922-27 £5 Black & Blue, mint lh, very fine (SG £2’500) 99 1’400

40856 F   www 1952-54 Group of 6 airmal lettersheets from a Missionary in Kagondo to France, each  50 
   franked with KGVI / QEII 50c, plus 1957 aerogramme from Belgian Congo from same  
   correspondence 

Falkland Islands

 

40857 CC   1912-20 £1 Black on red mint nh, some gum crazing slightly showing through, otherwise 69 200 
   very fine (SG £475) 
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4085940858
 

40858 C S    1933 Centenary set of 12 with SPECIMEN puncture, mint lh, slightly toned gum otherwise 127-138 2’000 
   fine (SG £3’500) 

40859 C    1933 Centenary set of 12, mint hr, fine (SG £3’750) 127-138 1’600

40860 CC C  www 1878-1992 Collection on Scott pages including FALKLANDS + TERRITORIES & DEPENDENCIES +  Offer 
 H  BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY, mint hinged or NEVER HINGED or used, many better values &  
   sets, mostly very fine, (Est € 400/600) 

Fiji
40860A CC  www 1923 £1 Purple & Black on red die II, mint nh, very fine and fresh (SG £250) SG:  137a 100

40860B C H J   www 1871-1902, Mint selection on a stockpage, better incl. 1881-99 1s brown, 1s deep brown  Offer 
   and 5s, mostly fine  

40860C H www 1871-1900s, Interesting old time collection housed on old fashioned album leaves, all used,   Offer 
   including good pence values, 1872 cents ovpts, various VR incl. 1870-78 complete script ovpts,    
   1880s good representation through 1896 including interesting ghost half in 1/2d ovpts, barely    
   visible denomination, a collection with potential (Est. € 300/500)  

Gambia

 

4086240861

40861 C H  1869 First Issue, without watermark, five singles comprising mint 4d and unused 6d, three  Offer 
 DCE   used 6d showing various shades and cancellations, some signed, a fine a rare group (Est. € 500/800) 

40862 C J   1874 6d Blue, wmk crown CC, lower right corner marginal block of four, mint hr, very 8 1’500 
   fine and rare multiple (SG £1’400+) 

40863 L  www 1869-93 FORGERIES: Small study of these issues, virtually all the imperf. cameos  100 
   interesting, well written up (10) 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Gibraltar

 

4086540864

40864 CC   1925-35 £5 Violet & Black, mint nh, slightly toned gum, very fine and fresh 108 800 
   appearance (SG £1’500)  

40865 CC J   1938 Definitives 1 1/2d carmine perforation 13 1/2 in plate block of 4, mint never 123a 300 
   hinged, usual slight toning on gumside as practically all of them have, a very fine &  
   exceptional variety block, SG no.123a, £1100++ 

Collections 

40866 C F 166 1886-94, Small selection on two exhibition pages showing the 1886-87 issue mint/unused  Offer 
 DCE     plus a group of 1889-96 10c used in Morocco, fine (Est. € 400/700) 

  

40867 CC C H  1886-1990s, Mint & used collection in 2 albums on printed hingeless pages, with better  Offer 
     items incl. 1886 mint set to 1s (2 1/2d used), 1886-87 mint set of 7, 1903 £1  
   specimen, 1925-32 £5 (SG £1’500), etc., a good deal of completion, mostly fine  
   condition (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

Gilbert and Ellice Islands 

40867A CC C www 1911 (Apr 8) Cover from Fanafuti Island to Switzerland bearing Fiji 1912-24 with almost    
   complete violet type 1 cds on the first day of use, Sydney and Berne bs, fine

40858 40859 40870 

40868 CC   1912-24 £1 with plate no.11 in upper margin, mint nh (hinged in margin only), very 24 400 
   fine and scarce (SG £550)  
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40869 CC   1912-24 £1 Purple & Black on red, mint nh, very fine, signed Calves 24 200 

40870 C   1912-24 £1 Purple & Black on red, mint hr, very fine (SG £550) 24 150

Gold Coast

40871 CC J  176 1884-91 3d Olive-Yellow complete pane of 60 with sheet margins and plate no.2, mint 15 200 
   nh, small adherence at foot in margins, a fine and fresh multiple, ex Baillie (SG £1’200+) 

40872 CC J  176 1884-91 6d Orange top marginal block of 42 with sheet margins on three sides, plate 17 150 
   no.1 and current no.1, very fine and fresh, ex Baillie (SG £840+) 

40873 C H F   www 1875-1961, Mint & used collection with 63 covers in a stockbook, covers incl. unused  Offer 
   stationery, registered and commercial mail from all periods, a variety of cancels, a  
   very nice selection (Est. € 500/700) 

Grenada

40874 H   www 1883-1921, Specialised cancellation collection neatly mounted on pages showing 110  Offer 
   stamps from mostly the QV and KEVII periods with cancellations from Birchgrove,  
   Carriacou, Concord, Crochu, Gouyave, Grand Roy, Grenville, Hermitage, St.Davids, St.  
   Georges, St. Patricks, St. Marks, Sauteurs, Snug Corner and Union, fine and unusual  
   assembly (Est. € 300/500) 

Hong Kong

40875 C H 176 1862 No Wmk issue, Complete set used up to 96c plus 2c and 18c unused and 12c mint, 1-7 800 
 DCE   overall quality is very fine for this difficult issue 

 

40876 C   1863-71 96c Brownish Grey, mint hr, fine (SG £1’400) 19 400

40877 F  176 1867 (Dec 28) Mourning envelope from Foochow to Ireland with 1863-71 2c & 30c tied by  300 
   “B62” numerals, reverse with Foochowfoo, Hong Kong and Ennis cds, faults incl.  
   portions of backflap missing and top left corner of envelope nibbed, still an  
   attractive cover to a scarce destination 

40878 F  176 1903 Mourning envelope from Great Britain to Shanghai with KEVII 1d pair and 1/2d tied  1’000 
   by Edinburgh cds, arrival bs, redirected back to Great Britain with 1900-01 2c dull  
   green tied by single Shanghai cds, with further faint strike on GB franking, minor  
   peripheral faults, a very rare mixed franking 

  

40879 H G     1862-76, Cancellation collection on three pages showing 9 adhesives with LLOYD  Offer 
   AUSTRIACO cancels, 32 adhesives with Penang receiving cancels, 16 adhesives with  
   Singapore mute cancels,also GB 1876 8d orange and GB 1867 1s green both with B62 pmks  
   (both with cert. RPS) (Est. € 400/700) 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Private Treaty

This display of Cyprus revenue stamps begins with the Ottoman 
period –1847– until the British took over the administration of the 
Island in July 1878.

The Sultans Abdul Aziz and Abdul Hamit II raised revenue by 
proportional and fixed rates of duty. Initially this was by embossed 
and negative sealed paper. Revenue stamps were introduced in 
1875. Ottoman revenue stamps were invalidated for use in Cyprus 
by the British in February 1879. Cut outs, stamps and complete, or 
part documents, are shown to illustrate rates –and usage– on the 
Island.  

The Queen Victoria Cyprus revenue stamps were based on the GB 
Inland Revenue unappropriated dies. In September 1878 the Inland 
Revenue ordered De la Rue to overprint pence and shilling values 
“CYPRUS”. Also, piastre values were introduced. Die proofs and 
essays are shown. The development of their use is illustrated in the 
display. In 1886 some pence values were locally overprinted. Shilling 
values were overprinted in London with figures in 1897-1899. Some 
revenue stamps are found with perfins of the main administrative 
centres. 

From February 1879 GB embossed paper overprinted CYPRUS was 
introduced; examples of cut-outs and documents are included. Mr 

Bulmer, the Island Postmaster from 1879, initialled stamps and also 
began the practice of overstamping POSTAL SURCHARGE for unpaid 
or underpaid postage for inter-office accounting purposes. Stamps 
initialled by other postal staff or cancelled with place names or 
numerals are also shown. The British followed the Turks in taxation 
of tobacco. British QV banderolles are shown.  

The King Edward VII shilling revenue stamps kept the design of the 
British ones with CYPRUS imprint. The design of the piastre values 
was as for Queen Victoria. The King George V revenue stamps of 
Cyprus were like the QV and KEVII piastre values but were of the 
uniform design to the Pound Value, shown on document. From 
1924 Postage & Revenue stamps were issued. Some Die Proofs 
and documentary use of both reigns are illustrated, ending with the 
largest recorded block of £5 stamps.  

The information is based on the reference work “The Revenue 
Stamps of Cyprus 1872-1997” and “Stamped Paper Issued by 
the British Administration in Cyprus” (published in 2003), both by 
C.J. Podger, and continuing original research in the Cyprus State 
Archives, the Kyrenia Archives, The British Library, The National 
Archive, Kew and the British Postal Museum & Archive, London, in 
the past 12 years. 
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India 40880-41005

Cochin 41006-41018

Jaipur 41019-41020

Kashmir 41021-41022

Morvi 41023

Nabha 41024

Nawanagar 41025

Rajkot 41026-41027

Travancore 41028-41030

Wadhwan 41031
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India

40880 F  176 1685 (Oct 24) Lettersheet from Hugly near Calcutta to Kinsale in Ireland arriving  300 
   nearly 14 weeks later with Irish bishop mark arrival ds, some soiling and fragile  
   folds, still a fine and rare early item of mail 

40881 F  176 1797 Entire from Calcutta to Chinsura, with oval “G.P.O. / OCTr / Pt.Pd” oval ds,  1’000 
   small tear at top and aged paper, still attractive and rare 

40882 F  176 1810 Entire from England to Bombay with London “PAID” tombstone ds, redirected to  1’000 
   Poona, reverse with “BBAY POST NOT PAID” and rare “B.BAY SHIP PGE. NOT PAID” (H Giles  
   SD1), very fine 

40883 F  176 1821 Entire from Travancore to the East India College in England, ms “6” and London bs, fine  100

40884 F  180 1825 Entire from Muttra to England, with ms rates and Calcutta GPO cds on obverse,  150 
   reverse with Muttra boxed hs, “INDIA LETTER / DOVER”, and London arrival, sent from a  
   soldier in the 11th Dragoons, fine 

40885 F  180 1825 (Sep 25) Entire from Bauleah to England, ms rates and Calcutta GPO cds on  150 
   obverse, reverse with Bauleah postage paid boxed hs, Calcutta boxed ds, “INDIA LETTER  
   / GRAVESEND” and London cds, some soiling and minor splitting along edges, contents  
   talk of the death of an officer in the 11th Dragoons 

40886 F  180 1827 Entire from Caunpore to Calcutta, sent by the Paymaster of the 11th Light  200 
   Dragoons, reverse with red “PM” hs (Paymaster?), Caunpore large cds & Calcutta boxed  
   ds, attractive wax seal, fine 

40887 F  180 1829 Entire from Calcutta to England with printed contents, with ms rates on obverse,  150 
   Calcutta GPO boxed ds on reverse with “INDIA LETTER / PENZANCE”, addition halfpenny hs  
   and London cds, fine 

40888 F  180 1833 (Jul 17) Entire from “Botanic Gardens”, Calcutta to England with ms rate marks  120 
   and reverse with Calcutta boxed ds and crisp “LIVERPOOL / INDIA SHIP LR” boxed hs,  
   very attractive wax seal, fine 

 

40889A40889

40889 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white used with clear mute cancel, good to large margins, very S1 1’000 
   fine and scarce, signed Calves (SG £2’000) 

40889A H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white with large margins, crisp lozenge of dots cancel, very fine,  S1 1’000 
   cert. Heddergott  

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40890 40891 40892 4089440893

40890 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white, used with indistinct cancel, very large margins, superb S1 800 
   & rare in this condition, cert. Heddergott (SG £1’800) 

40891 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white, large margins, light cancel, some vert. creasing S1 800 
   resulting in a couple of splits, still an attractive example 

40892 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white, used with indistinct cancel, very large even margins, very S1 700 
   fine & rare in this condition, signed A. Diena & E. Diena, cert. Enzo Diena (SG £1’800)  

40893 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white, used with indistinct diamond dotted cancel, good to S1 300 
   large margins, defects, scarce, signed Brun (SG £1’800) 

40894 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white, cancelled by pen, horizontal split and crease, soiled, S1 100 
   still clear margins and clear impression 

 

40895 40896

40895 G   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white with huge margins cancelled on a large piece by a diamond S1 5’000 
   barred cancel, a couple of light creases, a particularly attractive example, cert. RPS (2013) 

40896 G   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a white, just touched in two places, cancelled on part lettersheet S1 800 
   by lozenge of dots, fine, cert. APS (2004) 

40897 4089840896A 40898A
 

40896A H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a blue with good margins, crisp lozenge of dots cancel, very fine,  S2 4’000 
   cert. Heddergott,  

40897 G   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a blue, used with diamond bar cancel, close to large margins, S2 2’000 
   strong embossing & fresh colour, light creasing o/w very fine & rare (SG £8’500) 

40898 H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a scarlet, cancelled, some cracks, some paper remnants on S3 2’000 
   reverse, still fine for this difficult stamp and extremely rare (SG £18’000) 

40898A H   1852 “Scinde Dawk” 1/2a scarlet cancelled by lozenge of dots, slight crack, does not belong  S3 8’000 
   to piece, a very attractive example of this rare stamp, ex Dawson, cert. Heddergott  
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40899 H   USED IN PENANG: 1854 1/2a to 4a with “B/147” numerals of Penang, 4a just touched with  2’000 
   minor soiling at top left, rest clear margins and very fine 

 

40900 H   USED IN BURMA: 1854-55 1/2a, 1a, 2a and 4a with “B / 5” cancels of the East India’s  1’000 
   post office in AKYAB, fine, cert. Sismondo (2009) 

 

40901 H   USED IN BURMA: 1854-55 1/2a, 1a, 2a and 4a with “B / 156” cancels of the East India’s  1’000 
   post office in RANGOON, the 1/2a & 2a with slight thins, 4a with horiz. crease, cert.  
   Sismondo (2009) 

 

40902 H   USED IN SINGAPORE: 1854-55 1/2a pair, 1a, 2a and 4a with “B / 172” cancels of the East  1’000 
   India’s post office in SINGAPORE, the 1/2a touched in one place, the rest clear  
   margins, 1a has small thin, 2a has horiz. crease, 4a very fine, cert. Sismondo (2009) 

 

40903 H   USED IN PONDICHERRY: 1854 1/2a to 4a with “C / III” dotted lozenges of Pondicherry, 2a  1’000 
   with thin, 4a touched at right, fine 

 

40904 H   USED IN SINGAPORE: 1854 1/2a to 4a with “B / 172” numerals of Singapore, 1/2a with  900 
   crease, 4a just touched at foot, fine to very fine 
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40905 H   USED IN ADEN: 1/2a, 1a and 4a with “124” diamond numeral of Aden, 1/2a thin with no  1’000 
   margins, 1a heavy thin, and 4a with four clear margins 

40906

40907
 

40906   1854-55 Reprint sheet from the original copper plates of the 1854 1/2a and 4a as well  1’500 
   as two essays of the 2a, inscribed “PLATE IV” at bottom left and struck before the  
   plates were given to the RPS, scarce and very collectable  

40907   1854-55 Reprint sheet from the original copper plates of the 1854 1a, struck 16 times  1’500 
   on the sheet, inscribed “PLATE III” at bottom left and struck before the plates were  
   given to the RPS, scarce and very collectable 

 

40908 DCE   1854-55 1/2a Blue die I lower left corner marginal pair, unused, showing corner 4 400 
   ornament, small fault in margin at foot otherwise fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40908
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40909 H   1854 4a Blue and Red, 2nd printing, Head Die II, Frame Die I, neatly cancelled by 9 150 
   diamond of bars, slight diagonal tear at left, still a presentable example 

 

40910 H   USED IN BURMA: 1854 1a die I and die II with BLUE “B / 156” numerals of Rangoon, die I 12-13 300 
   with small hole punch at top left, clear margins on both 

 

40911 H   1854 4a blue / pale red, 1st print, head die I, frame die I, medium white wove paper, 18 800 
   part of sheet watermark upright, wide spacing, pos.8 of the 12 setting, used, very  
   fine, huge margins, cert Sismondo (SG £800) 

 

40912 H   1854-55 4a Deep Blue and Red, 4th printing (head die III, frame die II), with fine to good 22 500 
   margins all around, light lozenge of dots cancels, very fine (SG £2’000 for used pair) 

40913 F  180 1854 4a Blue and Red, 2nd printing, Head Die III, Frame Die II, neatly cancelled by 23 400 
   diamond of dots on cover from Calcutta (cds dated JA14 1855), vertical crease at left  
   otherwise fine 

 

40914 DCE   1854-55 4a Blue and Rose-Red, 5th printing, head die III, frame die II, medium 25 300 
   setting, wmk reversed, good to very good margins, with light diamond of dots cancel,  
   very fine, cert. RPS (2003) (SG £750) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40909
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40911
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40912
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40914
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40915 F   1854 (Dec 9) Envelope from Madras to England with strip of four 1854 2a with fine to 31 7’500 
   huge margins all around, tied by lozenge of dots and London cds, with India Paid  
   crescent and Madras despatch ds below, St. Austle arrival, a stunning franking 

 

40916 F   1855 Envelope to TASMANIA with strip of four 1854 2a green, touched in three places,  20’000 
   plus 1a red, touched at foot, all tied by lozenge of dots, with “INDIA / PAID” and  
   Australian Ship Letter boxed ds below, reverse with indistinct depatch, Calcutta and  
   Australian Ship Letter diagonal ds, very fine and very rare destination 

 

40917 F   1856 (May 19) Envelope to JERSEY with 1854 4a red & blue (head die IIIa, frame die I),  2’000 
   cut to shape with large margins, tied by “C / 10” dotted lozenge, with India Paid  
   crescent and Madras ds adjacent, reverse with Bangalore despatch and Jersey arrival,  
   minor soiling, very attractive and scarce destination 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40915
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40916
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40917
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40918 J DCE   1856-64 1a Brown in IMPERFORATE INTERPANNEAU BLOCK OF 40, unused without gum, small 39b 25’000 
   tear at top in gutter, slight toning, very rare as it was the custom to divide the  
   sheet along the gutter, cert. Holcombe (1998) 

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40918
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40919 F  180 1857 (Aug 18) Mourning cover from Peshawar to Scotland with 1854 2a green and 1856-64  1’000 
   4a black, both tied by diamond numerals, with two “India Paid” hs and “PAID” cds  
   (further tying 2a) adjacent, reverse with Bombay, Kilmarnock and New Cumnock cds, a  
   rare combination of imperf. and perf. issues 

 

40920 F   USED IN ADEN: 1854 (Oct 13) Envelope to Bombay with India 1854 4a blue & red (head die  2’000 
   III, frame die II), just touched at foot, tied to reverse by “124” numeral with Aden  
   and Bombay cds adjacent, obverse with Aden Paid cds, cover toned and slightly reduced  
   at side, very scarce 

 

40921 F   USED IN ADEN: 1857 (Dec 7) Envelope to Bombay with 1854 1/2a blue die II tied by “124” 6 12’000 
   numeral of Aden Camp, paying the “Inland” rate appropriate when carried by Indian Navy  
   or private vessel, with Aden and Bombay cds adjacent, Aden Ship Letter boxed ds on  
   reverse, neatly reduced at left upon opening, minor soiling, very rare, cert. BPA  
   (2013) 

40922 F  180 1857-59, INDIAN MUTINY PERIOD, Officer’s letter written by Col. K. Young, judge  300 
   advocate to the Army, from Futtehghur to Simla dated 26th May 1858, franked by 1856-64  
   1/2a blue tied by “98” numeral in bars (type 5), FUTTEHGURGH 26 MAY 1858 and SIMLA bs,  
   interesting historical contents, very fine, Provenance: G. Sattin 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40920
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40921
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40923 CC   1858 (May) Wrapper from Meerut to Scotland with 1854-55 1a red pair and 4a, the 4a  400 
   just touched, tied by “180” diamond numeral, sent underpaid with “INSUFFICIENT” and  
   “MORE / TO / PAY” hs and ms “3” adjacent, reverse with Bombay, London and Edinburgh  
   bs, vert. crease affecting 1a, some reinforcement inside, cert. Sismondo (2009) 

 

40924 F   1858 (May 19) Envelope to ADEN franked on the reverse with four 1855 4a black tied by  10’000 
   “1” diamond numerals, with Bombay despatch and scarce Aden Steamer Point cds struck on  
   arrival, obverse with Bombay Paid cds, apparently this is the earliest recorded use of  
   the Aden Steamer cds, fine and rare 

40925 F  180 1859 (Jan) Lettersheet from Pondicherry to Madras with 1854-55 1a (touched to tight  100 
   margins) tied by diamond numeral, reverse with Pondicherry boxed ds and Madras cds,  
   fault at top and tear to backflap 

40926 F  180 MILITARY POST: 1859 (Feb 2) Wrapper with 1855 8a carmine on blue glazed tied by “H.Q”  1’000 
   (Head Quarters) diamond cancel, reverse with “ARMY / P.O.” cachet with ms date, London  
   and Edinburgh cds, missing sideflaps, opened by slitting bottom (backflaps still  
   attached), a rare cancel 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40923
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40924
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40927 F   USED IN BURMA: 1860 (Dec 18) Envelope to Calcutta franked on the reverse with 1860 1a  3’000 
   lilac on pale mauve Receipt Stamp (Barefoot no.2), cancelled by crisp “B / 5” numeral,  
   with Akyab and Calcutta cds adjacent, minor soiling, stamp torn at left corner, a very  
   rare postal usage and most unusual, cert. BPA (2002) 

40928 F  180 1863 Small neat envelope from India with 1856-64 8p, 2a & 4a all tied clear octagonal  500 
   “B17”, redirected to Leeds with additional GB 1854-57 1d red, with red boxed “INDIA  
   PAID” alongside, an attractive, colourful & scarce combination franking, cert. RPS (1986) 

40929 F  188 1864 (Oct 21) Folded cover with 1856-64 1/2 blue, 1a brown (2) and 4a black tied by 37,39,45 150 
   PATNA 144 duplexes, sent to Milan with PIROSCAFI POSTALI FRANCESI alongside, very fine 

40930 F   www 1865-73, Group of four small covers with 1865 1/2 frankings, incl. pair tied by blue  80 
   Calcutta duplex, one tied by Ramgurh duplex, one tied by Cawnpore duplex and one from  
   Bombay with “TRAIN LATE” hs, attractive little group 

40931 F  180 1865 (Oct 31) Envelope with 1865 1/2a blue, 1a brown, 4a green and 8a carmine all tied  500 
   by blue octagonal numeral, London transit below, reverse with Calcutta and Hull  
   arrival cds, portion of backflap missing and peripheral faults, still a very  
   attractive four-colour franking 

40932 F  188 1867 (May 8) Envelope from Calcutta to England with 4a green tied by blue octagonal  200 
   hs, redirected on arrival with GB 1858-79 1d red pl.87 tied by London duplex, Calcutta  
   and London bs, missing left side flap, attractive 

40933 F  188 1880 (Jul 28) Entire from Calcutta to France with 1865 1a brown and 2a orange tied by  50 
   Calcutta duplex, both with circular private security hs of Robert & Carriol (dated  
   cachet at lower left), arrival bs, fine and attractive 

40934 F  188 1881 (Apr 25) Envelope from PORT BLAIR (Andaman & Nicobar Islands) to MALTA with 1865  500 
   1a brown pair and 4a green tied by large barred diamonds, readdressed to London, with  
   Port Blair, Bombay, Sea Post Office, Malta and London cds, peripheral faults, a rare  
   origin and destination 

40935 F  188 USED IN ADEN: 1898 (May 31) 1a on 1 1/2a postal stationery card from PERIM (datelined)  150 
   to JAVA, cancelled by Aden squared circle, with “N.I. (Netherlands Indies) AGENT  
   SINGAPORE” squared cds, Builtenzorg and other arrival ds, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40927
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40936 CC   1899 3p and 1900-02 1/2d, each in vertical gutter blocks of 4, usual folding crease  120 
   (toned) in middle of decorated field, never hinged, scarce 

40937 C  188 1902-11 Complete mint set incl. all the shades listed by SG, plus 1905 1/4a on 1/2a and 119-150 1’500 
   1906-07 1/2a & 1a, mounted neatly on two album pages, the 3a red-brown & green has  
   two small tears, the 15R is mint nh, mostly very fine and attractive group (SG ca.£2’745) 

40938 F  188 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight postcard with 1902-11 3p grey tied by “FIRST  700 
   AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in magenta, sent to Calcutta,  
   with Allahabad and Calcutta cds adjacent, very fine 

40939 F  188 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight envelope with 1902-11 1/2a strip of three and 2a  700 
   tied by very crisp “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachets in  
   magenta, unaddressed with Allahabad bs and further strike of the special cachet on    
   reverse, fine 

40940 F  194 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight KEVII 1/2a postal stationery envelope  700 
   cancelled by “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in  
   magenta, sent locally with Feb 18th and 19th cds, very fine 

40941 F  188 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight OHMS envelope with 1906 1/2a green Official  1’000 
   tied by very crisp “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in  
   magenta, sent to Noakhali, with Allahabad and Noakhali bs, slightly reduced at left, a  
   rare official usage 

 

40942 C   1911-22 3p to 25R mint og (missing 1 1/2a and 2a6p), tiny wrinkle on 15R, rest very fine 151/191 300

40943 A P   www 1911-22 1/2a Die proof essay on white card, enlarged and inscribed “INDIA POSTAGE”  300 
   instead of “INDIA POSTAGE & REVENUE,” plus similar on buff paper, very fine pair 

40944 F  194 GREAT BRITAIN: 1930 (Dec 12) Cover from the Indian Round Table Conference in London,  750 
   with GB KGV 1 1/2d and three 1a tied by the special event cds, some tone spots, a scarce cancel
  
   Note: The three Round Table Conferences of 1930–32 were a series of conferences organised   
   by the British Government to discuss constitutional reforms in India, in which Gandhi participated    
   in the 1932 Conference. 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40936
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40945 F  194 1935 (Feb 25) Special demonstration flight from Bombay to Calcutta with 2a KGV airmail  50 
   tied by uncommon Tatangar cds, bold purple flight cachet, two same-day Calcutta bs,  
   very fine 

 

40946 CC   1937 Definitives high values 2R to 25R, never hinged, fine to very fine, SG for hinged £394  280

  

40947 DCE S   1948 Gandhi set of four with SPECIMEN ovpt, no gum, 10R with slight central thin  10’000 
   otherwise fine, very rare, apparently only 20 such sets thought to have been produced    
   (compared to 100 of the 10R Service stamps that were printed), cert. BPA (2011) 

40948 CC   1948 Gandhi set of four, mint nh, very fine  200

  

40949   1948 Gandhi set in a Courvoisier presentation folder, incl. original letter from the  2’600 
   printers to the Minister of Communications in Ankara, Turkey, which was sent with the  
   folder, very rare (one sold at auction for €3’600 in Jan 2013) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40946
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40950 F  194 1948 (Aug 27) Airmail cover to Switzerland with 1948 Gandhi 1 1/2a, 3 1/2a and 12a tied  1’500 
   by PORBANDAR machine cancel (the place of his birth), some fox spots and central fold clear  
   of stamps, a scarce usage one of only 7 known three-value Gandhi frankings from Porbandar 

40951 F  194 1953 Conquest of Everest cover with the 2a & 14a stamps tied by Bombay cds, SIGNED BY  100 
   SHERPA TENZING (on the cover and on both stamps), who climbed Everest with Edmund  
   Hillary, very fine, a fitting item as this year is the 60th anniversary of the ascent 

40952 CC  194 1968 Art Exhibition 15p in vertical strip of five WITH ORANGE OMITTED from the lower 564a 20'000 
   two stamps, with third stamp showing a partial print of the orange, mint nh, a very  
   fine items showing the progressive error, cert. BPA (2013) (SG £18’000) 

40953 40954 40955
 

40953 A   1971 20p Abhisarika colour trials (4), in issued colour, dark brown & orange, dark  100 
   purple & ochre, red-purple & ochre, dark green & light green, affixed on card, fine 

40954 A   1971 20p World Thrift Day colour trials (3) in grey-black, green (couple of marks) and  100 
   light brown, affixed on card, fine 

40955 A   1973 20p Interpol colour trials (3) in green, blue and light brown, affixed on card, fine  100

40956 CC J P  194 1973 Ranjit Sinhji Cricket 30p imperf. colour trials in imperf. top right corner  500 
   marginal blocks of four with sheet no., in different colours/shades, mint nh, very fine 

 

40957 CC P   1973 Gandhi & Nehru 20p 7-stage progressive proofs, two of Gandhi & Nehru and five of  500 
   the background, mint nh, fine and scarce 

40958 CC J P  194 1974 Marconi 2R imperforate proof in black in block of four, mint nh, very fine  100

40960

40959
 

40959 CC P    1975 Satellite 25P colour trials in imperf. pairs (5) in different colours, plus  200 
   normal pair 

40960 CC   1975-88 50(r) Flying Crane MISPERF pair, mint nh, very fine  100
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40961 CC  www 2000 10R Sundarban Biosphere Reserve complete mint nh sheet of 50 showing dramatic  50 
   colour shifts of the green and orange, horizontal crease otherwise fine 

40962 CC J   www 2008 5R Indira Gandhi block of 50 with vertical perforation shift leaving the bottom  50 
   row without a value, mint nh, fine 

40963 CC J   www 2009 Apa Tani Weaves 5R in complete sheet of 30 showing double horizontal perforation  50 
   variety, mint nh, very fine 

40964 CC  194 1912-13 1/2a Bright Green vert. strip of four with DOUBLE OVERPRINT variety, mint nh O78a 750 
   (mounted in margin only and with trivial adhesion on third stamp), very fine and  
   scarce as such, cert. BPA (1978) 

40965 CC  www 1937 KGVI 1R grey and red-brown with SERVICE ovpt in complete pane of 20, mint never O138 40 
   hinged, corner crease at lower left, a little perf. separation, scarce 

 

40966 C   1948 Gandhi “SERVICE” 3 1/2a mint with large part original gum, very fine and rare, O150b 8’000 
   cert. BPA (2011) 

 

40967 H   1948 Gandhi “SERVICE” 12a used with two light cds cancels, some small creasing barely O150c 10’000 
   noticeable, very rare, cert. BPA (2011) 
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GANDHI 10 RUPEE SERVICE UNMOUNTED MINT

 

40968 CC   1948 Mahatma Gandhi 10R Official with “SERVICE” overprint unmounted mint lower O150d  
   marginal, one of the only two unmounted mint examples known by us, the other which we  
   sold in 2011 for €144’000.   
     
   Only 11 examples recorded in total. A superb example of this great modern rarity, now  
   clearly established as one of the most valuable modern single stamps in the world (SG  
   £160’000)  
     
   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2011)  
     
   Estimate: € 100’000 - € 140’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40968
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40969 C   1860 Electric Telegraph 4a, 1R & 4R set of three mint, 4a with horizontal crease, the T1-T3 5’000 
   4a and 1R slightly toned and tied looking, however the 4R is very fresh with a light  
   hinge, small wrinkle otherwise fine and rare (SG £32’250) 

40970 CC J   www 1R Red Revenue in partially imperf. block of 80 (48 completely imperf.), mint nh,  50 
   diagonal crease at top left and horizontal crease on bottom row 

Collections

40971 F   www 1818-58, Lot of 37 pre-stamp covers in one album plus set of pages showing section  Offer 
   with various Calcutta pmks, MADRAS POST PAID in oval, MADRAS STEAMLETTER, MADRAS  
   G.P.O., etc., fine (Est. € 200/300) 

40972 C H G  196 INDIA USED IN BURMA: 1823-1949, Exhibition collection on 120 pages, neatly written up  Offer 
 F   and extremely comprehensive, commencing with a letter from the Commander in Chief  
   thanking the British Forces after the war in Ava, stampless covers from Moulmein with  
   rare boxed ds and other a Soldier’s letter with Moulmein Shipletter ds, a selection of  
   India 1852 lithographs and three 1a / 2a covers, later QV issues used selection incl.  
   28 covers with some attractive and rare frankings, through to the Independence, with a  
   wide range of cancels, postal stationery, airmails, censored, registered, officials,  
   incoming mail, etc. throughout, a fantastic offering and difficult to repeat, still  
   with room for further expansion (Est. € 15’000/20’000) 

40973 C H G  www 1837-90, Mixed lot of mostly covers from mostly the De La Rue years showing a wide  Offer 
 F    range of cancels and some better frankings, a few pre-stamp items, postal stationery,  
   tax-markings, etc. (Est. € 400/700) 

40974 F   www PONDICHERRY: 1845-1869, Group of 9 stampless covers from Pondicherry to France, most  Offer 
   with the boxed ds, two with the “Bureau de Pondicherry” cds, a fine to very fine group  
   (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

40975 H G F    1846-70, Specialised collection of BOMBAY cancels in one stockbook, ca.48 covers or  Offer 
   large-part covers showing various cancellation, includes one pre-philatelic and one  
   incoming cover with GB 1854 Embossed 1s, good range of singles with Bombay cancel  
   including two 1868 6a overprinted fiscals, gen. fine (Est. € 700/1’000) 
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40976 F  198 1846-1949, Exhibition collection of POSTAGE DUE HS on 80 pages, neatly written up and  Offer 
   extremely comprehensive, starting with pre-stamp mail boxed hs inscribed “Bearing”,  
   going on to the “1a” boxed hs, “POSTAGE DUE” box hs with ms value and then with the  
   value in the hs, Dead Letter Office hs, Ship Letter hs, official mail sent underpaid,  
   then on to the 1900s with the horseshoe hs from a range of places, incl. incoming  
   mail, an extremely difficult collection to replicate (Est. € 5’000/8’000) 

 

40977 H    1852-1947, Used collection showing a great deal of completion, from Scinde Dawk 1/2a  Offer 
   white (faults), with all the shades and dies of the 1/2a and 1a lithograph issues, most of the  
   4a printings, only missing an unissued stamp until 1946, plus a strongsection of officials (incl.   
   some forged overprinted fiscals) and finishing with C.E.F. and I.E.F. ovpts (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

40978 H   www 1854 Lithograph issue selection, incl. 1/2a blue (37) with examples of all 3 dies, 1a  Offer 
   red (70 incl. two pairs) with examples of all 3 dies, 2a green (38) and 4a (2), mixed  
   condition, incl. different shades and cancels, worthy of further study (Est. €1’000/1’500) 

40978A F   www 1854-55, Group of 10 covers of the 1854 1a incl. die I, II & 3 printings from various stones,   Offer 
   average to good condition, mostly locally used except one going to England (Est. € 2’000/2’600) 

40978B F   www 1854-67, Early India Cancellation in 2 albums mounted on 100+ pages, including first issue   Offer 
   lithograph to East India usage, a very nice assembly of some rare to very rare cancellations & hs incl.   
   “Quetta Earthquake”, unusual or only known markings of “Deficient postage”, “Redirected”, etc.,    
   incl. usage in Burma and various others, some interesting destinations, also noted some nice usage  
   of QV Postal stationery (Est. €15’000/20’000) 

40979 H G F   200 1854-91, Small specialised cover selection on stockleaves, noted interesting  Offer 
   Instructional markings such as vignettes with “MISSENT: Please return this envelope to  
   the postman” or “Please return cover to postman for transmission to Inspector General”  
   or “Cover wrongly dealt with by P.O. Please return to postman for enquiry and notice”  
   also some interesting firm chops, gen. fine (Est. € 400/700) 

40980 H G F   200 1854-93, Specialised cancellation collection in one stockbook showing a selection of  Offer 
   mute cancels on singles and on covers, basically COOPER type 1 & 2 but also types 31 &  
   36, also Renouf types 15 & 16, some valuable frankings (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

40981 C H G   www 1854-1940, Mint & used collection on pages showing a good selection of the 1854 issue  Offer 
   with shades and multiples,identified dies, group of 1865 mint or unused examples,  
   officials section etc., gen. fine (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40982 H G F   www 1855-74, Specialised cancellation collection in one stockbook showing COOPER type 8  Offer 
   and type 9 cancels on ca120 covers and part covers plus a range of singles, mostly  
   from the 1865 to 1882 issues, noted Nowlucka R1, Lahore R3, Saugor, Landour, Cawnpore  
   etc., also usage in United Provinces, gen. fine (Est. € 500/800) 

 

40983 C H G   1856-73, QV 1/2a blue specialised collection on pages, about 800 examples showing a  Offer 
 F     range of cancels, singles, pairs, blocks of four, many covers also marginal imperf.  
   pair and strip of three, etc. (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40984 C H  www 1857-1898 INDIA & STATES: Collection of postal stationery cut squares on old-time  Offer 
   handwritten Krassa resp. Scott pages, used or unused with large variety of seldom seen  
   values and imprints, mostly fine to very fine, a stationery specialists lot (Est. € 300/400) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=40977
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40985 F   www USED IN ADEN: 1859-1958, Interesting cover and postmark assembly of Indian stamps used  Offer 
   in Aden, noted scarce Aden Camp “125” etc., also British FPOs and later covers, much  
   of note (Est. € 1’000/1’600) 

40986 H G F  200 1860-91, Specialised collection on CALCUTTA cancels in one stockbook, ca180 covers  Offer 
 DFE    showing a good range of cancels including the Bengal circle, Dacca B62 on front,  
   Cooper Type 9 & 10, 15d (NC & SC), SW duplex, off cover also Urban Series, Cooper 28c,  
   Type 30, good range of singles and blocks, gen. fine (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40987 F  200 1860-1906, Group of 4 interesting covers with used abroad incl. 1856-64 4a from  Offer 
   Singapore to Scotland, 1873 1/2a from Baroda to Damaun (Portuguese India), 1902-11 1a  
   & 2a on reg’d card from Linga (Persia) to Belgium, and 1911-22 2a6 censored cover from  
   Mohammera (Persia) via Bushire to Muscat (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

40988 H G F  200 1863-74, Specialised cancellation collection  in one stockbook plus set of pages  Offer 
     showing COOPER TYPE 9 cancels on mostly the 1856-64 issue, about 180 covers or large  
   part covers plus about 30 singles, noted the extremely rare Bangalore duplex N°10,  
   rare variation capital R over 3, also 227 Jugraon (Punjab), 50 Raneegunge,  
   Ghazeepoore, etc. (Est. € 500/800) 

40989 G F   www 1865-1900, Lot of ca.87 covers, mostly postal stationery envelopes, some cards,  Offer 
   bearing COOPER type 5 cancellations and Travelling P.O. pmks from the later period,  
   fine (Est. € 500/800) 

40990 H G F  200 1866-74, Specialised group in one stockbook on District Posts, ca 19 covers and cards  Offer 
   showing various cancels such as diamond-shaped 28 DP, diamond-shaped 50 DP, type 30 DT  
   POST/ AR=3, Kurranche & Peshawar Type 34, Manmuth and Pathanore grids, etc., also many  
   singles and fragment (Est. € 300/500) 

40991 F   www PONDICHERRY: 1867-1950, Group of 16 covers from Pondicherry, mostly with QV 1/2a  Offer 
   frankings sent within India with the duplex or dotted lozenge cancels, a QV 8a  
   franking to France, plus a KEVII, KGV & KGVI cover (Est. € 800/1’200) 

40992 F   www 1868-1948, Group of 69 covers/cards, incl. pre-stamp, India used in Bushire (8),  Offer 
   covers to Indochine and Malaya with postage due, two large incoming covers with East  
   India 1/2a multiples used as postage due, cover to Burma with unclaimed label, postal  
   stationery, registered, etc., plus 1/2a postal stationery card pack of 16 with  
   original wrapper and two postal notices, an interesting lot (Est. € 800/1’000) 

40993 F  200 1872-76 PORTUGUESE INDIA cover group of 5, incl. 1873 env. from Sawantwaree to Pangim  Offer 
   with 20r pair and India 1/2a pair, 1872 env. with “MISSENT TO SURAT” hs with 20r and  
   India 1/2a, etc., one with faults, fine and scarce group (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

40994 H G F  202 1873-84, Small specialised group of number cancels, mostly COOPER TYPE 32, on singles,  Offer 
     fragments and covers, showing the three types: Disbursing Office type, Non-Disbursing  
   Office type and Branch Office-type, several rare ones including tyge-G cancellation,  
   mostly fine (Est. € 700/1’000) 

40995 H G F  202 1873-84, Specialised collection on letter-cancels ordered alphabetically in three  Offer 
     volumes, Martin type 18 & 19, A of Allahabad, B of Bombay, C of Calcutta, M of Madras,  
   N of Nagpur, O of Oilkpsha, Burma and non-Burma R, E of Eastern Bengal, etc., over 200  
   covers and many fragments, mostly fine (Est. 1’200/2’000) 

40996 C H G  www 1877-1937 Duplication of Alwar, Bhor, Bijawar, Dhar, Rajpipla and Wadwhan, mint hinge  Offer 
 DCE L    remainder &/or unused &/or used, nice assemblies of these difficult areas, mixed to  
   very fine, please inspect (Est. € 200/240) 

40997 H DCE   www 1878-1920, INDIAN STATES collection incl. Jammu & Kashmir, Datia, Rajpipla, Wadhwan  Offer 
   and Nawangar, some obvious reprints/forgeries, worthy of closer inspection  
   (Est. € 500/1’000) 

40998 F  202 1880s-1904, Group of three covers/cards  from PORT BLAIR (Andaman & Nicobar Islands),  Offer 
   with 1865 4a green on 1/2a stationery to England tied by barred diamond, 1/2a  
   stationery to Calcutta with Port Blair thimble cds, and 1900-02 3p tied by double-ring  
   cds, scarce group (Est. € 500/600) 
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40999 H   www 1895-1935, Selection on pages of INDIA USED IN BURMA, KARIKAL or PONDICHERRY, mostly  Offer 
   on KGV singles and multiples, fine (Est. € 80/120) 

41000 F    202 1917-47, Lot of 38 covers, mostly franked by KGVI issues, noted also early Duttia  Offer 
   cover with 1a blue (SG30) with RPS certificate (Est. € 300/400) 

41001 F   1930-76, Several hundreds of commercially used covers and cards, many addressed to the  Offer 
   US, cards mostly addressed to Bible Studies in Bombay, fascinating and useful lot for  
   the study of 20th century postal rates (Est. € 200/300) 

41002 F  202 1935-1937 ROCKET MAIL, group of five covers incl. 1935 (Mar 23) from Diamond Harbour  Offer 
   with KGV 9p and vignette, 1937 (May 18) Japanese Goodwill Coronation with Burma KGB  
   2a, vignette and special cachets, and three Sikkim Rocket Experiment rocketgrams with  
   different coloured vignettes, plus three printed messages from the Scout’s Jamboree in  
   Dehli (dated Feb 1st-3rd) (Est. € 800/1’000) 

41003 F   www 1947-76, Postal stationery collection from independence onwards, mounted on ca90  Offer 
   exhibition pages plus some duplication in a stockbook, section of the 1947  
   provisionals, then postcards, registered envelopes, aerogrammes, etc., very fine (Est.  
   € 300/400) 

41004 CC C  www 1970s India/Pakistan Prisoner of War correspondence in one extremely well filled  Offer 
   volume with over 400 different aerogrammes, from various prisoner of war camps over a  
   four year period of detention, not only the camp strikes seen but also sl “Postage  
   Free, Prisoner of War Mail” in various colour, often the covers returned to sender  
   with the remark “No unpaid service”, some tombstone postage dues hs, seldom seen (Est.  
   € 800/1’200) 

41005 CC L   www 1977-2008, Lot of ERRORS & VARIETIES, incl. 1977 Congress of Pediatrics 2R imperf.  Offer 
   mint nh lower block of four, 1988 5R Solar Energy FORGERY in imperf top left marginal  
   strip of 8, 1989 World Philatelic Exhibition mini sheet with mis-perf. variety, 1997  
   INDEPEX mini sheet from Easdale Island depicting Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in imperf.  
   and perf., 2001 1R Subhas Chandra Bose 1R imperf. upper marginal block of 40, 2008 5R  
   Jasmine in partially imperf. vertical strip of 5, 2008 C. V. Ramam 10R imperf. lower  
   marginal block of 20, and 2008 Christmas 20R with variety “gold omitted” (affecting  
   the hats) in mint nh se-tennant block of four, useful group (Est. € 300/400) 

Cochin

41006 F  202 1885 Stampless letter from Irinjalakuda to Ernakulam, with two circular cancels on  50 
   reverse, some faults 

 

41007 J DCE   1943 Maharaja Kerala Varma II 9p ultramarine top marginal pair IMPERFORATE BETWEEN and 89a 4’000 
   imperforate at right, unused, light horizontal crease, a couple of faint tone spots,  
   still a fine looking example and very rare, only 6 pairs thought to exist 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41007
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41008 J DCE   1943 Maharaja Kerala Varma II 9p ultramarine in MISPERF variety block of four, unused, 89var 200 
   perforated twice, once normally and once shifted to the left and at a slight angle,  
   fine and unusual 

 

41009 H   1944-48 Maharaja Ravi Varma 9p ultramarine perf.13 with STAMP PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES 98a var 500 
   variety, with a fainter inverted printing on the reverse, other side cancelled with  
   light cds, fine and unusual 

41010 F  202 1946-48 6p Red-Brown perf.11, stuck on unused 6p postal stationery envelope, fine and 104a 50 
   scarce perf. variety (SG £200) 

 

41011 DCE   1946-48 Maharaja Ravi Varma 1a orange top marginal strip of 8, showing imperf. at top 106var 500 
   variety (between stamp and margin), unused, some tone spots otherwise fine and scarce 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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41012 H J   1948-50 Maharaja Kerala Varma III 2p grey-brown lower marginal block of six with two 109a 6’400 
   examples of the IMPERFORATE IN BETWEEN variety, also imperf. between stamps and lower  
   margins, neat Cochin City cds, some minor staining otherwise fine, a nice example and  
   very rare 

 

41013 DCE   1948-50 Maharaja Kerala Varma III 3p carmine imperforate corner marginal strip of 110var 300 
   three, printed three times on one side and once on the other, unused, couple of tears  
   at foot and minor creasing, attractive variety, likely from printer’s waste 

 

4101541014

41014 A   1949 Maharaja Rama Varma IV 2 1/4a green imperforate essay, showing slight differences 118 500 
   to the issued stamp (most notably the shading around “DUTCH PALACE”), with small pen  
   tick at top, a few minor tone spots, rare  

41015 A   1949 Maharaja Rama Varma IV 2 1/4a perf.11 in red (unissued colour), showing slight 118 500 
   differences to the issued stamp (most notably the shading around “DUTCH PALACE”),  
   small thin at lower right otherwise fine and rare 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41013
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41016 41017
 

41016 DCE   Officials: 1946-48 Maharaja Kerala Varma III 2 1/4a yellow-green imperforate top left O91var 200 
   corner marginal pair with inverted overprint, reverse with one print of the 2 1/4a and  
   two of the 3a orange-red, fine and interesting printer’s waste  

41017 H   Officials: 1949 Maharaja Kerala Varma III 6p on 3p with double overprint, in top right O103b 700 
   corner marginal pair, plus colourless and reverse impression of the ovpt in the right  
   margins lightly cancelled, slightly toned, fine 

41018 C H www 1898-1949, Duplicated selection of mainly used in two stockbooks with a good range of  Offer 
 DCE     issues incl. officials (Est. € 150/200) 

Jaipur

41019 C H  www 1904-28, Mainly mint collection, incl. many shades of the different printings, plus 3  Offer 
 DCE J    sheetlets and a block, some Service stamps, mostly very fine (Est. €100/200) 

41020 F   www 1904-1940, Group of 250+ covers, incl. pre-stamp, officials, registered, postal  Offer 
   stationery, a range of frankings and cancels, great lot for the postal history  
   enthusiast, plus “The Jaipur Gazette” from 1940 (Est. € 500/800) 

Kashmir

41021 H G J  www 1878-1883 Small selection of Jammu & Kashmir of about 16 adhesives & 6 sheetlet of 15  200 
 DCE L    or 20 adhesives each (mostly blackprints, 1 sheetlet in red), mostly unused & 3 used,  
   interesting assembly of this difficult area, please inspect 

41022 CC J   www 1878-94 Jammu & Kashmir: Small mixed lot of three unused part & complete sheets of 16  Offer 
   & 20, plus eleven unused primitives, fine (Est. €200/400) 

Morvi

41023 F   www 1931-48, Collection of postal history with 97 covers, mostly postal stationery with  Offer 
   some uprated, mixed condition (Est. € 500/700) 

Nabha

41024 CC J   www 1941-45 4a Brown in complete sheet of 320 with margins, some perf. splitting and 114 80 
   slight tropical toning, fine (SG £720) 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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Nawanagar

 

41025 C H     1877-1893, Mint & used collection of genuine examples incl. revenues on 8 pages, best  Offer 
   stamp by far and away is a very fine 1877 2doc green 19mm wide (SG £5’000), mostly  
   fine (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

Rajkot

41026 F  202 1p + 1p Postal stationery envelope with violet rubber hs and signed, unused, archive  300 
   spike hole at left and minor creasing, scarce 

41027 F  202 1p + 1p Postcard with violet rubber hs and signed, unused with pencil notations,  300 
   archive spike holes at left and minor creasing, scarce 

Travancore

4103041028
 

41028 C   1939-41 2ch Orange with “SESVICE” overprint error in horizontal marginal strip of O89a 50 
   three, mint og, heavy hinges on the two normal stamps, scarce (SG £145) 

41029 J DCE  214 1941-42 1ch Yellow-Green with double overprint error in top left corner marginal block O96c 50 
   of four, showing additional overprints in the margin, unused, very fine (SG £104) 

Travancore Cochin
 

41030 DCE   1950 1a Orange pair with inverted overprint error, unused, a little toning otherwise 9b 200 
   fine and scarce variety (SG £550) 

Wadhwan

41031 F  214 1893 (May 15) envelope with 1888-94 1/2 Pice cancelled by cds on native cover, reverse 1 500 
   with large double-circle bilingual Wadwhan State cds, slightly toned, still a rare franking 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41025
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41032 P    1859 Plate proof by Perkins Bacon in black, imperforate left hand marginal vertical  600 
   pair on ungummed paper, very fine 

 

41033 J P   1859 Plate proof by Perkins Bacon in black, imperforate block of four on ungummed  1’200 
   paper, faint patches of discolouration otherwise fine 

41034 C H F  214 1859 QV, the set of three values unused and the set of three used, plus usage of the 1-3 700 
 DCE   2d value (corner marginal example) on large part cover to Sira, a fine group 

41035 L  www FORGERIES: All three values in unused sheets of 25, probably Fournier, as well as  Offer 
   about half a dozen of each denomination, mint and used, different shades, postmarks  
   etc., excellent lot for the specialist, about 100 examples to study (Est. € 200/300) 

      
      
      
   
      
      
      

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41033
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GB Used In Ireland

41036 F   www Numeral Town Cancels: A wonderful and extensive collection of over 1’000 numeral  Offer 
   cancels & circular date stamps mounted on 88 album pages, mostly on line engraved  
   issues from Abbeyleix to Youghal, some scarcer small villages, mixed to very fine  
   (1000+) (€ 500/1’000) 

41037 F  214 1853 (Jul 20) GB 1d pink postal stationery envelope with “IMPERIAL HOTEL / POST-PAID /  300 
   DUBLIN) hs, die cancelled by indistinct Irish numeral, fine 

41038 C J  214 1921 Card with mint block of 9 GB KGV 2d orange with ms “These stamps were saved from  200 
   the ruins of the Dublin Custom House” (which was a famous skirmish in the Irish War of  
   Independence) and “Burnt down by the Irish Republican Army (IRA)”, showing a distinct  
   and unusual orange hue which must have “bled” into the paper, hinged on card belonging  
   to a H. M. Coroner, very unusual 

Forerunners (L1-L45)

 

41039 41040

41039 DCE   1865-67 Fenian Issues: 1c black on green, unused, clear margins all round, jsut L1 500 
   touched bottom right, clear crisp impression, very rare, cert. Feldman (€1500), ex Field  

41040 DCE   1865-67 Fenian Issues: 24c mauve-purple, unused, some thining, still very fine & rare, L6 500 
   cert. Feldman (€2500) 

41041 41042
 

41041 DCE   1893 “Erin go Brach” 1d dull red, unused, thinned, very rare (€2’500) L8 500

41042 DCE   1893 “Erin go Brach” 1d green, unused, thinned, very rare (€2’000) L9 500

41043 41044 41045
 

41043 DCE   1893 Colonial Design: 1/2d grey-green, unused, very rare (€2’500) L48 500

41044 DCE   1893 Colonial Design: 2 1/2d Blue, unused, thinned, very rare (€2’000) L49 300

41045 DCE   1893 Colonial Design: 4d Brown, unused, thinned, very rare (€1’800), cert. Feldman L50 400

41046 DFE  214 1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda Labels: Woman & Harp design, showing wide crown, perf. L17 200 
   11 1/4, neatly tied in combination with KEVII 1d by LIMERICK/MR.17.07 and on cover  
   front addressed to Thomas Clarke in Dublin, scarce 
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41047 C J   1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda Labels: Woman & Harp design, showing wide crown, perf. L17b 200 
   11 1/4, mint top left sheet marginal block of four showing VERTICAL TÊTE-BÊCHE pair,  
   part of selvage missing, scarce (€870+) 

 

41048 C J   1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda Labels: Woman & Harp design, showing narrow crown, perf. L19 500 
   11 1/4, mint sheetlet of 25, fresh & very fine for this elusive multiple (€1’000) 

41049 F   www 1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda: Celtic Cross & Woman with a Harp used in combination L10,L11,L18 100 
   with other issues, both on cover used in 1941, attractive 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41047
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41048
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41050 CC J   1907-16 Sinn Fein Propaganda Labels: Celtic Cross in green & black complete mint sheet L11 1’500 
   of 50, mostly nh mint showing all the selvage present, fresh, very fine & an extremely  
   rare complete sheet (€4’500+) 

 

41051 CC C    1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda labels: Celtic Cross design pale blue & black, top left L13 200 
 P   corner sheet marginal vertical pair PLATE PROOF on gummed paper, crease in margin  
   only, very fine & rare 

41052 F  214 1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda labels: Celtic Cross design deep blue & black, three L13 200 
   singles neatly tied in combination with KGV 1/2d (2) by FOLKESTONE/JA.4.13 cds, on  
   somewhat tatty cover but scarce 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41050
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41051
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41053 41054

41053 C   1907-16 Anti Home Rule & Home Rule five different colourful & attractive labels some L23/31 150 
   with defects (€690) 

41054 CC J   1914 Anti Home Rule (1d) Orange, mint nh bottom marginal block of four, crease in L26 200 
   margin only, fresh, very fine & scarce (€600+) 

41055 F  216 1914 Anti Home Rule: (1d) Orange tied on cover in combination with KGV 1d red, very L26 200 
   fine & scarce 

 

41056 CC J   1914 Anti Home Rule 1s red “South Belfast” complete sheetlet of 16 mint nh, detached L27 1’000 
   from selvage but belonging to South Belfast Regiment booklet, unusual & extremely  
   rare (€4’000+) 

 

41057 C DCE   1916 Manchester Martyrs: horizontal se-tenant pair & single with green at left, L32-33 100 
   creases, still scarce 

41058 F   214 1907-22 Forerunners Collection: Attractive assembly neatly mounted and written up on L11/L47 800 
   nine album pages incl. L13 in block of four showing two imperf. between pairs, L46b  
   double impression unused & used etc., mix to very fine (40) (€3600+) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41057
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1922 (Feb) Dollard Overprints (T1-T14)

 

41059 C H  Typed provisional ovpt on 1d scarlet, 1 1/2d red-brown, 2d orange & 2 1/2d blue,  400 
 DCE   unused & used, very scarce 

41060 F  216 1d pair, both showing private ovpt “IRISH / FREE STATE / PROV. GOVT” tied by wavy line  150 
   cancel with DUBLIN / DEC.19.1921 cds alongside, cvr tear, unusual & scarce 

41061 F  216 O.H.M.S. printed envelope to Rathmines with Dollard ovpts superimposed over the  150 
   O.H.M.S., unusual & scarce 

41062 P  216 Proof of overprint, 5-line black overprint on thin whitish paper, block of 20, very PR2 200 
   fine & a scarce multiple (€600+) 

41063

41064

41067
 

41063 CC J P   Proof of overprint, 5-line red overprint on GB 1/2d green, mint nh block of 4, very PR8 260 
   fine & a scarce multiple (€800+) 

41064 CC P   Proof of overprint, 5-line red overprint on GB 1/2d green with date at top & violet hs PR9 80 
   on reverse, mint, very fine & scarce (€250) 

41065 F  216 1922 Envelope addressed to York, England, franked Dollard 1/2d & Thom 1 1/2d tied by T1 200 
   “FIELD POST OFFICE / D.41 / 24.MR.22” cds, fine & scarce 

41066 F  216 1/2d, 1d, 2 1/2d, 3d & Thom 1 1/2d & 2d, all tied on local cover by DUBLIN / T1/16 200 
   17.FE.1922 cds, being the first day of issue, attractive & scarce 

41067 C   1/2d Green, mint single showing INVERTED OVERPRINT, fresh & very fine (€600) T1a 150

41068 F  216 1/2d Green, two singles both showing INVERTED OVERPRINT, neatly tied in combination T1a 1’200 
   with 1d & 3d on registered cover from Dublin to Dorking, a very fine showpiece,  
   extremely rare usage of the invert on cover 

 

41069 CC   1d Scarlet, nh mint single showing INVERTED OVERPRINT, fresh & very fine (€375) T2a 100

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41059
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41069
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41070 F  216 1d Red, two singles both showing INVERTED OVERPRINT, neatly tied on cover by LEARN T2a 800 
   IRISH duplex, sent within Dublin, a very fine showpiece, extremely rare usage of the  
   invert on cover 

41071 F  216 2s6d on registered cover, plus 5s & 10s on a seperate registered cover, both tied by T12-14 200 
   Dublin or Registered Dublin ds, a fine pair 

1922 (Feb) Thom Overprints (T15-T19)

41072 F  216 1 1/2d Red-brown, showing PENCF error in combination with 1/2d green, tied on folded T15b 300 
   envelope from Dublin to Skibereen, fine & rare, signed MacDonnell (€750 for used) 

 

41073 CC   2d Orange, die I, nh mint single showing INVERTED OVERPRINT, fresh & very fine (€300) T16a 100

1922 (Jul-Nov) Thom Overprints (T25-T41)

41074 F  216 1922 Substitute canceller “FOULKSMILL” framed pmk tied Thom 2d to envelope addressed T29 200 
   within Dublin, scarce 

 

41075 CC   1 1/2d Red-brown, mint block of six showing LARGE PART MISSING OVPT on one, fresh & T27 var 1’000 
   very fine, a stunning unlisted & unrecorded variety 

 

41076 CC C J   4d Grey-green, mint corner sheet marginal control T22 block of 12, showing “break over T32a 100 
   four” variety, fresh & a very fine positional item 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41073
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41075
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41076
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41077 CC J   2s6d grey-brown, 5s pale rose-red & 10s dull grey-blue, all in superb mint ng bottom T39-41 4’000 
   left corner marginal blocks of four, light red hs on gum, fresh, very fine & rare in  
   this quality (€15’000+) 

1922-23 Thom Three-Line Overprints (T47-T61)

41078 CC C J www 1/2d Green, bottom right vertical corner sheet marginal block of 14, showing INSERTED T47b 100 
     ACCENT, very fine positional item

RARE MISSING ACCENT ON 1d SAORSTAT

 

41079 C J   1922-23 Thom 3-line overprint, 1d Red in right marginal vertical block of six, incl. T48fa 3’000 
   position 15/12 which is the famous accent error. The block has full original gum, and  
   has minor separation which is reinforced by hinges  
     
   The error position (at right center) shows the original “t” missing and inserted by  
   hand, with a tiny dot at top and MISSING ACCENT ON “a”   
     
   Only two such examples known: one from the T.E. Field collection, and this one from  
   the Dr. Dulin research study of these issues. A great overprint rarity. Signed Feldman 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41079
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41080 F  216 2 1/2d Bright blue, sheet marginal vertical strip of four, one showing MISSING ACCENT T51a 150 
   (pos.15/12), neatly tied on registered cover by CORK/23.AU.27 cds, a very fine showpiece 

41081 F  224 4d Grey green, sheet marginal block of four, one showing MISSING ACCENT (pos.15/12), T53c 200 
   neatly tied on registered cover by CORCAIGH/8.XI.27 cds, a very fine showpiece 

 

41082 CC C J  6d Reddish purple, mint showing ACCENT INSERTED, very fine & scarce (€750) T55a 200

41083 F  224 6d Purple, sheet marginal pair, one showing ACCENT INSERTED, neatly tied on registered T55a 400 
   cover by CASTLEBLAYNEY/29.MY.23 cds, sent to England, a very fine showpiece, extremely  
   rare usage of this error on cover 

41084 F  224 1s Bistre-brown, vertical pair, one showing ACCENT INSERTED, neatly tied on registered T58a 500 
   cover by CASTLEBLAYNEY/31.MY.23 cds, sent to England, a very fine showpiece, extremely  
   rare usage of this error on cover 

 

41085 G   1s Bistre-brown, left sheet marginal single showing the MISSING ACCENT variety tied on T58b 4’000 
   parcel fragment with Definitive 1 1/d pair (defective), a stunning showpiece, a major  
   Irish rarity (€9’000) 

 

41086 CC C J  1s Bistre-brown, mint horizontal pair, showing ACCENT INSERTED, fine & scarce (€750) T58c 200

41087 F J  224 2s6d to 10s complete set of used blocks of four all neatly tied by DROGHEDA / 17.JU.26 T59-61 700 
   cds on three separate registered covers to New York, array of transit and arrival bs,  
   very fine (€2600) 

1923 Harrison Coils Overprints (T62-65)

41088 F  224 1d Scarlet, horizontal coil pair, one showing long “1” variety, neatly tied by Baile T63a 150 
   Atha Claith cds on local cover, very fine & scarce 

41089 F  224 2d Orange, die II, vertical coil strip of seven, one showing long “1” variety, neatly T65a 150 
   tied by Cork cds on registered cover to England, very fine & scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41082
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41085
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41086
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1927-28 Wide Date Overprints (T72-T74)

41090 F  224 5s Rose-red, single showing “inner frame notch” (pos. 3/3) neatly tied on airmail T73b 300 
   cover to Argentina, unusual & rare 

1935 Re-Engraved Overprints (T75-T77)

 

41091 CC C J  10s Indigo, mint bottom marginal block of four, bottom right stamps shows a MISSING T77 var 1’000 
     “t” variety, bottom pair nh, fresh, very fine & an extremely rare variety, showpiece 

Later Issues (1935 onwards)

 

41092 F   1976 Bi-Centenary 15p showing MISSING SILVER variety, pos. R8/No.8, neatly tied on C226d 400 
   registered cover, very fine & rare usage of the error on cover (€1’500+), cert. Feldman 

Officials, Postage Dues, Booklets, Airmails & Postal Stationery

41093 F   www 1836-2000 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 200 official covers, mixed to very  Offer 
   fine (200) (Est. € 300/500) 

41094 C F   www 1906-90 Attractive specialised accumulation/collection of 161 mostly commercial usages  Offer 
   showing postage due mkgs & later postage due stamps, plus any anny of other  
   interesting markings, also some mint postage due, mixed to very fine (161) (Est. €  
   300/500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41091
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41092
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41095 F  224 1931 1d booklet pane with stamps & three ad labels, neatly tied by AN UAIMH/II.XII.31 HP3 200 
   cds, on airmail cover to India, very fine & a scarce usage on the booklet pane 

 

41096

411024110141100

41097 41098

41099

41096 CC   1938 2s booklet “McCairns”, serial no. 16-38, very fine & rare (€2800) HB1 700

41097 CC   1938-41 2s booklet “Maguire & Paterson’s Matches”, serial no. 22-40, very fine & very HB2 800 
   rare serial number (€2800) 

41098 CC   1938-41 2s booklet “Vauxhall”, serial no. 17-38, very fine & very rare serial number (€2800) HB2 700 

41099 CC   1940 2s booklet “Maguire & Paterson’s Matches”, serial no. 23-40, only one complete HB4 500 
   pane included being the 1d with advertsisements, plus two single stamps still  
   attached, very fine & scarce (€7500 if complete) 

41100 CC   1941-44 2s booklet “Smyths of  Balbriggan” serial no. 28-46, very fine & scarce (€900) HB5 300 

41101 CC   1945 2s booklet without advertising, serial no. 27-45, very fine & very scarce (€1400) HB5a 500 
 

41102 CC   1946-47 2s booklet “Belle Isle” serial no. 29-46, very fine & scarce (€450) HB6 150

41103 C H  www 1774-1940 Mixed accumulation/stock of revenues including embossed cut outs, cypher  Offer 
 G F    labels (1774-1927), plus much more, some on documents, duplication, mixed to fine  
   (100’s) (Est. € 300/500) 

41104 F   224 1924-39 First Flights & airmail covers, an attractive group mounted & written up on  400 
   album pages showing first flights 1924 to Egypt, 1925 to Paris, 1929 Galway to London,  
   1932 Galway to Berlin four different frankings, one signed by the pilot, 1939 Shannon  
   to New York with four cover & 1939 Shannon, Botwood, Montreal New York two covers, all  
   with attractive flights cachets, mixed to very fine (13) 
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41105 F   www 1928-86 Attractive accumulation of 150 first flights, Zeppelins and an array of other  Offer 
   airmail usages all mounted on pages, many interesting frankings both commercial &  
   philatelic, plus ranges of flight cachets, mixed to very fine (150) (Est. € 300/500) 

41106 F   224 1932 South America flights 1. to 7. (Seiger 202,214,219,223,226,229,232) all addressed  700 
   to Brazil, on covers neatly franked by mostly definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH  
   cds, all with flight cachets alongside, arrival bs, very fine & scarce group (8) 

41107 F  224 1932 1.South America flight (Seiger 138) to Brazil, on registered express cover,  200 
   neatly franked by Three-Line 5s & 1d definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/18.III.32  
   cds, with violet & red flight cachets alongside, array of bs, very fine & scarce 

41108 F  224 1932 3.South America flight (Seiger 150) to Brazil, on cover neatly franked by 1/2d &  100 
   1s definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/14.AP.32 cds, with brown & red flight cachets  
   alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41109 F  226 1932 5.South America flight (Seiger 171) to Brazil, on registered cover neatly franked  100 
   by 1/2d & 1s definitives, plus O’Connell 3d tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/26.AU.32 cds,  
   with violet & red flight cachets alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41110 F  226 1932 6.South America flight (Seiger 177) to Brazil, on registered cover neatly franked  100 
   by 2 1/2d, 3d & 10d definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/8.SP.32 cds, with green & red  
   flight cachets alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41111 F  226 1932 7.South America flight (Seiger 183) to Brazil, on cover neatly franked by 2 1/2d  100 
   & 10d definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/22.SP.32 cds, with brown & red flight  
   cachets alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41112 F  226 1932 7.South America flight (Seiger 189) to Brazil, on cover neatly franked by 2 1/2d  100 
   & 10d definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/6.OC.32 cds, with red flight cachets  
   alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41113 F   1932 8.South America flight (Seiger 189) to Brazil, on cover neatly franked by 2 1/2d  100 
   & 10d definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/6.OC.32 cds, with red flight cachets  
   alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41114 F  226 1932 9.South America flight (Seiger 195) to Brazil, on cover neatly franked by 1/2d &  100 
   10d definitives, plus ovpt 2d tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/21.X.32 cds, with orange & red  
   flight cachets alongside, arrival bs, very fine 

41115 F  226 1932 (Oct 22) Galway to Berlin flight with 1922-23 1 1/2d Map of Ireland strip of four  50 
   tied by Galway cds, with special green oval cachet adjacent along with Berlin airmail  
   cachet and arrivals, reverse with “Return to Sender”hs, fine (Mü.13, 500pts) 

41116 F  226 1932 “Mollision” 1s with four line overprint, neatly tied by PORT MEARNOG / 16.VIII.32 AO1 500 
   cds on flown cover addressed to Miss L.Pierce, c/o Post Office, Harbour Grace,  
   Newfoundland, some toning, rare (€2’000) 

41117 F  228 1932 “Mollision” 1s with three line overprint MISSING DATE, neatly tied by PORT MEARNOG AO2 1’500 
   / 16.VIII.32 cds on flown cover addressed to Mr. A. P. Pollok, c/o Post Office, Harbour  
   Grace, Newfoundland, central cover crease, still very fine & extremely rare (€4’500) 

41118 F  226 1933 Chicago flight (Seiger 238) to Brazil, neatly franked by array of definitives  200 
   tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH/27.IX.33 cds, with attractive red triangular Chicago flight  
   cachet in red alongside, array of bs & flight cachets, very fine & scarce 

41119 F   226 1934 South America flights (Seiger 247,250,254,265,271,286,296) all addressed to  600 
   Brazil, on covers neatly franked by mostly definitives tied by BAILE ATH CLIATH cds,  
   all with flight cachets alongside, arrival bs, very fine & scarce group (7) 

41120 F   www 1904-09 Selection of 26 postcards all with array of Railway Sorting Office cancels,  Offer 
   mixed to very fine (26) (Est. € 200/300) 

41121 F   www 1884-1985, Extensive array of many 100s of postal stationery items mostly used, with  Offer 
   registered envelopes showing all the many different sizes, wrappers, postal cards,  
   reply cards, airmail letter sheets, housed in 9 ring binders or cover albums, mixed to  
   very fine (100s) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 
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41122 F   www 1922 KGV 1s telegram form, special printing in green for Irish use, code A1 with  400 
   selvedge, also normal GB 1s in brown (see Dulin Fig. 86-87) 

41123 F  226 1922-23 2d Postal Stationery with GB KGV die in green, size H, unused, very fine  200 
   (MacDonnel Whyte 1991, £360) 

41124 F  226 1922-23 2d Postal Stationery with GB KGV die in green, size G, unused, fine (MacDonnel  180 
   Whyte 1991, £360) 

41125 F  226 1922-23 2d Postal Stationery with GB KGV die in green, size F, unused, minor  120 
   discolouration, fine (MacDonnel Whyte 1991, £360) 

terCollections 

41126 G    1616-1900 Maps: Attractive selection of mostly miniature maps of Ireland, ideal of  Offer 
   illustrating & using in an exhibit, showing various cartographers including Mercator,  
   Bertius, Janssonius, plus some prints mostly of Dublin, also town plans of Cork &  
   Dublin, mixed to very fine (28 item) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

41127 F  228 1662-1849 Old-time collection of stampless covers neatly mounted & written up on album  Offer 
   pages & housed in three beautiful blue leather bound album, showing early letter, straight  
   line mkgs, mileage mkgs, Mermaids, Free’s, Post Paids, crown mkgs, registered usages  
   mixed frankings with GB, inverted ovpt etc., mixed to very fine (14) (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

41128 F  www 1732-1979 Extensive array of over 500 covers, postcards & folded entires showing  Offer 
   bishop mkgs, straight line town mkgs, circular date stamps, free mkg, mermaids, Penny  
   Post, Midday Mail, Too Late, receiving houses, town names, mileage mkgs & mail  
   addressed to Ireland, mixed to fine, a wonderful lot for the postal history student,  
   excellent basis for expansion (500+) (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

41129 F   www 1818-1922 Extensive accumulation of over 620 covers showing only Dublin postmarks,  Offer 
   with numerals, range of different duplex, array of various circular date stamps,  
   arrival mkgs etc., mixed to fine (620+) (Est. € 1’000/2’000) 

41130 F   www 1828-1980 Selection of maritime mail & maritime mkgs as arrival bs incl. H&K PACT  Offer 
   arrival bs, later Paquebot mkgs & some modern maritime cachets, mixed to fine (50+)  
   (Est. € 200/300) 

41131 F   www 1831-1917 Extensive array of 530 covers, postcards & folded entire arranged  Offer 
   alphabetically in six cover albums, showing straight line mkgs, duplex, rubber, cds’s  
   etc., many small town cancels present, an excellent basis for the student of town  
   postmarks (530) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

41132 F   www 1895-1990 Extensive array of over 650 covers showing approximately 150 covers with  Offer 
   special events postmarks, 270 with slogan cancels & 240 express, telegram, returned &  
   strike post usages, mixed to very fine (650+) (Est. € 500/1’000) 

41133 F   www 1900s Accumulation of 1’100 different picture postcards, showing both unused & used  Offer 
   cards, mixed to fine (1’100) (Est. € 500/1’000) 

41134 F   226 1906-90 Extensive specialised accumulation/collection of 350 skeleton rubber cancels  Offer 
   in two crammed cover albums, arranged alphabetically from Aghabullogue to Youghal,  
   showing GB usage, overprints, definitives, postal stationery, plus a few attractive  
   registered usages, mixed to very fine (350) (Est.€ 2’000/3’000) 

41135 C F   www 1908-82 Extensive array of 360 covers showing registration labels housed in 5 ring  Offer 
 J  binders and arranged alphabetically from Abbeyfeale to Youghal, also some unusual  
   hand-stamped or manuscript labels, plus an interesting selection of unused labels with  
   some large multiples, mixed to very fine (360) (Est. € 500/1’000) 

41136 F   www 1915-43 Selection of 68 censored tape & or markings on mail to & from Ireland, mixed  Offer 
   to very fine (68) (Est. € 200/300) 

41137 F   www 1922 Attractive selection of Dollard, Hely & Boland essays mounted on three album  Offer 
   pages, mixed to very fine (26) (Est. € 300/400) 
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41138 CC C H  1922-27 Old-time specialised collection neatly mounted & written up on 45 album pages  4’000-6’000 
 G J    & housed in beautiful blue leather bound album, showing good deal of completion with  
   almost al the sets including the high values mint & used, some used with superb  
   cancels, plus proofs, multiples etc., fine array of varieties incl. long & short “1”,  
   re-entries, S over E, 10d frame break, “C” instead of “O”, accent inserted, 1s “ONF”  
   error, also Wide Date high vale study showing array of minor accent varieties,  
   generally fine to very fine (100’s) (€22’000+)  
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41139 CC C H  1922-27 Old-time selection of 14 covers neatly mounted & written up on album pages &  Offer 
 G J    housed in beautiful blue leather bound album, showing registered usages mixed  
   frankings with GB, inverted ovpt etc., mixed to very fine (14) (Est. € 500/1’000) 

41140 H F   230 1922-27 Extensive, attractive & valuable collection of used overprints & overprints  Offer 
   covers, neatly mounted & written on 210 album pages, showing strength in commercial  
   usages, registered usages, first day usages & philatelic cover especially showing the  
   high values, plus a wealth of overprint varieties used & on covers, in particular  
   missing & inserted accents, with much more, also a fine specialised study of Thom 2d  
   orange with all it’s minor overprint variations etc., a truly amazing lot, an  
   excellent basis to expand in to a exhibit collection (100s & 219 covers or cards)  
   (Est. € 10’000/15’000) 

41141 H F J   234 1922-84 Definitives: An extensive assembly of used, commercial & philatelic covers,  Offer 
   showing postal stationery usage, gutters pairs & booklet panes on & off cover, plate  
   varieties, frankings & rates, registered usages, plus high value frankings, fine range  
   of coil stamps including the rare 2d coil used, an excellent basis for study &  
   expansion into an exhibit collection (100’s of stamps & covers) (Est. € 2’000/4’000) 

41142 CC C H  www 1922-1989 Collection in Scott album, used, mint hinged or never hinged, several medium  Offer 
   better sets & singles, etc., mostly fine to very fine, (Est. € 200/300) 

 

41143 CC C H  1922-99 Attractive & mixed accumulation/collection neatly mounted and presented in  Offer 
 G F  nine beautiful leather bound volumes showing strength in commemorative & definitives  
 J S   incl. 1922-23 2d perf.15 x imperf used (cert. Hamilton-Bowen, €2800), plus postage  
   due, booklets & airmails first flights, with a good deal of completion both mint &  
   used, some early presentation folders, first day covers, mixed to very fine (100s)  
   (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

41144 CC C H www 1922-1999, Over 500 different mint and used stamps on two stocksheets with many better  Offer 
     pre 1950 singles and sets plus two printed folders “Postage Stamps of Ireland”  
   with mint 1922-1948 and 1922-1954 singles and sets hinged in, Fine-Very Fine, see also  
   enclosed list with Scott $2’028 (Est. € 120/200) 

41145 H F   www 1929-94 Attractive & interesting collection of commemoratives on commercial cover,  Offer 
   registered & airmail usages & first day covers, some of the better early FDCs present, plus  
   ranges of used, mixed to very fine, excellent basis for expansion (100s) (Est. € 500/1’000) 
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Commonwealth (II)

Jamaica 41146
Kuwait 41147
Leeward Islands 41148
Madagascar (British Post) 41149-41153
Malawi 41154-41155
Malaya and 
Straits Settlements 41156-41170
Maldive Islands 41171
Mauritius 41172-41185
Montserrat 41186
Morocco Agencies  41187
Natal 41188-41190
Nauru 41191-41193
New Guinea 41196-41198
New Hebrides 41199-41208
New South Wales 41209-41229
New Zeland 41230-41233
Newfoundland 41234-41268
Niger Coast Protectorate 41269-41275
North Borneo 41276-41282
Northern Rhodesia 41283
Nova Scotia 41284-41285
Nyasaland 41286-41287
Orange Free State 41288-41290
Pakistan 41291-41292
Papua 41293
Papua New Guinea 41294
Prince Edward Island 41295
Queensland 41296-41298
Rhodesia 41299-41300
Rhodesia and Nyasaland 41301-41303
St. Helena 41304-41309
St. Vincent 41310
Samoa 41311-41312
Seychelles 41313-41341
Sierra Leone 41342-41345
Singapore 41346
South Africa 41347-41352
South Australia 41353
South West Africa 41354
Southern Nigeria 41355
Sudan 41356-41361
Tasmania 41362-41365
Tonga 41366
Transvaal 41367-41368
Trinidad & Tobago 41369-41371
Tristan Da Cunha 41372-41373
Victoria 41374-41388
Virgin Islands 41389
Western Australia 41390
Zanzibar 41391-41396
Zululand 41397
Collections & Lots 41398-41428
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Jamaica

41146 F   www 1835-51, Group of nine pre-stamp covers from Bath, Kingston, Spanish Town and Dry  Offer 
   Harbour, also included some designs for the 1923 Child Welfare stamps, fine (Est. €  
   120/200) 

Kuwait

 

41147 C   1933-34 3a Airmail with DOUBLE PRINT, with cert. that states “the double impression is 32var 1’000 
   very light; it is nearly coincident”, mint og (very faint trace of hinge), slightly irregular  
   perfs at top, see SG footnote, still a very rare variety, an exceptional item for Kuwait/Airmail    
   collector, cert. Sismondo (2013) 

Leeward Islands

41148 CC C 238 1890-1955, Attractive mint & used collection in one hingeless album, overcomplete with  Offer 
 H G   Specimens and varieties, better sets and singles include the 1897 Jubilee issue (the  
 F  6d and the 5s with certs), block of 60 of the 1902 “One Penny” on 7d, also 1902 KEdVII  
   definitives with Specimen overprints, 1905-08 1s used, later years with good  
   key-types, KGVI section with study on different printings, etc. (Est. € 800/1’200) 

Madagascar (British Post)

41149 F  238 1834 (17 July) Folded entire from Antananarivo to London, sent over Tamatave, COL. /  400 
   POST OFFICE / MAURITIUS and boxed 2-line INDIA LETTER / BRISTOL pmks, London DE19 1834  
   arrival bs, very fine and rare 

 

41150 H   1886 4 1/2d Rose, black “BRITISH VICE CONSULATE / ANTANANARIVO” hs, roulette I, used 18 60 
   with blue crayon crosses, creasing and usual small thin in top left corner, fresh &  
   fine (SG £550) 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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41151

4115341152

41151 C   1886 3d Rose, roulette III, violet “BRITISH VICE-CONSULATE / ANTANANARIVO” hs in STRIP 30 800 
   OF THREE, unused with gum in upper right corners, some gum stains and two small thins,  
   plus extra 3d single, scarce (SG £5’200) 

41152 C   1886 4d Rose, violet “BRITISH VICE-CONSULATE / ANTANANARIVO” hs, STRIP OF THREE, 39 400 
   unused with gum in upper right corner of each stamp, slight gum stains, a scarce  
   multiple (SG £1’275+) 

41153 C   1866 “BRITISH CONSULAR MAIL / ANTANANARIVO” seal in violet on 4d, gummed at top right 43b 300 
   corner, very fine (SG £450) 

Malawi

 

41154 CC   1964 Independence 2s6d with MISSING BLUE in top right corner marginal pair with normal  400 
   stamp, mint nh (mounted in margin only), very fine and scarce (Pierron MWI428a £1’750  
   for single) 

41155 A  238 1968 Birds pencil essay on tracing paper of the Yellow Bishop by the designer Victor  150 
   Whiteley, signed at foot with issued stamp adjacent 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41154
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Malaya: Straits Settlements

 

41156 C S   1903 $100 Purple & Green on Yellow with SPECIMEN overprint, mint lh, very fine 122s 300 
   (SG £700) 

41157 F   238 1837 Folded entire from Penang to London, rated 2s4d, with rare boxed black “PINANG /  1’500 
   1837 SE 7 / POST OFFICE” & red boxed India Letter Gravesend alongside, a very fine  
   example of the short lived Penang ds 

41158 F  238 1839 Entire Penang to Madras with fine strike in red of the rare boxed “PENANG / SHIP  1’000 
   LETTER / 1839 Feb..../ Bearing, 2as” the value in black ms, Madras Ship Letter arrival  
   hs alongside, some light cover stains, extremely rare, ex Tay (who states “one of only  
   three examples of this Penang marking recorded”) 

41159 F  238 1854 Folded entire from Penang to Scotland rated 1s10d, bearing clear black boxed  200 
   “PENANG / 18 December / Bearing 2 Annas” on reverse, obverse shows boxed black  
   “BEARING,” some cover faults, scarce, ex P. H. Tay 

41160 F  238 India Used in Singapore: 1857 (May) Folded entire to Hong Kong, with 1856 1a tied  500 
   clear crisp octagonal “B172” of Singapore, rate “4” which reflects postage due from  
   the addressee, with Singapore & Hong Kong bs, cover stains, very fine & a scarce usage 

 

41161 F   1858 (Sep 3) Envelope to England with India 1855-56 1a strip of four and pair tied by  3’000 
   “B / 172” numeral, London arrival below and Singapore bs, odd tone spot, very fine   
   and attractive 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may 
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 
months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s 
account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer unders-
tands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even 
though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by 
their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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41162 G   1859 Large piece with India 1855 4a black on blue glazed paper BISECT plus normal, 35b 20’000 
   with bisect side tied by octagonal numeral, with Singapore, Dublin and Belfast cds,  
   below, very rare, cert. BPA (1950) 
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41163 F  238 1861 Folded entire from Penang to Hong Kong, with part black “PENANG” cds and Hong  100 
   Kong cds on reverse, some cover stains, scarce

PENANG FIVE COLOUR FRANKING TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

 

41164 F   1863 Entire from Penang via Marseille to Boston, franked by 1856-64 1/2a blue, 2a  12’000 
   yellow-buff, 4a black & 8a carmine, each cancelled or tied by “B/147” (with “147”  
   duplex), red crayon “1/11” rate, London Paid and Boston arrival plus “16 cents”  
   accountancy alongside, some light creasing, a wonderful 5-colour franking full   
   of character, probably unique  
     
   Provenance: Seybold, 1910 

41165 F  238 India Used in Penang: 1864 Entire letter to Switzerland, franked 1856 8a rose pair,  600 
   tied Penang duplex with diamond numeral “147”, array of Swiss transit and arrival bs,  
   very fine & a scarce usage, cert. Holcombe (1987) 

41166 F  240 1866 (Jan) Native cover from Singapore to Rembang, Dutch East Indies, addressed in  1’000 
   Chinese with red chops, with India 1856-66 1a brown tied by “B / 172” numeral, arrival  
   cds adjacent, minor faults, attractive 

41167 F  238 1893 (May 8) 1c Postal stationery card sent from Singapore to the Netherlands, French  100 
   paquebot cds adjacent, folded in half on arrival and sealed with two 2 1/2c Dutch  
   postage dues, unusual 

Malayan Federation

41168 F  240 1917 (Mar 29) Registered envelope sent from Ipoh Sub Office to France, uprated with  50 
   1904-22 3c & 10c and reverse with four vignettes for Robert’s Memorial, War Relief,  
   Red Cross Fund and Belgian Relief, all tied by Ipoh Sub Office cds, with Penang and  
   Nantes cds, opened for display, fine and attractive 

Malaya Sarawak

41169 H   www 1869-1965, Mint & used collection, with some high values, better incl.1869 3c mint and  Offer 
   1948 $5 mint nh, mostly very fine (Est. € 150/200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41164
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Malaya

41170 CC C H  1880-2006, Mint & used collection in 6 albums/stockbooks and loose of Straits  Offer 
 F   Settlements, Federation, Malaysia and States, wide ranging although slightly sparsely  
   filled with high value often fiscally used, plenty of 1948 Silver Wedding sets, some  
   FDCs, plus some Brunei & Hong Kong, worth going through (Est. € 500/700) 

Maldive Islands

41171 CC C  www 1906-1980s, Mint collection loaded with all the commemorative sets of scouts, flowers,  Offer 
   butterflies, transport and everything else incl. all the m/s, also the better early  
   1906 & 1933 sets with both watermarks, etc., no empty spaces! (Est. € 800/1’000) 

Mauritius

41172   www 1847 “POST OFFICE” issue reprints from the original plate (prior to it being presented  2’400 
   to the RPS), with both values on each sheetlet (one in blue and one in orange), THREE  
   SETS, very fine and scarce 

41173  240 1847 “POST OFFICE” issue reprints from the original plate (prior to it being presented  1’000 
   to the RPS), with both values on each sheetlet (one in blue and one in orange), very  
   fine and scarce 

 

41174 H   1848-59 Earliest Impression 1d Orange-Vermilion on yellowish paper, top left corner 3 15’000 
   marginal with huge margins, cancelled by barred circle, two small corner creases at  
   lower right, a superb looking example, cert. BPA (1987) & RPS (1988) 

41175 H  240 1848-59 1d Red-Brown (Latest Impression) vertical pair with fine to huge margins, 24 200 
   cancelled by void barred ovals, affixed to envelope which it does not belong to 

41176 F  240 1850 (Nov 16) Stampless lettersheet to France with “PACKET LETTER / MAURITIUS” oval ds  50 
   and “Foreign Letter” hs, French arrivals, fine and attractive 

41177 C J  www 1858-62 (No value) blue in lower left corner marginal block of 8, mint large part og, 31 30 
   some minor soiling to reverse at left and light creases, still an attractive block 

 

41178 H   1859 Sherwin 2d Blue, “D” Flaw, position 2 from the plate of 12, showing substantial  1’300 
   inking flaw over “D” of “PAID” - apparently only one of two known examples with such a  
   flaw from this issue, just clear to four margins and has a tear at left, still  
   attractive 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41174
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41179 C   1859-61 1s Yellow-Green mint og pair, very fine and fresh (SG £1’200+) 35 200

RARE LAPIROT-BRITANNIA COMBINATION COVER

 

41180 F   1859 (Nov 10) Folded entire from the well known Pipon Bell correspondence in Mauritius 39+32 6’000 
   to Calcutta, franked 1859 Lapirot 2d blue (lifted & hinged back in place) from the worn  
   impression in combination with 1859 6d blue, both superbly cancelled by clear circular  
   “PAID” in black, Mauritius GPO crowned ds & Calcutta Steam Letter ds, both on reverse,  
   fine & an important exhibition showpiece 

41181 F  240 1870 (Apr 8) Envelope from Mauritius to Mahé, Seychelles, with 1863-72 4d rose tied  200 
   by “B53” numeral, with Mauritius bs, an uncommon usage, fine, ex Winchester 

41182 F  240 1889 (Jul 11) 8c Postal stationery envelope uprated with 1883-94 4c carmine pair and  200 
   2c green, all tied by “B53” numerals, sent registered to Reunion with Mauritius reg’d  
   oval ds below, indistinct arrivial bs, minor soiling otherwise fine 

41183 CC S  240 1898 Diamond Jubilee 36c with SPECIMEN overprint in vertical strip of five, mint nh, 133s 100 
   very fine, ex Baillie (SG £250+) 

41184 F  240 1937 Roland Garros “Maurice France ... Voyage de retour” (hs cachet on reverse) with  300 
   five 25c KGV tied by Curepipe cds (20 JA / 37), GPO transit on back, Shepherd’s Bush  
   bs (13 FEB / 1937), forwarded in England, fine (Mü. pts 5’000; 40 flown) 

41185 F S   www Group of ten unused postal stationery items incl. 3c on 1c Coat of Arms with Specimen  Offer 
   ovpt (H&G E7), QV 9d embossed envelope with Cancelled ovpt (H&G B2), plus H&G FC3, 11,  
   17 & 30, B19 & 19a, C1 & 16F, fine (Est. € 300/400) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41179
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Montserrat

 

41186 41188

41186 C   1884-85 4d Blue, mint large part og, fine and scarce, cert. BPA (1977) (SG £1’800) 11 500

Morocco Agencies (British Post Offices)

41187 F  240 1933 ZEPPELIN: Registered postcard franked 1Sh + 3d Marocco Agencies bearing oval  160 
   registered TANGIER 29.7.33 ds alongside Zeppelin cachets ‘4.Anschlussflug zur  
   Südamerikafahrt’ in lilac and ‘Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin 1933 Südamerikafahrt’ in  
   orange red, etc., at back Pernambuco arrival marking, scarce 

Natal 

41188 H   1902-03 1s Carmine & Pale Blue with INVERTED WATERMARK, neat cds and light crayon 136w 300 
   mark, listed but unpriced by SG, very fine and rare 

41189 H F    246 1857-89, Small selection on two exhibition pages showing a nice selection of the  Offer 
   embossed stamps including a 3d on cover to England and some singles from the 1882-89  
   issue (Est. € 700/1’000) 

 

41190 C H F    1857-1910, Collection extensively written up on 127 pages (in German), with mint,  Offer 
   used, covers, postal stationery (incl. specimens), etc., starting with three 1857 3d  
   rose plus some reprints, the following issues with a good deal of completion with  
   varieties, various settings of ovpt, multiples, two Chalon Head cover, 1902 £1.10  
   mint, 1908-09 mint set to £1 plus set to 10s in mint blocks of four, some specimens  
   incl. 1902 2s to £20, followed by a cancellation study, some officials, fiscals,  
   censored mail, etc., plus mint Zululand ovpts on GB & Natal stamps, a great collection  
   with further room for specialisation and study (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

Nauru

 

41191 41192

41191 C   1916-23 Waterlow 5s Rose-Carmine, mint lh (right margin reattached), very fine, cert. 17 800 
   BPA (1976) (SG £2’500)  

41192 C   1916 2s6d to 10s, mint hinge remainder, fine & well centered (SG £420) 21-23 150

41193 CC J   www 1995 United Nations 50th Anniversary 75c and $1.50 sheetlets of 25, plus two $1.50  100 
   imperf. sheetlets 
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41194   No lot

41194   No lot

New Guinea

41196 F  246 1919 (Jan 22) Envelope with 1918-23 1/2d, 1d, 4d & 5d KGV Heads and 2d, 2 1/2d, 3d,  100 
   6d, 9d & 1s Roos, all tied by Rabaul cds, Sydney and Bern arrival bs, some soil spots  
   otherwise a fine and attractive philatelic franking 

41197 F    246 1919-20, Eight registered covers to England bearing all different frankings of the  Offer 
   overprinted Australian Roos and KGV issues, fine (Est. € 120/200) 

 

41198 C   1935 £5 Emerald-Green, mint lh, very fine (SG £700) 205 300

New Hebrides

41199 F  246 1909 (May 8) Picture postcard sent to New Caledonia with 1908 5c green tied by Port  100 
   Villa cds, underpaying the long message postcard rate with “T” in triangle hs and ms  
   “0.10”, a few pinholes, a rare example of the underpaid mail 

 

41200 DCE S    1925 Dual Currency Issue SPECIMENS, eight values (1/2d, 2d, 2 1/2d, 3d, 4d, 7 1/2d,  150 
   10d and 1s8d) overprinted SPECIMEN together with the very rare COLONIAS overprint of  
   the Spanish Postal Administration, most unusual 

41201 F   246 Group of 41 picture postcards with ethnic and topographical interest from the 1901-16  Offer 
   period, various printers incl. Bergeret (both red and black printed descriptions),  
   Barrau, Caporn, Hume, Le Delay, Rache, a few with written messages, minor duplication  
   (Est. € 300/400) 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the 
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41198
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41200
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41202 F   246 Group of 36 picture postcards from an unknown printer (probably Rache c.1907), this  Offer 
   series is important as being the most commonly used for postal purposes in the 1907-12  
   period, a few with written messages, minor duplication (Est. € 300/400) 

41203 F   246 Group of 11 picture postcards from the scarce Bechade - Campagne du Kersaint series  Offer 
   (ca.1912), a few with written messages (Est. € 80/120) 

41204 F   248 Group of 46 picture postcards from the Cliché maison d’art colonial / Catala freres  Offer 
   (Unis France) series (ca.1920), all unused, minor duplication (Est. € 200/300) 

41205 F   246 Group of 34 picture postcards from the CFNH/EB series 1 format A (1926), printed in  Offer 
   sepia, incl. two examples of the rare double width no.124 (one fine, one average), a  
   few with written messages and minor duplication (Est. €150/200) 

41206 F   248 Group of 37 picture postcards from the CFNH/EB series 1 format B (1928), printed in  Offer 
   green-black, a few with written messages and minor duplication (Est. € 150/200) 

41207 F   248 Group of 61 picture postcards from various printers ca.1920-40s, incl. Domege,  Offer 
   Languedoc, CFNH/EB series 2 (both colourised and b&w), numerous missionary cards and a  
   group of rare amateur photocards, some with written messages and minor duplication  
   (Est. € 300/400) 

41208 P   248 1953 Set of 11 (French inscription) and 1953 Postage Due (Timbre-taxe) ovpt set of 5 F81-F91 3’000 
   imperforate proofs in the issued colours, affixed on pieces of paper, the 40c value  
   with “Approved”, signed and dated below, a rare group 

New South Wales

41209 41210 41211
 

41209 H   1850 1d Dull Carmine on toned white/yellowish paper, with fine to large margins, light 8 150 
   cancel, faint horizontal bend otherwise fine  

41210 H   1850 1d Brownish Red on hard grey/bluish paper with variety “hill unshaded”, good to 12b 200 
   huge margins, light cancel, very fine 

41211 H   1850 1d Carmine on laid paper with variety “no trees on hill”, cut into at top left 14a 100 
   otherwise good margins, light cancel, small crease at bottom left 

 

41212 C DCE   1854 2d Blue, three pairs in different shades, one unused top marginal with four 84 200 
   margins, one with original gum and four margins (some gum creasing), and the darker  
   shade unused with heavy creasing and splitting 

41213 F  248 1854-60 Laureated 2d blue, wmk “2,” tied by oval of bars to locally addressed mourning 86 150 
   cover, boxed “6 O’CLOCK” pmk alongside, SYDNEY FEB6 1855 cds on reverse 

41214 F  248 1854-60 Diadem 6d greenish grey together with two Laureated 2d blue tied by oval of 86+90 300 
   bars to folded cover, Sydney to Parramatta, reverse bears SYDNEY JU19/ 1855 despatch  
   and same-day Parramatta bs, good margins (6d just touched), signed Holcombe 
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41215 4121741216

41215 H   1854-59 8d Golden-Yellow pair, just touched at top otherwise good to very good 97 800 
   margins, several “29” numerals, very fine and scarce pair (SG £2’800) 

41216 C   1860-72 Diadem 8d Orange perf.12, mint hr, quite heavily toned gum, still a fine 150 1’000 
   example of a rare stamp, cert. RPS (1939) (SG £4’500) 

41217 H   1860-72 Diadem 8d Orange perf.12, barred oval cancel, one or two tiny thin spots and a 150 300 
   central stain not too obvious from the front, a nice looking example of this rare  
   stamp, cert. RPS (1938) (SG £1’200) 

41218 C J  248 1860-72 1d Red mint og top marginal block of six, gum toned and vert. creases 155 200 
   affecting each stamp, still a scarce multiple (SG £720+) 

 

41219 J DCE   1861-88 5s Coin proof in brown on ungummed paper with large star wmk and marginal  800 
 P   lines wmk at left, some minor wrinkling at left otherwise fine 

 

41220 C   1894-1904 10s Violet & Claret perf.12x11, showing substantial frame break at top, 275b 80 
   lightly mounted mint, very fine (SG £250) 

 

41221 C   1899 9d on 10d Dull Brown with double surcharge variety, mint part og, very fine (SG 309a,309b 150 
   £250), plus 10d dull brown without surcharge variety, large part og, fine (SG £225) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41219
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41220
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41222 F  258 1845 Folded entire written by an army officer stationed in Parramatta, addressed to  300 
   London and bearing boxed PARRAMATTA/ POST PAID hs in red and SYDNEY JY21/ 1845  
   transit, reverse bears despatch pmk (blue) and arrival cds, neat concessionary rate  
   cover 

41223 F  258 1851 (Jul 31) Folded cover to England with 3d Sydney View yellow-green tied by oval of 39 2’000 
   bars on folded cover from Sydney to London, bearing crisp example of the rare boxed  
   “QUEEN’S WHARF” hs, Sydney cds alongside, arrival bs, fine 

 

41224 F   1854 Registered cover to MANILA, Philippine islands, franked by 6d +3d, red  2’000 
   “Registered Sydney”, boxed “Too late”, red Sydney cds and arrival Manila 18.11.54 cds  
   on back, very fine, very rare 

41225 F  258 1854 (Nov 20) Wrapper from Sydney to England with 1854-59 6d greenish-grey, red “5” 90 150 
   accountancy marking, Sydney bs (RL type 9), paying 6d rate for up to 1/2oz, stamp  
   slightly over the edge of the cover, fine 

41226 F  258 1857 (Jun 17) Cover to HONG KONG, CHINA with 1854-59 6d deep slate, Sydney and Hong 89 460 
   Kong bs, very fine, rare destination 

41227 F  258 1859 (Dec 17) Wrapper with three 1854-59 5d (overlapping each other with rough edges,  100 
   with 3 clear margins at best) tied by Sydney duplex, sent to England and redirected  
   there, with Leamington and Manchester cds, soiled 

41228 F  258 1897 Diamond Jubilee and Hospital Charity 1d (1s) and 2 1/2d (2s6d) tied on individual  300 
   covers, some soiling to envelopes, still an attractive scarce pair 

41229 C H www 1850-1975, Mint & used collection on album pages, starting with Sydney Views 1d (2)  Offer 
 DCE    and 2d, 1851-55 values, 1854-59 5d, 6d & 1s and so on, plus “OS / NSW” perfin  
   selection, mixed condition, a useful collection (Est. € 400/700) 

New Zealand

 

41230 H   1855 Chalon Head, wmk Large Star, 1d dull carmine, 2d blue and 1s green, all three 1-3 1’500 
   values in fresh deep shades and well margined, small paper faults on the 1d and the 1s  
   including thin and small tear, very rare trio 

41231 CC J  www 1907 1/2d Mt. Cook, comb perf.14x15, in complete sheet of 240, each with two vertical 382 200 
   bar ovpt, produced for the Dickie Machine Testing Trials, a great item for researching  
   plate flaws, very fine for such a large sheet 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41224
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41232 CC   1996 Children’s Health 40c WITHDRAWN showing a teddy bear alongside the infant, two  3’000 
   examples in a mini sheet produced for CAPEX 96 stamp expo, very fine and very rare,  
   only a handful known  
     
   Note: The inclusion of the teddy bear facing forwards indicated that the infant was  
   improperly buckled in. In New Zealand, the law states that child car safety seats must  
   face backwards. 

 

41233 H M   1893-1934 Postal fiscals selection of 34 mostly high denomination adhesives up to  700 
   £200, all fiscally used &/or perfined, a very colourful selection of these primarly  
   fiscally used adhesives, scarce assembly 

      

      

      

      

      

     

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may 
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, 
paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at 
the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any 
claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may 
be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at 
the offices of DF.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41232
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Newfoundland

 

41234 H   1857 2d Scarlet-Vermilion, with fine margins all around, light barred cancel, very 2 2’000 
   fine, cert. BPA (2012) (SG £6’000) 

41235 F  258 1889 (Jul 23) OHMS envelope from the GPO at St. Johns to REUNION, with 1887-88 10c  1’200 
   black tied by barred oval cancel, St. Johns cds below, reverse with Paris and  
   Marseille transits, some foxing otherwise fine, a rare destination 

41236 CC   1897-1918 1c Blue-Green in lower sheet block of 60 and top marginal block of 14, mint 85 300 
   nh, very fine (SG £1’344) 

1919 (MAY 18) THE HAWKER & GRIEVE FLIGHT

 

41237 F   Mr. Harry Hawker and his navigator Commander Mackenzie Grieve commenced their attempt  7’000 
   at the first non-stop transatlantic crossing in the afternoon of May 18, 1919. After  
   many problems Hawker decided to ditch in the sea and he and Grieve were rescued by the  
   Danish ship “Mary”. The aeroplane “Atlantic” and the precious bag of mail were  
   salvaged by the S. S. Lake Charlottesville on May 23.  
     
   1919 (Apr 12) Envelope with 1919 (Apr 12) 3c brown with five-line ovpt tied by St.  
   John’s machine cancel, addressed to London, faint soiling as is usual, fine and rare,  
   cert. E. Diena (1981) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41234
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41237
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41238 F   1919 (Apr 12) Envelope with 1919 (Apr 12) 3c brown with five-line ovpt tied by St.  7’000 
   John’s machine cancel, addressed to England, reverse with “Found open and official  
   secured” label, faint soiling as is usual, fine and rare, cert. PF (1974) 

 

41239 F   1919 (May 17) Envelope with 1919 3c Caribou and Great Britain KGV 1 1/2d tied by mute  6’000 
   cancels, with Post Master General’s oval ds adjacent, reverse with London “Found open  
   and officially sealed” label with London cds, incl. original contents “H. G. Hawker is  
   making this attempt on a Sopwith biplane (Rolls Royce engine)...”, fine and rare 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41238
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41239
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1919 (MAY 18) THE RAYNHAM & MORGAN FLIGHT

41240

41245

41244

41243

41242

41241
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41240 DFE   1919 (Apr 19) Envelope front with 1919 3c brown with manuscript overprint “Aerial  5’000 
   Atlantic Mail” by W. C. Campbell (Secretary of the Postal Department) and initialled  
   “J.A.R.” (the Postmaster General), tied by St. John’s machine cancel, an airmail  
   rarity, believed to be less than 30, cert. Holcombe (1991) and BPA (1972)  

41241 F   The so-called “Cleary” bogus mail: 1919 (May 17) 3c Postal stationery envelope   5’000 
   addressed to E. C. Cleary in London, uprated with 1911-16 1c & 2c and 1919 2c & 3c  
   with five-line special overprints (the Coronation 1c & 2c clearly overprinted after  
   being fixed to the envelope), all tied by registered St. John’s cds, minor soiling,  
   still attractive and probably unique, ex “Labrador” 

41242 F   The so-called “Cleary” bogus mail: 1919 (May 1) Envelope with unoverprinted Caribou  3’000 
   1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c and 6c tied by St. John’s machine cancel and registered cds, boxed  
   blue St. John’s ds adjacent, addressed to London, some creasing, attractive and rare,  
   ex “Labrador” 

41243 F   The so-called “Cleary” bogus mail: 1919 (May 17) 3c Postal stationery envelope  3’000 
   addressed to E. C. Cleary in London, uprated with 1919 1c, 2c, 3c & 24 Caribou, with  
   five-line unofficial overprints by journalist Edwin Cleary (incl. the 3c die), all tied by  
   registered St. John’s cds, minor soiling, attractive and rare, cert. E. Diena (1990) 

41244 F   The so-called “Cleary” bogus mail: 1919 (May 1) Envelope with 1919 Caribou 1c, 2c, 3c,  3’000 
   4c, 5c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 12c, 15c & 36c all with ms “Air Post”, tied by St. John’s  
   registered cds, addressed mostly excised, some creasing, attractive and rare 

41245 F   The so-called “Cleary” bogus mail: 1919 (May 17) 2c Postal stationery card with “1st  2’400 
   Atlantic Air Post, Martinsyde, ...” five-line unofficial overprint by journalist Edwin  
   Cleary, cancelled by St. John’s registered cds, fine 

41246

41247

41248

41249

41250

 

41246 C   1919 1c Green with “1st Atlantic / Air Post, / Martinsyde, / Raynham, / Morgan”  2’400 
   unofficial ovpt by journalist E. Cleary, mint hr, couple of faint gum bends, very  
   fine, apparently only one of four unused examples  

41247 C   1919 2c Scarlet with “1st Atlantic / Air Post, / Martinsyde, / Raynham, / Morgan”  2’400 
   unofficial ovpt by journalist E. Cleary, mint hr, light diagonal gum bend, fine and  
   rare, signed Sanabria, Kessler & Cole 

41248 CC   1919 3c Brown with “1st Atlantic / Air Post, / Martinsyde, / Raynham, / Morgan”  2’400 
   unofficial ovpt by journalist E. Cleary, mint nh (slightly toned gum), very fine 

41249 C   1919 5c Ultramarine with “1st Atlantic / Air Post, / Martinsyde, / Raynham, / Morgan”  2’400 
   unofficial ovpt by journalist E. Cleary, mint hr, couple of tone spots, otherwise fine  
   and rare, signed Sanabria, Kessler & Cole 

41250 C   1919 24c Bistre-Brown with “1st Atlantic / Air Post, / Martinsyde, / Raynham, / Morgan”   2’400 
   unofficial ovpt by journalist E. Cleary, mint lh, faintly toned gum, fine and rare 
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41251 F   The Alcock & Brown Flight  1’500 
     
   1919 (Jun 14) Post Office envelope with 1919 Alcock $1 on 15c tied by Island Cover  
   cds, with further strike, Spaniard’s Bay cds, Harbour Grace cds and “ATLANTIC AERIAL  
   MAIL / HANDLEY PAGE” oval ds adjacent, central fold, fine and scarce 

 

41252 C   1919 (Jun 9) $1 on 15c Bright Scarlet with misplaced surcharge in horizontal strip of 143 600 
   three (third stamp rejoined), mint hr, fine and scarce, ex “Labrador” 

 

41253 F   Kerr & Brackley flight  143 2’400 
     
   1919 (Jul 3) 2c Postal stationery card further franked with 1919 (Jun 9) Alcock $1 on  
   15c, both with mute cancels, with “ATLANTIC AERIAL MAIL / HANDLEY PAGE” oval ds and  
   Harbour Grace cds, addressed to London, signed Mark Kerr, a couple of rusty paperclip  
   marks and pinholes 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41251
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41252
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41253
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41254 F   Kerr & Brackley flight  143 2’400 
     
   1919 (Jul 3) 2c Postal stationery card further franked with 1919 (Jun 9) Alcock $1 on  
   15c, both with mute cancels, with “ATLANTIC AERIAL MAIL / HANDLEY PAGE” oval ds and  
   Harbour Grace cds, addressed to London, signed Mark Kerr, very fine 

 

41255 F   Kerr & Brackley  300 
     
   Supplementary Mail: 1919 (Jul 4) Souvenir envelope for the flight with 1919 Caribou 1c  
   and 2c with mute cancels, with Harbour Grace despatch cds and Long Island NY arrival  
   duplex, central vert. crease and minor soiling, fine 

 

41256 F   The “Alcock” Flight  4’400 
     
   1919 (Jul 12) Envelope with 1919 $1 on 15c tied by St. John’s machine cancel, London  
   arrival bs, signed at left by F. P. Raynham (the pilot of the Martinsyde attempt),  
   very fine and scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41254
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41255
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41256
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41257 F   1919 (Jul 12) Envelope with 1919 $1 on 15c showing “no comma” variety, tied by St.  3’000 
   John’s machine cancel, London arrival bs, green arrow partly stuck on highlighting  
   variety, incl. original contents (“Please keep the envelope and stamp”), minor  
   soiling, fine and scarce, cert. Colla (1991) 

41258 F   258 1921-33, Good lot of four covers, three 1921 incl. Halifax “no stop” var. on Nov. 25  400 
   cover to Halifax and NY (Mü. 9), also St. John’s to St. Anthony and to Fogo (Mü.  
   7-8, 7’500pts) and 1933 (July 11) St. John’s - Wabush to Katsao (Mü. 26, 1’000pts),  
   fine group (Mü. 13’500pts) (4) 

 

41259 F   The Pinedo & Prete Flight  7’000 
     
   1927 (May 20) Envelope with 1927 60c black tied by St. John’s machine cancel with  
   Trepassy cds adjacent, Rome arrival bs, backflap missing otherwise fine and rare 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41257
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41259
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41260 F   The Pinedo & Prete Flight  9’000 
     
   Supplementary Mail: 1927 (May 21) envelope with 1927 60c black tied by on arrival by  
   Rome 22.6.27 cds with further strike on reverse, Trepassy 21.5.27 despatch cds  
   adjacent, some minor soiling, rare, one of only 20 covers flown, ex “Labrador”, cert.  
   A. Diena (1971)  
     
   Note: From the final part of the supplementary mail which was not cancelled in  
   Newfoundland in case it was too late for transmission. 

 

41261 F   The Pinedo & Prete Flight  8’000 
     
   1927 (May 21) envelope with 1927 60c black tied by St John’s machine cancel, with  
   Trepassy 20 & 21.5.27 despatch cds and further St. John’s 25.5.27 machine cancel  
   (indicating that it didn’t fly) alongside, rare, mentioned on pg.87 of “Newfoundland  
   Air Mails” by C. H. Harmer 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41260
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41261
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41262 F   The Pinedo & Prete Flight  4’400 
     
   Supplementary Mail: 1927 (May 21) envelope with 1897 60c (unoverprinted) tied on  
   arrival by Rome 22.6.27 cds, Trepassy 21.5.27 despatch cds adjacent, reverse with Rome  
   machine cancel and American-Consulate ds, very fine and rare, one of only 20 covers  
   flown, ex “Labrador”, signed A. Diena  
     
   Note: From the final part of the supplementary mail which was not cancelled in  
   Newfoundland in case it was too late for transmission. 

 

41263 F   1928 (Jun 17) The Stulz & Gordon Flight (with Amelia Earhart as a passenger)  6’000 
     
   1928 (Jun 6) Envelope with 1923-24 1c, 2c, 3c & 4c uncancelled, with Great Britain 1  
   1/2d tied by London cds on arrival, Trepassy despatch cds adjacent, incl. original  
   contents, very fine and very rare, only 3 items known 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41262
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41263
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41264 F   Kingsford Smith & van Dyk  2’800 
     
   1930 (Jun 26) Envelope with 1929-31 4c tied by Harbour Grace cds and USA 2c Washington  
   with mute cancel, signed at left by Kingsford Smith, New York arrival bs, some  
   creasing otherwise fine and rare, only 7 items thought to have been flown 

 

41265 F   1930 (October) Boyd & Connor flight  3’400 
     
   1930 (Sep 25) Envelope with 1930 50c on 36c tied by St. John’s machine cancel,  
   addressed to England, Harbour Grace bs, very fine and scarce 

 

41266 F   Boyd & Connor flight   400 
     
   1930 (Oct 9) Envelope with 5c Train tied by Harbour Grace cds, signed by pilot J.  
   Errol Boyd, scarce and fine (Mü 19a, 25’000 pts, only 50 such carried thus scarcer  
   than the “Columbia” frankings) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41264
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41265
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41266
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41267 F   Boyd & Connor Flight  400 
     
   1930 (Oct 9) Envelope with 1929-31 4c tied by Harbour Grace cds, signed at left by the  
   pilot Boyd and the navigator Connor, incl. original contents, some backflap faults  
   otherwise fine 

 

41268 C   1932 $1.50 DO-X Trans-Atlantic Flight Surcharge, lh, very fine (SG £225)  100

41268A

41268A C   UNIQUE Partial Double Surcharge Unused  15’000 
      
   1933 $4.50 Balbo Flight Surcharge, partial double surcharge, near-coincident but clearly    
   and plainly visible in the numbers of the date and value, position 1 of the setting and the    
   only one known thus, shows partial offset of the surcharge on reverse as well, part og,    
   a magnificent showpiece with only one example of the variety known but on cover (ex Cyril    
   Harmer), small surface mark at left (seems to be from the surcharging process), very fine   
   in all respects, 2010 cert. BPA (Unitrade C18iii, priced on cover only)

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41267
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41268
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Niger Coast Protectorate

41269 41270 41271 41272
 

41269 C   1893 Old Calabar provisional 1/2d on 2d (violet surch. type 3), mint lh with red paper 9 180 
   adherence as is common, very fine (SG £500) 

41270 C   1893 Old Calabar provisional 1/2d on 2 1/2d (blue surch. type 4), mint lh with minor 14 150 
   red paper adherence as is common, very fine (SG £425) 

41271 C   1893 Old Calabar provisional 1/2d on 2 1/2d (blue surch. type 9), mint hr with red 32 150 
   paper adherence as is common, fine (SG £425) 

41272 C   1893 Old Calabar provisional 1/2d on 2 1/2d (green surch. type 9), mint hr with minor 33 150 
   red paper adherence as is common, very fine (SG £450) 

41273 F  258 1898 (Jan 7) Envelope with GB 1887-1900 2 1/2d Jubilee tied by Royal Niger Company  150 
   Burutu boxed ds (sans-serif, type T6), with Liverpool and London cds, slightly toned  
   and opened on three sides, a crisp example of the cancel 

41274 F S   www Comprehensive mint QV postal stationery collection with many scarce items, range of  Offer 
   formats of the 2d registration envelopes, incl. specimens, plus reg’d envelope uprated  
   with 1894 2 1/2d blue to Belgium, a difficult assembly (23) (Est. € 400/700) 

 

41275 CC C H  1892-98, Specialised collection with over 300 different stamps, with an excellent  Offer 
 DCE    selection of postmarks incl. 1892-94 2 1/2d pair tied on piece by royal arms in double  
   circle “British Vice Consulate – Old Calabar,” 5d strip of five tied on piece by  
   three clear strikes of the Oil Rivers oval for Brass dated “14 Aug 92”, 1894 and  
   1897-98 issues are also strong incl. mint multiples, a delightful collection with some  
   rare and interesting items (Est. € 1’000/2’000) 

North Borneo

 

41276 H   1891-92 6c on 8c Green with light red cds, very fine and rare, signed B. Behr (SG £4’500) 54 1’000

41277 C   www 1916 Set of 3 “cents” surcharge, mint hr, very fine (SG £110) and 1916 red cross in 186-200 120 
   vermilion (shiny ink) values to 24c (excl. 25c only from the set), mint hr, very fine  
   (SG £550) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41275
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41276
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41278 41279 41280

41278 C    1916 Set of 12 (excl. 4c) with red cross in carmine (matt ink) surcharge, mint hr, 202/213a 300 
   very fine (SG £1’100) 

41279 C    1918 Set of 17 with “RED CROSS” surcharge, mint hr, very fine (SG £1’100) 214-234 300

41280 C    1918 Set of 17 with “+” surcharge, mint hr, 4c on $1 with a little paper adhesion on 235-252 200 
   gum, otherwise the rest is very fine (SG £750) 

41281 CC C www 1886-1961, Mint & used selection of North Borneo and Labuan on album pages, most of  Offer 
 H     the used is CTO (the black bars cancel), 1948 $10 Silver Wedding mint nh is one of the  
   better stamps (Est. € 80/120) 

41282 H   www 1887-1900 Collection on album leaves: North Borneo & Labuan, all used cto as usual for  Offer 
   this country, mostly very fine (Est. € 200/300) 

Northern Rhodesia

 

41283 CC   1963 Arms 20s with BLACK OMITTED (1 of the 2 black in plates) resulting in the value 88a 1’000 
   being omitted, in mint nh vertical strip of three, very fine and scarce, only 180  
   known (Pierron ZMB176a, £1’100 each) 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41283
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Nova Scotia

41284 41285
 

41284 C   1851-60 3d Bright Blue with fine to good margins, mint hr, very fine and fresh, 3 340 
   photocopy of cert. RPS as a block of six 

41285 DCE   1851-60 3d Pale Dull Blue on bluish paper, just touched at left corner otherwise fine 4 200 
   to good margins, unused without gum, very fine, cert. Holcombe 

Nyasaland

41286 CC S  258 1934-35 1/2d to 1s set of 7 (excl. the later 4d & 9d) with SPECIMEN perforation, each 114s-122s 200 
   value in marginal vertical strips of 3, mint nh, very fine, ex Conrad Latto & Baillie 

41287 CC C   www 1908-1964 Collection on Scott pages, noted many shilling & pound values, all mint  Offer 
   hinged and some modern even never hinged, a very clean collection and good base for  
   further expansion, STC £ 1000+, (Est € 400/600) 

Orange Free State

41288 C H F   258 1860-1900 Collection of mint, used, covers and postal stationery, extensively written  Offer 
   up on 80 pages (in German), starting with a COGH 4d Triangular on incoming cover, the  
   issued stamps with multiples, shades, cancellation interest, the various ovpt  
   settings, a few nice covers, plus a group of money orders to a £1 and telegraph  
   stamps, a great collection for the specialist to expand on (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

41289 C   www 1868-1908 Collection on 3 Scott pages, all mint hinged and mostly very fine, a fresh  Offer 
   collection, STC £1’450 (Est. € 250/350) 

  

41290 C H F   1900-09 Orange Free State (British Occupation & Crown Colony) collection of mint,  Offer 
 DFE    used, covers and postal stationery (incl. specimens), extensively written up on 91  
   pages (in German), incl. a specialised mint selection of the V.R.I ovpts with the  
   various printings incl. varieties such as double surcharge, “V.R.I” omitted, number  
   omitted, etc., a good deal of censored mail, some cancel groups, etc., a great  
   collection to expand and develop (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

Pakistan

41291 C H  www Wonderful lifetime’s work of a collector on several hundreds of album pages with  0-0 
 F  detailed descriptions housed in 16 well filled albums, mint and used, incl. multiples,  
   sheets, part-sheets and large multiples, imprints, plate blocks, special  
   cancellations, etc., postal history from the first KGVI issues onwards, crash mail, a  
   plethora of specialities like inverted wmks, double prints, missing colours, imperfs,  
   paper-folds, shifted overprints, etc., also some good ‘work in progress’, waiting  
   to be incorporated into the collection, most of the value is in the first 5 years, as  
   well as excellent officials for all time periods (Est. €10’000/15’000) 
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Pakistan Bahawalpur

41292 CC  J   258 1949 UPU Anniversary: Specialized collection of commemorative issue and Official  350 
   overprint showing both perforations, imperforate sets & blocks of 4, also plate number  
   blocks, one large block showing 1 adhesive with nearly completely missing overprint  
   due to paper fold and 4 covers, scarce and seldom offered together 

Papua

 

41293 CC C   1932 1/2d to £1 pictorials, never hinged, very fine, mint hinge remainder, 2s6d, 10s  300 
   and £1 never hinged (SG £500) 

Papua New Guinea

41294 F   www 1949-90, Collection of ca.250 covers with a specialised interest in cancels, very  Offer 
   neatly presented, incl. Australia stamps used in New Guinea, a vast array of cancels  
   and frankings, a difficult collection to repeat (Est. € 500/1’000) 

Prince Edward Island

41295 C   www 1862-72, Mint selection incl. 1862-69 perf. 11 1/2 to 12 1d to 9d, 1870 4 1/2d (2) and  Offer 
   1872 1c to 12c (plus extra 2c & 4c), mixed condition (SG £524.50) (Est. € 50/80) 

Queensland

41296 F  272 1873 (Nov 29) Envelope from Brisbane to Scotland with 1868-74 3d olive-green and 3d 65+67 80 
   Brown Chalon Heads tied by Q.L. obliterator, cover tear not affecting adhesives, one 3d  
   small fault, portion of backflap missing, unusual combination of two different printings 

41297 F  272 1875 (Mar 28) Envelope with three 1868-74 2d blue perf.12 (single and pair), tied by  200 
   faint cancel and Brisbane despatch cds, forwarded on arrival in England with 1858-79  
   1d red pl.140 tied by Birmingham cds, reverse with Sydney, Birmingham and Malvern cds,  
   minor soiling and tone spots, an attractive mixed franking 

 

41298 F   1893 (Feb 16) Envelope from Rockhampton to England with three 1890-94 1d vermilion-red  500 
   tied by “391” numerals, London bs, backflap missing, according to Manning’s  
   “Queensland Numeral Cancellations” this numeral is know to have been used at  
   Rockhampton but “no tie seen to Rockhampton”, rated RRRRR meaning maximum only one or  
   two are known, very rare 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41293
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41298
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Rhodesia

 

41299 H    NEGATIVE SEALS: Small selection inc. 1897 1/2d, 1898-1908 1d pair & 2d and Double  300 
   Heads 6d pair and 1s, all with negative seal cancels, some faults, a scarce group (6) 

 

41300 C   1910-13 Double Head £1 Scarlet & Reddish Mauve ERROR OF COLOUR, mint hr, fine and 166a 6’000 
   fresh (SG £10’000) 

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

41301

41302

41303

 

41301 CC J   1954-56 1d Ultramarine with “POSTAGE DUE” hs diagonally in black in mint nh lower  6’000 
   marginal block of four, pos.43/54, see note in SG Part 1 under Postage Due stamps,  
   very fine and rare, cert. BPA (2011)  

41302 CC C J   1954-56 1d Ultramarine with “POSTAGE DUE” hs diagonally in violet in mint nh block of  2’600 
   four, see note in SG Part 1 under Postage Due stamps, very fine and rare, cert. BPA (2011) 

41303 CC   1954-56 1d Ultramarine with “POSTAGE DUE” hs diagonally in black in mint nh pair, pos.  2’000 
   7-8, see note in SG Part 1 under Postage Due stamps, very fine and rare, cert. BPA (2011) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41300
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St. Helena

41304 F  272 1902 (Jul 22) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1884-94 1/2d, 1d, 2d, 2 1/2d, 34/45 100 
   4d, 6d & 1s all tied by St. Helena “C” cds, London and Oldenburg bs, very fine 

 

41305 CC   1894 1s on 6d Yellow-Green with DOUBLE OVERPRINT, mint nh, slight gum wrinkle at top 45a 3’000 
   right not detracting, very fine and fresh, cert. Brandon (1986) (SG £4’750) 

41306 4130841307
 

41306 CC   1922-37 15s Grey & Purple on blue, mint never hinged, very fine (SG £1’000) 113 600

41307 C J   1922-37 15s Grey & Purple on blue block of four, mint lh (on top two stamps only), 113 2’400 
   light diagonal gum bend on lower right stamp not noticeable from the front, otherwise  
   a very fine and rare multiple (SG £4’000++) 

41308 C   1922-37 15s Grey & Purple on blue, mint hr, very fine (SG £950) 113 300

  

41309 CC C   1961 Tristan Relief Fund set of four, all with top/bottom margins, 2 1/2c+3d large 172-175 2’800 
   part og (small patch of gum missing from the foot) the rest mint nh, very fine and  
   scarce set (SG £7’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41305
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St. Vincent

 

41310 H   1881 4d Bright Blue, mint large part og, fine, fresh colour, scarce, cert. Fiedl 38 400 
   (1977) (SG £1’200) 

Samoa

41311 L  www 1877-1900, Reference collection and detailed study of the first issues, extensively  Offer 
   written up, about 80 examples present with a focus on the “mint” with some  
   particularly attractive and dangerously accurate copies seen (Est. € 300/400) 

41312 H  www 1877-1900 Interesting collection housed on specialised album leaves, mostly used,  Offer 
   seemingly complete, from 1877 through to 1900 save 1 stamp, the first issues 1870-82  
   have a few originals and then everything else original inc. provisional govt ovpts to  
   2s6d, nice old time collection (Est. € 100/150) 

Seychelles

41313 F  272 1846 (Mar) Folded letter (outer only, originally 2 leaves) from famous missionary Rev.  1’000 
   de la Fontaine, sent to London with transits of Mauritius and St. Denis, Reunion,  
   obverse with ms “8” rate (6d per half oz. plus 2d captain’s gratuity) and circled  
   “PP”, reverse with “SHIP LETTER” s/l hs and London cds, rare and excellent  
   illustration for the difficulties of mail from such a remote area, very fine 

41314 F  272 1855 Cover almost certainly sent from the Seychelles with ms “recommended for franking  1’000 
   at Reunion or Mauritius” (translation), sent to France via Mauritius with red  
   Mauritius Packet Letter oval ds, ms “1/-” and French 10c hs on arrival with Marseille  
   and Paris transits, very fine and rare precursor mail 

 

41315 F   1866 (Aug 23) Envelope to the USA with Mauritius 1863-72 6d green and 1s orange-buff  2’000 
   tied by light “B64” numerals, with London and Philadelphia cds additionally tying the  
   franking, reverse with Seychelles cds (with inverted code letter B), a highly  
   appealing showpiece, ex Weiss, fine 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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41316 F   1869 (Oct 23) Envelope from Capt. David Allen’s wife on board the barque “Merlin” to  5’000 
   their house-sitting cousin at home in New Bedford, Mass., during their 4 year whaling  
   voyage in the Indian Ocean, franked with Mauritius 1863-72 2d strip of three and 1s all  
   with good strikes of the “B64” numeral, London and New York cds plus accountancy hs,  
   reverse with Seychelles code B plus arrival bs, an important franking and usage, fine 

 

41317 F   1872 (May 7) Envelope to France with Mauritius 1863-72 4d pair tied by “B64” numerals,  1’000 
   with red octagonal “POS.AN.V.SUEZ / P.F.AMB.MARS.” paquebot ds adjacent, Seychelles  
   code B and Paris bs, believed carried on the steamer “Danube” to Aden, then via Suez  
   to Marseille, an attractive and important showpiece, ex Farmer, G. South & Weiss 

41318 F  272 1879 (Feb 8) Envelope to France with Mauritius 1878 25c on 6d (corner fault) tied by  500 
   “B64” numeral, with red octagonal “POSS.AN. / PAQ.FRA. N° 2” paquebot ds adjacent,  
   reverse with Seychelles code B cds, as well as Marseille and Uzes bs, cover with fault  
   at foot else quite appealing, ex Farmer, G. South and Weiss 

41319 F  272 1887 (Sep 28) Barkly correspondence cover from Government House, Seychelles (imprint  1’000 
   and Arms on flap) to England, with 1883-94 16c vertical pair paying double the rate,  
   tied by “B64” numerals and Seychelles code C (inverted) cds, London bs, cover with  
   small ms “2” to indicate weight (at top right), slight soiling, fine and rare, ex Cdr.  
   Burnett, Dr. G. Scott and Weiss 

41320 F  272 1896 (Dec 22) Commercial envelope sent registered to Paris with 1893 15c on 16c die II  300 
   vert. pair tied by Seychelles code A cds, red “MODANE A PARIS” cds on face, Paris bs,  
   fine and scarce commercial usage 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41316
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41321 F  272 1897 (Mar 25) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1892 die II 2c, 4c, 8c, 10c &  100 
   16c plus 1893 3c & 12c, all tied by Seychelles “A” cds, with French transit and Ulm  
   arrival bs, very fine 

41322 F  272 1901 (May 28) Envelope sent registered to England with 1892 die II set of six, 1893  100 
   3c, 12c & 15c plus 1893 15c on 16c, all tied by Seychelles “A” cds, with London  
   arrival bs, some minor tone spots otherwise fine 

41323 F  272 1901 (Dec 28) Envelope sent registered to Mauritius with 1893 3c vert. pair and  100 
   1897-1900 18c tied by Seychelles code A cds, Mauritius registered oval ds adjacent,  
   small boxed carrier hs on reverse, some minor soiling, a fine commercial usage 

41324 F  272 1903 (May 8) Picture postcard (“Coco de Mer et ses Fleurs”) to EGYPT with 1897-1900 6c  80 
   tied by Seychelles code B cds, the EARLIEST RECORDED use (by a few days) of such an  
   item from Seychelles, with octagonal Ligne V N° 4 paquebot ds, Suez and Alexandria  
   arrivals, redirected to Trieste, great showpiece, very fine 

41325 F  272 1903 (May 12) Picture postcard to France with 1893 3c tied by Seychelles code B cds  100 
   with “B” inverted, underpaid with triangular “T” hs and pair of France 10c postage  
   dues applied on arrival at Evreux, “MARSEILLE A LA REUNION / LV.N°2” transit, card  
   with corner fault else fine 

41326 F  www 1903-04, Two picture postcards to France with 1903 6c tied, first (“Giant Tortoise”)  50 
   by Seychelles code B cds (DE 8 / 03), other (“Le Coco de Mer”) with code A cds (7 SP  
   04), each with octagonal “LA REUNION A MARSEILLE / L.V.N°4” ds, very fine duo 

41327 F  276 1904-05, Two items; 1905 (Jan 7) mourning envelope to England with 1903 3c pair tied  50 
   by Seychelles code A cds; and 1904 (Feb 11) picture postcard (tanks at Aden) to France  
   with 1903 6c tied by code A cds, fine 

41328 F  276 1906 (Jul 4) Pre-printed envelope to England with 1903 3c on 15c left marginal block  150 
   of 18, tied by Seychelles code C cds, London reg’d oval and hooded circle on reverse,  
   horizontal fold and some hinge marks clear of stamps, a fine and important franking 

41329 F  276 1906 (Aug 7) OHMS envelope sent registered to France with 1903 12c & 30c tied by  100 
   Seychelles “B” cds, reverse with complete “Chief Civil Commissioner” wax seal and  
   Paris arrival, some ink smudges at left, fine 

41330 F  276 1909 (Dec 12) Picture postcard (“Camp of Labourers Astove-Island”) sent to MAURITIUS,  40 
   with 1906 2c pair and single tied by Seychelles no-code cds (DE 12 / 09), with  
   Mahébourg and Mauritius arrivals adjacent, unusual and scarce franking, minor  
   soiling, fine 

41331 F  276 1911 (May 6) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1893 3c on 4c, 1893 3c,  100 
   1897-1900 6c, 1901 3c on 10c, 2c on 16c & 3c on 36c, plus 1903 3c on 15c (2), 3c on  
   18c and 3c on 45c, all tied by Seychelles “A” cds, with Hamburg arrival bs, fine 

41332 F  276 1913 (Aug 10) Envelope to the USA with 1912 6c pair and single tied by Seychelles code  150 
   C cds, very scarce KGV commercial cover, fine 

41333 F   www 1893-1909, Group of 6 postal stationery cards to Germany, incl. 6c on 8c brown, 4c red  100 
   uprated with 1903 2c, 4c red uprated with 1892 2c, 4c red and 6c blue cancelled by  
   “B64” and 8c brown, fine with odd tone spots 

41334 F  www 6c blue post card, three examples (two reply part of a reply-paid postcard), one sent  100 
   to Germany in 1895 with “B64” cancel, code 1 cds and “AUSTRALIE / PAQ. FR. T. N° 1”  
   ds adjacent; one sent to Germany in 1912 with Seychelles no-code cds; and one to  
   England with Victoria code B cds (JU 14 / 15), a fine trio 

41335 F  276 8c+8c Reply-paid postcard sent to to MONTENEGRO, cancelled by “B64” numeral, with  50 
   Seychelles code I cds (16 NO / 94) and French paquebot ds adjacent, slight toning,  
   fine and rare destination 

41336 F  276 3c on 4c reply-paid postcard with “LOCAL” overprint, sent to Germany uprated with 1906  100 
   3c with DENTED FRAME VARIETY (SG 61a, £170), both cancelled by Seychelles cds (SP 3 /  
   09), tear through both cards at left, rare, fine overall 
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41337 F  276 15c Envelope (long format) to France, cancelled by “B64” numeral, with Seychelles code  80 
   I cds (AP 17 / 96) adjacent, with “AP 17” DATE INVERTED, French paquebot ds and Paris  
   bs, most unusual exhibit item, fresh and very fine 

41338 F  276 18c on 30c Provisional envelope, two examples, one sent registered to England uprated  200 
   with 1896 18c on 45c (surcharge shifted to right), both cancelled with Seychelles code  
   A cds (OC 27 / 96), very fine; plus another sent to Ass’t Paymaster of the SMS  
   “Condor” at ZANZIBAR (bs) with code B cds (AU 6 / 96), slight toning and additional  
   franking very neatly removed, fine duo 

41339 F  276 1897 (Mar 26) 15c Postal stationery envelope sent registered to Germany with 1892 die  100 
   II 10c and 1893 15c on 16c, all cancelled by Seychelles “A” cds, French transit  
   adjacent and arrival bs, some abrasion spots affecting the 10c otherwise fine 

41340 F  276 1901 (May 12) 6c on 8c Postal stationery envelope sent to France, uprated with five  100 
   1897-1900 2c all cancelled by Seychelles “A” cds, French arrival bs, envelope toned  
   otherwise fine 

41341 F S   www Group of seven mainly unused postal stationery items incl. KEVII registered envelopes  Offer 
   (different formats, one used with stamp missing), KGVI reg’d env., “SIX CENTS” on 8c  
   Tortoise (small format) with specimen ovpt, 15c Tortoise (long format) and 30c brown  
   Landscape, fine (Est. € 300/400) 

Sierra Leone

41342 CC J  276 1897 Surcharge Fiscal 2 1/2d on 6d in top right corner marginal block of 15 with plate 59-62 300 
   no.1, mint nh (mounted in margin only), showing the four different settings (marked  
   lightly in pencil on reverse), a scarce and very fine positional item (SG £700 as singles) 

41343 CC J M  278 REVENUES: 1884 6d lilac complete double pane of 40 with “140” sheet number, with full  100 
   margins, mint nh (mounted in margin only), small amount of creasing nearly all in the  
   margins, fine and fresh (Barefoot 3) 

41344 C J M  276 REVENUES: 1884 6d lilac complete pane of 20 with full margins, mint og, small amount  50 
   of toning and a light vert. crease, fine appearance, ex Baillie (Barefoot 3) 

41345 H F   278 1859-1961, Used selection in a small stock book with 10 covers/cards (incl. 1894 A.R.  Offer 
   cover to USA with 1/2d (4) and 2 1/2d (4) with red Freetown cds, faults), better  
   stamps incl. 1896-97 2s, 1903 5s & £1, 1912-21 10s, 1932 10s, etc., very nice  
   selection (Est. € 300/400) 

Singapore

41346 CC C H   1948-2012, Mint & used collection in two albums plus some FDCs (70+), presentation  Offer 
   packs, booklets, covers, min.sheets etc., mostly complete and mint nh from 1980  
   (Est. € 300/400) 

South Africa

41347 CC C H www 1862-2000, Attractive and valuable mint & used collection of South Africa with  Offer 
 F    Colonies and Republics in eleven albums or stockbooks, colonies with Natal showing a  
   selection Chalons, Cape with some Triangular and good Sitting Hope section, Mafeking  
   incl. 1900 1d on 1/2d and 6d on 3d, Boer War pmks, Bechuanaland, Griqualand,  
   Transvaal, Orange Free State and Colony, Stellaland, British South Africa Company  
   incl. Rhodesia Double-Heads section, then Republic of South Africa with varieties and  
   proofs incl. Van Riebeck’s ship of center and frame in blocks of four, later years  
   with Cylinder Blocks, etc. (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

41348 F DFE  278 1866-1947, Lot of 20 items including three “Chalon” covers from Natal, two Mafeking  Offer 
     covers (one with PF certificate), and four Orange State covers, mixed to fine  
   (Est. € 500/800) 
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41349 C H F    1885-1961, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, Swaziland and Zululand collection, mainly used  Offer 
   with some 1930s-50s philatelic covers, with Bechuanaland incl. 1888 1/2d with double  
   ovpt., 1888 5s mint (SG £1’300), 1890 1/2d with inverted ovpt., 1904-13 1s on piece,  
   Swaziland 1933 set, Zululand 1888-93 to 1s, etc., mostly fine (Est. € 600/800) 

41350 F   www 1896-2000, Lot of over 200 covers and cards, practically all commercially used, mainly  Offer 
   addressed to the US, postal stationery, airmails, registered mail, censored items,  
   etc. (Est. € 120/200) 

41351 F   1925-2000, Lot of FDCs in eight large stockbooks, noted group of flight covers  Offer 
   including 1925 (13 June) Cape Town-Durban flight, 1932 Johannesburg-London flight and  
   1940 (11 Jan) Amsterdam-Johannesburg flight, very fine (Est. € 400/600) 

41352 CC H   1961-88, Extraordinary holding of CYLINDER BLOCKS of South Africa and the independent  Offer 
   territories : Bophutswana, Venda, Transkei, Ciskei and South West Africa, neatly  
   sorted in 6 albums and 4 boxes, mostly indentified by catalogue number and catalogue  
   value, noted catalogue value comes to £21’270 and Rands127’000+, an easy lot to break  
   down on the net, lot also includes many hundreds of SA cigarette cards, a great lot  
   (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

South Australia

41353 F  278 1853 Envelope from Chain of Ponds to England bearing the extremely rare “CHAIN OF  200 
   PONDS 14 Dec 53” manuscript marking, carried by Australian Royal Mail Co. ship  
   “Sydney” via CGH and Plymouth, various markings, tiny cover tear at top, v.fine. Rate:  
   6d outgoing, UK 8d incoming, non contract 

South West Africa

 

41354 CC J   1923-26 Setting III £1 Green & Red in right marginal block of four, mint nh, two 27 300 
   faint gum bends not detracting, otherwise very fine (SG £650+) 

Southern Nigeria

41355 C  www 1901-1912 Small group comprising of 1901 and 1912/13 definitives, mint hinged, very  Offer 
   fresh, STC £ 475, (Est € 150/200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41354
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Sudan

41356 F   www 1882 Small correspondence, mostly letters but also a few covers, all addressed to His  150 
   Excellency Gigler Pasha, vice-governor of Sudan 

41357 F  278 1896 Envelope to London endorsed “Dongola Expedition Force, No Stamps,” WADI HALFA 7  400 
   AO 96 cds alongside, Cairo transit and Paddington arrival bs, fine & scarce 

41358 G  278 Complete set tied to large piece by HALFA 6 XI 97 cds, fine 1-9 100

41359 F  278 1898 (Wmk rosette) 10pi + 5pi + 1pi tied by blue WADI HALFA 5.XII.98 cds on registered 28+27+24 400 
   cover to Germany, arrival bs, very fine & scarce 

Sudan Army Service Stamps

 

41360 41361

41360 C H   1906-11 Officials 1m, 2m, 3m, 2p and 5p mint og, plus 5m and 1p used (1p with faults),  60 
   fine (SG £320.75 for mint) 

41361 C H   1906 10pi black & mauve, wmk 4, used, some toning, scarce, 5m scarlet & black with  120 
   double ovpt, plus complet set of wmk 3 with SPECIMEN ovpt, unused, plus an extra 10pi  
   also with SPECIMEN ovpt, very fine (A9a, A13, A14-16S, A16S) 

Tasmania

 

41362 41363

41362 H   1853 Courier 8d pl.1 horizontal pair with very close to good margins, with two “68” 8 360 
   numeral cancels, very fine pair, cert. RPS (1954) 

41363 H   1853 Courier 4d Orange pl.2, with just touching (at top) to large margins, indistinct 10 150 
   numeral cancels, very fine, cert. BPA (1954) 

41364 F  278 1856-57 4d Deep blue, large margins, tied by “60” numeral on folded cover to London, 22 400 
   red Launceston 10 AP 1857 diamond ds alongside, very fine 

41365 F  278 1857-60 Wmk double lined numerals 2d Deep Green and 4d Blue tied by 62 numeral in bars 33+37 1’700 
   to small cover, HOBART 3MY3 1859 to NEW ZEALAND (Wellington & Auckland cds on face),  
   scarce ADVERTISED/ UNCLAIMED in red, a few uneven margins, very few Chalon covers to  
   New Zealand recorded 

Tonga

41366 C H G  278 1886-1972, Comprehensive exhibition collection in 6 albums meticulously written up,  Offer 
 F J P   mostly mint examples with a plethora of varieties incl. those catalogued by SG,fly-speck,   
   inverted wmks, etc., proofs, essays and specimen ovpts, multiples, covers, bisects, tin  
   can mail, etc., plus 4 items of literature, a wonderful collection very rarely seen, please  
   see the scans of the entire collection at www.davidfeldman.com (Est. € 7’000/10’000) 
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Transvaal

41367 C H F   282 1870-1900, Mint & used collection with covers and postal stationery, extensively written  Offer 
   (in German), highlight is an attractive multiple franking going up on 36 pagesto Canton,   
   China, a nice collection useful for further study and expansion (Est. € 300/500) 

41368 C H F   282 1900-1910 Transvaal (British Occupation) collection of mint, used, covers and postal  Offer 
   stationery (incl. specimens), extensively written up on 89 pages (in German), with  
   cancellation groups incl. foreign stamps used in Transvaal, postage dues, a range of  
   interesting frankings of the V.R.I, E.R.I. and KEVII issues with a range of cancels,  
   censored labels & hs, etc. (Est. € 700/1’000) 

Trinidad and Tobago

41369 F  282 1882 (Oct 20) Envelope to France with 1876 4d bluish grey perf.14 tied by Trinidad cds  400 
   with further strike adjacent, Paris arrival below, some soiling / tone spots 

41370 G  282 1902 Britannia 2 1/2d purple and blue, large part of value omitted, tied by SAN 128var 500 
   FERNANDO / TRINIDAD NO 25 05 on small piece, a spectacular variety, see also note on  
   page 570 of the SG Commonwealth 2011 about number 127a, interestingly this example  
   also originates from San Fernando 

41371 F  282 INCOMING MAIL: 1869 Folded cover from France to Port of Spain franked by 80c Napoleon,  180 
   Trinidad 06.05.69 bs, very fine, rare destination 

Tristan da Cunha

41372  282 1959 British Postal Order overprinted for use in Tristan Da Cunha, complete with  360 
   counterfoil, Tristan Da Cunha cds at lower right, rare 

41373 CC C   1952-84, Practically complete mint collection in one hingeless Kabe album, some stains  Offer 
   (Est. € 80/120) 

Victoria

 

41374 H   GB CANCELLED IN VICTORIA: GB 1841 1d red-brown HG with close to large margins  1’000 
   cancelled on arrival by Victoria “1 / V” oval, illustrated in “The Cancellations of  
   the 1841 Penny Red” by Danzig & Goldsmith, very rare 

41375 F  282 1852-54 Ham printing 2d Purple-brown tied by 1/V in oval of bars to small envelope, 18b 150 
   MELBOURNE FE9 1853 to Ballarat, large margins 

41376 F   www 1854 (Aug 31) Registered cover from Melbourne to IRELAND with ms “Registered 1104 1s”  100 
   (fee paid in cash) and 1854 1s blue (just touched at top, part sheet margin at foot)  
   tied by “1/V” oval, charged “1/2” on arrival (8d Ship + 6d British registration), bs  
   green LIVERPOOL/SHIP, a rare combination of cash + 1s adhesive, slightly soiled, fine 

41377 F  282 1856-58 1d Yellow-green, wmk Large Star, in combination with Half-Length 3d blue tied 40+ 800 
   by barred numeral to folded cover from BALLARAT NO7 1856 to Geelong (bs), adhesives  
   just touched to clear margins, fresh & fine 

41378 F  282 1858 (Jul 8) Folded cover with 1852-54 Campbell & Fergusson printings 1d Pink and 3d 28+31 600 
   steel blue tied by barred numeral “5”, sent to cover to Geelong, Ballarat despatch cds  
   on reverse, 1d (touched) showing “PLNNY” variety, scarce, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41374
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41379 F   www 1858-1904, Group of 13 covers to IRELAND, mostly to Dublin, incl. frankings of 1854-49  Offer 
   Woodblock 6d, 1860-84 6d, 1s3d, 2 1/2d, 5 1/2d, registered etc., some diff. routes,  
   several with H&K PACT ds, gen. fine 

 

41380 A   1884-96 1d Handpainted essay on card (77x88mm) for an unadopted design in lilac, green 235 1’500 
   and Chinese white with pencilled-in perforations, very fine and attractive, ex J. R.  
   W. Purves & R. A. Perry 

 

41381

41382

41381 P   1884-96 3s die proof in black on greenish wove paper, fine and rare, only three die 237 500 
   proofs on green wove paper are recorded 

41382 P   1884-96 35s die proof in black on wove paper, fine and rare, only three die proofs on 245 500 
   green wove paper are recorded, small tone spot at top otherwise fine and rare, only  
   three examples are recorded 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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41383 A   1884-96 £6 Handpainted essay of the adopted design, stamp-size on card (76x92mm), in 249 5’000 
   bright blue and Chinese white with pencilled-in perforations, most attractive, ex J.  
   R. W. Purves 

 

41384 P   1884-96 £8 die proof in black on wove paper, horizontal crease at foot clear of 251 800 
   design, only 5 die proofs recorded (all in different stages) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=41383
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41386

41385

 

41385 P   1886-96 1s6d die proofs (3) in dull violet, sage-green and in rose-pink, each with  2’000 
   approx. 3mm. margins and affixed to card (123x73mm), marked “No.1”, “No.2” and  
   “No.3” respectively, some creasing, pinholes in the card clear of the proofs, a most  
   attractive item ex J. R. W. Purves  

41386 P   1886-96 1s6d perforated die proof in pink, affixed to card (70x88mm), dated “2/4/87”,  1’000 
   heavy horizontal crease towards foot (clear of design) reinforced by sellotape behind  
     
   Note: In “The Stamps of Victoria”, Geoff Kellow states that this proof was requested by   
   the PMG but was rejected because of the similarity in the colour of three existing values 

 

41387 DCE   1886-96 £7 Rosine & Black, unused, small gum wrinkle at top left otherwise very fine 326 1’000 
   and rare, cert. states that only several mint examples are known, cert. Ceremuga  
   (2002) (SG £6’000) 

 

41388 P   BEER DUTY: 1892 Naish undenominated “Inland Revenue” die proofs as used for the  300 
   central design on Beer Duty stamps, two examples in black on wove paper, one with  
   uncleared tablet at foot, fine, ex J. R. W. Purves 
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Virgin Islands

41389 CC J  288 1887-89 1d Rose complete sheet of 24, mint nh, very fine and fresh, ex Baillie 34 100

Western Australia

 

41390 DCE   1854 1d Black with good even margins, unused with no gum, very fine 1 150

Zanzibar

41391 F  288 1882 India 3a orange tied by Zanzibar Se 1 ds (used without year date between January  200 
   and September 1885) to 1885 cover to Italy, red French Packet ds, two disinfection  
   slits, Aden & arrival bs, minor cover faults, fine & scarce 

41392 F  288 1890 (Apr 29) Telegram envelope sent registered to REUNION, with Indian 1882-90 1a and  100 
   4a tied by Zanzibar cds (type Z6), with “Marseille à la Reunion” paquebot ds, wax  
   seal of the South African Telegraph Co. on reverse, very fine 

 

41393 C   1897 1/2 on 4a Myrtle-Green with INVERTED 1 IN “1/2” SURCHARGE, regummed, A NEW  400 
   DISCOVERY, cert. Brandon (2012) 

41394 F   1898 Cover from Zanzibar to Galway, Ireland with Sultan Hamed 2 1/2a tied by squared  60 
   circle, Galway bs, very fine and rare origin 

41395 F  288 1899 (Jul 5) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1896 2R Green tied by Zanzibar 171 100 
   squared circle ds, arrival bs, very fine 

41396 F  288 1905 Cover to Majunga, Madagascar franked 2a brown +1/2a green tied by French maritime  200 
   “Marseille à La Réunion 28.05.05” cds, blue Majunga 03.06.05 arrival bs, very fine, scarce 

Zululand

 

41397 CC S   1894 £5 Purple & Black on red with SPECIMEN overprint, mint NH, very fine (SG £450) 29 300

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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British Commonwealth General Collections and Lots

41398 C H 288 1840-1936, Attractive and valuable Commonwealth collection housed in two SG New  Offer 
 DCE     Imperial Postage Stamp Albums from Antigua to Zanzibar and from Queen Victoria to King  
   George the Fifth, some sections also showing shades such as GB with two 1d black and  
   two 2d blue, 1854 embossed issue, plating of perf. 1d red, also £1 brown-lilac. £1  
   green, KEVII £1 green, then KGV UPU £1, officials, then Commonwealth with good  
   Canada incl. 1897 Jubilee to $3 plus $5, good Gibraltar, Hong Kong, India & States,  
   Mauritius, Australian States with in particular Tasmania & Western Australia,  
   St.Helena, British West Indies territories with Trinidad and Tobago, generally fine to  
   very fine (Est. € 12’000/20’000) 

41399 CC C www 1840-1939 Duplication in small box on stock cards of medium to better material only,  Offer 
 H F    mint hinged or never hinged or used, some better covers including Australia used on  
   Norfolk, 1921 Halifax Airmail, cover with oval PACKET LETTER MAURITIUS, stamps noted  
   Batum, Ireland, Bahamas, also div. Silver Jubilee sets, etc. - a nice holding of  
   interesting items - careful viewing recommended (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

41400 CC C H   1840-1989, Mint & used collection in four albums plus a set of pages, substantial GB  Offer 
   with some useful earlies, then later issues, regional, foreign offices Vol ll is Never  
   Hinged 1961-1984 commemoratives plus some regional issues, Vol lll collection of the  
   Silver Jubilee Issues largely complete mostly mint hinged, Vol lV is a used collection  
   of British Colonies in America, mixed (Est. € 400/700) 

41401 CC C www 1841-1950, Mixed mint & used lot on cards showing useful Commonwealth QV from  Offer 
 H F   Bahamas to Western Australia, GB Surface printed QV, ca50 Indian postal stationery  
   cards, also ca60 GB postal stationery cards as well as some Gibraltar, mixed to fine  
   (Est. € 120/200) 

41402 L   1850-1910 Collection of early British Empire classic forgeries written up on ca.400  Offer 
   album pages with diagrams, incl. Cape of Good Hope, Bechuanaland, Gold Coast,   
   Natal, Orange Free State, St Helena, Stellaland, Straits Settlements, Sierra Leone,  
   Newfoundland, British Guiana, Jamaica, Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent, St Christopher,  
   etc. through to Zululand, very attractive and difficult to replicate today  
    (Est. € 1’000/1’600) 

41403 CC C H   1850-1950, Mint & used accumulation in 5 stockbooks with varieties, cancellations,  Offer 
   etc., Australia well represented (Est. € 600/1’000) 

41404 CC C H  www 1851-1979 NORTH AMERICA Collection in Scott album including Canada, Brunswick,  Offer 
   Newfoundland & P.E.I., with many medium to better values & sets, mint hinged, never  
   hinged or used and mostly very fine, a valuable collection, needs careful viewing,  
   (Est € 600/1’000) 

41405 C H  www 1852-90, Small selection of various Commonwealth countries on pages, with Bahamas,  Offer 
 F DCE    Barbados, Leeward Islands, Malta, St. Lucia and Virgin Islands, also some early  
   Liberia included, fine (Est. € 200/300) 

41406 F DFE  290 1853-1955, Lot of over 90 covers and cards from all corners or the Empire, mostly the  Offer 
     Pacific region and the West Indies, noted 1895 Cook Island cover to Montenegro, Labuan  
   1896 issue on cover, West Indies with good Tobago cover, Trinidad Britannia, Grenada,  
   N.W. Pacific Islands, Gibraltar bisect usage (Brandon certificate), also Cook Island,  
   New Zealand Chalon, Papua, Heligoland, etc., fascinating (Est. € 800/1’200) 

41407 CC C H  www 1853-1960s, Huge collection in 6 thick Scott albums without Great Britain, Malta &  Offer 
   Gibraltar, Canadian & Australian areas, noted many medium to better sets & values,  
   mint hinged, never hinged or used, mostly very fine, needs careful inspection  
   (Est € 2’000/3’000) 

41408 C H  www 1854-1980, Attractive British Commonwealth collection in one album on the theme  Offer 
 F DCE   “Development of the Empire”, strength in Indian States, also seven approval booklets  
   incl. some mint Gibraltar, selection of Honk-Kong, Australian States, Canada, some GB,  
   gen. fine (Est. € 500/800) 
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41409 CC C H   1855-1990, Exciting group of odds and ends on pages with a chiefly some used GB plus a  Offer 
   small collection of 19th Century cut squares unused and used (most with collars),  
   Colonies incl. nearly complete 1937 Coronation set, plus small collections of Bahamas,  
   Bahawalpur, Barbados, Canada, Cyprus, Dominica, Palestine, Papua early issues (cat  
   $300), St Vincent, Trinidad, Turks & Caicos, St. Lucia, also incl. Ireland large  
   quantities of used in glassines, and a group of singles and sets on small stock cards  
   incl. Oman 79-93 NH, few faults on classic Great Britain, gen. fine (STC Scott  
   US$16’000) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

41410 F  www 1857-1973 224 Covers/postcards incl. some foreign from diverse colonies, commercial &  Offer 
   philatelic, noted India incl. Travancore/Anchal (Est. €100/200) 

41411 CC C H www 1860-1950, Mint & used collection from Barbados to Victoria in two stockbooks with  Offer 
     some shilling values, better Canada incl. 1897 Jubilee values to 50c, some Gibraltar  
   high values, St. Helena 1874 large part env. with 1864-80 6d & 1d on 6d, etc., a  
   useful collection (Est. € 300/500) 

41412 CC C H  1860-1980, Mixed lot of GB in Commonwealth in 10 small boxes and 9 stockbooks showing  Offer 
  F   a large selection of mostly commercially used covers from Antigua to Zimbabwe with an  
   important GB section, the nine stockbooks show mainly African territories with  
   Southern Rhodesia, Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika, Rhodesia-Nyasaland, etc. also good  
   Australia and Canada including a cancellation collection from Small Queens onwards,  
   mixed to fine (Est. € 800/1’200) 

41413 C H F   1860s-1990s, SOUTH AFRICA balance group, a mixture of stamps & covers, from Natal,  Offer 
 DFE   COGH, Griqualand West, OFS, Transvaal, Boer War, South Africa plus some West African  
   items, interesting mix (Est. € 200/400) 

41414 C H  www 1862-1912 Large collection of postal stationery cut squares on old-time handwritten  Offer 
   Krassa resp. Scott pages, used or unused with large variety of seldom seen values and  
   imprints, mostly fine to very fine, a stationery specialists lot (Est € 300/500) 

 

 

41415 CC C H  1870s-1940s, Mainly mint A-Z Commonwealth collection on printed hingless pages in 4  Offer 
     albums, slightly sparse but often in complete sets and incl. high values, of note is  
   Ascension 1922 set, 1924-27 6d to 2s, Australia 1913-14 5s Roo, Basutoland 1933 set  
   (2), Bechuanaland 1932 set, 1913-24 2s6d Seahorse used, Bermuda 1910-20 £1, 1938-53  
   £1, BCA 1897-1901 £1, Honduras 1922-33 £5, Ceylon 1857-59 1s9d used, Cyprus 1928  
   set, Falklands 1938-46 set of 18, Mauritius 1859 Dardenne 2d used, Newfoundland  
   1861-62 1d unused, North Borneo 1939 mnh set, Queensland 1860 imperf. used set  
   (faults), Zanzibar 1904 set, etc., incl. some back of the book, fine to very fine  
   condition throughout (STC £36’600+ a few years ago)(Est. € 10’000/14’000) 

41416 C H  www 1877-1908 Collection of postal stationery cut squares of CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND on  Offer 
   old-time handwritten Krassa resp. Scott pages, used or unused with large variety of  
   seldom seen values and imprints, mostly fine to very fine, a stationery specialists  
   lot, (Est € 400/600) 
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41417 C H  www 1890-1940s, Interesting and quite varied range of material housed in one volume, mint  Offer 
   and used, noted incl. Cayman 1935 to 10s set used, all kinds of better British Africa  
   and Pacific throughout, several hundred stamps (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

41418 F    290 1893-1953, AFRICA Lot of 18 covers including one from Sierra Leone with the  Offer 
   overprinted fiscals issue, three from the British East Africa Protectorates, three  
   from Gambia, one OIL RIVER cover, one Niger Coast covers etc. (Est. € 400/700) 

 

41419 CC C H   1894-1971 Collection in Scott album including Great Britain, Cyprus, Malta & Gibraltar  Offer 
   with many medium to better values & sets, mint hinged, never hinged or used and mostly  
   very fine, a valuable collection, needs careful viewing (Est € 800/1’200) 

41420 F   1900-1980, Several hundred covers and cards in two boxes showing a wide range of  Offer 
   countries and territories from Antigua to Zanzibar, better areas noted include  
   Australia, New Zealand, Jamaica, Malaya, Rhodesia, Gold Coast, Straits Settlements,  
   also some Ireland, commemorative covers mixed with commercial usages, gen. fine  
   (Est. € 500/800) 

41421 C H   www 1907-50, Basically mint GULF STATES on pages with fairly complete KGVI and QEII Muscat  Offer 
   then a good section of Bahrain, further stockbook with with GB etc. (Est. € 200/300) 

41422 F   www 1930-80, 200+ covers with a wealth of origins incl. Bermuda, Aden, South Africa,  Offer 
   Australia, Kenya, New Guinea, Malta, etc., mostly to Switzerland incl. mail to the Red  
   Cross (Est. € 200/400) 

41423 F S   290 POSTAL STATIONERY SPECIMENS: Group of 16 KGVI postal stationery cards, envelopes and  Offer 
   registered envelopes from Jamaica (2), St. Vincent (3), Bermuda, Malta, Mauritius (5),  
   Sierra Leone, and Kenya Uganda Tanganyika (3), all in very fine and fresh condition  
   (Est. € 150/200) 

41424 C   1937 Coronation Omnibus album printed by Stanley Gibbons, with set of mint stamps from  Offer 
   all the participating Commonwealth nations excl. Cyprus, very fine (Est. € 60/80) 

41425 CC C  www 1940-53, Practically complete mint KGVI collection in two “New Age” stamp albums,  Offer 
   issues from Aden to Zanzibar with in also some shade, watermark and plate varieties,  
   better sets and singles noted incl. 1937 Aden set to 10r, Gibraltar 1938-52 2d with  
   wmk sideways (cert.), Hong-Kong incl, Silver Wedding, India incl. 1948 Gandhi set to  
   10r, generally extra shades on the Key-types, 1939 New Guinea airs, the discovery  
   example of the Western Samoa 1945-50 £5 with inverted watermark, etc., gen. very fine  
   and an exceptional lot (Est. € 5’000/8’000) 

41426 F    290 1941-56, GULF STATES: Lot of 5 covers from Kuwait (3) and Bahrain (2 of which one has  Offer 
   a stamp removed), gen. fine (Est. € 120/200) 

41427 CC C  www 1952-2000, QE II Specialised lot in 11 albums or stockbooks incl. a complete mint  Offer 
 H  collection of Commonwealth in a “New Age Stamp Album - Period 1952-December 1955”, GB  
   QEII in two hingeless albums incl. the rare 1955-58 First De La Rue printing, also one  
   album of booklets, stockbook with plate blocks, some earlier material and some  
   foreign, gen. very fine (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

41428 CC C  www Interesting range of material, from classics to modern, the latter with huge face  Offer 
   value content, especially New Zealand, much other premium material present including  
   postal history, must be viewed (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 
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previous notice if the buyer is in default with the  payment 
of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation 
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not 
bound to comply with the formalities of the Federal Law 
dealing with actions for debt and bankruptcy proceedings; 
in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may choose to institute 
or go on with the usual proceedings without having before-
hand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover 
given them up.

4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 
below, the authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the 
auction is guaranteed for a period of 30 days from the auc-
tion date, with the express exclusion of any other fault(s). 
Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to the 
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the 

lots but at the latest within 30 days from that date. Before 
delivery, which may take place after the 30 days period, 
the lots purchased may be  examined at the Geneva offices 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is 
made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to 
the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the  period is required in 
order to substantiate the claim with an expertise, a request 
for such extension must be made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension 
will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention  
will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results 
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must 
come to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that pe-
riod. No further extension of the period will be considered 
without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. Only claims,  expertise results or other details which 
are made within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authentic-
ity of a lot be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide 
an expertise or counter-expertise from a prominent expert 
in the field, justifying the claim. If a stamp is found by a 
 recognised expert,  taking financial responsibility for errors, 
to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Conse-
quently, the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered 
an alteration. In the case of such reclamation, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to request, at its own 
discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All expertise 
and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the 
case of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the 
claim is not justified. In the case of a justified claim, the lot is 
taken back and the knock-down price plus the commission 
are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed payment 
due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest is 
charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If 
David Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.

4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumula-
tions, selections, groups and those containing duplicates 
cannot be the subject of any claim. Claims concerning 
lots described as a set or groups of sets containing more 
than one stamp, can only be considered under the terms 
of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to less than one third 
of the total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined 
by the buyer or his agent, lots described as having defects 
or faults cannot be subjected to a claim regarding defects 
or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a claim 
because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors 
shown in the illustrations. 

4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus 
commission due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of 
the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the 
right to cancel the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere 
and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings in 
order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for 
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. 
A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first 
month and 2% per month  afterwards plus expenses in-
curred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 30 
days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default 
in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any 
circumstances.

4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced 
to the lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact 
same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using 
more than one medium of bidding on the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights 
and obligations arising from them shall be governed ex-
clusively by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with 
respect to the auctions shall be submitted to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to 
the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to 
sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such 
case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and in the case of 
issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its 
Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions: 

These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every 
kind including those outside the auctions, with David 
Feldman SA.
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La participation dans l’une des ventes aux enchères de 
David Feldman SA implique une adhésion totale aux 
conditions décrites ci-dessous ainsi qu’aux droits et 
obligations qui en découlent.  Ces mêmes conditions sont 
applicables à toute transaction en relation à des pièces 
ou des lots faisant partie de la vente aux enchères et 
conclue en dehors de celle-ci. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A., organisatrice de la présente vente aux enchères, 
agit exclusivement comme mandataire et n’assume 
donc aucune responsabilité quelconque en cas de 
manquement(s) des acheteurs et/ou vendeurs.
1. Les lots sont mis en vente
1.1 Sur la base de leur présentation dans le catalogue et/ou 
sur le site internet: Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand 
soin sans toutefois engager la responsabilité de la Maison 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Les  photographies font partie 
intégrante des descriptions pour ce qui est des marges, 
de la dentelure, du centrage, des oblitérations et de toute 
autre qualité apparente. La description des lots mentionne 
si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont 
accompagnées de certificats d’expertise.
1.2 Sur la base de leur examen: avant et pendant la vente, 
les acheteurs ou agents peuvent examinés tous les lots dans 
nos bureaux ou à l’endroit de la vente, aux horaires indiqués 
dans le catalogue de vente ou sur notre site Internet, doit 
confirmé leur invitation. Les acheteurs ayant  examiné les 
lots avant la vente et/ou y participant personnellement et/ou 
y étant représentés, sont censés avoir examiné tous les lots 
achetés et les accepter dans l’état où ils se trouvent lors de 
l’adjudication, indépendamment de la description figurant 
dans le catalogue.
2. Les offres d’enchères
2.1 Chaque offre d’enchère doit être supérieure à celle 
formulée précédemment selon l’échelle suivante: (la 
monnaie peut changer selon la vente aux enchères)

e 50 - 100  e 5  e 2’000 - 5’000 e 200
e 100 - 200 e 10 e 5’000 - 10’000 e 500
e 200 - 500 e 20 e 10’000 - 20’000 e 1’000
e 500 - 1’000 e 50 e 20’000 - 50’000 e 2’000
e 1’000 - 2’000 e 100 e 50’000 - 100’000 e 5’000

Les offres se situant entre ces montants seront arrondies 
à la surenchère supérieure. L’enchérisseur est lié par 
son offre tant qu’une nouvelle surenchère n’a pas été 
valablement formulée par un autre enchérisseur.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a le droit de refuser des 
enchères, de séparer, joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot, 
cela à son entière discrétion. La vente a lieu en français 
mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais.  La 
Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est également autorisée à 
enchérir pour le compte de vendeurs lorsque des prix de 
réserve ont été fixés.  Si le vendeur fixe des prix de réserve 
pour certains de ses lots, il sera alors considéré comme 
acheteur et la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. enchérira 
pour le compte de celui-ci jusqu’à concurrence des prix de 
réserve fixés.  Lorsque le prix fixé par le vendeur n’est pas 
atteint, il sera passé à la criée du lot suivant par un simple 
coup de marteau.
2.3 Seuls les clients enregistrés auprés de DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. ou/et des sociétés affiliées pourront enregistrer 
des enchères. Les clients en salle doivent confirmer leur 
invitation pour obtenir leur numéro d’enchérisseur. 
2.4 Les offres d’enchères écrites reçues par David Feldman 
SA ou sur le site Internet avant la vente, sont dans tous les 
cas prioritaires sur les offres d’enchères faites dans la salle 
de vente. L’enchérisseur donnant un ordre d’enchères écrit 
peut faire des offres alternatives et/ou limiter le montant 
global de ses offres. Les offres d’enchères données «à 
acheter» sont considérées comme pouvant atteindre 
jusqu’à 10 fois la valeur de l’estimation imprimée dans le 
catalogue. Les enchères doivent être faites en euros. Les 
offres d’enchères libellées en d’autres monnaies seront 
converties en euros au cours du jour de leur réception 
par la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Toute offre écrite 
d’enchères est considérée comme liant son auteur pendant 
60 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. La Maison 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est donc en droit de facturer la 
marchandise à l’enchérisseur jusqu’à l’expiration de ce 
délai. Toute facture reçue par celui-ci est de ce fait valable 
et doit être payée  immédiatement. 
3. La vente aux enchères
3.1 A moins que ce ne soit explicitement indiqué, la 
monnaie de la vente aux enchères est l’euro. L’accès à 
la salle des ventes est exclusivement réservé aux clients 
invités et/ou leurs agents.
3.2 Prérogatives de David Feldman S.A.: La Maison DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. est en droit selon sa libre appréciation de 
retirer, de diviser ou de grouper les lots faisant partie de 
la présente vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de 
 n’importe lequel desdits lots. La Maison DAVID  FELDMAN 
S.A. se réserve le droit de refuser selon sa libre appréciation 
toute offre d’enchères et/ou l’entrée de la salle de vente à 
n’importe quelle personne quelle qu’elle soit. La Maison 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. n’assume aucune responsabilité 
quelconque en cas de dommage corporel survenu sur les 
lieux de la vente.
3.3 Représentants et  Agents de Vente aux Enchères: 
L’enchèrisseur qui agit pour le compte d’un tiers engage 

son entière responsabilité personelle en particulier en ce 
qui concerne toutes les obligations contractées dans le 
cadre de la présente vente. Cette responsabilité s’étend 
notamment à la verification de la qualité des lots achetés 
ainsi qu’au règlement ultérieur de la facture des lots acquis.
3.4 Enchères gagnantes : Chaque lot est adjugé au plus 
offrant pour le compte de son vendeur respectif.  Des frais 
de 20% sont facturés en sus de l’enchère la plus haute 
par David Feldman SA couvrant la commission, frais par 
lot, assurance, emballage, frais d’exportation etc. et ceci 
dans tous les cas, tous frais  encourus ou pas. Les frais de 
port sont facturés en sus et seront facturés séparémment. 
A la tombée du marteau, les profits et risques des lots 
ainsi adjugés passent à l’enchérisseur dont l’offre à été 
acceptée.  La marchandise ne sera  cependant remise à 
l’acquéreur qu’au moment du règlement intégral du prix 
d’achat (prix marteau plus les frais).
TVA (Taxe à la vente) - Note indicative concernant les 
ventes aux enchères dont les lots se trouvent en Suisse: 
Les acheteurs domiciliés à l’étranger ne sont pas soumis 
à cette taxe, à condition que les marchandises soient 
exportées hors de Suisse.  DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se 
fera un plaisir de s’occuper de l’exportation de ces 
marchandises. Les clients peuvent aussi faire cette 
exportation par leurs propres moyens; dans ce cas, ils 
doivent fournir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. une attestation 
dûment signée et timbrée par les douanes suisses. 
Toute acquisition par des acheteurs désirant garder la 
marchandise en Suisse est soumise à la taxe TVA de 8% 
sur le prix d’achat en francs suisses, montant converti à 
l’équivalent en euros pendant la vente.
3.5 Paiement: Les adjudicataires présents sont tenus de 
payer comptant en euros le prix d’achat et la commission 
contre remise de la marchandise acquise. Le paiement 
en d’autres monnaies est accepté au cours du jour tel 
qu’établi par une des grandes banques suisses. Les 
enchérisseurs par correspondance auxquels un lot est 
adjugé ainsi que les adjudicataires présents auxquels 
la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde l’autorisation 
expresse d’acquitter les montants dus après la vente, 
sont tenus de payer le prix d’achat et la commission due 
à réception de la facture de la vente aux enchères. Dans 
ce cas, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. conserve les lots 
gagnés qui ne seront remis à leurs acheteurs qu’à réception 
par DAVID FELDMAN S.A. du paiement intégral des 
montants dus. Sauf instructions spéciales de l’acheteur, 
l’envoi des lots s’effectue par la poste ou autre société 
d’expédition, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. assure, de 
manière usuelle, la  marchandise pour le transit. Les lots, 
délivrés ou non, conservent titre de propriété de la Maison 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. pour le compte du vendeur jusqu’au 
paiement intégral de la facture.
3.6 Facilités de paiement: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. accorde, selon sa libre appréciation, des facilités 
de paiement aux acheteurs.   L’acheteur au bénéfice 
de telles facilités paie un montant minimum de 25% 
du montant total de la facture dès réception de celle-
ci puis acquitte le solde encore dû en mensualités 
égales sur une période de 6 mois maximum. Un intérêt 
mensuel plus les frais encourus au taux de 1% sont 
perçus, à partir de la date de la vente, par la Maison 
DAV ID FELDMAN S.A . L’ in té rê t  es t  déb i té 
chaque mois au compte du client. En cas d’oc- 
troi de facilités de paiement, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. garde les lots adjugés jusqu’au paiement intégral 
des montants dus par l’acheteur, étant précisé que  
l’acheteur peut, en tout temps avant livraison, examiner 
la marchandise acquise auprès de la Maison DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A.  Par ailleurs, l’acheteur perd tout droit de 
réclamation tel que prévu sous chiffre 4 ci-dessous, 30 
jours après la date de la vente aux enchères.
3.7 Droit de gage: Jusqu’au paiement intégral du montant 
dû, l’acheteur confère à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. un droit de 
gage sur la totalité des lots gardés par DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A., acquis avant, pendant et/ou après la présente vente 
aux enchères. Ce gage garantit le remboursement de 
tout montant dû en capital, intérêts, commissions et frais 
éventuels.  DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est autorisée, mais non 
obligée, à réaliser les gages sans autres formalités et sans 
préavis si l’acquéreur est en demeure pour le paiement de 
sa dette ou l’exécution d’une obligation quelconque. DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. pourra dans tous les cas réaliser les gages 
de gré à gré. A cet effet, elle n’est pas tenue d’observer les 
formalités prévues par la Loi fédérale sur la poursuite pour 
dette et faillite; DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est libre en outre 
d’introduire ou de continuer une poursuite ordinaire, sans 
avoir préalablement réalisé les gages et sans renoncer pour 
autant à ceux-ci.
4. Garantie
4.1 Etendue de la garantie: Sous réserve de l’article 4.3 
ci-après, l’authenticité de toutes les pièces philatéliques 
vendues aux enchères est garantie pendant 30 jours à 
compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Toute garantie 
de défaut ou autre garantie de quelque nature qu’elle soit 
est expressément exclue. Toute réclamation concernant 
l’authenticité doit être transmise à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
dès réception des lots, mais au plus tard dans les 30 jours 
à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Avant la 
livraison, qui peut intervenir après ce délai de 30 jours, 

les pièces philatéliques acquises peuvent être examinées 
auprès de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. L’acheteur dont la 
réclamation parvient à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. après ce délai 
de 30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères 
perd tout droit à la garantie. Sa réclamation ne sera pas 
prise en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  Si un 
délai supplémentaire pour formuler une réclamation liée à 
l’authenticité d’une pièce philatélique s’avère nécessaire, 
la demande doit en être faite à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
dans le délai de 30 jours à compter de la date de la vente 
aux enchères. Aucune demande parvenue après ce 
délai de 30 jours à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ne sera prise 
en considération. Le délai d’extension expirera 3 mois 
après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les résultats de 
l’expertise pour laquelle un délai a été accepté doivent 
parvenir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A dans ce délai. Un délai 
supplémentaire ne peut être accordé qu’avec l’accord écrit 
de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Seules les réclamations, résultats 
d’expertise ou autres notifications parvenus dans les délais 
seront pris en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
4.2 Expertise ou contre-expertise: Lorsque l’authenticité 
d’un lot est contestée l’acheteur est tenu de produire un 
certificat d’expertise ou de contre-expertise émanant d’un 
expert qualifié justifiant sa réclamation. Si l’expert reconnu, 
assumant toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur, juge que le 
timbre a été falsifié, il peut le marquer en conséquence; 
les signes «FAUX» ou «FALSIFIE» ne constituent pas alors 
une altération du lot. En présence d’une telle réclamation  
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de demander 
selon la libre appréciation une ou plusieurs expertises 
subséquentes dont les frais seront mis à charge du vendeur 
dans l’hypothèse où la réclamation de l’acheteur est 
fondée. Dans le cas contraire l’acheteur supportera tous 
les frais d’expertise encourus. Lorsque la réclamation est 
fondée, le lot est repris et le prix d’adjudication ainsi que la 
commission sont intégralement remboursés à l’acheteur. 
Dans le cas d’un paiement retardé dû à une   expertise 
agréée par David Feldman S.A., des intérêts sont payables 
à 50% du taux habituel pour tout lot dont l’authenticité est 
confirmée. Si David Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous 
les intérêts seront dus.
4.3 Limites de la garantie: Les lots décrits comme 
collections, sélections ou groupes, ceux formés de 
doubles et d’accumulations, ne peuvent faire l’objet d’une 
réclamation quelconque. Les réclamations concernant les 
lots décrits comme série ou groupes de séries contenant 
plus d’un timbre, ne sont prises en considération dans les 
limites de l’article 4.1 ci-dessus que si elles portent sur plus 
d’un tiers de la valeur totale d’acquisition du lot. Les lots qui 
ont été examinés par l’acheteur ou son agent, ainsi que les 
lots qui sont décrits comme ayant des défauts ne peuvent 
faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation par rapport à ceux ci. Tout 
lot illustré ne peut faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation au sujet 
de la perforation, du centrage, des marges ou tout autre 
élément visible dans l’illustration. 
4.4 Paiement tardif: Si le paiement du prix marteau et de 
la commission due par l’acheteur n’intervient pas dans les 
30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit d’annuler la vente 
et de disposer du(des) lot(s) concerné(s) et/ou d'agir par 
toute voie de droit utile contre l'acquéreur afin d'obtenir 
les paiements en souffrance plus un intérêt d’au moins 5% 
dès le premier mois et 2% par mois supplémentaire. De 
plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes 
les sommes dues par l’acheteur 30 jours après la date de 
la vente aux enchères. Le débiteur  défaillant perd en outre 
tout droit de réclamation.
4.5 Le prix marteau pourra, exceptionellement, être ramené 
à la mise gagnante la plus basse s’il est établi que le même 
enchérisseur a augmenté le prix par inadvertance en 
utilisant plus d’un moyen de miser.
5. Droit applicable et juridiction
La présente vente aux enchères ainsi que tous les rapports 
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis au Droit 
suisse exclusivement. Toute action légale ou procédure 
concernant la vente aux enchères ainsi que les rapports 
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis à la juridiction 
exclusive des tribunaux de Genève, sous réserve d’appel 
au Tribunal fédéral suisse à Lausanne. Dans tous les cas, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de poursuivre tout 
acheteur défaillant à son lieu de résidence, auquel cas le 
Droit Suisse reste applicable et dans les cas se rapportant 
à la valeur, l’euro étant converti à son équivalent en francs 
suisses pendant la vente.

6. Toute transaction: 
Ces conditions sont applicables à toute transaction 
même en dehors des ventes aux enchères, avec David 
Feldman SA
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Conditions de Vente
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro (e)



Die Versteigerung erfolgt privatrechtlich. Beteiligung 
setzt die vollständige Annahme nachstehender  
Bedingungen sowie der sich daraus ergebenen Rechte 
und Pflichten voraus. Diese Bedingungen gelten auch 
bei Geschäften, die ausserhalb der Versteigerung mit 
Auktionslosen abgeschlossen werden. Der Versteigerer, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A., handelt nur als Beauftragter und 
haftet für keinerlei Verzug seitens der Käufer und/oder 
Einlieferer.
1. Angebot der lose
1.1 Wie im Katalog und/oder im Internet dargestellt: 
Losbeschreibungen werden mit grösster Sorgfalt und 
nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen vorgenommen, 
jedoch ohne Verbindlichkeit. Fotographien sind 
Bestandteil der Beschreibungen, wobei die Abbildungen 
für Rand, Zähnung, Zentrierung, Stempel und anderer 
sichtbarer Eigenschaften massgebend sind. Prüfzeichen 
und/oder Atteste anerkannter Prüfer sind in der 
Losbeschreibung erwähnt.
1.2 Wie besichtigt: Alle im Katalog erwähnten Lose 
können vor und während der Versteigerung sowie auf 
dem Internet besichtigt werden. Bei Auktionsteilnehmern 
und/oder Personen, die Lose vor der Versteigerung 
besichtigten, und/oder vom Bieter bevollmächtigte 
Personen und Agenten, wird die Besichtigung aller 
gekauften Lose vorausgesetzt; die Lose werden in 
dem Zustand, in dem sie sich beim Zuschlag befinden, 
angenommen und nicht unbedingt wie beschrieben.
2. Kaufgebote
2.1 Folgende Steigerungsstufen haben Gültigkeit (einige 
Versteigerungen können in Fremdwährungen abgehalten 
werden):

e 50 - 100  e 5  e 2’000 - 5’000 e 200
e 100 - 200 e 10 e 5’000 - 10’000 e 500
e 200 - 500 e 20 e 10’000 - 20’000 e 1’000
e 500 - 1’000 e 50 e 20’000 - 50’000 e 2’000
e 1’000 - 2’000 e 100 e 50’000 - 100’000 e 5’000

Gebote, die zwischen diesen Stufen liegen, werden der 
nächst höheren Steigerungsstufe zugeordnet. Bieter sind 
bis zur Annahme eines höheren Gebotes an ihr Gebot 
gebunden.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist ermächtigt, gemäss 
erfolgten Anweisungen, für Kunden zu bieten. DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. ist ebenfalls ermächtigt, gegebenenfalls 
für Einlieferer zu bieten, sofern diese Reservepreise 
festgesetzt haben. Einlieferer werden somit als Käufer 
betrachtet, und der Versteigerer steigert für sie bis zum 
Betrag der Reservepreise mit. Wird der vom Einlieferer 
festgesetzte Reservepreis nicht erreicht, geht der 
Auktionator durch einen einfachen Hammerschlag zum 
nächsten Los über.
2.3 Gebotsaufträge werden nur von Kunden der David 
Feldman S.A. und/oder dazugehörender Unternehmen 
angenommen. Un eine Bieternummer zu erhalten, 
müssen «Live Room» Bieter vorgängig ihre Einladung 
vorweisen.
2.4 Vor der Versteigerung bei DFSA oder auf deren 
Internet Site eingegangene schriftlichen Gebote haben 
absoluten Vorrang vor Saalgeboten bei einer „Live“ 
Auktion. Kunden, die der DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
Kaufaufträge gegeben haben, können Alternativgebote 
abgeben und/oder die Auftragssumme im voraus 
begrenzen. «Buy» («Zum Kauf») Gebote werden bis zum 
Zehnfachen des gedruckten Schätzwertes mitgesteigert. 
Gebote sind in Euro abzugeben. Sollten diese jedoch in 
anderen Währungen erfolgen, so werden die Beträge 
bei Empfang zum Tageskurs in Euro umgerechnet. 
Gebote haben bis zu mindestens 60 Tagen nach 
Versteigerungsdatum Gültigkeit. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
behält es sich vor, Bietern Lose bis zum Ablauf dieser 
Frist in Rechnung zu stellen, wobei sofortige Zahlung 
fällig ist.  
3. Die versteigerung
3.1 Sofern nicht ausdrücklich anders erwähnt, ist die 
Auktionswährung Euro. Die Teilnahme an der Live Room 
Auktion ist nur eingeladenen Kunden und/oder deren 
Agenten vorbehalten.
3.2 Vorrechte der David Feldman S.A.: DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. hat das Recht, Lose zurückzuziehen, 
umzugruppieren, zu trennen oder den Zuschlag zu 
verweigern. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  behält es sich 
ebenfalls vor, Kaufaufträge abzulehnen und/oder 
Personen den Zugang zum Auktionsraum zu verweigern. 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. kann für Unfälle, die in den 
Versteigerungsräumen erfolgen, nicht haftbar gemacht 
werden.
3.3 Bevollmächtigte und Agenten:  Wer für Dritte 
bietet, haftet für alle sich aus dieser Versteigerung 
ergebenen Verpflichtungen als Solidarschuldner. Diese 
Verbindlichkeit betrifft hauptsächlich die Qualitätsprüfung 
und Bezahlung gekaufter Lose.
3.4  Zuschläge: Jedes Los wird dem Meistbietenden 

zu Gunsten des Einlieferers, zur nächst höheren 
Steigerungsstufe zugeschlagen. Zur Zuschlagsumme, 
welche abhängig von der Auktion ist, wird in jedem 
Fall ein Aufgeld von 20% Kommission, inklusive Taxen, 
Versicherung, und Verpackung aber ohne Versand. Beim 
Zuschlag geht das Risiko der ersteigerten Lose auf den 
Bieter über, dessen Gebote angenommen wurden. Die 
Lose werden ihm jedoch erst bei voller Begleichung des 
 Kaufpreises und Aufgelds ausgehändigt.
MWST (Mehrwertsteuer) - Anmerkung zur Orientierung 
betreffend Versteigerungen, deren Lose sich in der 
Schweiz befinden:
Käufer, mit Wohnsitz im Ausland sind nicht steuerpflichtig, 
wenn die Ware ins Ausland exportiert wird.
Selbstverständlich ist DAVID FELDMAN S.A. immer bereit 
Ihnen mit den Zollformalitäten zu helfen. Sollten unsere 
Kunden diese Formalitäten selbst erledigen, werden 
wir vom Schweizer Zoll eine Kopie Ihrer Ausfuhrpapiere 
erhalten.
Falls unsere Kunden wünschen ihre Käufe in der Schweiz 
zu behalten, wird ihnen MWST von 8% auf den Kaufpreis 
aufgeschlagen.
3.5 Zahlung: Kaufpreis und Aufgeld sind in bei 
Versteigerungsteilnehmern sofort am Kauftag gegen 
Aushändigung der Lose fällig. Zahlungen in anderen 
Währungen werden zum Tageskurs gemäss Abrechnung 
einer Schweizer Grossbank angenommen. Erfolgreiche 
schrif tliche Bieter und Versteigerungsteilnehmer, 
deren Zahlung nach dem Verkauf ausdrücklich 
zugestanden wurde, haben Kaufpreis und Aufgeld 
unverzüglich bei Erhalt der Auktionsrechnung zu zahlen. 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  hält die ersteigerten Lose bis 
zur vollständigen Bezahlung des Rechnungsbetrages 
zurück. Zustellung der Lose durch die Post oder auf 
einem anderen Weg, sofern vom Käufer gewünscht, 
sowie Transportversicherungskosten, gehen auf 
Rechnung des Käufers.Die Lose ob ausgeliefert oder 
nicht, bleiben bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung Eigentum 
der DAVID FELDMAN S.A., stellvertredend für den 
Einlieferer.
3.6 Erweiter te Zahlungsmögl ichkeiten: DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. ist gegebenenfalls bereit, Käufern 
erweiterte Zahlungsmöglichkeiten zu gewähren. 
Der betreffende Käufer zahlt mindestens 25% des 
Gesamtrechnungsbestrages bei Erhalt der Rechnung 
und den Saldo in gleichen Monatsraten über maximal 
6 Monate. Der dem Käufer am Ende jedes Monats, 
vom Auktionsdatum, berechnete Zins beträgt 1%. 
Bei Gewährung erweiterten Zahlungsmöglichkeiten 
hält DAVID FELDMAN S.A. die ersteigerten Lose 
gegebenenfalls bis zur vollen Begleichung des 
Rechnungsbetrages zurück. Es versteht sich, dass 
der Käufer die Lose bis zur Auslieferung jederzeit bei 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigen kann. Reklamationen 
bezüglich der ersteigerten Lose müssen jedoch innerhalb 
von 30 Tagen nach dem Versteigerungsdatum eingehen.
3.7 Pfandrecht: Bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung der 
ausstehenden Schuld bürgt der Kunde gegenüber DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. mit seinem durch die DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. aufbewahrten Material, welches ihm vor, während 
und/oder nach dem jeweiligen Verkauf zugesprochen  
wurde. Dieses Pfand garantiert die Rückzahlung des 
Forderungsbetrages, der Zinsen, Kommissionen und 
anderer möglicher Unkosten.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist berechtigt, aber nicht 
verpflichtet, die verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne 
Vorankündigung zu veräussern, sollte der Kunde 
in Zahlungsverzug kommen oder seinen sonstigen 
Verpflichtungen nicht nachkommen. In diesem Falle ist 
DAVID  FELDMAN S.A. nicht verpflichtet, den Vorschriften 
des Bundesgesetzes über Schuldbetreibung und 
Konkurs zu folgen. Im übrigen hat DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  
die Wahl, ein Verfahren einzuleiten oder gegebenenfalls 
weiterzuführen, ohne die Ware vorher zu verkaufen 
und ohne sein Anrecht auf das betreffende Material zu 
verlieren.
4. Garantie
4.1 Umfang: Unter Vorbehalt des nachstehenden 
Paragraphs 4.3. ist die Echtheit aller bei Versteigerungen 
verkauften philatelistischen Artikel während 30 Tagen 
nach dem Versteigerungsdatum garantiert. Jegliche 
andere Garantie oder Garantie für Fehler ist ausdrücklich 
ausgeschlossen. Jegliche Reklamation bezüglich 
Echtheit muss unverzüglich nach Erhalt der Lose an 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  gerichtet werden, spätestens 
jedoch innerhalb 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum. 
Vor der Zustellung, die nach der 30-Tage-Frist erfolgen 
kann, können die erstandenden philatelistischen Artikel 
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigt werden. Ein 
Käufer, dessen Reklamation nach der Frist von 30 Tagen 
ab Versteigerungsdatum bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
eintrifft, verliert jegliches Anrecht auf die Garantie. In 

diesem Fall wird die Reklamation von DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. nicht anerkannt.
Wird im Falle einer Reklamation bezüglich der Echtheit 
eines philatelistischen Artikels eine Fristverlängerung 
benötigt, muss diese innerhalb 30 Tagen nach 
Versteigerungsdatum bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
beantragt werden. Kein solcher Antrag, welcher nach 
dieser  30-Tage-Frist bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. eintrifft, 
wird in Betracht gezogen. Die Prüfresultate, für deren 
Einholung eine Fristverlängerung gewährt wurde, 
müssen bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. innerhalb von 3 
Monaten nach dem Versteigerungsdatum vorliegen. 
Eine weitere Fristverlängerung kann nur mit schriftlicher 
Einwilligung von DAVID FELDMAN S.A. gewährt werden. 
Nur diejenigen Reklamationen, Prüfresultate sowie 
andere Mitteilungen, die innerhalb der vorgeschriebenen 
Fristen eintreffen, werden von DAVID FELDMAN S.A. in 
Betracht gezogen.
4.2 Atteste und Gegenatteste: Bei Echtheitszweifeln 
obliegt es dem Käufer, als Rechtfertigung seiner 
Reklamation ein Attest oder Gegenattest von  einem 
für  das  betreffende Sammelgebiet anerkannten Prüfer 
beizulegen. Wird eine Marke von einem anerkannten 
und für Irrtümer haftenden Prüfer  als  falsch  erkannt,  
kann  er  sie  entsprechend  kennzeichnen.  Das 
Zeichen FALSCH gilt dabei nicht als Veränderung. Bei 
derartigen Reklamationen behält DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. es sich vor, nach eigenem Ermessen ein oder 
mehrere Atteste anzufordern. Alle Prüfkosten  und  
diesbezügliche  Ausgaben  fallen  bei  gerechtfertigter  
Beanstandung  zu Lasten  des  Einlieferers,  anderenfalls  
jedoch  zu  Lasten  des  Käufers. Bei gerechtfertigter 
Beanstandung wird das Los zurückgenommen und 
die Zuschlagsumme sowie Aufgeld an den Käufer   
zurückerstattet.   Falls infolge  einer Expertise,  
mit Uebereinstimmung der DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  
Zahlungsverzögerungen entstehen,  werden  50%  der 
üblicherweise belasteten Zinsen auf jedes Los, dessen 
Echtheit einwandfrei bewiesen ist erhoben. Ansonsten 
werden die Standartzinsen berechnet.
4.3 Begrenzung: Lose, die a ls Sammlungen, 
Sammellose, Dublettenposten oder Anhäufungen 
beschrieben sind, haben keinerlei Anrecht auf 
Reklamation. Beanstandungen von Losen, die als Serien 
oder Gruppen von Serien aus mehr als einer Briefmarke 
bestehend beschrieben sind, werden in Grenzen des 
obigen Punktes 4.1. nur in Betracht  gezogen, wenn 
sie mehr als ein Drittel des Gesamtkaufwerts des 
entsprechenden Loses darstellen. Für Lose die vom 
Käufer oder dessen Agenten besichtigt wurden oder 
mit Fehlern beschrieben sind können deshalb nicht 
beanstandet werden. Abgebildete Lose können nicht 
beanstandet werden wenn es sich um Zähnungsfehler, 
Zentrierung, Rand oder andere im Bild ersichtliche Fehler 
handelt.
4.4  Zah lungsver zug : Geht d ie Zah lung der 
Zuschlagsumme und das Aufgeld nicht innerhalb 
von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum ein, behält 
DAVID  FELDMAN S.A. es sich vor, entweder das 
Kaufgeschäft aufzuheben und über die Lose anderweitig 
zu verfügen und/oder auf Zahlung des Kaufpreises 
und Schadenersatz, sowie auch gesetzliche Abgaben 
zu klagen. Bei Nichtzahlung ausstehender Beträge 
innerhalb von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum, 
werden Verzugszinsen von  wenigstens 5% im ersten 
Monat und 2% in den darauffolgenden Monaten erhoben; 
entstandene  Unkosten sind ebenfalls zurückzuerstatten.  
Der in Verzug geratene Käufer verliert in jedem Fall sein 
Reklamationsrecht.
4.5 Der Zuschlagspreis kann ausnahmsweise auf 
das tiefste Gebot vermindert werden, wenn der 
Bieter versehentlich den Preis, durch eine andere 
Bietmöglichkeit, erhöht hat.
5. Gesetz und gerichtsstand
Diese  Auktion  sowie  die  daraus  enstandenen  
Rechte  und  Pflichten  unterliegen ausschliesslich 
dem Schweizer Gesetz. Jede sich auf diese Auktion 
beziehende Klage oder Rechtsstreit unterliegen dem 
Gericht in Genf. Die zuständige Berufungsbehörde 
ist das Schweizer Bundesgericht in Lausanne.DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich ferner vor, den Schuldner 
nach eigenem Ermessen an seinem Wohnsitz zu 
verklagen, wobei das Schweizer Gesetz Gültigkeit hat. 
Bei allfälligen Problemen betreffend Preis oder Wert, wird 
der Euro zum zur Zeit der Auktion gültigen Wechselkurs 
in CHF umgerechnet.

6. Alle Transaktionen: 
Diese Konditionen gelten auch für alle Transaktionen 
die ausserhalb der Versteigerung mit David Feldman SA 
abgeschlossen werden.

(Private Auction-DE-EUR Rev.-AT-11/2012)

Versteigerungsbedingungen
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist EUR (e)



Have you got a rarity for sale?

Consign now! 
Contact us to include your item in our 
December 2013 “Rarities of the World”

Special conditions offered to vendors

View the lots and bid online on www.davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor 
New York
NY 10169
Tel. 00 1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Suite 704, 7th Floor 
Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King’s Road, North Point, Hong Kong
Tel. 00 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. box 81
1213 Onex, Geneva
Switzerland
Tel. 00 41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

With more than 40 years of experience, David Feldman S.A. has achieved 
the highest prices for rarities from all over the world.



Do you or someone you know have a great philatelic collection ? We are eager to see what you or a friend may have, 
and if the collection you propose is suitable, we will produce a handsome hard-bound “ Great Philatelic Collections” 
volume at no cost to you (other than the time it will take to scan your pages). 

Contact us at info@davidfeldman.com

“Great Philatelic Collections”
  New subjects always welcome



Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf. 
The following have already been printed or are being prepared:

 Egypt : Postal Services in the Suez Canal Zone
 formed by Samir Fikry

 Finland : Grand Duchy of Finland 1856-1884
 formed by Jussi Tuori

 India : The Classic Period to 1879 
 formed by Dr. Sita Bhateja

 Natal : Postal History 
 formed by Prof. Keith Klugman

 Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia): 1655-1870 
 formed by Tay Peng Hian, rdp, frpsl

 Panama : Colombian State Period 
 formed by Alvaro Castro-Harrigan

 Persia : The Classic Period to 1879 
 formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (I): China Proper 
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (II): Mongolia & Sinkiang 
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl

 Thailand : Classic Stamps & Postal History of Siam 
 formed by Surajit Gongvatana, frpsl

 Turkey : The Duloz Issues, 1865-76 
 formed by Max Plantinga

 USA : 1847 & 1851-57 Classic Issues on Cover 
 formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl

 All available and future editions (“Standing Order”)
 Please tick the box for each book you wish to order.  
 e 75 each + Postage, or equivalent in US$ or CHF

To come

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (III): Manchuria incl. Chinese Eastern Railway
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs,frpsl

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (IV): Russia’s Wars in China 
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs,frpsl

“Great Philatelic Collections”
Deluxe Hardbound Numbered 
Limited Editions (100-250 each)

Order by post, from our online shop or e-mail (info@davidfeldman.com) 

www.davidfeldman.com



Symbols and abbreviations
Symboles et abréviations / Symbole und Abkürzungen

Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C mint with original gum

 neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC mint never hinged

 neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans gomme ou  

 regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H used

 oblitéré/ gebraucht

J block of four or larger

 multiple / Viererblock

K tête-bêche pair

 paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I fiscal cancel

 oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G piece or fragment of a cover or document

 fragment / Briefstück

F cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte 

 postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E essay

 essai / Entwurf

P proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)

 épreuve / Probedruck

R revenue or fiscal

 timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S specimen

 spécimen / Specimen

F forgery

 faux / Fälschung

Abbreviations / Abréviations / Abkürzungen
2-14 nos. 2 through 14 / n°2 au 14 / nr.2 bis 14
2/14 between nos. 2 and 14 (not cplt.) / entre le n°2 et 14 /  aus 
  nr. 2 bis 14
add’l additional / supplémentaire / zusätzlich
approx. approximate(ly) / environ / ungefähr
B bottom / en bas / unten
BL bottom left / en bas à gauche / unten links
BR bottom right / en bas à droit / unten rechts
bs backstamp(s)/ backstamped / rücks. Stpl.
ca. circa / environ / circa
cat. catalogue / Katalog
cds circular date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
cert. certificate / certificat / Attest
cplt. complete / complet / vollständig
diff different / différent / verschiedene
ds date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
FDC first day cover / lettre premier jour / Ersttagsbrief
FFC first flight cover / lettre premier vol / Erstflugbrief
FL folded letter / pli / Faltbrief
horiz. horizontal / waagrecht
hr hinge remnant(s) / reste de charnière / Falzreste
hs handstamp(s) / cachet / Handstempel
imperf imperforate / non-dentelé / ungezähnt
L left / à gauche / links
lh lightly hinged / légère charnière / leichte Falzreste
MC Maltese Cross / croix de Malte / Malteserkreuz

Condition of Covers / Etats des lettres et entiers / 
Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung 
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel. / Qualité irré-
prochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais 
et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspu-
ren (Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön 
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage. / Qualité 
premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter quelques légères salissures et 
usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. / Qualité standard, 
les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. / Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie 
Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere 
Abnützungen).

Fine / Beau / schön   
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable example. 
/ Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres facteurs (voir photo et description) mais 
exemplaire très présentable. / Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel 
(siehe Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare und sam-
melwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.

Please note:Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and 
file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning or minor 
stains and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are not 
always described, and are not grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. 
We will gladly provide full-size scans on request.

Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères réductions 
sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques normales pour des lettres du 
19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout 
de quelques renforts sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans 
les descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration 
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires 
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.

Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, leichte 
Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. 
anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken 
oder Risschen und Büge entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren 
und nicht immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - diese 
stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie auf den photos resp. 
scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung 
Im Zweifel können Sie von uns VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser 
auflösende scans verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

min. sheet miniature sheet, souvenir sheet / bloc feuillet / Block
ms manuscript / manuscrit / handschriftlich
nh never hinged / sans charnière / postfrisch
no(s). number(s) / numéro(s) / Nummer(n)
og original gum / gomme originale / Originalgummi
ovpt overprint / surcharge /Aufdruck
o/w otherwise / autrement / ansonsten
pc postcard / carte postale / Postkarte
perf perforated / perforé(e) / gezähnt
pl. plate / plaque / Platte
pos. position / numéro dans la planche / Bogenposition
ps postal stationery / entier / Ganzsache
ppc picture postcard / carte postale / Ansichtskarte
R right / à droite / rechts
reg’d registered / recommandé / eingeschrieben
SFL stampless folded letter (unused)/ entier double / Ganzsachenbrief
s/l straight line cancel/ cachet linéaire / Langstempel
STC stated to catalogue (by third party) / selon données vendeur /  
 angebl. Katalogwert
T top / en haut / oben
TL top left / en haut à gauche / oben links
TR top right / en haut à droite / oben rechts
unwmkd unwatermarked / sans filigrane / ohne Wasserzeichen
var. variety / variété / Abart
vert. vertical / verticale / senkrecht
wmk watermark(ed) / filigrane / Wasserzeichen
w/o without / sans / ohne



Passion, Knowledge & Experience 
in producing leading results
Consign today for the 2014 auctions.

www.davidfeldman.com

With offices in Geneva, New York and Hong Kong and
worldwide live auction coverage via Internet, we offer
an important advantage worthy of consideration: selling
your collections where they are likely to obtain the best
price.

Your results matter to us as much as they matter to you - so 
please contact us today and let us get to work for you.
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1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON 
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44    Fax +41 22 757 18 89 
  quietly located, very close to our offices

Room rates: Single CHF 160.- / Double CHF 240.- 
breakfast included
www.auberge-confignon.ch

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE 
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11    Fax +41 22 792 05 46
e-mail info@vendee.ch
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,  
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: weekdays & weekends CHF 215.- 
with shower / bath
www.vendee.ch

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE 
(non-smoking rooms only) 
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87    Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by bus no. 2 
  located in heart of the main shopping area

Room rates: CHF 180.- single 
with shower / bath, breakfast included
www.hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch

4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00    Fax +41 22 709 02 10 
  close to our offices

Room rates: from CHF 159.- / CHF 179.-
www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
/index.shtml

5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20    Fax +41 22 709 02 1 
  close to our offices

Room rates: from CHF 95.- (CHF 95.- / 105.- / 165.-) 
www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotel-
geneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS 
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33    Fax +41 22 884 08 34
e-mail info@horlogers-ge.ch  
  close to our offices; breakfast included

Room rates: Single CHF 175.- / Double CHF 210.-
www.horlogers-ge.ch 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE 
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève 
  just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices

Tel. +41 22 708 16 16    Fax +41 22 708 16 17
e-mail Info@tiffanyhotel.ch
Room rates: Starting from CHF 360.-
www.hotel-tiffany.ch

8. HOTEL ASTORIA  
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52    Fax +41 22 544 52 54
e-mail hotel@astoria-geneve.ch 
  near the main train station

Room rates: starting from CHF 195.-
www.astoria-geneve.ch

Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you 
with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in 
Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

The David Feldman company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases (Please contact our 
accounts department in advance of your visit).

Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations

S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations

Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81,
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel.:+41 (0)22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10169
Tel.: +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Suite 704 (7th Floor) Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King's Road, North Point, Hong Kong,
Tel.: + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com



Geneva location
Emplacement / Standort

www.davidfeldman.com

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com 
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